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Abstract
The thesis deals with the identification of the optimal adjustment models of Scitnrex CG-3M
gravimeter’s measurements with respect to the most significant instrumental error influences. On the
basis of available literature and experience with two CG-3M gravimeters, the hysteresis after
transport, transport drift and errors in the calibration function are identified as the most significant
instrumental error influences in Scintrex CG-3M measurements. The analysis of the empirical data
(comprising four sets of different purposes) in the phase of pre-processing showed that the two CG3M gravimeters are affected with the significant hysteresis effect. An iterative algorithm has been
developed, which models hysteresis using exponential function and facilitate its elimination from
observation series of sufficient duration. In addition, the analysis showed that the gravimeters exhibit
different, but rather regular, drift behaviour during different types of the survey. Furthermore, an
uncertainty of determined calibration coefficients or its time change can significantly affect the
relative gravity measurements. The problems of datum definition and measures of quality for gravity
networks are analysed and resolved. Different adjustment models with respect to the treatment of the
most significant error influences in the functional and stochastic part of the adjustment model have
been tested on the empirical data. The investigation showed that the corrections of the linear
calibration coefficients and coefficients of the second order drift polynomial should be, in general,
included in the functional model as parameters. In addition, the hysteresis can significantly affect the
precision of the Scintrex measurements, which cannot be remedied by a stochastic model.
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Izvleček
V doktorski nalogi obravnavamo določitev optimalnega modela izravnave gravimetričnih meritev z
instrumenti Scintrex CG-3M ob upoštevanju najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov. S pomočjo
dostopne literature in izkušenj ob uporabi dveh gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3M smo med
najpomembnejše instrumentalne vplive uvrstili histerezo in hod, ki nastaneta zaradi transporta
instrumenta, ter pogreške kalibracijske funkcije. Z analizo empiričnih podatkov smo tekom predhodne
obdelave ugotovili, da sta oba gravimetra CG-3M obremenjena značilnim vplivom histereze. Za
odstranitev vpliva smo za gravimetrične odčitke zadostnega trajanja predstavili algoritem modeliranja
histereze z eksponentno funkcijo. Pokazali smo, da je odziv transportnega hoda gravimetra v različnih
izmerah specifičen, a za posamezen instrument značilen. Nadalje smo obravnavali zanesljivost
določitve kalibracijskih koeficientov in njihove spremembe v odvisnosti od časa, kar lahko značilno
vpliva na relativne gravimetrične meritve. Opredelili smo definicijo datuma in določili mere ocene
kakovosti gravimetričnih meritev. Na različnih skupinah empiričnih podatkov smo preverili modele
izravnave po metodi najmanjših kvadratov, ki so v funkcionalnem in stohastičnem modelu vključevali
različne pristope obravnavanja najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov. Pokazali smo, da bi
popravke linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov in koeficientov polinoma druge stopnje za hod bilo
potrebno vključiti v funkcionalni model izravnave kot dodatne neznanke. Ob tem lahko histereza
značilno vpliva na natančnost Scintrex-gravimetričnih meritev, vendar tega s stohastičnim modelom
ne moremo rešiti.
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1

INTRODUCTION
Background

According to Plag et al. (2009), “geodesy is the science of determining the geometry, gravity field, and
rotation of the Earth and their evolution in time”. Moreover, the "three pillars" of geodesy: the changes
in Earth's shape (geokinematic), gravity field and rotation, provide the conceptual and observational
basis for the reference frames required for Earth observation.
Gravimetry, i.e. measurement of gravity (intensity of gravity acceleration) and gravity gradient by
terrestrial methods on or close to the Earth’s surface (Torge, 1989; 2001), is one of the measurement
techniques for determination of the gravity field of the Earth. Gravimetry provides information on
variations of the gravity in space and time. On the basis of terrestrial gravity measurements, state or
larger scale reference gravity systems are established. These serve not only for geodetic purposes (the
determination of the geoid, setting up state height systems) but also for metrological (determination of
standards of force and pressure) and geophysical purposes (defining geodynamical processes,
geophysical prospecting) (Marson, 2012). Required accuracy, as well as space and time resolution,
depends on the particular purpose. For example, accuracies required for geodetic purposes are of the
order of magnitude 10–7 – 10–8, while analysis of the Earth tides and dynamics requires the accuracies
of 10–10 – 10–11 (Marson, 2012).
There are two main types of gravimeters: absolute, which directly yield the absolute value of gravity at
specific location and time, and relative gravimeters, which provide gravity differences between
different locations or epochs (Torge, 1989; 2001; Marson, 2012; Van Camp et al., 2017). Modern
absolute gravimeters measure distance and time of a free-falling mass to derive the gravity value.
Besides ballistic absolute gravimeters, which are today almost exclusively free-fall gravimeters,
recently cold-atom absolute gravimeters have been developed. Relative gravimeters currently in use
are spring gravimeters and superconducting (cryogenic) gravimeters, in which a proof mass is
suspended by a spring or through magnetic levitation, respectively. They use a counterforce, which
restores the proof mass in the null position, as a measure of gravity change (difference). While spring
gravimeters are widely used as field gravimeters, superconducting gravimeters, which are the most
precise relative instruments, are, in general, in-door instruments.
Due to availability and high accuracy of the portable absolute gravimeters, absolute gravity
measurements are used as a standard for state reference gravity systems (Wilmes, Richter, and Falk,
2003; Vitushkin, 2008). Moreover, the new Global Absolute Gravity Reference System shall be
established based on the ICAGs (International Comparisons of Absolute Gravimeters), with the
utilisation of superconducting gravimeters, in order to provide a connection between different epochs
of measurements (Wilmes et al., 2018). Absolute gravimeters are also used in metrology (e.g.
definition of a kilogram) and analysis of different geodynamic processes. Due to their dimensions,
time consumption, economic costs and rigorous requirements for environmental temperature, absolute
gravimeters have been traditionally used for determination of in-door base (zero-order) stations, while
relative field gravimeters have been used to densify those stations and to establish national gravity
reference networks, as well as local gravity networks. Though, recently field absolute gravimeters are
also used for densification of zero order networks. In addition to the establishment of the national
reference networks, relative gravimeters are used for a variety of purposes: support of absolute gravity
measurements (measurement of vertical and horizontal gradients, centring to safety points), providing
dense point data to improve regional geoids, monitoring of changes in geodynamic research areas, etc.
(Timmen and Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010). Due to significantly lower price as compared to absolute
gravimeters, compact size and robustness, relative spring gravimeters of high precision are inevitable
instruments in field gravimetry.
Based on available literature, one can conclude that Scintrex quartz-spring gravimeters: CG-3M, as
well as its slightly improved versions CG-5 and recently released CG-6, are probably the most widely
used field relative gravimeters of high precision today. Although, metal-spring LCR (LaCoste and
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Romberg) model D is still often used. These gravimeters are the most precise field relative
gravimeters, with declared repeatability of 0.05 μm s–2 (Seigel, 1995; Scintrex, 2012; 2017; LaCoste &
Romberg, 2004). The principle of operation and properties of LCR gravimeters are detailed discussed
in a number of publications (e.g. Brein et al., 1977; Groten, 1983; Torge, 1989). Principle of operation
and properties of Scintrex gravimeters are covered by Scintrex publications (Hugill, 1988, Seigel,
1995, Brcic and Seigel, 1999) as well as a number of papers, which mainly confirms these
publications (e.g. Jousset et al., 1995; Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Rehren, 1997; Everaerts et al.,
2002; Timmen and Gitlein, 2004). Since Scintrex gravimeters were introduced, their instrumental
error influences have been extensively studied and reported in a variety of papers. Some of those
papers revealed previously unrecognised or underestimated instrumental error influences, e.g. cyclic
behaviour of the stationary drift (Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda, 1998;
Gettings, Chapman and Allis, 2008), significant elastic hysteresis effect after transport (Hackney,
2001; Flury et al., 2007; Deville, 2013; Fores, 2016) or after tilting the instrument (Zumberge et al.,
2008; Reudinik et al., 2014). While elastic hysteresis after tilting the gravimeter can and should be
avoided, elastic hysteresis after transport in the upright position is inevitable. Available literature does
not offer a model of such effect, which could facilitate its (total or partial) elimination from
measurements. Although the elastic hysteresis effects are common to all Scintrex gravimeters, their
magnitude and duration clearly differ for each specific instrument. Understanding the properties of
specific instrumental error influence is essential for setting up a survey procedure, which should yield
the desired accuracy, or at least for knowing the limitations of the specific instrument.
On the other hand, other known and well described (e.g. Timmen and Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010)
significant instrumental error influences in Scintrex measurements i.e. calibration function and
transport drift are treated differently in national network adjustments (e.g. Bašić, Markovinović and
Rezo, 2006; Medved, 2008; Peshekhonov, 2008; Barišić, 2009; Markovinović, 2009). Specifically,
according to the latter sources, transport drift is often modelled as a linear function of time, what is
even found to provide a higher precision than the use of quadratic one, while the former sources find it
significantly not linear. In addition, drift is often determined and eliminated from measurements
before adjustment (e.g. Csapó and Völgyesi, 2002; Medved, 2008; Barišić, 2009; Markovinović,
2009), although, since determined based on the same set of observation, it cannot be determined with
significantly lower uncertainty than the noise in measurements. Furthermore, in some cases (e.g.
Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo, 2006; Markovinović, 2009), corrections of the calibration function are
not considered at all or they are applied before adjustment without taking into account their
uncertainty. There are examples in literature when undetected instrumental error influences do not
necessarily reflect in measurement precision, although they obviously affect the accuracy of
adjustment results (e.g. Parseliunas and Petroskevicius, 2007). Considering different practices and
their consequences on the results of adjustment, a question arises: which of these instrumental error
influences to include as parameters in the functional model and wheatear or not to take account for
omitted or previously eliminated error influences in the stochastic model. Obviously, various opinions
exist regarding formulation and use of adjustment model of relative gravity measurements (e.g. Torge,
1989; Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo, 2006; Völgyesi, Földváry and Csapó, 2007; Medved, 2008;
Peshekhonov, 2008; Barišić, 2009; Markovinović, 2009). Thus, the available literature lacks
systematic comparison and analysis of different adjustment models of relative gravity measurements,
which would take into account all most significant instrumental error influences and inspect the effect
of the choice of the adjustment model on the adjustment results.
1.2

Objective and Hypotheses

Given that available literature (I) lacks the systematic review of instrumental error influences specific
to Scintrex gravimeters, (II) does not offer the model, which could facilitate total of partly elimination
of significant elastic hysteresis effect from measurements and (III) lacks systematic comparison and
analysis of different adjustment models of relative gravity measurements, which would take into
account all most significant instrumental error influences, this thesis aims at filling those gaps. Thus,
the objectives of the thesis are:
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1. to identify the most significant instrumental error influences in Scintrex CG-3M
measurements, based on the review of available literature and experience with two CG-3M
gravimeters,
2. to analyse and describe those influences based on the empirical data and
3. to compare and analyse different adjustment models with respect to treatment of the most
significant error influences in the functional and stochastic part of the adjustment model.
Finally, the overall objective of the thesis is:
4. to identify the optimal adjustment models of Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements with
respect to the most significant instrumental error influences.
The research is based on the empirical data primarily of two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters of the
CSGA (Croatian State Geodetic Administration), but also on a smaller portion of data of one CG-5
gravimeter of the FGUZ (Faculty of Geodesy University of Zagreb). The data is of four different
purposes: calibration of relative gravimeters, vertical gravity gradient determination, measurements of
the Croatian FOGN (First Order Gravity Network) and measurements of the local test network.
Accordingly, the thesis should provide an answer to questions:
-

Which adjustment model is optimal for the specific use, with respect to the specific properties
of the most significant instrumental error influences of the specific gravimeter?
How big is the effect of the specific instrumental error influence on the results of adjustment,
if it is ignored by the adjustment model?

In order to fulfil the objectives of the research, it is also necessary to address different question
concerning the concepts of the gravity network analysis. Specifically, the analyses of the datum defect
and datum definition of the gravity network in available literature are sparse and inadequate. Usually,
the gravity networks are treated equally as the levelling networks (e.g. Caspary, 2000) without going
into details of the functional model or specifying whether on not the corrections of the calibration
coefficients, which affect the scale of the network, are free for determination or not. Further on, in
other to evaluate different adjustment models, the measures of quality developed primarily for
positioning networks (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000) should be adapted to the gravity
networks.
Hence, in accordance with the overall objective of the thesis, the main hypothesis is posed:
Optimal adjustment models of Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can be identified in
order to eliminate or minimise the most significant instrumental error influences.
In order to validate the main hypothesis, several auxiliary hypotheses (sub-hypotheses) are specified:
1. The effect of elastic hysteresis in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can significantly
deteriorate the declared precision.
2. The elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can be modelled
and reduced from measurements before adjustment if reading series of sufficient duration are
available.
3. If reading series of sufficient duration are not available, deterioration of measurement
precision by the elastic hysteresis effect can be successfully accounted for by the stochastic
part of adjustment model.
4. Omitting the calibration function correction from the functional model leads to a significant
systematic error influence in a national network adjustment if the calibration function is not
previously determined with sufficient accuracy.
5. The transport daily drift in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements should be determined
as the second order polynomial in the course of an adjustment of relative gravity
measurements, rather than eliminate it prior to the adjustment.
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The conclusion made within the thesis can be applied to adjustment of different precise relative
gravity measurements (national network adjustments, calibration of relative gravimeters, vertical
gravity gradient determination, etc.). The importance of the research is also in the utilisation of older
instruments with possible emphasised instrumental error influences (such as elastic hysteresis effect),
taking into account the price of the relative gravimeters. In addition, because of the common principle
of operation, it is possible that conclusions based on Scintrex CG-3M measurements can be extended
to CG-5 and CG-6, and vice versa.
1.3

Thesis Outline

A part of the research comprised in this thesis has already been published as original research articles
in peer-reviewed journals. The published articles shall be referred to as PAPERS A, B and C as
follows:
PAPER A:
Repanić, M., Kuhar, M., Malović, I. 2015. High precision vertical gravity gradient determination in
Croatia. Acta Geodaetica et Geophysica 50, 2: 151–171.
doi: 10.1007/s40328-015-0102-z.
Reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature,
Copyright Akadémiai Kiadó (2015).
PAPER B:
Repanić, M. 2017. New Adjustment of the Croatian First Order Gravity Network. Geodetski vestnik
61, 4: 630–648.
doi: 10.15292/geodetski-vestnik.2017.04.630-648.
Reprinted under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0),
Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
PAPER C:
Repanić, M., Kuhar, M. 2018. Modelling Hysteresis Effect in Scintrex CG-3M Gravity Readings.
Geophysical Prospecting 66, 1: 257–269.
doi: 10.1111/1365-2478.12557.
Reprinted by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists &
Engineers (2017).
The research presented in this thesis initiated with the studies presented in PAPERS A and B.
However, not all of the contents from PAPERS A and B are included in the thesis since the research is
afterwards conducted in a more systematic and extensive manner in order to test the posed hypothesis.
Therefore, the thesis includes only certain parts of PAPERS A and B in appropriate chapters. On the
other hand, PAPER C is included in the thesis in total, but its contents are distributed among different
chapters (sections 2.6.1, 3.1, 4.1.1, 7.1 and smaller part of section 4.3.2) to fit the structure of the
thesis. In addition, the research published in PAPER C is somewhat extended in the thesis, in order to
test the corresponding sub-hypothesis. Furthermore, some of the information not included in the
papers due to length limitations is included in the thesis.
The structure of the thesis does not follow the strict division into the theoretical and practical part.
Instead, it follows the research flow necessary to fulfil its objective. The thesis comprises the
following chapters:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introduction,
Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeters,
Description of the Empirical Data: the Measurements,
Analysis of the Most Significant Instrumental Error Influences of Scintrex CG-3M
Gravimeters 4372 and 4373,
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5.
6.
7.
8.

5

Adjustment Model,
Other Applied Methods,
Testing of Adjustment Models,
Conclusions.

Chapter 1 provides a reader with a general introduction to the thesis. It gives a brief overview of the
relevant field and explains the motivation for the research. In addition, in Chapter 1 the objective of
the thesis is defined and the hypothesis stated. The outline of the thesis is listed.
Chapter 2 is meant to provide a reader, not necessarily familiar with the field of relative gravimetry,
with basics required to follow the conducted research and also to serve as a reference in subsequent
chapters. The principle of operation of relative spring gravimeters is briefly presented, as well as the
main design features, properties and signal processing of Scintrex gravimeters. In addition,
approximate and total calibration functions of Scintrex gravimeters are defined. Moreover, Chapter 2
comprises systematic reviews of the available literature on the drift behaviour and the instrumental
error influences specific to Scintrex gravimeters. The reviews are supported and supplemented with
the brief results of the analysis of the continuous stationary records of the two Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeters. Furthermore, the description of the necessary reductions of gravity measurement is given,
including the brief review of the Earth and ocean tide reductions. In the end, the elastic hysteresis
effect after transport, transport drift and errors in the calibration function are identified as the most
significant instrumental error influences.
Chapter 3 comprises the descriptions of the empirical data used in the research. Major part of these
descriptions is already published in PAPERS A, B and C. The chapter briefly addresses the history of
the three gravimeters involved in the research and presents four different sets of data: measurements
for the purpose of calibration of relative gravimeters, vertical gravity gradient determination,
measurements of the Croatian FOGN and measurements of the local test network. For each data set,
the observation scheme is given. In addition, measurement procedure and transport conditions are
described. Since the adjustments of the FOGN carried out in Chapter 7 also include absolute
measurements of the Croatian ZOGN (Zero Order Gravity Network), those measurements and their
revision are also described.
The most significant instrumental error influences of the two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters are
analysed in Chapter 4. This analysis is conducted in the phase of pre-processing and does not include
the adjustment questions. The distinction is made between the hysteresis effect after tilting the
gravimeter and the hysteresis effect after the transport in the upright position. The elastic hysteresis
effect after transport in the upright position is modelled for the measurements of sufficient duration
using an iterative algorithm developed in MATLAB, what has already been published in PAPER C.
The hysteresis effect after tilting gravimeters is examined based on the experimental measurements
performed in the office. Since the measurements of the FOGN comprise only short observation series,
the influence of the hysteresis effects in these measurements is assessed on the basis of the linear
trends in observation series. Chapter 4 also includes a comprehensive analysis of the transport drift in
all four data sets and brings conclusions on different, but rather regular, drift behaviour of CG-3M
gravimeters during different types of surveys (transport by car or in hand). In the end, the behaviour of
the calibration function of the two Scintres CG-3M gravimeters since the time they were put in
operation is described and analysed. Some parts of this analysis are already published in PAPERS B
and C.
Chapter 5 is meant to provide an overview and theoretical foundations on adjustment models of
different purposes for Scintrex gravimeters. Firstly, general concepts of adjustment models, datum
defect and datum definition are introduced. Next, the description of the functional models of general
purpose for Scintrex measurements is given, which includes theoretical analysis and brief results of
numerical analysis of different models found in literature, with respect to the linearization of
observation equation. Besides the functional model of observations in a gravity network, specific
models for the determination of calibration function and vertical gravity gradient are given. In
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addition, the problem of the datum defect specific to gravity networks is identified and different
options for datum definition are given. Part of the chapter on stochastic models starts with a brief
overview of the stochastic models of relative gravity observations, found in the literature. Next,
models of different types of correlation among gravity observations are given. Finally, iterative
methods including the EVC (estimation of variance components) and IRLS (iterative reweighted least
squares) applied by Csapó and Völgyesi (2002) are described.
Chapter 6 gives a theoretical foundation of several other methods used in Chapter 7 for testing
different adjustment models. Namely, the solution of the LS (least squares) problem by QR
factorisation, transformation of the weighted LS problem into ordinary LS and Tau-test are described.
In addition, measures of quality for gravity networks, which shall be used for the evaluation of
different adjustment models, are presented.
Posed sub-hypotheses are tested in Chapter 7 based on the empirical data of four empirical data sets.
Firstly, sub-hypotheses which deal with the functional model are tested. Namely, the influence of
elastic hysteresis effect after transport in the upright position is examined as well as its elimination
from observations based on the model proposed in Chapter 4. A major part of this investigation is
already published in PAPER C. Next, the effects of different treatments of calibration function and
daily drift in the functional model are studied. Finally, an extensive analysis of different stochastic
models is carried out, considering the magnitude of the elastic hysteresis effects on adjustment results.
For each part of the empirical research conducted in Chapter 7, the applied methods are briefly
presented, results are analysed and discussed and conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 8 summarises the conclusions of the research and list the achieved contributions to the field of
relative gravimetry. In the end, Extended Summary in Slovene is given.
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2

7

SCINTREX CG-3M AND CG-5 GRAVIMETERS

2.1

Principle of Operation of Relative Spring Gravimeters

Unlike absolute, where the observations of both fundamental quantities of acceleration: length and
time are concerned, relative gravity measurements are restricted to the observation of only one of these
quantities (Torge, 1989). More precisely, in order to measure the difference in gravity between two
stations (or its change in time), one of the quantities is kept fixed, while the change of the other
quantity is observed. The gravity difference between the observed stations is then computed from the
observed difference in length or time. There are two main methods of relative gravimetry: dynamic
and static. The dynamic method is based on the observation of the oscillation time of a sensor, which
oscillates, under the influence of gravity, in free or constrained motion (e.g. relative pendulum
measurements). The static method uses a sensor which is held fixed by (mostly) an elastic force in
equilibrium position with the gravitational force (e.g. static spring gravimeters). The system is strongly
damped. The gravity difference is determined from the change of equilibrium position between two
observed stations. Today the static method is widely used, while the dynamic method is used only for
special purposes (Torge, 1989). Further on, the most common principles of the static method shall be
explained: a vertical spring balance and a lever spring balance, the first employed in Scintrex and the
latter in LaCoste and Romberg and ZLS Burris gravimeters. More extensive overview of the principle
of operation and main construction components of the relative gravimeters can be found in e.g. Torge
(1989).
2.1.1

Vertical Spring Balance

The simplest principle of the static method is a vertical spring balance (Figure 2.1). Unloaded
suspended spring has the length l0. The gravity force acting on the mass m causes an elongation of the
spring to the length l. Hence, the system takes equilibrium position with the action of an elastic
counter force of the spring. For the position of static equilibrium, the equilibrium condition is valid
(Torge, 1989):

m g = k (l − l0 ) ,

(2.1)

where g is the gravity and k the spring constant, which depends on the geometry and elasticity of the
spring used. Therefore, the gravity value is a linear function of the spring length.

l0
l
k(l-l 0)
m

STATIC
EQUILIBRIUM

mg
Figure 2.1: The vertical spring balance (after Torge, 1989, p. 194).
Slika 2.1: Tehtnica z vertikalno vzmetjo (po Torge, 1989, str. 194).

However, the spring-mass system of the vertical spring balance is, in fact, a spring pendulum, which
performs a harmonic oscillation vertically about the equilibrium position. In order to observe the
changes of the spring length, the oscillation has to be damped by appropriate force (e.g. friction) in
order to bring the system to the equilibrium position in a relatively short time.
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The sensitivity of the vertical spring balance is obtained by differentiation of equation (2.1) (Torge,
1989):
dl m l − l 0
.
= =
dg k
g

(2.2)

Therefore, in order to observe the gravity changes with a relative accuracy of 10–8 (ca 0.1 µm s–2), for
the spring with l − l0 = 0.1 m , length changes of the spring have to be observed to ±1 nm. The
sensitivity of the system can be increased if longer springs are used, what is unpractical in portable
gravimeters. Hence, although simple in principle, vertical spring balance poses high requirements on
the resolution of pick-off systems.
2.1.2

Lever Spring Balance

Another commonly used principle for the static method is a lever spring balance, which is a rotational
system (Figure 2.2). The system takes an equilibrium position when the two torques: gravitational and
spring are equal (Torge, 1989):
m g a sin( +  ) = k (l − l 0 )

bd
sin  .
l

(2.3)

k(l-l 0)
l
d

h

m
mg
b
a

Figure 2.2: The lever spring balance (after Torge, 1989, p. 197).
Slika 2.2: Tehtnica z vzmetjo in vzvodom (po Torge, 1989, str. 197).

The sensitivity of the lever spring balance is obtained by differentiation of the equation (2.3) (Torge,
1989):
m a sin( +  )
d
.
=
kbd 
bd
dg

2
 (l − l 0 ) cos + 2 l 0 sin   − m g a cos( +  )
l 
l


(2.4)

According to Torge (1989), the astatization is an increase of a sensitivity of the rotational system,
which implies a decrease of stability. The astatization can be achieved either by decreasing the
restoring spring torque or by increasing the gravitational torque. This can be achieved by different
constructive measures. The astatization of the lever spring balance can be achieved if inclination
angles are small (   0 ) and the beam is approximately horizontal (   90 ).
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2.1.3

9

Zero-Length Spring

In relative gravimeters, the zero-length springs are commonly used. Zero-length spring is a spring
whose length is zero when no load is applied ( l0 = 0 ). Since the spring in relative gravimeters is
constantly under the load of the proof mass, above condition shall be satisfied if its force-length graph
only points to the origin (Figure 2.3, LaCoste & Romberg, 2004).

Figure 2.3: Force of the spring (left) and the zero-length spring (right).
Slika 2.3: Napeta vzmet (levo) in ničelna napetost (desno).

With the zero-length spring, the equilibrium condition and the equation for the sensitivity of the
system become simpler, especially for the rotational system.
2.2

Main Design Features and Properties of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeters

Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters use the principle of the vertical spring balance with a zerolength fused quartz spring-mass system (Scintrex, 1998; 2012; Seigel, 1995). Due to a gravity change,
the equilibrium position of the spring-mass system also changes. The electronic feedback system
restores the mass to the defined zero position, while the change in position is determined indirectly
from the restoring force. This is called the zero method (or “nulling”), in contrary to the deflection
method, where a position change is directly measured. In Scintrex gravimeters, a feedback system is
combined with a CPI (capacitive position indicator), which allows the pick-off resolution of 0.2 nm
(Hugill, 1988; Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Timmen and Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010). Thanks to the
high resolution of the pick-off system, there is no need for the astatization.
An example of the combination of a feedback system and a CPI is depicted in Figure 2.4. In the CPI,
(Torge, 1989), the mass represents the movable plate of the three-plate variable capacitor. The
oscillator generates an alternative voltage of constant frequency which is led through the transformer
to the two fixed plates of the capacitor. A position change of the movable plate generates an amplitude
and phase change of the voltage at the movable plate. This voltage is led through the amplifier to a
phase comparator, where it is compared with the oscillator voltage. In this process, a direct current
signal is generated, which is amplified and led to the display device (galvanometer). In the
combination of a CPI and a feedback system, the position of the mass is detected by the CPI. The
feedback voltage is then automatically generated from the output voltage of the CPI and transformed
in the voltages, which are led to the fixed capacitor plates of the CPI, producing an electrostatic force
on the spring-mass system. The electrostatic force restores and maintains the spring-mass system in
the zero position. In Scintrex gravimeters, the feedback voltage, which is a measure of relative gravity
value, is converted to a digital signal and then transmitted to the instrument’s data acquisition system
for processing display and storage (Seigel, 1995; Scintrex, 1998; 2012). Thus, besides gravitational
and spring force, relatively small electrostatic restoring force is acting on a spring and brings it back to
the zero position.
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Figure 2.4: A combination of the CPI and the electronic feedback system
(modified from LaCoste & Romberg, 2004, p. 4-17).
Slika 2.4: Kombinacija CP1 in elektronska povratna zanka (prirejeno po Lacoste & Romberg, 2004, str. 4–17).

The main construction elements of Scintrex gravimeters are schematically represented in Figure 2.5.
Parameters of Scintrex CG-3M and CG5 gravimeters’ gravity sensor and its electronic circuits are
chosen so that the feedback voltage covers a range of over 70,000 µm s–2 (80,000 µm s–2 for CG-5)
with the resolution of 0.01 µm s–2 (Scintrex, 1998; 2012). Moreover, thanks to the linear spring
system, sensitivity is independent of gravity magnitude (Timmen, 2010). Due to the ruggedness and
excellent elastic properties of fused quartz, limit stops around the proof mass and a durable shock
mount system which attaches the sensor to the housing, Scintrex gravimeters can be operated without
clamping (Scintrex, 1998; 2012).
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Figure 2.5: Basic construction elements of Scintrex CG-3/3M and CG-5 gravimeters (after Seigel, 1995, p.101).
Slika 2.5: Osnovni gradniki gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3/3M in CG-5 (po: Siegel, 1991, str. 101).

The instrument tilt sensors are also electronic, with a resolution of 1". The outputs from the sensors are
displayed on high-resolution tiltmeters on the front panel and also transmitted to the data acquisition
system where they are displayed and stored. The real-time software correction for tilts over a range of
±200" is applied (Scintrex, 1998; 2012).
Besides the worldwide range and tolerance of rough field use, other advantages of Scintrex
gravimeters are a linear or close to linear calibration function with no periodic errors and an excellent
protection from changes in the atmospheric pressure and temperature (Scintrex, 1998; 2012; Seigel,
1995). Such protection is provided by enclosing the most sensitive elements: the gravity and the tilt
sensors in a sealed aluminium vacuum chamber, which is thermostatically controlled (Figure 2.5).
Other sensitive electronic components such as the analogue to digital converter are located in the
outer, also thermostatically controlled, chamber. Thus the most critical components are in a double
oven, which reduces external temperature changes by a factor of over 104. Small residual effects are
corrected by the software using the output of the temperature sensor located in the close proximity of
the spring. Such residual changes are usually less than 1 mK. The outer chamber is thermostatted to a
fraction of K (Seigel, 1995). For standard Scintrex gravimeters, operating range of the thermostat is
from –40 to 45 °C (Scintrex, 1998; 2012; Seigel, 1995). In that case, the gravity sensor is usually
maintained at the temperature of about 59 °C. Depending on the user’s requirements, the upper
operating temperature can be set at a different level (35 or 55 °C).
In order to maintain the sensor temperature constant, Scintrex gravimeters must be powered constantly
(even during storage) by either an internal battery or an external power adapter (Scintrex, 1998; 2012).
If a loss of power occurs, the gravimeter begins to cool down. The stabilisation time required after the
power up depends on the length of time the gravimeter has been powered down and amounts up to
approximately 48 hours. The Scintrex CG-3/3M has the standard internal rechargeable 12V lead-acid
battery (Scintrex, 1998). The life expectancy of such battery is 200 cycles, after which capacity is
significantly reduced. Low temperatures reduce the capacity of the battery. In addition, the load on the
battery increases as the temperature drops. Recommended Panasonic 12 V / 7.2 A h battery lasts up to
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16 hours at 25 °C, while at –10 °C it lasts only 7 hours. Scintrex CG-3/3M has two battery slots, which
allow a battery change without a power interruption. The Scintrex CG-5 has two internal 10.8 V
lithium-ion batteries, which must be compliant with Smart Battery Data Specifications (SBDS)
standard (Scintrex, 2012). The life expectancy of such battery is 300 cycles. Similarly as with leadacid batteries, lithium-ion batteries capacity reduces at low temperatures.
2.3
2.3.1

Signal Processing in Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeters
Signal Processing in Scintrex CG-3M

According to Scintrex user manuals (Scintrex, 1998; 2012), processing of the gravity signal in
Scintrex gravimeters differs depending on whether or not the seismic filter option is enabled. The
measure of the relative gravity value is the feedback voltage. When the seismic filter is disabled, the
input to the ADC (analogue to digital converter) is held at the stable calibration voltage (Vcal) for one
second at the beginning of the reading, and after each x one-second samples of the feedback voltage
(Vfb), until the reading is ended (Figure 2.5). The value of x can be defined by the operator, but for
most applications, it is recommended to be set to 12. The output of the ADC when the Vfb is applied
(SF) is scaled by the output when the Vcal is applied (SC). The calibration function, which converts
measured CU (counter units) into the gravity units, is applied directly to the signal quotient. Hence,
the uncorrected sample is obtained (Scintrex, 1998; 2012):
 SF 
 SF 
SU = GCAL1
 + GCAL2

 SC 
 SC 

2

(2.5)

and, after corrections are applied, the corrected sample (Scintrex, 1998; 2012):

S = SU − DC + GREF + (TIC ) = SU + C .

(2.6)

Here, GCAL1 and GCAL2 are calibration constants (which should correspond to linear and quadratic
calibration coefficients*), GREF is a gravity offset and DC, TIC and C are drift, tilt and total
corrections, respectively. Corrected samples are continuously averaged; after each sample, a corrected
reading is calculated according to (Scintrex, 1998; 2012):

 SF 
 SF
GCAL1 ij  + GCAL2 ij

 SC 
 SC
j =1 i =1 
j 
j



RU ij =
( j − 1) x + i − NR
y

x

2


 + Cij 





 (SU
y

=

x

j =1 i =1

ij

+ C ij )

( j − 1) x + i − NR

,

(2.7)

where j is the current number of voltage calibration, i the number of feedback samples after jth voltage
calibration and NR number of rejected samples. Namely, if such option is selected, samples, which
differ from RUij for more than 4 standard deviations of corrected samples (SD), are rejected. The SD is
calculated every second. It is a measure of both: the instrument and ambient (seismic) noise. The
standard deviation of the mean of corrected samples (i.e. the standard deviation of final RUij) is
calculated under the assumption of normally distributed noise, according to:
ERR =

*

SD
( j − 1) x + i − NR

.

(2.8)

The distinction is made between the values entered in the instrument (calibration constants) and the theoretic
values of the true calibration function (calibration coefficients). In the perfect case, these two should be identical.
In reality, however, they differ. Thus, the calibration constants can be regarded as the coefficients of the
approximate calibration function (see section 2.4).
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However, according to Scintrex (1998; 2012), during the periods of high seismicity, the standard
deviation of the mean is better estimated by:
SD
,
(( j − 1) x + i − NR)n

ERR =

(2.9)

where n = 1 when the seismic filter is disabled and 1  n  2 when it is enabled. The final value of the
reading is calculated from the final RUij, according to (Scintrex, 1998; 2012):

R = RU + (TIC ) + ETC − TEC ,

(2.10)

where ETC is the Earth tide reduction and TEC the temperature correction. The tilt correction (TIC)
can be applied either on every sample (according to (2.6)) or on the final value (according to (2.10)),
depending on the user selection. The former option is recommended (Scintrex, 1998; 2012) for
unstable instrument set-up when the instrument could move during the reading (on soft surfaces).
To summarise equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.10), the gravity reading can be expressed as:

R = GREF + GCAL1 s + GCAL2 s 2 + IC
 SFij 


j =1 i =1 
j 
s=
( j − 1) x + i − NR
y

x

  SC
y

IC =

(2.11)

x

−  DCij
j =1 i =1

( j − 1) x + i − NR

+ TIC + ETC − TEC ,

where s is a gravimeter signal and IC total instrumental corrections and reductions applied by the
gravimeter. However, application of the ETC can be disabled, and the TIC correction can be applied to
every sample (same as DC).
When a measurement is completed (after the defined duration is reached) following information is
stored in the memory and printed in the output file of Scintrex CG-3/3M (Scintrex, 1998):
1) Station number (entered via the keyboard);
2) Gravity reading (final value calculated according to (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.10));
3) Standard deviation of the gravity reading, i.e. standard deviation of the mean of corrected
samples (calculated according to (2.8));
4) Tilt x;
5) Tilt y;
6) Sensor temperature;
7) Tide correction which is applied if selected (ETC);
8) Reading duration (for Scintrex CG-3/3M denominator of (2.7));
9) Number of rejected samples (NR);
10) Time of start of the reading.
Although the measuring process and the signal processing in Scintrex gravimeters are automatic, a
user can adjust several parameters. In available literature, one can find a variety of used options.
Though, an analysis of such options is sparse. Liard et al. (1993) examined several options for the
instrument parameters. They concluded that the x should be set to about 13, in order to minimise the
influence of the micro-seismic noise (the study was made before seismic filter option was available).
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Further on, they suggest that the measurement duration should be set to 60 for measurements of high
precision.
2.3.2

Signal Processing in Scintrex CG-5

According to Scintrex user manual (Scintrex, 2012), the signal processing in Scintrex CG-5 is almost
identical to CG-3/3M. However, while the sampling rate of CG-3 and CG-3M is 1 Hz, Scintrex CG-5
has the sampling rate of 6 Hz (Scintrex, 2012). Consequently, the reading duration stored in the
memory and printed in the output file is not the denominator of (2.7) but the specified duration of the
reading in seconds. Besides information stored in the memory of CG-3/3M, CG-5 gravimeters also
store the terrain correction applied and the raw data, if enabled. Instead of a station designation
according to the station number and line, a different station designation system can be used (e.g.
latitude, longitude and altitude of the station). Optionally, CG-5 can record the ambient temperature
and store it as an altitude value.
2.3.3

Seismic Filter

Scintrex gravimeters offer an option of a different signal processing method, i.e. the seismic filter. The
signal processing when the seismic filter is enabled is not completely revealed. However, Scintrex
(1998; 2012) roughly states the differences from the standard signal processing:
1) Calibration voltage is not applied after every x samples of feedback voltages. Instead, a group
of calibration voltage samples is taken before and after the feedback samples are taken.
2) Samples are not equally weighted. Instead, a special weighting function is applied in order to
suppress the edge effects.
3) The rejection threshold is increased from 4 SD (standard deviation of one second corrected
samples) to 6 SD. The value of the rejected sample is replaced by the value of the previous
sample.
However, according to Scintrex (1998; 2012) during the periods with low seismicity
(SD < 0.5 µm s–2), the performance of the seismic filter is slightly inferior to the standard signal
processing.
2.3.4

Reduction and Corrections Applied by the Gravimeter

Scintrex CG-3/3M and CG-5 apply drift, tilt and temperature corrections and the Earth tide reduction
(optional). Scintrex CG-5 can additionally apply a terrain correction. According to Scintrex (1998;
2012), in order to properly apply the instrumental corrections and the Earth tide reduction, a periodical
control and, if needed, adjustment of specific parameters or instrument set-up is needed.
2.3.4.1

Drift Correction

The drift correction (DC) should compensate for a long-term stationary drift largely due to the stress
relaxation in the spring-mass system. It is calculated according to the linear function (Scintrex, 1998;
2012):
DC(t ) = (t − t S ) DRIFT ,

(2.12)

where t is the time of the sample, tS the drift correction start time and DRIFT is the drift constant. The
DRIFT and the tS are defined by the user. The DRIFT is determined from stationary readings at a quiet
station of adequately time difference (e.g. approximately 24 hours or n·24 h, where n is an integer).
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Tilt Correction

The tilt correction (TIC) should compensate for a reduction in the reading value if the gravity sensor is
not ideally aligned with the plumb line. It is calculated according to the following expression
(Scintrex, 1998; 2012):
TIC = g t (1 − cos x  cos y) ,

(2.13)

where gt is an average sea level gravity value of 9.806 m s–2 and x and y are outputs of the tilt sensors.
The tilt correction operates over a range of ± 200". A regular calibration of the tilt sensors includes
adjustment of the zero value, the sensitivity and perpendicular set-up of tilt sensors.
2.3.4.3

Temperature Correction

The temperature correction (TEC) should compensate for small residual temperature changes in the
thermostatically controlled double oven where the sensor is located. It is calculated according to the
following expression (Scintrex, 1998; 2012):

TEC = TEMPCO  TEMP ,

(2.14)

where TEMPCO is the instrument temperature coefficient, determined during the production of each
instrument, and TEMP is the sensor temperature. Because of the limited range of the temperature
sensor in Scintrex CG-3/3M of ±3 mK, the sensor temperature should be adjusted with zero-offset to
within ±1 mK, if necessary. Such adjustment is not needed for Scintrex CG-5.
According to Scintrex (1998; 2012), the sensor temperature is measured by a set of two thermistors,
which exhibit a long-term drift due to their ageing. Such an effect is indistinguishable from the gravity
sensor drift and is compensated by the drift correction (2.12).
2.3.4.4

Earth Tide Reduction

Scintrex gravimeters calculate the Earth tide reduction (ETC) according to Longman (1959) formula
with the gravimetric factor of 1.16 applied. If selected, it is automatically applied to the gravity
reading. It is calculated from the station coordinates, the reading time and the difference between
gravimeter and UTC time (Coordinated Universal Time). According to Scintrex (1998; 2012), residual
tide effects in the gravity value, due to the Earth body tides and the ocean loading effects, amounts up
to ±0.03 µm s–2.
2.4

Calibration Function of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeters

The calibration function is required in order to convert the measured CU in the gravity units (Torge,
1989). If time dependency is ignored, the calibration function, in general, has the following form
(Torge, 1989):

g = F (s) = Fpol (s) + Fper (s) ,

(2.15)

where s is the reading in CU, Fpol(s) and Fper(s) are the long-wave (polynomial) and periodic
components of the calibration function. The latter arises from imperfections in the construction of
mechanic peak-off system at some gravimeters (e.g. LaCoste & Romberg gravimeters without
electronic feedback system). Due to the CPI and the electronic feedback system, there are no periodic
terms in the calibration function of Scintrex gravimeters (Scintrex 1998; 2012; Budetta and Carbone,
1997; Timmen and Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010). Hence, the calibration function has only the
polynomial component of the general form (Torge, 1989):
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m

F ( s ) = F pol ( s ) =  Yk s k ,

(2.16)

k =0

where Yk is the calibration coefficient of the degree k. The Y0 is also named the instrument level.
It is often practical to apply an approximate calibration function z = Fap (s) and subsequently to
determine residual calibration function F (z) . If residual calibration function is a first order
polynomial, total calibration function shall be:

F (s) = Fap (s) + F (s) ,
F ( z) = z + F ( z) = z + N 0 + y1 z = N 0 + (1 + y1 ) z ,

(2.17)

where N0 and y1 are the instrument level and the first degree (linear) calibration coefficient of the
residual calibration function. If one compares (2.16) and (2.17) with expressions for Scintrex gravity
reading (2.11), it is obvious that the approximate calibration function applied in the gravimeter can be
formulated as:
z = Fap ( s ) = GREF + GCAL1 s + GCAL2 s 2 .

(2.18)

If the residual calibration function is a first order polynomial and GCAL2 is set to zero, from (2.16),
(2.17) and (2.18) follows that the calibration coefficients of the total calibration function are:
Y0 = N 0 + (1+ y1 ) GREF ,
Y1 = (1+ y1 ) GCAL1 .

(2.19)

Thus, the y1 can be regarded as a correction of the linear calibration coefficient.
However, the calibration function is not constant in time. Temporal variation in the display of zero
position (i.e. the gravimeter drift, see section 2.5) affects relative spring gravimeters (Torge, 1989).
Such variation can be regarded as a temporal variation of the instrument level (Y0 or N0).
Consequently, the relation between the gravity value gS at the instrument sensor at the time of
measurement and the gravity reading z shall be:
g S = z + N 0 + y1 z − D(t ) ,

(2.20)

where D(t ) is the gravimeter drift (see section 2.5). Usually, the instrument level and the drift
function are modelled separately for each day. In addition, the linear calibration coefficient of Scintrex
gravimeters also changes with time, but with much smaller rate (see section 2.6.2).
Coefficients of the calibration function can be determined on the basis of laboratory or field methods
(Torge, 1989; 2001). The latter provides higher accuracy and includes measurements on calibration
lines and calibration systems, with reference stations determined using the absolute gravimeters.
Vertical and horizontal gravity lines are used, which use the gravity variation with height and latitude,
respectively. In addition, correction of the linear calibration coefficient can be determined in the
course of the gravity network adjustment (Torge, 1989), if the network comprises reference stations of
sufficient accuracy and gravity range.
2.5

Gravimeter Drift of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeters

The gravimeter drift is a temporal variation of the display of zero position, which occurs in the
stationary and field operation of spring gravimeters (Torge, 1989). It manifests as a temporal variation
of the instrument level. The drift is caused by elastic relaxation of a spring and by (residual)
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uncompensated or unshielded effects. In general, type and magnitude of the gravimeter drift is a
function of (Torge, 1989):
-

type and characteristic of a specific instrument (depends on spring material, but also on
properties of specific springs of the same material);
age and usage of the gravimeter;
external temperature;
vibrations and shocks;
atmospheric pressure changes;
changes of the voltage.

The gravimeter drift consists of two parts (Torge, 1989): the stationary drift (caused by elastic
relaxation of the spring, long-wave temperature and pressure fluctuations) and transport drift (caused
by shocks, short-waves temperature fluctuation, etc.). In the gravimeters with quartz spring, the drift
part due to creep of the spring (deformation at constant tension) is large as compared to the
gravimeters with metal springs but easily corrected due to its linearity. Such drift should decrease as
the spring ages.
In order to eliminate the drift from the measurements, the drift is usually modelled for one
measurement day by a polynomial of sufficient degree (Torge, 1989):
s

D(t ) =  d p (t − t 0 ) ,
p =1

p

(2.21)

where dp is the drift coefficient of the degree p, while t and t0 are the measurement’s and reference
times, respectively. Such daily drift consists of a combination of the transport and the stationary drift,
or the residual stationary drift if a correction for the stationary drift is already applied (as in Scintrex
gravimeters). The coefficients of the drift polynomial are determined by repeated measurements
distributed in time as uniformly as possible. Different measurements schemes are developed in order
to find a balance between sufficient drift control and economic requirements: e.g.: difference, star, step
or profile method (see Klak, 1974; Torge, 1989).
Scintrex (1998; 2012) states that the stationary drift after an initial stabilisation period after the
production can be considered a linear function of time. Accordingly, if the drift constant, applied in
the drift correction (see section 2.3.4.1), is checked and corrected once a month, the residual stationary
drift should amount to less than 0.2 µm s–2 day–1. Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda (1998) concluded
that a linear model of the stationary drift is suitable for periods up to 10 days. A few studies (Budetta
and Carbone, 1997; Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda, 1998; Gettings, Chapman and Allis, 2008)
showed that the stationary drift of Scintrex gravimeters, beside a gradual decrease, reveals also a
seasonal behaviour of a sinusoidal form, which is also evident in the stationary drift of Scintrex CG3M 4372 and 4373 (Figure 2.6). However, Scintrex CG-5 involved in the study of Merlet et al. (2008)
does not reveal such emphasised seasonal behaviour of the stationary drift. An apparent cause for the
absence of this clear seasonal effect in the stationary drift is the constant room temperature for the
latter study (maintained at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C). Thus, the seasonal oscillation of the stationary drift is
probably caused by the oscillations in ambient temperature. A strong correlation of the seasonal effect
for the gravimeters 4372 and 4373, as well as the irregularity of their drift behaviour (Figure 2.6), tend
to confirm such a conclusion. The changes in the drift pattern occurred when the gravimeters were
moved to a different building (on June 2011 and January 2012). Zumberge et al. (2008) also found the
drift dependency in Scintrex gravimeters on the ambient temperature based on the laboratory
measurements. Such an effect is not caused by a direct temperature influence on the gravimeter spring
since the spring is maintained at the constant temperature in the double oven, usually to within
±0.5 mK, and corrected for small residual changes in temperature (see section 2.3.4.3). However,
Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda (1998) found a correlation between the gravity readings of CG-3M
gravimeters and the sensor temperature, but only for the periods of temperature variation greater than
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5 to 6 days. Consequently, only the continuous recording (e.g. the Earth tide records or monitoring
active geological zones) is affected by the effect. While Budetta and Carbone (1997) concluded that
the transport drift in their CG-3M gravimeter has a very small amplitude, Timmen and Gitlein (2004)
found that Scintrex CG-3M’s transport drift is significantly non-linear. For the precise geodetic
measurements, they recommend “the step measuring method with each connection observed at least 3
times”. Thus, the properties of the transport drift probably depend on a specific instrument.

Figure 2.6: Stationary drift over time for Scintrex CG-3M 4372 and 4373.
Slika 2.6: Stacionarni hod v odvisnosti od časa za gravimetra Scintrex CG-3M 4372 in 4373.

2.6

Instrumental Error Influences in Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 Gravimeter Measurements

In this thesis, under the instrumental error influences in relative gravity measurements all error
influences depending on a specific gravimeter are comprised, whether caused by the imperfections in
the gravimeter construction (elastic hysteresis, errors in the calibration function, drift, levelling errors,
reading errors, unstable voltage, etc.) or by the imperfections in shielding devices (e.g. error influences
of external pressure and temperature changes, shocks, influences of the magnetic field). In other
words, all error influences, which cause an apparent change in measurements, which do not represent
an actual change of the gravity value are included. However, some authors (e.g. Torge, 1989)
distinguish between those two groups of influences and call the influences caused by the imperfection
of shielding devices the “external error influences”, while other (e.g. Lederer, 2009) under the term
“external influences” identify the effects, which are independent of a specific gravimeter and cause
real gravity changes.
2.6.1

Elastic Hysteresis Effect

Since no spring is ideally elastic, elastic hysteresis (retardation in response to tension change) can be
an important instrumental effect in the high precision measurements. The hysteresis occurs when a
spring length is changed for a certain time, by a change in the tension of the spring, and then returned
to its original tension (Scintrex, 1998; 2012). The spring does not instantaneously return to its original
length but has a small memory effect, which gradually reduces with time. The effect manifests as a
change in gravity readings, which gradually decreases with time (Figure 2.7), i.e. it has the character
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of a short-term drift (Torge, 1989). If the hysteresis effect is homogenous and readings are taken at the
same point on the hysteresis curve, it should appear as a constant change of instrument level. Thus, it
should cancel out from the relative gravity measurements.
In the case of LaCoste & Romberg gravimeters, the elastic hysteresis effects occur after a reset
between different measurement ranges and after unclamping the measurement system (Torge, 1989).
Institut für Physikalische Geodäsie at Technische Universität Darmstadt modelled the hysteresis effect
after clamping LaCoste & Romberg gravimeter as an exponential function of time (Figure 2.7, Brein
et al., 1977; Groten, 1983). Because of ruggedness and excellent elastic properties of fused quartz
sensor and the limit stops around the proof mass, Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters do not need
clamping between readings, nor resetting, given its worldwide range (Seigel, 1995; Scintrex, 1998;
2012). As a result, there should be no associated hysteresis effects. Moreover, Scintrex (1998; 2012)
states that during transport “hysteresis effects do not build up to any extent because the bipolar, highfrequency changes in tension of the spring effectively cancel out any tendency for such effect to build
up”. However, hysteresis effects are possible if the gravimeter “is left stationary, off level, i.e. out of
its measuring range, for significant lengths of time”.

Figure 2.7: Elastic hysteresis effect after unclamping LaCoste & Romberg D – 38 gravimeter. Readings are in
µGal (1 µGal = 0.01 µm s–2), time is in minutes (Groten, 1983, p. 63).
Slika 2.7: Vpliv elastičnosti histereze po sprostitvi gravimetra LaCoste & Romberg D – 38. Odčitki so v µGal (1
µGal = 0.01 µm s–2) in čas v minutah (Groten, 1983, str. 63).

On the contrary, Flury et al. (2007) found significant hysteresis effects after transport for Scintrex
CG-3 and CG-5 gravimeters. The magnitude depends on a specific instrument and amounts up to
0.6 µm s–2 during 30 minutes after transport for instruments involved in the study. Few other studies
confirm the conclusion of Flury et al. (2007) that the magnitude (and consequently duration) of the
hysteresis effect varies from instrument to instrument. Gettings, Chapman and Allis (2008) found that,
typically, for the CG-3M gravimeter involved in the study “transient effects decay within 3 minutes”
(for station separation of few kilometres). Yushkin (2011) assumes that the first 20 minutes of Scintrex
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CG-5’s readings are affected by the hysteresis (i.e. “transient processes”) after transport. Clear
decreasing, but inhomogeneous hysteresis effects with magnitude up to 0.1 µm s–2 can be noticed from
his readings (Figure 2.8). In addition, based on the referred literature, the dependence of the magnitude
and duration of the hysteresis effect on the transport condition and duration cannot be excluded. For
the most station occupations from Flury et al. (2007) study, the hysteresis function is decreasing with
time, while for two gravimeters involved in Hackney (2001), Deville (2013) and Fores (2016) studies,
the hysteresis is significant but increasing with time. Therefore the direction of the effect also depends
on a specific instrument.

Figure 2.8: Drift and hysteresis effect in readings of CG-5 189 gravimeter at stations 11 and 22
(Yuskhin, 2011, p. 487).
Slika 2.8: Vpliv hoda in histereze na odčitke gravimetra CG-5 189 na točkah 11 in 22 (Yuskhin, 2011, str. 487).
Credit: Reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature, Measurement
Techniques, (Yuskhin, 2011), Copyright Springer Science+Business Media, Inc. (2011).

Besides the elastic hysteresis effect after transport in the upright position, a different, special case of
hysteresis effect occurs when the sensor is significantly out of the vertical for a certain time. Liard et
al. (1993) evaluated an early Scintrex CG-3 and found that, after the instrument was lying on its side, a
significant effect of positive value is present in readings. The magnitude of the effect depends on the
time the instrument was on its side. Zumberge et al. (2008) referred to the personal communication
with Scintrex and described a special case of hysteresis, which occurs when the gravimeter is tilted
more than few degrees from the vertical. Accordingly, “when tilted, the sensor mass makes contact
with the upper of two mechanical stops in the suspension system and the spring/mass structure appears
to acquire temporal deformation”. They reported that consequent apparent changes in the gravity value
are possible up to several 0.1 µm s–2 and last for several minutes. Reudink et al. (2014) investigated
this “tilting” effect more detailed on several CG-5 and CG-3M gravimeters. They found that the effect
occurs after tilting the gravimeter (regardless of whether in transport or stationary) for more than 6°
for a prolonged period of time. The magnitude and duration of the effect increase with the duration of
the tilt and again depend on the specific instrument. Values of the effect for all tested gravimeters are
negative (what would correspond to increasing hysteresis reported by Hackney (2001), Deville (2013)
and Fores (2016)). After 70 minutes in a tilted state, the effect in readings amounted up to
–2.17 µm s–2 and lasted up to 12 hours for the gravimeters involved in the Reudink et al. (2014) study.
Significant hysteresis effect after transport in the upright position has been identified in readings of
Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters 4372 and 4373. Hence, their hysteresis effect shall be analysed in detail
in section 4.1.
2.6.2

Errors in the Calibration Function

Although Scintrex gravimeters enable application of a quadratic approximate calibration function
(equation (2.5), (2.18)), Scintrex (1998; 2012) states that since 1991, the quadratic coefficient
(GCAL2) is reduced to zero by the electronic adjustment. The linearity of the calibration function is
examined in a few studies. Brcic and Seigel (1999) reported that readings of a tested CG-3M
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gravimeter are linear over a range of almost 19,000 µm s–2 of calibration line of the Geological Survey
of Canada. Timmen and Gitlein (2004) tested a CG-3M gravimeter and found no gravity range
dependence over the total range of 14,700 µm s–2. On the other hand, Rehren (1997) and Zumberge et
al. (2008) found that possible non-linearity cannot be excluded. However, this non-linearity (i.e. the
dependence of linear calibration coefficient on latitude) cannot be distinguished from the possible
mutual disagreement of reference values of different calibration lines used in the studies.
Scintrex (1998; 2012) states that the stability of linear calibration constant (GCAL1), or more precise
linear calibration coefficient, depends on the dimensional stability of the CPI and the stability of the
calibration voltage. Further on, “after initial period of a few months, during which the GCAL1 may
change, due to the stress relaxation effects in the newly fused quartz sensor, by up to 0.1%, the drift
rate of the scale factor GCAL1 is commonly 1 to 2 ppm per day”, i.e. 4 to 7·10–4 year–1. Several studies
investigated the time change of the linear calibration coefficient. Budetta and Carbone (1997) tested a
newly built Scintrex CG-3M over a period of 11 months on two gravity ranges of approximately 3,000
and 3,650 µm s–2 and found that a change of linear calibration coefficient with time decreased from 6
to 1 ppm day–1, which is in agreement with Scintrex statements. After the period of 11 months, the
CG-3M’s calibration coefficients seems to be constant (Carbone and Rymer, 1999). Budetta and
Carbone (1997) approximated the behaviour of the linear calibration coefficients with a quadratic
curve, which resembles a logarithmic function. Changes in the linear calibration coefficient of the
same or smaller magnitude than ones specified by Scintrex have been found by Zumberge et al.
(2008), Ukawa et al. (2010) and Oja, Türk and Jürgenson (2014). However, these changes are not
always positive. All mentioned studies found that the linear calibration coefficient changes gradually
with time. Therefore, interpolation could provide a good approximation for a specific survey time
(Ukawa et al., 2010).
Apart from less accurate calibration methods (e.g. calibration by inclination change), relative
gravimeters can be calibrated on calibration lines and calibration systems, whose stations with extreme
gravity values are reliably determined (preferably by absolute measurements), or in the course of the
gravity network adjustments (if an approximate calibration function is already applied). In the course
of calibration of Scintrex gravimeters, usually, only the linear calibration coefficient is determined.
The instrument level is not crucial since it is modelled separately for each day and its effect cancels
out from relative gravity measurements. The relative accuracy of the linear calibration coefficient
depends on the accuracy of the gravity values at reference stations, the accuracy of relative
measurements and the gravity range of reference stations, as well as its stability (Torge, 1989;
Timmen et al., 2006; Flury et al., 2007). A special care should be given to calibration of relative
gravimeters. E.g. uncertainty in the linear calibration coefficients of 1·10–4, can yield uncertainties in
gravity values of new stations up to 0.5 µm s–2 over a network span of 5,000 µm s–2. Since time change
of the linear calibration coefficient can amount up to 7·10–4 year–1 (Scintrex, 1998; 2012), it should not
be neglected.
Since the error influences of the calibration function uncertainties are identified as one of the most
significant instrumental error influences Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters serial number 4372 and 4373,
properties of its calibration function shall be examined in detail in section 4.3.
2.6.3

Tilt Effects

Scintrex gravimeters automatically apply the tilt correction to compensate for small levelling errors
(see section 2.3.4.2). According to Scintrex (1998; 2012), the tilt sensors should be regularly
calibrated. Since the tilt sensors have a slight response delay, it is possible to choose between two
options: the tilt correction applied on every sample (for an unstable set-up) or on final value (for a
stable set-up) (see section 2.3.1). Specifically, it takes typically few seconds to display the tilt value up
to within 5" of the final value, but for the value within 1", it takes up to a minute, (Scintrex, 1998;
2012). However, a tilt error of 10" would cause an error of only 0.01 µm s–2 in gravity value.
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Although the tilt correction operates over a range of ± 200", its effectiveness depends on the tilt
magnitude. Liard et al. (1993) found that the levelling error is negligible if the instrument is a few 10"
of vertical. Merlet et al. (2008) found that the tilt correction is effective at the level of 0.01 µm s–2 if
the value of the two tilts is within ±20". Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda (1998) found a weak
correlation between the tilt responses and atmospheric pressure in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters.
However, this effect on gravity readings is less than 0.01 µm s–2. Further on, they proved that the
accuracy of the tilt sensors is greater than 1" (i.e. the resolution of the tilt sensors). Hence, based on
the available literature, it can be concluded that, if the tilt sensors are regularly calibrated, under
normal conditions, the tilt effects do not represent significant errors sources in measurements of
Scintrex gravimeters.
2.6.4

Temperature Effects

The disadvantage of the quartz springs is a large thermo-elastic coefficient (i.e. large temperature
dependency of the spring elasticity). For Scintrex gravimeters the spring temperature coefficient is
about –1300 µm s–2 °C–1 (Scintrex, 1998; 2012). Hence, the spring becomes stronger as the
temperature increases. However, since the spring is maintained at a constant temperature in the double
oven, usually to within ±0.5 mK, and corrected for small residual changes in temperature (see section
2.3.4.3), ambient temperature effects in measurements with Scintrex gravimeters should be less than
2 nm s–2 °C–1 (Seigel, 1995; Scintex, 2007). Though, larger temperature effect of approximately
–6 nm s–2 °C–1 with time lag has been found by Hughill (1988). Also, Fores et al. (2017) found
ambient temperature coefficient of –5 nm s–2 °C–1 for two CG-5 gravimeters involved in their study. In
addition, the ambient temperature affects the gravimeter drift (see section 2.5). Consequently, the
value of the ambient temperature coefficient can be partly affected by the drift variation and vice
versa. Such temperature effects become significant when the ambient temperature changes are abrupt
(e.g. when a survey includes indoor and outdoor stations, both). For gradual changes, the temperature
effects can be eliminated from measurements, if drift is modelled by an appropriate function.
While, Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda (1998) found that CG-3M sensor temperature is not correlated
with external temperature variations, Fores et al. (2017) reported the correlation for CG-5 gravimeters,
but the sensor temperature variations remained within ±0.5 mK, as specified by Scintrex (1998; 2012).
Contrary to the correction for ambient temperature effects, the correction based on the sensor
temperature have not yielded an increase in precision of field measurements. A significant correlation
between sensor and ambient temperature has been found in the stationary records of Scintrex CG-3M
4372 and 4373, after correction of the sensor temperature for a linear drift. However, for the ambient
temperature variation of 7 °C, the sensor temperature stayed within ±0.1 mK for both gravimeters.
From the available literature, there is no evidence of an error in sensor temperature coefficient applied
in temperature correction (see section 2.3.4.3). Moreover, a correlation of readings with sensor
temperature in the stationary records of Scintrex CG-3M 4372 and 4373 has not been found.
2.6.5

Atmospheric Pressure Effects

The changes in the atmospheric pressure can cause the buoyancy effect and, during rapid pressure
changes, the adiabatic effect in measurements of the spring gravimeters (see Torge, 1989). However,
Scintrex gravimeters have the excellent protection of the gravity sensor, i.e. a sealed aluminium
vacuum chamber (see section 2.2). The pressure effect in Scintrex gravimeters is examined in few
laboratory experiments. Hugill (1988) depicted the atmospheric pressure coefficient of
–3 nm s–2 / 10 hPa with signs of a transient effect of larger magnitude. Manufacturer (Seigel, 1995;
Scintex, 2007) states that the atmospheric pressure coefficient for Scintrex gravimeters is typically
1.5 nm s–2 / 10 hPa (for a steady state pressure effect). However, the transient effect of rapid pressure
changes, which manifests as hysteresis is significant and amounts to approximately 10 nm s–2 / 10 hPa
(Figure 2.9). The effect also correlates with sharp effects in the sensor temperature, what implies the
effect is associated with an abrupt entry or exit of air in the outer chamber (Seigel, 1995). Though in
practice, the atmospheric pressure should change gradually and transient effect should not be
significant, with perhaps an exception of the surveys involving stations with a large height difference
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and short transport times. For example, a pressure change of 100 hPa typically occurs at height
differences of less than 900 m. Since the transient effect in readings has an opposite sign than the
pressure change (Figure 2.9), the effect would cause an apparent decrease in the absolute value of
measured gravity difference between two stations with the large height difference, regardless of the
direction of measurement. It is difficult to evaluate the described transient effect at two CG-3M
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 from field measurements since it is superimposed by the elastic hysteresis
effect after transport (see section 2.6.1).

Figure 2.9: Atmospheric pressure effects in Scintrex gravimeter. Time in minutes is on the abscissa, while
gravity in mGal (1 mGal = 10 µm s–2) (left) and pressure in kPa (right) are on the ordinate (Seigel, 1995, p. 106).
Slika 2.9: Vpliv zračnega tlaka za gravimeter Scintrex. Časovni odčitki v minutah so na abscisni osi, medtem ko
sta na ordinatni osi predstavljena težnost v mGal (1 mGal = 10 µm s–2) (levo) in tlak v kPa (desno) (Siegel,
1995, str. 106).

Bonvalot, Diament and Gabalda (1998) found an apparent change in sensor temperature with a change
of atmospheric pressure. This effect is, through temperature correction (see section 2.3.4.3), further
transferred to gravity readings. However, a significant effect is found only for one of three gravimeters
involved in the study. Based on the stationary records of Scintrex CG-3M 4372 and 4373, no
significant correlation has been found between the sensor temperature and the atmospheric pressure.
2.6.6

Voltage Effects

During field measurements, as battery discharges, the voltage of Scintrex gravimeters will gradually
decrease with time, what reflects in gravity readings. If the decrease is linear, it can easily be
eliminated from the measurements through the drift correction. However, according to Torge (1989)
after disconnecting from the external power supply or during a strong discharge, the voltage decrease
shall be non-linear. In addition, a battery exchange would cause a sudden voltage increase, what can
manifest as a change in readings (Torge, 1989; Seigel, 1995). Yuskhin (2011) reported difficulties
during field measurements with Scintrex CG-5 at low temperatures. He recommends that new batteries
should be inserted in the gravimeter at least 2 hours before the first measurement since the battery
exchange causes a temperature shift in the gravimeter, which manifests as a change in readings.
Figure 2.10 shows the readings and the sensor temperature of Scintrex CG-3M 4372 and 4373 during
a battery test. Specifically, in order to check the capacity of the batteries, the gravimeters were first
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operating on batteries (during working hours) and then on an external power supply. A day after, the
gravimeters were again switched to the batteries during working hours. The batteries were not charged
meanwhile. During the test, the batteries were all the time outside the instruments. During the whole
test, the gravimeters were constantly operating in the cycle mode. Consequently, the voltage could not
be checked, but a usual drop in the voltage when the external power is disconnected amounts to 1 V.
One can notice a significant tare in readings of both gravimeters when the rapid change in the voltage
occurs. The offset in readings amounts up to 0.2 µm s–2 for gravimeter 4372 and less than 0.1 µm s–2
for 4373. In addition, similar tares in sensor temperature can be observed. While the change in
readings is greater for the gravimeter 4372, the voltage change affects more the sensor temperature of
the gravimeter 4373. Since no correlation has been found between the readings and the sensor
temperature, most likely, the readings and the sensor temperature are both independently affected by
the voltage changes. However, the voltage changes during field measurements are graduate and cause
graduate changes in readings. Still, non-linear voltage changes (e.g. caused by significant temperature
changes) could cause non-linearities in the gravimeter drift, as already discussed by Torge (1989).

Figure 2.10: Readings (top) and sensor temperature (bottom) during battery test for Scintrex CG-3M 4372 (left)
and 4373 (right).
Slika 2.10: Odčitki (zgoraj) in temperatura senzorjev (spodaj) med testom delovanja baterij za Scintrex CG-3M
4372 (levo) in 4372 (desno).

2.6.7

Shocks and Vibrations

Scintrex gravimeters have a shock isolator and limit stops around the proof mass, which reduce the
effects of shocks and vibrations (Scintrex, 1998; 2012). In addition, it is advisable to handle the
instrument with care and to place the instrument on a shock absorbing material during the transport.
According to Seigel (1995), every Scintrex gravimeter is subjected to a shock test on the end of
production, which involves dropping each side of the instrument from the height of 2 cm what
produces the acceleration of up to 25 g. The resulting offset (or tare) in readings should be less than
0.1 µm s–2. Accordingly, Budetta and Carbone (1997) examined the precision of a Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeter with respect to a road quality. They found no impact on measurement precision whether
the instrument was transported on the asphalted or on the unpaved roads. However, the elastic
hysteresis effect reported by Flury et al. (2007) clearly shows that some Scintrex gravimeters are
affected by shocks and vibrations during transport (see section 2.6.1).
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Errors of Inappropriate Drift Model

Thus, temperature, pressure and voltage effect, as well as shocks and vibrations during transport can
all affect the drift of a gravimeter. Based on the review of the available literature on instrumental error
influences in previous sections and the analysis of the stationary records of gravimeters Scintrex CG3M 4372 and 4373 one can conclude that the stationary drift is mostly affected by the temperature
changes, while possible causes of non-linearities of the transport drift could be abrupt temperature
changes and non-linear voltage changes. In addition, shocks and vibrations during transport result in
the hysteresis effect, which manifests as a short-term drift in readings, specific to each occupation.
Consequently, inhomogeneous hysteresis effects manifest as erroneous measurement at specific
occupations, which causes problems in drift modelling.
Based on the available literature one can conclude that the gravimeter drift is specific for each
instrument (see section 2.5). A variety of measuring schemes and methods for drift elimination can be
found. Thereby, the choice of a function for the drift modelling is constrained by a number of station
reoccupations. For example, Timmen and Gitlein (2004) for precise measurements recommended the
step measuring method with each connection observed at least three times; Gettings, Chapman and
Allis (2008) proposed non-linear and discontinuous “staircase” function; Merlet et al. (2008) during
microgravity measurements frequently reoccupied the reference station and removed drift a segment
by segment; etc. Because drift modelling is a complex and instrument-specific problem, the drift
during field measurements of Scintrex CG-3M 4372 and 4373 shall be investigated in detail in section
4.2.
2.6.9

Effects of Magnetic Field

Thanks to the properties of the fused quartz sensor, the magnetic field coefficient is less than
0.01 µm s–2 Gauss–1 (Hugill, 1988; Seigel, 1995). Accordingly, the effect is insignificant.
2.6.10 Drift of the Gravimeter Clock
Since in Scintrex gravimeters each gravity reading is automatically referred to a reading start time (see
section 2.3.1), a drift of the gravimeter clock can induce errors in measurements through the Earth and
ocean tide reduction which is time-dependent (see section 2.7.1.1). For example, the Earth and ocean
tide reduction at mid-latitudes can change up to 0.01, 0.02 and 0.09 µm s–2 during 1, 2 and 10 minutes,
respectively. From simultaneous field measurements, the gravimeter clock drift of Scintrex CG-5
10012 with respect to the clock of Scintrex CG-3M 4372 was determined (Repanić, 2016). The clock
drift amounted to about 14 s day–1 during the period from June to August 2003 and September 2007,
while during November 2007, September 2008 and September 2009 it amounted to about 4 s day–1. A
sudden change in the drift value was not explained, although it may be related to the purchase of new
batteries. From the same field measurements, the gravimeter clock drift of CG-3M 4373 with respect
to the clock of CG-3M 4372 was not significant, i.e. it amounted to about 0.1 s day–1, same as its
standard deviation. The calculation of the clock drift from the clock corrections during regular
maintenance of the gravimeters CG-3M 4372 and 4373 during the second half of 2016 and 2017
confirmed that gravimeter clock drift is below 0.1 s day–1 and 0.2 s day–1 for gravimeters CG-3M
4372 and 4373, respectively.
The influence of the gravimeter clock drift can be minimised if the gravimeter clock is regularly
adjusted either automatically to the GPS time, or manually if the GPS option is not available. For
continuous records (e.g. for the purpose of Earth tide analysis) correction for the drift of gravimeter
clock should be applied (e.g. Mikolaj and Hábel, 2013). However, Ducarme and Somerhausen (1997)
concluded that the stability of the gravimeter clock of a CG-3M gravimeter used for tidal gravity
records is very satisfactory.
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Reductions of the Gravity Readings

Apart from necessary corrections for the significant instrumental error influences (or their inclusion in
the functional model), the certain reductions have to be applied to gravity measurement prior to
adjustment in order to reduce the external influences, which are not of the interest of particular study,
from gravity measurements. In general, temporal gravity changes which can be modelled should be
reduced from measurement and the measurements should be referred to an identical reference point
(Torge, 1989). Although not all temporal gravity changes can be reduced from the measurement,
simultaneous measurements with two or more gravimeters can help to distinguish them from the
instrumental effects.
2.7.1

Temporal Gravity Changes

The Earth gravity field continuously changes with time in an irregular and periodic manner on the
global, regional and local scale (Torge, 1989; 2001; Timmen, 2010). Changes are caused by the
changes in Earth’s rotation vector (polar motion and changes in angular velocity), tidal accelerations
and variations caused by terrestrial mass displacements in the atmosphere, the hydrosphere and the
solid Earth (Torge, 2001). However, not all of these effects are reduced from measurements: some of
the effects are negligible; some are hardly successfully modelled while other can be the object of a
specific study. Generally, the effects of tides, atmospheric pressure changes and polar motion are
reduced from gravity measurements (Timmen, 2010). Although hydrological effects caused by
variation in groundwater and soil moisture are substantial, they are rarely reduced from the
measurements, since the transfer functions are often not well known due to a complex hydrological
situation and insufficient hydrological data (Torge, 1989; Timmen, 2010).
2.7.1.1

Earth and Ocean Tide Reductions

In general, tidal reduction accounts not only for effects of direct gravitational accelerations of the
Moon, the Sun and, to a small extent, the planets (in literature: the gravimetric tides of the rigid Earth,
the astronomic tides or the theoretical tides), but also for Earth’s elastic response (the gravimetric
Earth tides or the body tides) and the effect of displacement of ocean masses (the ocean loading tides
or the ocean tides). These effects are described in detail by e.g. Torge (1989).
Tidal acceleration and tidal potential are the functions of the position of the specific point on the Earth
and ephemerides of the specific celestial body. The astronomic or theoretical tides for a specific point
on the Earth can be represented as the sum of time-dependent periodic functions, i.e. partial tides or
tidal waves (Torge, 1989; 2001). Waves are grouped according to its frequency. List of the principal
tidal waves for mid-latitudes is given in e.g. Torge (1989; 2001) and includes the long-periodic waves,
the diurnal, the semi-diurnal and the terdiurnal waves. Because of the Earth’s rotation and
continuously varying distances of celestial bodies from the Earth, a large number of partial tides have
to be considered (Timmen, 2010). There are several tidal potential catalogues whose accuracy depends
on a number of partial tides. According to Timmen (2010), the most utilised are the CTE (CartwrightTayler-Edden, Cartwright and Tayler, 1971; Cartwright and Eden, 1973) with 505 waves and accuracy
better than 1 nm s–2 and Tamura (1987) with 1200 waves, accuracy better than 0.1 nm s–2.
However, astronomic tidal acceleration causes the elastic deformations of the solid Earth (the body
tides) and shifts of the oceanic water masses, whose load causes deformation of the crust.
Consequently, the change of the potential due to redistribution of masses and radial shift of the
observed point from both, solid Earth and ocean tides, as well as the direct attraction of water masses
from ocean tides, contribute to gravity. The amplitudes of the partial tides of the solid Earth are
amplified and a phase shift takes place as compared to the astronomic tides (Timmen, 2010). The
global average of the amplitude factor (i.e. the gravimetric factor) of the real Earth tides with respect
to astronomical is 1.16 (Torge, 1989). The ocean loading signal is not in phase with the body tides. In
general, close to the ocean the effect can reach up to 10% of the body tides but is generally at the level
of a few percents in the continents’ interior (Torge, 2001; Ducarme, 2006). The body and the ocean
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loading tides, i.e. the tides on the real Earth can be evaluated in two ways: from tidal observation and
from the Earth and ocean models (the synthetic tides). Both methods rely on precise knowledge of the
astronomical tides. Accordingly, the tidal parameters: the amplitude factors and the phase shifts with
respect to the astronomic tides, for specific groups of waves, are evaluated. Since the computation of
synthetic tidal parameters is time-consuming, it is useful to compute the synthetic tidal parameters on
a regular grid. The user can then easily interpolate the tidal parameters for the desired location.
At mid-latitudes, the tidal effects cause periodical deformations of the solid Earth with an amplitude
range of up to 40 cm over a day (Timmen, 2010). The maximal tidal variation in gravity (the tidal
range) is below 3 µm s–2. Thus, the tidal prediction is an important issue for reductions of not only
gravimetric observations. For example, it is especially important for reduction of GNSS observations
when applying Precise Point Positioning (PPP) method (Zumberge et al., 1997). A number of tidal
prediction software is freely available. The most utilised are (Ducarme, 2006; Spiridonov et al., 2015)
PREDICT from ETERNA package (Wenzel, 1996), T-soft (Van Camp and Vanterin, 2005) and
MT80w/MT80Tw (ICET, 2016) of ICET (International Centre for Earth Tides).
The required accuracy of the tidal reduction depends on the precision requirements for the
observations. According to Ducarme (2009) for the reduction of the absolute gravity measurements,
tidal predictions should reach the accuracy of 1 nm s–2, what corresponds roughly to a 4·10–4 of a
2.5 µm s–2 tidal range at mid-latitude. For the field gravity measurements, the precision required is an
order of magnitude lower. Moreover, tidal predictions with an accuracy of a 1·10–3 of a tidal range or
2.5 nm s–2 will generally be sufficient. There are several options for tidal reductions. The most
common are:
1) Reduction based on the CTE potential catalogue with the global gravimetric factor of 1.16 and
without phase shifts, according to the IAG (International Association of Geodesy)
Recommendation No. 11, 1971 (Torge, 1989).
2) Reduction based on the CTE potential catalogue with body tidal parameters according to
Wahr (1981) based on the 1066A Earth model and the ocean effect accounted for based on the
SCW80 (Schwiderski, 1980) ocean model, according to the IAG Resolution No. 9 and 16,
1983 and Rapp (1983).
3) Reductions based on synthetic tidal parameters interpolated from a specific regular grid (e.g.
Timmen and Wenzel, 1995) with the utilisation of some prediction software based on different
more precise potential catalogues.
4) Reductions based on synthetic tidal parameters calculated from more precise body tides
models and appropriate ocean tide model (or a combination of) with the utilisation of some
prediction software based on different more precise potential catalogues.
5) Reductions based on observed tidal parameters with the utilisation of some prediction
software based on different more precise potential catalogues.
Although according to some authors (e.g. Schüler, 2000; 2016) the tidal reduction according to the
option 1 is usually sufficient for field measurements, others (Ducarme, Poitevin and Loodts, 1980)
state that it can yield errors up to 50 nm s–2. For the tidal predictions of high precision Ducarme (2006;
2009) indicates only options 4 and 5. Accordingly, the use of a reduced tidal potential catalogue of
Tammura (1987) is sufficient since it ensures the precision of 2·10–4 of a tidal range (approximately
0.5 nm s–2), while for the body and the ocean loading tides it is difficult to reach the precision of 1·10–3
(approximately 2.5 nm s–2), regardless evaluated from observations or from models. In the latter case,
such precision implies the use of different means of several ocean models as proposed by Zahran,
Jentzsch and Seeber (2005, Ducrame, 2009). Since the tidal prediction software which includes
Tamura (1987) tidal potential catalogue such as PREDICT, T-soft and MT80Tw are freely available,
whether the desired accuracy level shall be reached depends only on the body and ocean tidal
parameters. If there are no observed tidal parameters available, or if it is uneconomic to calculate
synthetic tidal parameters based on several ocean models, synthetic tidal parameters can be
interpolated from some available grid (option 3). Timmen and Wenzel (1995) have calculated
worldwide synthetic tidal parameters in a 1°x1° regular grid based on Wahr-Dehant-Zschau body tide
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(Wahr, 1981; Dehant, 1987) and the SCW80 ocean model. With the exception of strongly disturbed
coastal zones, the synthetic tidal parameters provide the gravimetric tidal reductions with the desired
accuracy (Torge, 2001). Even for the absolute gravity measurements, the accuracy of geographical
coordinates of 10", the height accuracy of better than 100 m and time accuracy of better than 10 s
would yield sufficient accuracy of the Earth tide reduction (Timmen, 2010).
No matter what option for the tidal reduction is used, one has to have in mind that according to the
IAG standards (the IAG Resolutions 9 and 16, Rapp, 1983) the elastic deformation effect due to the
constant lunar and solar tides (M0S0) should not be removed from gravimetric measurements, i.e. the
gravity measurements should be expressed in the zero-tide gravity system. Practically it means that
tidal parameters: the amplitude factor 1 and zero phase shift are used for M0S0 wave group.
2.7.1.2

Reduction for the Polar Motion

Polar motion denotes constant variation of orientation of Earth’s rotation vector with respect to the
Earth crust. It consists of two periodic components and one irregular long-term drift (Torge, 1989;
2001; Timmen, 2010):
1) The free nutation of the elastic Earth with the period of 435 days (i.e. the Chandler period) and
the amplitude of 0.1 to 0.2" (i.e. 3–6 m);
2) The forced oscillations caused by meteorological, oceanic and other hydrological processes of
the annual period with the amplitude of 0.05 to 0.1" (i.e. 1.5–3 m);
3) The secular motion presumably caused by global tectonics and glaciological changes with the
magnitude of approximately 0.003" (0.1 m) per year.
The polar motion, through the changes in the latitude of a specific point on the Earth, causes the
changes in the centrifugal acceleration, which is a constituent part of the gravity acceleration. The
polar motion reduction is given as (Torge, 2001; Timmen, 2010):
g pol = − pol  2 r sin 2 ( x cos  − y sin  ) ,

(2.22)

where  pol is the amplitude factor, which accounts for the elastic response of the Earth (approximate
value of 1.16 is usually used),  and r are Earth’s angular velocity and radius,  and  are
geographical latitude and longitude and x and y are coordinates of the instantaneous pole with respect
to the IERS (International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service) reference pole. Daily values
of coordinates of the instantaneous pole are published by the IERS.
Since the polar motion causes long-periodic changes in gravity, the reduction should be applied to the
absolute gravity measurements (Timmen, 2010) and to relative measurements in case of networks with
a large space coverage or measurements covering a long time span (Schüler, 2016). Maximal variation
of the gravity caused by the polar motion occurs at  = 45 and amounts to less than 0.1 µm s–2
(Torge, 1989; 2001).
2.7.1.3

Reduction for the Atmospheric Pressure Changes

The variation of the atmospheric pressure induces the changes in gravity through a direct effect (due to
changes in the attraction of atmospheric masses) and an indirect effect (due to consequential crust
deformation, which induces vertical shift of the observed point and changes in the gravity potential)
(Torge, 1989; Timmen, 2010). The atmospheric pressure effect on gravity is site-specific; it depends
on topography and other factors (e.g. vicinity of the sea). In addition, it includes a contribution from
atmospheric pressure variations not only from the local zone (within 50 km) but also from regional (50
to 1,000 km) and global zone (Merriam, 1992; Gitlein, Timmen and Müller, 2013). Since the
atmospheric pressure in the local zone is coherent (under normal conditions), the effect from the local
zone is strongly and negatively correlated with the pressure at the station (Merriam, 1992). The effect
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from the regional zone is still strongly (but positively) correlated with the pressure at the station, while
the global effect of the annual period is independent of it. In addition, the effect of vertical mass
redistribution (local and regional) due to temperature changes also contributes to the atmospheric
pressure effect, mostly with an annual period and again independently of pressure at the station
(Merriam, 1992; Gitlein, Timmen and Müller, 2013). Though, the total pressure effect amounts to
about 0.3 µm s–2, of which about 90% is a contribution from local pressure variations (ibid.). The
contribution of global pressure variations and influence of temperature induced vertical mass
redistribution amount to several 0.01 µm s–2 each.
According to the IAG Resolution No. 9, 1983, absolute and relative gravity measurements should be
referred to a common standard atmosphere with the atmospheric pressure coefficient of
 = −3 nm s −2 hPa −1 , unless a more accurate coefficient is determined by special investigations.
Accordingly, the atmospheric pressure reduction is (Torge, 1989; Timmen, 2010):

g p = − ( p − pn ) ,
 0.0065H m 
p n = 1013.251 −

288.15 


5.2559

hPa  ,

(2.23)

where p and pn are the atmospheric pressure at the station and the normal atmospheric pressure, while
H is the station height (above sea level). The atmospheric pressure coefficient can be determined as a
regression coefficient from gravity and pressure measurements at the gravity station (Torge, 1989;
Merriam, 1992). Because of the strong correlation of the local and regional pressure with the pressure
at the station, such coefficient accounts for local and partly regional pressure changes. The difference
from the real pressure admittance is possible due to unaccounted regional pressure variation, mostly
when a pressure front is passing through (Merriam, 1992). In addition variation of the regression
coefficient is caused by seasonal effects (global pressure variations and temperature induced vertical
mass redistribution). Assuming a pressure change of 30 hPa, the relative accuracy of the pressure
coefficient of 0.1 is required in order to reach the accuracy of reduction of 0.01 µm s–2. Even for the
absolute gravity measurements, the accuracy of station height of 10 m is sufficient (Timmen, 2010).
From the absolute gravity measurements and Earth tide records, regression coefficients from –4 to
–2 nm s–2 hPa–1 have been obtained (Torge, 1989). Given the seasonal character of the global and
temperature induced effects and substantial contribution of the local effect, for precise relative
measurements, the reduction based on regression coefficients should be sufficient. For precise absolute
and superconducting measurements more complicated models, which include effects from the global
pressure variation and temperature induced vertical mass redistribution should be applied (e.g
Merriam, 1992; Gitlein, Timmen and Müller, 2013).
2.7.1.4

Hydrological Effects

The hydrological gravity effects account for variations in groundwater level, soil moister and water
levels. Such effect mostly comprises of a direct effect (due to changes in attraction water masses), but
for large loads, there is also the contribution of an indirect deformation effect (Torge, 1989). The
hydrological effects can partly be avoided by selecting stations in the mountain areas and bedrock
(Timmen, 2010).
The hydrological effects are rarely reduced from the measurements since the transfer functions are
often not well known due to a complex hydrological situation and insufficient hydrological data
(Torge, 1989; Timmen, 2010). These effects occur seasonally (with a magnitude below 0.05 to
0.1 µm s–2) with superimposed short-term fluctuations over a few hours to a few days due to a strong
rainfall (up to a few 0.1 µm s–2) (Torge, 1989; 2001). For simple hydrological structures, a reduction
for the changes in groundwater or soil moisture is possible by applying the Bouguer plate model
(Torge, 1989):
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g GW = 2  G W P H = 4.2 P% H m nms −2 ,
g SM = 2  G W H P = 4.2 H m P% nms −2 ,

(2.24)
(2.25)

where G is the gravitational constant, W the water density, H the thickness of the layer concerned
and P the water-filled pore volume. In addition, a statistical correlation can be computed between the
hydrological data and the absolute gravity measurements, if sufficient data series are available (Torge,
1989; Timmen, 2010).
2.7.2

Reduction to the Reference Point

Since the gravity value changes with a change in space (vertical and horizontal position), it is
necessary to reduce the gravity measurements for the vertical and horizontal displacement of the
gravity sensor with respect to the reference point (generally a marker on the ground). The change of
the gravity with height (i.e. the vertical gravity gradient) is much more emphasised than the change in
the horizontal direction (i.e. the horizontal gravity gradient). Therefore, reductions for horizontal
displacement are applied usually only for precise measurements in buildings or on pillars, where the
horizontal gravity gradient can be large and non-linear (e.g. comparisons of absolute gravimeters).
Today, relative gravimeters are used for vertical and horizontal gravity gradient determination for the
purpose of measurement reduction (e.g. Becker et al., 1995; Jiang et al., 2012).
2.7.2.1

Height Reduction

From the definition of the vertical gravity gradient (Torge, 1989; 2001):
Wzz =

 2W g
,
=
z 2
z

(2.26)

follows the height reduction:

g i = Wzz i ,

(2.27)

where W is the gravity potential, g the gravity, z the vertical coordinate in the local astronomic system
and i the reference height of the instrument sensor. The latter cannot be directly measured. Rather, the
position of the reference height with respect to the selected point on the instrument housing has to be
taken into account. If the more accurate local value for the vertical gravity gradient is not available,
the vertical gradient of normal gravity, which amounts to –3.086 µm s–2 m–1, can be used. However,
because of the influence of the regional and local topography and the density anomalies in subsurface
layers of Earth’s crust, the vertical gradient of real gravity can significantly differ from the vertical
gradient of normal gravity. For precise relative measurements, the influence of the errors in vertical
gradient on precision can be eliminated if the measurements are always conducted at the same height.
If identical vertical gradients are assumed, there would neither be the influence on accuracy (Torge,
1989). For larger sensor heights (absolute measurements) the actual vertical gradient should be
determined. The change of the vertical gravity gradient with height (influenced by the local
topography) is largest within a few tens of centimetres above the ground and the vertical gradient can
be taken into consideration as a second order polynomial, while at about 40 m above the ground its
non-linearity disappears (Torge, 1989; Dykowski, 2012). Thus, in order to reach the desired accuracy
of the height reduction for the absolute measurements, the vertical gradient should be determined as a
second order polynomial from the measurements at (at least) three heights along the perpendicular line
or, if measurements are conducted at only two heights, an approximate reference height of the absolute
gravimeter should be reached (Csapó and Völgyesi, 2003; 2004).
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Measurement Accuracy

The measurement accuracy of Scintrex gravimeters is specific to each instrument and depends mostly
on the instrumental error influences as well as the field conditions and applied procedures. Some
instrumental error influences are reflected directly in the measurement precision (e.g. elastic hysteresis
effect, temperature effects). Others (like errors in the calibration function) can affect the accuracy
without impairing the precision. Many studies confirmed that precision of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5
is, as declared, better than 0.05 µm s–2 (Jousset et al., 1995; Budetta and Carbone, 1997; Zumberge et
al., 2008; Lederer, 2009; Yushkin, 2011). Some authors reported a slightly worse precision: up to
0.1 µm s–2 (Rehren, 1997; Timmen and Gitlein, 2004). For the micro-gravimetric surveys the precision
even better than declared has been reported (Timmen and Gitlein, 2004; Merlet et al., 2008; Jiang et
al., 2012; Fores et al., 2017). Moreover, for the micro-gravimetric measurements in the same
campaigns, no significant difference in the accuracy of CG-3M and CG-5 is found (Jiang et al., 2012).
However, some studies showed how the measurement accuracy and, in some cases, the precision can
be significantly affected by instrumental influences like the errors in calibration function (Budetta and
Carbone, 1997; Ukawa et al., 2010) or the elastic hysteresis effect after tilting the instrument (Reudink
et al., 2014). For specific gravimeters, the declared precision can be achieved only if special field
procedures are applied. For example, because of significant hysteresis effects after transport, Flury et
al. (2007) managed to reach the measurement repeatability of 0.1 µm s–2 after prolonging the station
occupation time from 5 to 30 minutes. On the other hand, thanks to the carefully designed procedures
before and during the field measurements, which minimise the instrumental error influences,
Zumberge et al. (2008) reached the precision better than declared, even in unfavourable conditions like
the seafloor gravity measurements.
To estimate the a priori accuracy of the relative gravity measurements, an error budget can be
compiled for a specific instrument, given expected conditions in the field and specific field procedures
(see e.g. Torge, 1989; Lederer, 2009). After a survey is completed a posteriori accuracy analysis is
used to evaluate “a priori” accuracy estimation and to analyse the actually achieved accuracy (Kuang,
1996). However, one has to have in mind that temporal gravity changes, which are not reduced from
the measurements, affect even the most accurate gravity measurements.
2.9

Conclusion on Instrumental Error Influences of Scintrex Gravimeters

Based on the available literature and the experience with Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters 4372 and 4373,
the elastic hysteresis effect after transport in the upright position, transport drift and errors in the
calibration function are identified as the most significant instrumental error influences in
measurements of Scintrex 4372 and 4373, which shall be studied in the following chapters. However,
a full examination of the instrumental error influences would include also laboratory tests, which are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EMPIRICAL DATA: THE MEASUREMENTS

The investigation in this thesis is based on the empirical data, i.e. the measurements of two Scintrex
CG-3M gravimeters and one CG-5 (Table 3.1). The CSGA purchased two Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeters serial numbers 9704372 and 9704373 (hereinafter referred to as 4372 and 4373,
respectively) in 1997. In 2002 the CSGA ceded the gravimeters to the CGI (Croatian Geodetic
Institute). After the repair of the heating system of gravimeter 4373 (by the manufacturer) and change
of the control console (in the CGI), the gravimeters were put into operation in 2002. Due to the
affiliation of the CGI to the CSGA in 2010, the CSGA again takes the ownership of the gravimeters.
Since the time the gravimeters were put in operation (in 2002) a periodical control and, if needed, an
adjustment of specific parameters or instrument set-up is regularly carried out, as specified by the
user’s manual (Scintrex, 1998). In addition, the records of all changes of parameters or instrument setup have been kept. Moreover, whenever not in the field, the readings of the gravimeters have been
continuously recorded since the time the gravimeters were put in operation. The FGUZ purchased
Scintrex CG-5 gravimeter serial number 10012 in 2002 and put the gravimeter in operation
immediately after the purchase (Markovinović, 2009).
Table 3.1: Relative gravimeters, measurements of which are included in the thesis.

Preglednica 3.1: Relativni gravimetri in meritve, vključene v disertacijo.
Owner
CSGA
CSGA
FGUZ

Manufacturer
Scintrex
Scintrex
Scintrex

Model
CG-3M
CG-3M
CG-5

Serial number
4372
4373
10012

Purchased
1997
1997
2002

Put in operation
2002
2002
2002

The measurements used in the thesis involve four sets of different purposes:
1)
2)
3)
4)

a calibration of the relative gravimeters on a provisory vertical calibration line,
a vertical gravity gradient determination,
the measurements of the Croatian FOGN and
the measurements of the local test network (broader area of the City of Zagreb).

All four sets of measurements were carried out with the two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters, while the
third set was also measured with the CG-5 gravimeter. Besides the measurements of the FOGN, the
two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters were also involved in the measurements of the Croatian SOGN
(Second Order Gravity Network) and in the gravity measurements in the course of the EUVN_DA
(Densification Action of the European Unified Vertical Reference Network) project in Croatia. In
addition, gravimeter 4373 was involved in the measurements of Slovenian Fundamental Gravity
Network. The gravimeter CG-5 was also used in the measurements of the gravity network of the City
of Zagreb and determination of the gravity values at the eccentric points of the Croatian ZOGN.
A number of operators took part in all four sets of measurements. The author took part in the
measurements of the first two sets and in stages 2 and 3 of the measurements of the FOGN (the first
and the second extension, see section 3.3). However, the author designed the measurements of sets 1,
2 and 4 as well as stages 3 and 4 of the FOGN.
Since the majority of the empirical data used in the thesis is, in fact, the data from PAPERS A, B and
C, this chapter, apart from the last two sections, comprises the descriptions of the measurements
already published in the corresponding papers.
3.1

Measurements for the Purpose of the Calibration

The purpose of the measurements was to determine the correction of the linear calibration coefficient
y1 and the resulting linear calibration coefficient Y1 (see equations (2.17) and (2.19) in section 2.4).
The measurements were performed at two absolute gravity stations: AGT02 and AGT03 (Table 3.2).
Although performed in order to check the stability of calibration coefficients during the field
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measurements of the Croatian SOGN, test measurements should also serve to identify optimal
measuring and processing procedure for calibration of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters at
auxiliary vertical calibration line.
Table 3.2: Approximate coordinates, height and gravity values at absolute gravity stations.

Preglednica 3.2: Približne koordinate, višine in absolutne meritve težnosti na danih točkah.
Station
AGT02
AGT03
Difference

φ
[°]
45.827 N
45.907 N
–0.080 N

λ
[°]
16.020 E
15.968 E
0.052 E

H
[m]
144.77
987.69
842.92

g*
[nm s–2]
9 806 622 590
9 805 104 397
1 518 193

Considering Flury et al. (2007) identified hysteresis after transport (see section 2.6.1) as a critical error
source for several Scintrex CG-3 instruments and recommended the extended station occupations of at
least 30 minutes, test measurements for the purpose of calibration of CG-3M gravimeters 4372 and
4373 started in 2010 with a duration from 30 to 60 minutes. Since earlier campaigns comprise fewer
measurements and provide only the linear daily drift determination, only the six campaigns from
October 2012 till July 2016, each involving from two to four measuring days, are included in this
study (Table 3.3). The campaigns involved repeated measurements of gravity difference between
stations AGT02 and AGT03. The measurements were performed simultaneously with the two
gravimeters. Each occupation involved observation series lasting 25 to 60 minutes of 60-second
readings. Figure 3.1 depicts typical observation series for one measurement day. One can notice strong
hysteresis effect for gravimeter 4372 and significantly smaller for 4373 (up to 1.2 and 0.4 µm s–2
respectively during 40 minutes) as well as somewhat slighter effect at the first occupation in a day for
both gravimeters as compared to other observation series.
Table 3.3: Overview of measurements.
Preglednica 3.3: Pregled meritev.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Observation
Campaign
Date
Duration
scheme
[min]
1
11/10/2012
40
2–3–2–3
1
24/10/2012
40
3–2–3–2
2
02/05/2013
45
3–2–3–2
2
07/05/2013
40
3–2–3–2
2
08/05/2013
40
3–2–3–2
3
05/12/2013
60
3–2–3–2
3
06/12/2013
60
3–2–3–3
4
16/07/2014
60
2–3–2–3
4
29/07/2014
60
2–3–2–3
5
01/06/2015
40
2–3–2–3
5
02/06/2015
25
2–3–2–3–2
5
03/06/2015
40
2–3–2–3
5
05/06/2015
30
2–3–2–3–2
6
07/07/2016
30
2–3–2–3–2
6
08/07/2016
30
2–3–2–3–2

The gravimeters were transported by car on city and mountain roads. Transport between stations was
in most cases approximately 60 minutes. The gravimeters were transported in their original cases with
protected foam, which were laid on additional protective foam and strapped together to a floor of a
vehicle (Figure 3.2). In order to obtain more data for modelling, after the transport, the gravimeters

*

Because of the consistency of all determinations of linear calibration constant (see section 4.3), values form
Hećimović (2004) are taken, which slightly differ the values given in Table 3.6.
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were set up on a station, levelled and started, as soon as possible, without allowing a certain time for
gravimeters to stabilise.

Figure 3.1: Observation series on June 3rd 2015 of gravimeter 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) for occupations 1
(top) to 4 (bottom).
Slika 3.1: Serije opazovanj, opravljene 3. junija 2015, z gravimetroma 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno); zaporedne
meritve si sledijo od 1 (zgoraj) do 4 (spodaj).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

Since hysteresis effect after transport is significant and not completely homogenous; it does not
completely cancel out when forming gravity differences. Inconsistencies in hysteresis effect can result
not only from a difference in time length from the end of the transport until starting the instrument but
also from different conditions during the transport (tension magnitude, direction and duration). Indeed,
usually, the first station occupied in a day was AGT02 (Table 3.3). Thus prior to the first occupation,
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the gravimeters were transported only for about 30 minutes on city roads, not mountain road, which
could explain the smaller hysteresis effect at the first occupation. Moreover, when immediately before
the second occupation on June 5th, 2015, gravimeter 4373 had undergone a small shock, as operator
stumbled while carrying the gravimeter, the hysteresis effect amounted to 0.5 µm s–2, while for other
occupations it did not exceed 0.3 µm s–2 during 30 minutes.

Figure 3.2: Transport of the gravimeters.
Slika 3.2: Transport gravimetrov.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

3.2

Vertical Gravity Gradient Determination

The purpose of the measurements was to determine the vertical gravity gradient at absolute stations in
order to enable a height reduction of absolute and relative measurements (see section 2.7.2.1). Besides,
the objective was to determine how precise the vertical gravity gradient can be determined from
experimental measurements performed with two Scintrex Autograv CG-3M gravimeters, taking into
account their known instrumental properties and, on the other hand, given the limitations of the
available equipment. In addition, the measurements served to find the optimal measurement and
processing procedure (see PAPER A).
The measurements were performed in April 2013 at two absolute gravity stations: AGT02 Zagreb
Maksimir (on April 9th) and AGT03 Zagreb Puntijarka (on April 30th). In addition, at station AGT03
the measurements have been repeated twice (on October 1st and October 15th, 2014). Absolute
measurements at both stations have been performed in June 1996 by the experts from the German
formerly IfAG (Institut for Applied Geodesy), today BKG (Federal Agency for Cartography and
Geodesy), with the absolute gravimeter FG5-101. According to Richter et al. (1999) and Hećimović
(2004), on that occasion, vertical gravity gradient was determined with LCR gravimeter model D-21F
of the IfAG equipped with an electronic feedback system from 10 readings at each of reference levels
0.06 and 1.31 m (Table 3.4).
Table 3.4: The measurements at absolute stations in 1996.
Preglednica 3.4: Meritve na absolutnih točkah v letu 1996.
Station
g
σg
Reference height
[nm s–2]
[nm s–2]
[m]
AGT02
9 806 618 330
37
1.3148
AGT03
9 805 099 032
10
1.3148

Wzz
[ns–2]
–3240
–4090

σWzz
[ns–2]
12
12

Reference height
[m]
0.060 – 1.308
0.060 – 1.308
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The new vertical gravity gradient measurements were performed with the two Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeters (4372 and 4373), by experts from the CSGA, and at station AGT02 together with students
from the FGUZ. Since significant hysteresis effects (particularly emphasised for gravimeter 4372)
have been noticed during the measurement for the purpose of calibration (section 3.1), the gravimeters
were left to stabilise for about an hour after arrival at the station. During this period the readings were
recorded (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Gravity readings during stabilisation period: (a) gravimeter 4372 and (b) gravimeter 4373 at station
AGT02 on April 9th, 2013, (c) gravimeter 4372 and (d) gravimeter 4373 at station AGT03 on April 30th, 2013.
Slika 3.3: Odčitki gravimetrov v času umirjanja: (a) gravimeter 4372 in (b) gravimeter 4373 na točki AGT02 za
9. april 2013, (c) gravimeter 4372 in (d) gravimeter 4373 na točki AGT03 za 30. april 2013.
Credit: Reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature, Acta
Geodaetica et Geophysica, PAPER A, Copyright Akadémiai Kiadó (2015).
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Since these were only the experimental measurements and no better tripod was available, massive
wooden tripod with fixed legs of the Wild T4 universal instrument was used for that purpose (Figure
3.4). As stated in section 2.7.2.1, in order to provide the sufficient accuracy for a conversion between
the reference heights of absolute and relative gravity measurements, the measurements should be
performed close to the reference heights of relative and absolute instruments. In Croatia, all absolute
measurements were performed with the FG5 instrument, and the new measurements are also planned
to be performed with the FG5 instrument, while for the relative measurements in national gravity
networks only Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 were used. However, because of the properties of the tripod
and dimensions of the concrete pillars, it was possible to perform the measurements only at two levels:
0.26 and 1.47 m, although the reference height of the FG5 instrument (1.30 m) was tried to be reached.
The heights were measured with mm precision upon each level change. The measurements were
performed simultaneously with the two gravimeters. The gravity difference between the two levels
was measured 7 times with each gravimeter. Hence, 8 independent observation series were performed
with each gravimeter, 4 at each level. Instruments were left to stabilise for 10 minutes after each level
change. To filter out the instrumental noise (noticeable in Figure 3.3), each observation series involved
15 independent 60-second readings (except on October 1st, 2014, when each observation series
involved 14 readings). Figure 3.5 depicts a typical variation of readings from one observation series.
Since there is a noticeable correlation between the simultaneous readings at the two levels, one can
conclude that variation is mainly caused by an external influence, probably the microseismic.

Figure 3.4: Measurements at station AGT02.
Slika 3.4: Meritve na točki AGT02.
Credit: Reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature, Acta
Geodaetica et Geophysica, PAPER A, Copyright Akadémiai Kiadó (2015).

During the measurements at station AGT02, the sliding roof was partly open because of the extreme
proximity of the gravimeter at the higher level to the ceiling, in order to make the room for the
operator (Figure 3.4). Consequently, the gravimeters were partly exposed to the external influences;
particularly a light breeze during the last two observation series on April 9th, 2013, which mostly
influenced the gravimeter at the higher level. Measurements at station AGT03 were performed in the
closed room.
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Figure 3.5: Gravity readings and their standard deviations of 5 th observation series at station AGT03 on April
30th, 2013 for (a) gravimeter 4372 and (b) gravimeter 4373.
Slika 3.5: Odčitki gravimetra s standardnimi deviacijami za pet serij meritev na točki AGT03, za 30. april 2013,
za gravimeter: (a) 4372 in (b) 4373.
Credit: Reprinted by permission from Springer Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature, Acta
Geodaetica et Geophysica, PAPER A, Copyright Akadémiai Kiadó (2015).

3.3
3.3.1

Croatian First Order Gravity Network
Croatian Fundamental Gravity Network

The Croatian FOGN is, together with the ZOGN and SOGN, included in the Fundamental Gravity
Network (Pravilnik o načinu izvođenja osnovnih geodetskih radova, 2009). The ZOGN initially
comprised six stations determined by absolute gravimetry (Figure 3.6). The stations of the ZOGN
were established in the course of two international projects in the period from 1996 to 2000. Instead of
the devastated station in Makarska (AGT05), its eccentric station has been included in the ZOGN
(Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo, 2006).
The FOGN initially covered the land part of the country and comprised 36 stations. The original
network was established by the FGUZ in 2003 in the course of the project contracted with the CSGA
(Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo, 2006). The network was extended in three stages (in 2007, 2008 and
2009) by the CGI and now also covers all major Croatian islands and comprises 59 stations (Figure 3.6
(Repanić, Grgić and Bašić, 2014).
In 2008 the CGI started the establishment of the SOGN. Due to the affiliation of the CGI to the CSGA
in 2010, the latter continued the activities on the establishment of the SOGN. The measurements were
completed in 2015 by the final 11th stage. The network comprises 193 second order gravity stations.
The processing and adjustment of the SOGN were finalised in 2017.
Up to now, the adjustment of the FOGN has been carried out separately for each of four stages. The
adjustment models applied for different stages are presented in Bašić, Markovinović and Rezo (2004;
2006); Markovinović (2009) and Repanić et al. (2010). Since the gravity values at the FOGN stations
have been obtained from adjustments of the four individual parts of the network (corresponding to the
four stages of the FOGN establishment) and because of different adjustment models applied, the need
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for uniform joint adjustment of the whole network emerged. Thereby the applied adjustment model
should account for already perceived instrumental error influences. The new joint adjustment of the
FOGN was finished by the CSGA in 2016. Thereby, for the first time, the FOGN has been adjusted as
a whole, according to the adjustment model, which accounts for the corrections of linear calibration
coefficients. The methods and the results of the new adjustment are presented in PAPER B. However,
because of time limitations, the adjustment model was not analysed with the respect of all significant
instrumental error influences in Scintrex measurements, such as the hysteresis effect and transport
drift.

Figure 3.6: Stations of the ZOGN (designated with AGT) and FOGN (designated with GT).
Slika 3.6: Točke ZOGN (določene z AGT) in FOGN (določene z GT).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).

Since the adjustment models applied later in the thesis for the adjustment of the FOGN, include also
the absolute gravity measurements of the ZOGN as observations, their description is given in the next
section.
3.3.2

Absolute Gravity Measurements in the Croatian Zero Order Gravity Network

The stations of the ZOGN were established in the course of two projects: the Connection of the
Republic of Croatia to International Absolute Gravity Basestation Network and the Unification of
Gravity Systems in Central Europe (UNIGRACE). The projects in Croatia were coordinated by the
FGUZ. Absolute gravity measurements, determination of vertical gravity gradients and relative
connections to eccentric stations were carried out by the German formerly IfAG, today the BKG and
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French EOST (School and Observatory of Earth Sciences) (Table 3.5). The measurements have been
documented in a number of technical reports, publications and other materials, which have been
reviewed and summarised in the Report on data of the Croatian Absolute Gravity Network
(Hećimović, 2004). The vertical gravity gradients on stations AGT02 and AGT03 were also
determined by the CSGA in 2013 and 2014 (PAPER A).
Table 3.5: Overview of the absolute gravity measurements at the ZOGN stations. For AGT01, the second
measurement, and AGT06, both measurements, the data for the actual height of measurement is not available.
Preglednica 3.5: Pregled absolutnih meritev težnosti na točkah ZOGN. Za drugo meritev na točki AGT01 in obe
meritvi na točki AGT06 ni na voljo višin instrumenta.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
Station
Measured
Date of
Instrument
g
σg
Reference
by
measurement
height
[nm s–2]
[nm s–2]
[m]
AGT01
BKG
7–8/8/2000
FG5-101
9 806 582 866
27
1.3038
AGT01
EOST 27–29/11/2000
FG5-206
9 806 583 739
13
1.00
AGT02
IfAG
4–5/6/1996
FG5-101
9 806 618 330
37
1.3148
AGT03
IfAG
6–7/6/1996
FG5-101
9 805 099 032
10
1.3148
AGT04
IfAG
9–10/6/1996
FG5-101
9 806 070 091
20
1.3107
AGT05
IfAG
11–13/6/1996
FG5-101
9 804 069 258
27
1.3190
AGT06
EOST
26–29/8/1999
FG5-206
9 803 693 491
24
1.00
AGT06
BKG
6–8/4/2000
FG5-101
9 803 692 759
75
1.25

In order to carry out the joint adjustment of the FOGN, available data on absolute gravity
measurements has been revised again. For certain stations, new gravity values at the ground level have
been calculated. The revision comprised all materials on basis of which the Report on data of the
Croatian Absolute Gravity Network (Hećimović, 2004) was compiled, as well as the report itself.
Since the measurements at stations AGT01 and AGT06 for the purpose of vertical gravity gradient
determination were carried out at three heights (0.3, 0.8 and 1.3 m), the vertical gravity gradient has
been determined using the second order polynomial. Accordingly, new gravity values at the ground
level have been calculated for each absolute gravity measurement at the two gravity stations as well as
the linear vertical gravity gradient between the ground level and the height of 0.25 m for the purpose
of reduction of relative measurements (Table 3.6). Differences between the new mean gravity values
at the ground level and the values given in Hećimović (2004) are significant and amount to –67 and
68 nm s–2, for the stations AGT01 and AGT06, respectively. Such significant differences are probably
due to the fact that, in the report, the gravity values were reduced from the height of 1 m to the ground
level using linear gravity gradients corresponding to the heights of 0.3 and 1.3 m. Although the
vertical gravity gradients for other stations have been determined based on the measurements at only
two heights, these heights are near the reference heights of absolute and relative gravimeters or the
ground level (the differences are below 0.2 m) and should provide sufficient accuracy for conversion
between reference heights of absolute and relative measurements or the ground level. Furthermore,
new gravity values at the ground level have been calculated for the stations AGT02 and AGT03 based
on more precise vertical gravity gradients determined by CSGA (PAPER A). However, the differences
between these values and the previous values are not significant and amount to 11 and –5 nm s–2.
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Table 3.6: Revised data on absolute gravity stations.
Preglednica 3.6: Pregled podatkov na točkah z absolutnimi meritvami težnosti.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
Measured
Station
g(h)
h
σg(h)
g(0)
Wzz
σg(0.25)
by
[nm s–2]
[m]
[nm s–2]
[nm s–2]
[ns–2]
[nm s–2]
AGT01
BKG
9 806 582 866
1.3038
27
9 806 586 587
–2 967
58
EOST
9 806 583 739
1.00
13
9 806 586 622
–2 967
53
mean
9 806 586 605
–2 967
39
AGT02
IfAG
9 806 618 330
1.3148
37
9 806 622 579
–3 232
59
AGT03
IfAG
9 805 099 032
1.3148
10
9 805 104 402
–4 084
47
AGT04
IfAG
9 806 070 091
1.3107
20
9 806 073 900
–2 906
51
AGT05
IfAG
9 804 069 258
1.3190
27
9 804 072 611
–2 542
54
AGT06
EOST
9 803 693 491
1.00
24
9 803 696 363
–2 786
56
BKG
9 803 692 759
1.25
75
9 803 696 379
–2 786
91
mean
9 803 696 371
–2 786
53

Besides the new gravity values at the ground level, the standard deviations of gravity values at the
height of 0.25 m have been determined for all absolute measurements (Table 3.6). Although all
adjusted gravity values refer to the ground level, the height of 0.25 m, which is the average sensor
height of Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters, represents the effective height for the network
adjustment. Specifically, the relative measurements at absolute stations have been reduced using the
same vertical gradients. Thus, the errors caused by the height reduction between 0.25 m and the
ground level have been cancelled out. The standard deviations were determined analogously to
Vitushkin et al. (2002) according to the following expression:

 g2( 0.25) =  g2( h ) +  sis2 +  dg2 ( h ) ,

(3.1)

where  g (h ) represents the standard deviation of absolute gravity measurement (at the height of
measurement),  sis the systematic error of the absolute measurement (value of 40 nm s–2 is taken as
determined by Vitushkin et al. (2002)) and  dg (h ) is the standard deviation of the reduction to the
height of 0.25 m. The latter is determined according to:
2
 dg2 ( h ) =  lin2 + h 2 Wzz
,

(3.2)

where  lin represents the error caused by neglecting the non-linearity of the vertical gradient, h is
the height difference between the absolute and relative measurements and  Wzz the standard deviation
of the vertical gravity gradient for the heights under consideration. For the stations with only linear
gravity gradient available, the error caused by neglecting the non-linearity of the vertical gradient was
estimated to 22 nm s–2 based on the differences from linear and quadratic vertical gradients at the
stations AGT01 and AGT06 for corresponding heights.
3.3.3

Relative Gravity Measurements in the Croatian First Order Gravity Network

The FOGN comprises 59 stations established in four stages (Figure 3.6). Stations GT101 to GT136
were established in stage 1, which covers the land part of the country and stations GT137 to GT145,
GT146 to GT150 and GT151 to GT159 in stages 2, 3 and 4, which cover the north, the central and the
south Adriatic islands, respectively. More detail information on the selection of locations, network
design and measurement practice applied in the course of the FOGN survey is available in Bašić,
Markovinović and Rezo (2004; 2006); Markovinović (2009) and Repanić et al. (2010). Below, only
the data relevant for the network adjustment is given.
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Measurements in all four stages were carried out using the same three Scintrex gravimeters (Table
3.1). Every station was connected to the adjacent points by at least two connections, each measured
twice. However, all three stages of the extension to the Adriatic islands significantly differ from the
initial land part of the network as regards distances between stations and means of transport.
Specifically, besides transport by car, the extensions involved transport by ferry boat and, in the case
of stage 2, even by fast boat (catamaran) and speedboat. Furthermore, although stages 1 and 2 have
been designed as a network of triangles, due to specific terrain configuration, available ferry lines and
financial resources, network configurations of stages 3 and 4 have been much weaker. All three
gravimeters were transported together and whenever possible, the readings of all three gravimeters
were taken simultaneously. Though, often the station monumentation had not allowed setting up the
three gravimeters at the same time. In addition, the transport by car of the gravimeters significantly
differs for different stages of the survey. During stage 1, the gravimeters were transported in Mazda
323, which, because of the lack of room, did not permit the transport in original transport cases.
During stages 2, 3 and 4, the gravimeters were transported in Nissan Terrano or Honda Civic, which
permitted the transport in original transport cases of only two gravimeters in the upright position
(Figure 3.2). The third (CG-5) was transported on the back seat, usually in the original hard transport
case. However, during the transport across the sea, unless transported by car on a ferry boat, the
gravimeters were transported in the soft transport cases.
The calibration of the relative gravimeters was usually carried out before and after each stage of the
survey on an auxiliary vertical calibration line (absolute gravity stations AGT02 and AGT03). An
exception is a calibration of the gravimeter CG-5 in stage 1, for which the calibration was carried out
on the calibration line in Orangeville, Canada (Markovinović, 2009). Calibration constants used
during the survey are given in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Gravimeters’ calibration constants (GCAL1) used during the FOGN survey in µm s–2 CU–1.
Preglednica 3.7: Kalibracijske konstante gravimetrov (GCAL1), uporabljene med izmero FOGN, v
µm s–2 CU–1).
Credit: Adapted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
Gravimeter
Survey stage
4372
4373
10012
1 (2003)
60 553.42
61 828.17
84 272.88
2 (2007)
60 623.34
61 905.03
84 255.93
3 (2008)
60 620.94
61 910.84
84 285.76
4 (2009)
60 627.12
61 919.15
84 280.17

Stage 1 of the survey comprised 37 days of measurements, each involving from 3 to 9 station
occupations (Figure 3.7, Table 3.8). Thereby, from 1 to 5 station occupations have been redundant to
provide for at least linear daily drift determination. The stage 2 (Figure 3.8, Table 3.9), stage 3 (Figure
3.9, Table 3.10) and stage 4 (Figure 3.10, Table 3.11) involved 14, 5 and 9 days of measurements,
respectively. In each day there have been 2 or 3 redundant station occupations. Each occupation
involved five 60-second readings with each gravimeter. Readings were started 10 minutes after setting
up the gravimeter on the station.
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Figure 3.7: Stage 1 of the FOGN: the land part of the network (Barišić et al., 2008, p. 200).
Slika 3.7: Prva faza FOGN: predstavitev kopenskega dela mreže (Barišić in sod., 2008, str. 200).
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Table 3.8: Overview of measurements of stage 1 of the FOGN.
Preglednica 3.8: Pregled meritev prve faze izmere FOGN.
Day

Date

Observation scheme

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

12/6/2003
13/6/2003
14/6/2003
17/6/2003
18/6/2003
24/6/2003
25/6/2003
26/6/2003
27/6/2003
30/6/2003
3/7/2003
4/7/2003
5/7/2003
15/7/2003
16/7/2003
17/7/2003
18/7/2003
19/7/2003
21/7/2003
22/7/2003
23/7/2003
24/7/2003
25/7/2003
31/7/2003
1/8/2003
2/8/2003
3/8/2003
4/8/2003
5/8/2003
6/8/2003
7/8/2003
8/8/2003
9/8/2003
10/8/2003
11/8/2003
12/8/2003
13/8/2003

AGT02–GT115–AGT02–GT117–GT115–GT117
GT118–GT115–GT118–GT116–GT115–GT116
GT118–GT117–GT118–GT119–GT117–GT119–GT118
GT124–GT119–GT124–GT125–GT119–GT125
GT118–GT125–GT118–GT116–GT125–GT116
GT120–GT122–GT120–GT119–GT120–GT121–GT120
GT121–GT124–GT121–GT119–GT121
AGT04–GT122–AGT04–GT121–GT122–GT121
AGT04–GT123–AGT04–GT121–GT123–GT121
GT124–GT126–GT124–GT125–GT126–GT125
GT127–GT125–GT127–GT129–GT127
GT127–GT126–GT127
GT127–GT128–GT127–GT130–GT127
GT128–GT125–GT128–GT130–GT128
GT129–GT126–GT129–GT130–GT129
GT132–GT128–GT132–GT130–GT132
GT131–GT128–GT131–GT132–GT131
GT133–GT134–GT133–GT131–GT133
GT133–GT135–GT133
GT005–GT132–GT005–GT131–GT005–GT133–GT005–AGT05–GT005
GT134–GT131–GT134–GT136–GT134
GT135–GT134–GT135–GT136–GT135
AGT06–GT135–AGT06–GT136–AGT06
AGT01–GT102–AGT01–GT104–GT102–GT104
GT102–GT101–GT102–GT103–GT101–GT103–GT105–GT103–GT102
GT105–GT102–GT105–GT109–GT105–GT107–GT105
AGT01–GT106–AGT01–GT104–GT106–GT104
AGT01–GT105–AGT01–GT107–AGT01
GT106–GT108–GT106–GT107–GT108–GT107–GT106
GT109–GT107–GT109–GT108–GT109–GT111–GT109
GT110–GT108–GT110–GT111–GT108–GT111–GT110
GT110–GT112–GT110–GT113–GT112–GT113–GT110
GT114–GT112–GT114–GT113–GT114–GT117–GT114
GT113–GT115–GT113–GT111–GT115–GT111–GT113
GT109–GT116–GT109–GT115–GT109
AGT03–GT113–AGT03–GT114–AGT03
AGT02–GT113–AGT02–AGT03–AGT02–GT117–AGT03

Means of
transport
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
Car
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Figure 3.8: Stage 2 of the FOGN: the extension to the north Adriatic islands (Repanić et al., 2010, p. 139).
Existing stations are in blue and new stations in red.
Slika 3.8: Druga faza FOGN: razširitev na severno-jadranske otoke (Repanić in sod., 2010, str. 139). Obstoječe
točke so obarvane modro, nove rdeče.
Table 3.9: Overview of measurements of stage 2 of the FOGN.
Preglednica 3.9: Pregled meritev druge faze FOGN.
Day

Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

19/9/2007
20/9/2007
21/9/2007
22/9/2007
24/9/2007
25/9/2007
26/9/2007
27/9/2007
28/9/2007
29/9/2007
6/11/2007
7/11/2007
8/11/2007
9/11/2007

Observation scheme
GT143–GT141–GT139–GT138–GT139–GT141–GT143
GT141–GT140–GT139–GT140–GT141–GT138–GT141
GT143–GT142–GT141–GT142–GT143
GT143–GT129–GT144–GT129–GT143
GT121–GT124–GT121–GT139–GT121
GT137–GT123–GT138–GT137–GT138–GT123–GT137
GT123–GT143–GT123–GT141–GT123
GT137–GT122–GT137–GT121–GT137
GT140–GT142–GT126–GT142–GT140
GT140–GT124–GT140–GT121–GT140
GT124–GT145–GT125–GT145–GT124
GT124–GT126–GT124–GT142–GT124
GT144–GT142–GT144–GT126–GT144
GT144–GT145–GT129–GT145–GT144

Means of transport
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, speedboat
Car, catamaran
Car
Car, ferry boat
Car, catamaran, ferry boat
Car
Car, ferry boat
Car, speedboat
Car
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car
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Figure 3.9: Stage 3 of the FOGN: the extension to the middle Adriatic islands (Repanić, 2009, p. 21). Existing
stations are in blue and new stations in red.
Slika 3.9: Tretja faza FOGN: razširitev na srednje-jadranske otoke (Repanić, 2009, str. 21). Obstoječe točke so
obarvano modro, nove rdeče.
Table 3.10: Overview of measurements of stage 3 of the FOGN.
Preglednica 3.10: Pregled meritev tretje faze FOGN.
Day

Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

16/9/2008
17/9/2008
18/9/2008
23/9/2008
24/9/2008

Observation scheme
GT129–GT146–GT147–GT146–GT129
GT129–GT149–GT129–GT147–GT147–GT129
GT129–GT148–GT149–GT148–GT129
GT130–GT132–GT130–GT150–GT130
GT149–GT130–GT150–GT130–GT149

Means of transport
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
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Figure 3.10: Stage 4 of the FOGN: the extension to the south Adriatic islands (Repanić, 2010, p. 3). Existing
stations are in blue and new stations in red.
Slika 3.10: Četrta faza FOGN: razširitev na južno-jadranske otoke (Repanić, 2010, str. 3). Obstoječe točke so
obarvane modro, nove rdeče.
Table 3.11: Overview of measurements of stage 4 of the FOGN.
Preglednica 3.11: Pregled meritev četrte faze FOGN.
Day

Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

8/9/2009
9/9/2009
10/9/2009
15/9/2009
16/9/2009
17/9/2009
22/9/2009
23/9/2009
24/9/2009

3.4

Observation scheme
GT151–GT155–GT151–GT132–GT151
GT151–GT155–GT151–GT131–GT151
GT151–GT153–GT151–GT152–GT151
GT156–GT157–GT156–GT158–GT156
GT156–GT157–GT156–GT158–GT156
GT157–GT159–GT135–GT159–GT157
GT133–GT154–GT153–GT154–GT133
GT133–GT152–GT133–GT131–GT133
GT133–GT134–GT157–GT134–GT133

Means of transport
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat
Car, ferry boat

Local Test Network

The local test network spanning over a broader area of the City of Zagreb has been designed in order
to examine the temporal stability of absolute stations AGT02 and AGT03 and alternative location
GSTUB for the absolute station. The absolute stations are used as auxiliary vertical calibration line
(see section 3.1). Since the gravity range of stations AGT02 and AGT03 is 2.9 times smaller than the
range of the FOGN stations, seasonal instability due to hydrological effect (see section 2.7.1.4) can
affect the accuracy of the determined calibration constant and, consequently, result in an immense
impact on the accuracy of gravity values at relative stations. The measurements presented here are the
first cycle of the local test network survey. The network comprises indoor (AGT02, AGT03 and
GSTUB) and outdoor stations (AGT02E1, GT117, TM 1024).
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Figure 3.11: Stations of the local test network with measured connections (source of the DOF base map:
Geoportal, 2017).
Slika 3.11: Točke lokalne testne mreže z izmerjenimi povezavami (vir: DOF, Geoportal 2017).
Table 3.12: Approximate coordinates, height and gravity values at stations of the local test network.
Preglednica 3.12: Približne koordinate, višine in težnosti na točkah lokalne testne mreže.
Station
φ
λ
H
g
[°]
[°]
[m]
[μm s–2]
AGT02
45.827 N
16.020 E
144.77
9 806 623
AGT03
45.907 N
15.968 E
987.69
9 805 104
AGT02E1
45.808 N
15.964 E
117.64
9 806 640
GT117
45.801 N
15.784 E
129.41
9 806 584
TM1024
45.893 N
16.132 E
159.26
9 806 716
GSTUB
45.99 N
16.02 E
245
9 806 721

The observation scheme of the local test network is given in Table 3.13. The first two days of
measurements are the same measurements as the campaign 6 of the measurements for the purpose of
calibration (section 3.1). Same as for the measurements for the purpose of calibration, the
measurements were performed simultaneously with two gravimeters. The gravimeters were
transported by car in their original cases with protected foam which were laid on additional protective
foam and strapped together to a floor of a vehicle (Figure 3.2). Transport time varied between 30 and
60 minutes. Each occupation involved observation series lasting 30 minutes of 60-second readings.
After the transport, the gravimeters were set up on a station, levelled and started, as soon as possible,
without allowing a certain time for gravimeters to stabilise.
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Table 3.13: Observation scheme of the local test network.
Preglednica 3.13: Shema opazovanj lokalne testne mreže.
Day

Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7/7/2016
8/7/2016
11/7/2016
12/7/2016
13/7/2016
14/7/2016
15/7/2016

3.5

Observation scheme
AGT02–AGT03–AGT02–AGT03–AGT02
AGT02–AGT03–AGT02–AGT03–AGT02
AGT02E1–AGT02–AGT02E1–AGT02–AGT02E1–AGT02
AGT03–GSTUB–AGT03–GSTUB–AGT03
AGT03–GSTUB–AGT03–GSTUB–AGT03
AGT02E1–GT117–AGT02E1–GT117–GSTUB–GT117–GSTUB
AGT02E1–TM1024–AGT02E1–TM1024–GSTUB–TM1024–GSTUB

Pre-processing of the Relative Gravity Measurements

Scintrex gravimeters automatically apply certain instrument corrections as well as the Earth tide
reductions according to Longman (1959) formula (see section 2.3.4). Earth tide reductions and
relevant information on the basis of which the corrections can be re-calculated are stored in the output
file together with the readings, their standard deviations and start time (see section 2.3).
In general, all four sets of measurements were identically processed before adjustment. Firstly, the
Earth tide reductions were re-calculated. Although the IAG Resolution No. 9 and 16 prescribes
different reduction (see section 2.7.1.1), since it was more economic and since it provides even better
accuracy, the Earth tide reduction have been re-calculated using the PREDICT software (Wenzel,
1996) based on synthetic tidal parameters interpolated from Timmen and Wenzel (1995) regular grid
with utilization of Tamura (1987) tidal potential catalogue. In addition, the reductions for the polar
motion (equation (2.22)) with the amplitude factor of 1.16 have been included in the reductions from
the PREDICT software. Specifically, the tidal parameters for the stations involved in the study were
interpolated by own MATLAB algorithms with the utilisation of bilinear interpolation from the
regular grid. The PREDICT software was then used for tidal prediction of one-minute data series for
each station. Finally, new output files have been created with the reductions (for the Earth tides and
polar motion) for corresponding stations and readings’ times interpolated from PREDICT’s oneminute data series.
Next, the mean reading was calculated as the weighted mean of readings series of each occupation,
with weights inversely proportional to the readings’ variances. The reduction due to the variation in
the atmospheric pressure (equation (2.23)) and the reduction to the ground level (equation (2.27) have
then been applied to the mean readings. The only exception was the set of measurements for the
purpose of the vertical gravity gradient determination, for which the reductions to the ground level
have not been applied. Instead, the readings have been reduced to the mean height of corresponding,
lower or higher level, using the real vertical gradients.
3.5.1

Alternations in the Measurements for the Purpose of the Calibration

Before pre-processing of relative measurements described above, certain alternations have been
incorporated in the output files of measurements for the purpose of the calibration. For certain days
(October 11th, 2012 and July 29th, 2014), readings have been re-calculated and new output files
created, so that all measurements from the same campaign (Table 3.3) correspond to the same linear
calibration constant GCAL1. Specifically, firstly uncorrected average readings were calculated by
eliminating previously applied corrections and Earth tide reduction from the readings. Thereby the
values of instrumental corrections were calculated according to the equations (2.12) – (2.14) on the
basis of the information from the output file. Next, uncorrected average readings were multiplied by
the correction factor (quotient of the new and old linear calibration constant) and, finally, instrumental
corrections and Earth tide reduction have been applied again.
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Besides the correction of the linear calibration constant, only one erroneous reading has been
eliminated, which deviated from adjacent readings for 0.4 µm s–2. However, measurements of the
whole day on May 2nd, 2013 and June 5th, 2015 for the gravimeter 4373 have been omitted, due to
problems with sensor temperature and power supply.
3.5.2

Alternations in the Measurements of the Croatian First Order Gravity Network

The analysis of the FOGN measurements resulted in a number of corrections in the output files carried
out before the pre-processing of relative measurements described above. Firstly, the errors in the data
were corrected, such as incorrect calibrations constant applied during a day, stationary drift constant or
time parameters. Thereby, if applied, the corrections of gravity readings were made based on the
formulas for signal processing given in section 2.3, analogous to correction of calibration constant
described in section 3.5.1. Moreover, the analysis of the simultaneous measurements of the three
gravimeters revealed significant clock drift for the gravimeter 10012 (CG-5). The difference between
this gravimeter and the two CG-3M gravimeters even reached 9 minutes during the first stage of the
survey. Such error in time can produce errors in the Earth tide reductions and, consequently, in gravity
readings up to 0.09 µm s–2. That is almost twice as much as the declared accuracy of Scintrex
gravimeters. Therefore, the drift of the gravimeter 10012 has been determined from differences in time
of simultaneous measurements with gravimeter 4372 based on the LS principle, with the assumption
that moderate deviations in readings’ start time of two gravimeters are of random character.
Accordingly, the clock drift amounted to about 14 s day–1 during 2003 and September 2007, while
during November 2007, 2008 and 2009 it amounted to about 4 s day–1. Subsequently, the start time of
each reading of gravimeter 10012 was corrected for the clock drift to provide the accurate calculation
of the Earth tide reduction. For comparison, the clock drift of the gravimeter 4373 with respect to
gravimeter 4372 was not found, i.e. it amounted to about 0.1 s day–1, during all four stages, same as its
standard deviation.
Since field records (which contain pressure and instrument’s height information) for the gravimeter
10012 have not been available for 16 days of measurements from the stage 1, it was necessary to
approximate the instrument heights. Firstly, the average differences in instrument heights between
each of the two CG-3M gravimeters and gravimeter 10012 were determined for the days with field
records. Then, two sets of heights for the gravimeter 10012 were calculated, each from the average
height difference and the heights of corresponding CG-3M gravimeter. The final heights were
determined as the mean values of the two sets, between which a good agreement has been reached
(average difference amounts to 2 ± 3 mm).
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ANALYSIS OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT INSTRUMENTAL ERROR INFLUENCES
OF SCINTREX CG-3M GRAVIMETERS 4372 AND 4373

4.1

Study of the Elastic Hysteresis Effects

Since the elastic hysteresis effect is identified as one of the most significant instrumental error
influences in the measurements of Scintrex gravimeters 4372 and 4373, it is studied in more detail in
this section. The distinction is made between the hysteresis effect after tilting the gravimeter, which
could and should be avoided, and the hysteresis effect after the transport in the upright position
(hereinafter hysteresis after transport), which is inevitable. Therefore, firstly the elastic hysteresis after
transport is modelled for the measurements of sufficient duration (the measurement for the purpose of
calibration, section 3.1) using an iterative algorithm developed in MATLAB (already published in
PAPER C). The algorithm also facilitates the elimination of the effect from the measurements. Next,
the hysteresis effect after tilting the gravimeters is examined based on the experimental measurements
performed in the office according to the procedure described in Reudink et al. (2014). Finally, the
hysteresis effect from short observation series from the measurements of the FOGN (section 3.3) is
assessed, in order to facilitate the definition of a suitable stochastic model (see section 5.3).
4.1.1

Modelling the Hysteresis Effect after Transport in the Upright Position

Significant hysteresis effects after transport during test measurement for the purpose of calibration of
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 (section 3.1) are found that amount up to 1.2 and 0.4 µm s–2, respectively,
during 40 minutes after transport (Figure 3.1). Specifically, the effects amount to 0.60 and 0.15 μm s–2
during the first 10 minutes, and an additional 0.35 and 0.10 μm s–2 during the next 10 minutes after
transport, for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively. For all observation series, the readings are
decreasing with time. Such significant but not completely homogenous effects do not completely
cancel out when forming gravity differences. The investigation presented in this section deals with the
modelling of hysteresis function after transport from observation series of sufficient duration in order
to eliminate its effect from the measurements.
4.1.1.1

Mathematical Model and Algorithm for the Elastic Hysteresis Effect after Transport

Firstly, for all occupation series of each gravimeter, specific functions of the logarithmic and
exponential form are determined for each observation series according to the LS principle. The
exponential function of the following form was found to agree better with the readings:

zi = a + b  exp(c  ti ) ,

(4.1)

where zi is ith gravity reading, a is offset, b and c are the coefficients of the exponential function
and t i is the time of ith gravity reading. In order to apply the LS method, equation (4.1) has to be
linearized by eliminating the offset and taking a logarithm. Since offset factor a is determined only
approximately, for some observation series modelling the hysteresis effect provided poor results.
Guggenheim (1926) method usually used to eliminate the offset from an exponential function cannot
be used due to significant noise in readings. Specifically, provided that the observations are taken at
regular time intervals ( ti = t0 + it ), the Guggenheim method transforms the exponential function with
offset:

f (ti ) = a + b exp(c ti )

(4.2)

into the exponential function without offset (analogous to Rolfe, 1982):

g (i t ) = f (ti ) − f (ti +1 ) = k exp(c i t )

k = b exp(c t0 ) (1 − exp(c t ) ) .

(4.3)
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However, due to noise in readings, which significantly exceeds the magnitude of exponential decay,
Guggenheim method derives too many negative values of the transformed function and consequently,
it cannot be applied.
Given the properties of the hysteresis effect of specific gravimeters (Figure 3.1), in further modelling
assumption is made that each gravimeter has a specific hysteresis function and that moderate
differences revealed in different observation series follow from shifts along the abscissa of such
function. This would correspond to shifts in the start time of observation series, but would also
account for different conditions during transport. Limited agreement among coefficients for a specific
gravimeter derived from separate fits of each observation series tends to confirm the above
assumption. Hence, the hysteresis effect of the specific gravimeter is modelled by the following
function:

zi = ak + b  expc(ti − d k ) ,

(4.4)

where a k is offset (along the ordinate) and d k shift (along the abscissa) of kth observation series.
After elimination of offsets, taking a logarithm, linearization by expansion in Taylor series and finally
substitution of variables:

b'= ln b ,

(4.5)

observation equation is obtained:

Li + vi = b'0 +c0  (ti − (d k ) 0 ) + db'+(ti − (d k ) 0 )dc − c0 dd k ,

(4.6)

where Li = ln( zi − ak ) is ith observation, vi residual of ith observation, b'0 , c0 and (d k ) 0 are
approximate values and db' , dc and dd k are corrections of unknown parameters. Because none of the
observation series is fixed along the abscissa, a datum defect of observation equations is one.
Therefore, in order to obtain optimal corrections for unknown parameters according to the LS
principle, pseudo inversion has to be applied.
Here again, there is a problem of offsets elimination. Values of offsets depend on instrument level and
drift function of a specific instrument at a certain time, as well as the value of gravity at the station.
Since they cannot be determined exactly, offsets are determined iteratively according to objective
criteria. In the first iteration, the value of each offset is set to minimal reading in specific observation
series. Due to the LS principle, an error in offset value would cause an error in a shift along the
abscissa of corresponding observation series, which can be detected as a trend in residuals of specific
observation series (i.e. differences between observation series and derived function of hysteresis,
Figure 4.1). Hence, the value of each offset is changed iteratively initially by step of 0.01, then 0.001
and finally 0.0001 μm s–2 as long as such trend can be detected or until the trend changes direction for
all observation series. The maximal number of iterations is set to 400 for each step, preventing the
algorithm from falling in the endless loop. Because of linearization of equation (4.4), within each
offset iteration, the adjustment is also applied iteratively. Approximate values of unknown parameters
in particular iteration are substituted with adjusted values from the previous iteration.
Linearization of equation (4.4) by taking a logarithm leads to a higher impact of observations of
smaller values on results. In order to cancel out such effect, weights equal to the square value of
hysteresis function obtained from the previous iteration for corresponding time t i (i.e. the approximate
value of hysteresis function in a specific iteration) are applied:

pi = b0  expc0 (ti − (d k ) 0 ) .
2

(4.7)
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However, such stochastic model does not completely solve the problem, since the weights correspond
to the expected value of observation at a specific time, not to the actual one. Consequently,
observations below the hysteresis function (with positive residuals) have a larger impact on results
than ones above it (with negative residuals) (Figure 4.2). Accordingly, detection of gross errors after
adjustment cannot be applied, since the test tends to mark only observations with positive residuals as
outliers. There are additional drawbacks of described model: negative values of observations, which
occur at the end of observation series when hysteresis function approaches zero due to significant
noise, have to be ignored prior to taking a logarithm which causes bias in observation values at the end
of some observation series. In such cases, the end of series can be truncated but this sometimes leads
to neglecting a significant number of observations. However, according to calculations from this
study, truncation does not provide significantly different results but leads to a decrease in accuracy of
adjusted parameters. Therefore, the results are presented without truncation. Also, the stochastic model
does not consider the mutual correlation of one observation series due to a possible remaining error in
offset, which is subtracted prior to adjustment.

Figure 4.1: Specific observation series position with respect to the function of hysteresis. An error in the offset
value causes an error in the shift along abscissa at the first iteration (left). Properly determined offset and shift
along the abscissa in the last iteration (right).
Slika 4.1: Posamezne serije opazovanj v odvisnosti od histereze. Spremembe v odmikih v prvi iteraciji povzročijo
pogrešek v premiku vzdolž abscisne osi (levo). Pravilno določena odmik in premik vzdolž abscisne osi v zadnji
iteraciji (desno).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

MATLAB code has been developed for the described iterative algorithm. The code can be
downloaded from https://github.com/repanic/hysteresis.
4.1.1.2

Calculations and Results of Modelling the Hysteresis Effect after Transport

According to the model described in section 4.1.1.1, determination of hysteresis functions for both
gravimeters have been carried out: common to all campaigns and for each campaign separately (Table
3.3). However, due to the problems with sensor temperature and power supply of gravimeter 4373,
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measurements on days May 2nd, 2013 and June 5th, 2015 were omitted. The determination of the
hysteresis function has been carried out before pre-processing, but with the Earth tide reductions recalculated using the PREDICT software, as described in section 3.4. The adjusted coefficients b and
c of hysteresis function for gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are presented in Table 4.1. Because of
conciseness, the applied values of offsets ak are not presented, while for the adjusted shifts d k only
statistical parameters are presented in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. Shifted observation series and adjusted
hysteresis function from common adjustment are presented in Figure 4.2.
Table 4.1: Adjusted coefficients of hysteresis functions and their standard deviations.
Preglednica 4.1: Z izravnavo ocenjeni koeficienti funkcije histereze s standardnimi deviacijami.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
b
σb
c
σc
b
σb
c
σc
[μm s–2]
[μm s–2]
[min–1]
[min–1]
[μm s–2]
[μm s–2]
[min–1]
[min–1]
All
0.937
0.003
–0.059
0.000
0.252
0.003
–0.060
0.001
1 (10/12)
0.840
0.006
–0.057
0.001
0.243
0.005
–0.059
0.002
2 (05/13)
0.994
0.006
–0.064
0.001
0.281
0.005
–0.057
0.002
3 (12/13)
1.001
0.009
–0.055
0.001
0.316
0.007
–0.055
0.002
4 (07/14)
0.667
0.008
–0.042
0.001
0.150
0.006
–0.042
0.003
5 (06/15)
0.988
0.005
–0.072
0.001
0.272
0.004
–0.069
0.002
6 (07/16)
0.915
0.008
–0.083
0.001
0.237
0.011
–0.088
0.002
Table 4.2: Statistical parameters of the adjusted values of shifts for specific observation series in minutes.
Preglednica 4.2: Statistični parametri za z izravnavo ocenjene vrednosti premikov za posamezno serijo
opazovanj v minutah.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
min
max
mean
st. dev.
min
max
mean
st. dev.
All
–15.77
6.15
0.00
4.20
–33.08
7.62
0.00
6.71
1 (10/12)
–8.99
4.03
–0.00
4.11
–5.22
4.55
0.00
3.06
2 (05/13)
–2.54
1.79
0.00
1.25
–2.53
2.73
0.00
1.49
3 (12/13)
–3.52
2.88
0.00
2.34
–4.44
3.47
0.00
2.86
4 (07/14)
–8.57
3.27
–0.00
3.77
–5.51
7.45
–0.00
4.57
5 (06/15)
–6.82
3.39
0.00
2.80
–6.63
4.71
0.00
3.60
6 (07/16)
–11.68
2.69
0.00
4.29
–22.49
5.13
–0.00
8.08
Table 4.3: Statistical parameters of the standard deviations of shifts for specific observation series in minutes.
Preglednica 4.3: Statistični parametri in standarde deviacije premikov za posamezno serijo v minutah.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
min
max
mean
st. dev.
min
max
mean
st. dev.
All
0.19
0.71
0.28
0.09
0.48
6.17
0.84
0.77
1 (10/12)
0.20
0.38
0.24
0.06
0.52
0.84
0.64
0.10
2 (05/13)
0.19
0.25
0.21
0.02
0.48
0.62
0.54
0.04
3 (12/13)
0.27
0.36
0.31
0.03
0.63
0.92
0.75
0.11
4 (07/14)
0.49
0.73
0.53
0.08
1.43
2.17
1.80
0.26
5 (06/15)
0.16
0.32
0.20
0.04
0.41
0.80
0.55
0.13
6 (07/16)
0.19
0.59
0.25
0.12
0.59
4.25
1.00
1.14
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Figure 4.2: Shifted observation series and adjusted hysteresis function for gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373
(right) from the common adjustment of all campaigns.
Slika 4.2: Premaknjena serija opazovanj in z izravnavo ocenjeni funkciji histereze za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in
4373 (desno), določeni iz skupne izravnave meritev vseh kampanj.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

The results presented above, which are based on all available data, are used further in the research.
However, in order to evaluate the accuracy of the hysteresis model, modelling is carried out once
again, but now based on only 75% or readings randomly chosen. The adjusted coefficients b and c of
hysteresis function based on 75 % of data are presented in Table 4.4. The accuracy is evaluated based
on the differences between the model and gravity readings:

i = ak + b  exp c(ti − dk ) − zi ,

(4.8)

Table 4.4: Adjusted coefficients of hysteresis functions and their standard deviations based on 75 % of the data.
Preglednica 4.4: Z izravnavo ocenjeni koeficienti funkcije histereze s standardnimi deviacijami iz 75% podatkov.
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
b
σb
c
σc
b
σb
c
σc
[μm s–2]
[μm s–2]
[min–1]
[min–1]
[μm s–2]
[μm s–2]
[min–1]
[min–1]
All
0.936
0.003
-0.059
0.000
0.253
0.003
-0.059
0.001
1 (10/12)
0.846
0.007
-0.054
0.001
0.240
0.006
-0.059
0.002
2 (05/13)
1.001
0.006
-0.063
0.001
0.283
0.005
-0.057
0.002
3 (12/13)
0.994
0.011
-0.054
0.001
0.315
0.007
-0.050
0.002
4 (07/14)
0.663
0.009
-0.042
0.001
0.157
0.006
-0.040
0.003
5 (06/15)
0.980
0.006
-0.073
0.001
0.275
0.004
-0.068
0.002
6 (07/16)
0.887
0.009
-0.083
0.001
0.243
0.010
-0.090
0.003
Table 4.5: Statistical properties of the differences between the model and readings in μm s–2.
Preglednica 4.5: Statistične lastnosti razlik med odčitki in različnimi modeli histereze v μm s–2.
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
min
max
mean st. dev. RMSE
min
max
mean
st. dev.
All
-0.147
0.149 -0.002
0.043
0.043 -0.092
0.093 -0.006
0.031
1 (10/12)
-0.088
0.084 -0.002
0.034
0.034 -0.071
0.042 -0.008
0.024
2 (05/13)
-0.112
0.081
0.001
0.037
0.037 -0.070
0.069
0.000
0.029
3 (12/13)
-0.155
0.138 -0.008
0.051
0.051 -0.102
0.098 -0.011
0.039
4 (07/14)
-0.134
0.107 -0.001
0.050
0.050 -0.110
0.091 -0.001
0.038
5 (06/15)
-0.083
0.124
0.001
0.036
0.036 -0.069
0.063 -0.004
0.028
6 (07/16)
-0.127
0.092 -0.006
0.047
0.047 -0.065
0.065
0.002
0.029

RMSE
0.032
0.025
0.029
0.040
0.038
0.029
0.029

Statistical properties of the differences are presented in Table 4.5. The ranges of the differences and the
RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) are smaller for gravimeter 4373 as compared to gravimeter 4372,
with emphasised hysteresis. The ranges of the differences are smaller for hysteresis modelled for each
campaign separately, as compared to hysteresis modelled commonly for all campaigns. For both
gravimeters, the RMSE reaches up to 0.05 μm s–2. It should be stressed that the RMSE reflects also the
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noise in readings. The accuracy of the model based on all readings should not be worse than the
presented accuracy of the model based on 75% data.
4.1.1.3

Analysis and Discussion on the Hysteresis Effect after Transport

Gravity readings itself, as well as determined functions of hysteresis, reveal significant hysteresis
effects particularly emphasised for gravimeter 4372. Accordingly, hysteresis can cause a difference in
readings of 0.60 and 0.15 μm s–2 during the first 10 minutes, and an additional 0.35 and 0.10 μm s–2
during the next 10 minutes after transport for gravimeters 4372 and 4373 respectively (Figure 4.2).
The effects of such magnitude (at gravimeter 4372) affect not only precise measurements.
Accordingly, one can conclude that hysteresis effects surely do build up during transport, in contrast to
statements by Scintrex (1998, 2012). Since hysteresis function decreases with time, tensions of the
spring in the direction of gravity seem to prevail. Furthermore, if a gravimeter has been left stationary
off level, this would have only caused a decrease in tension of the spring (since only a portion of
gravity would have affected a sensor) and consequently increasing hysteresis.
Variation of the coefficients of hysteresis function over different campaigns for gravimeters 4372 and
4373 seems to be correlated (Table 4.1). Specifically, correlation coefficients amount to 0.95 and 0.97
for coefficients b and c, respectively. This is anticipated since the gravimeters were transported
together and the measurements were performed simultaneously. Therefore, although the hysteresis
effect is specific for each gravimeter, it also depends on conditions during transport. However, it shall
be shown in section 7.1 that this variation has no impact on the values of determined calibration
constants after hysteresis elimination since there is no significant difference in the calibration
constants whether hysteresis was determined commonly from all campaigns, or from a specific
campaign. In addition, it should be pointed out that a shift along the abscissa of all observation series
(t0) would cause the change in the value of coefficient b, since:

b expc(t + t 0 ) = b exp(ct 0 )exp(ct ) .

(4.9)

Therefore, a variation of the coefficient b is partly caused by the shift of the reference time.
4.1.2
4.1.2.1

Study of the Hysteresis Effect after Tilting the Gravimeter
The “Tilt” Test

Reudink et al. (2014) showed that the magnitude and duration of the hysteresis effect after tilting the
gravimeter (i.e. the “tilting” effect) increases with the duration of the tilt and that the critical angle is
about 6° from the vertical. Besides, they showed that the magnitude and duration of the effect are
instrument-specific. Therefore, in order to analyse the hysteresis effect after tilting for gravimeters
4372 and 4373, experimental stationary measurements have been carried out in the office in the period
from February 22nd to March 11th, 2016. Same as in the Reudink et al. (2014) study, the gravimeters
were tilted for 8° during different time periods (Table 4.6). The gravimeters were tilted around the yaxis, i.e. the front side was lifted for 26 mm. Thus, the measurements comprise nine 120-second
observation series for each gravimeter, interrupted on 8 occasions during which the gravimeters were
tilted (Figure 4.3). Given the estimated time for recovery and practical reasons (working days), the
duration of each observation series differs. Figure 4.3 depicts the observations series during the “tilt”
test, while Figure 4.4 depicts readings’ standard deviations, gravimeter tilts and sensor temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Observations series during “tilting” test after removal of the linear drift for gravimeters 4372 (left)
and 4373 (right). Readings’ differences with recalculated Earth tide reduction are on the top and smoothed
readings in the middle. Smoothed readings with Longman’s Earth tide correction are given on the bottom.
Beginnings of each observation series after tilting the instrument are marked with vertical green bars.
Slika 4.3: Serija opazovanj med testom nagibanja po odstranitvi linearnega hoda za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in
4373 (desno). Razlike odčitkov so popravljene za plimovanje trdne Zemlje (zgoraj) in nato glajene (v sredini).
Glajeni odčitki z uporabo popravkov plimovanja trdne Zemlje, ki so izračunani po Longmanu, so podani spodaj.
Pričetki posameznih serij opazovanj po nagibanju instrumenta so označeni z vertikalnimi zelenimi črtami.
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Figure 4.4: Readings’ standard deviations (top), gravimeter tilts (middle) and sensor temperature during “tilting”
test for gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right). Beginnings of each observation series after tilting the
instrument are marked with vertical green bars.
Slika 4.4: Standardne deviacije odčitkov (zgoraj), nagibov gravimetrov (v sredini) in temperature senzorjev
(spodaj) med testom nagibanja gravimetrov 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno). Pričetek posamezne serije opazovanj
po nagibanju instrumenta so označene z vertikalnimi zelenimi črtami.
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Table 4.6: Tilting schedule of gravimeters 4372 and 4373.
Preglednica 4.6: Pregled nagibov za gravimetra 4372 in 4373.
Date
Tilt start time
Tilt end time
(UTC)
(UTC)
23/02/2016
07:11
07:12
24/02/2016
06:48
06:51
25/02/2016
06:52
06:57
26/02/2016
07:14
07:24
29/02/2016
08:07
08:37
01/03/2016
08:41
09:31
03/03/2016
06:59
08:39
07/03/2016
06:59
08:09

59

Duration
[min]
1
3
5
10
30
50
100
70

Firstly, the Earth tide corrections were re-calculated using the PREDICT software (as described in
section 3.4) and applied to the observation series. Linear drift was then calculated from the last 48
hours of readings from the 5th observation series (from February 27th to 29th), which is the steadies
interval of readings, and removed from the readings. Since the measurements were carried out in a
noisy environment (building complex beneath the 16-storey skyscraper), to better assess the effect, the
observations series were smoothed by calculating the moving average of five readings (Figure 4.3).
The disturbing signal evident in readings and standard deviations of both gravimeters on March 2 nd,
2016 is caused by the earthquake south-west of Sumatra, Indonesia at 12:49:47 with magnitude
7.7 Mw (GFZ, 2017). The test confirmed conclusions from Reudink et al. (2014) that the effect’s
magnitude and duration increase with the duration of the tilt and depends on a specific instrument.
However, the test also showed that, after tilting, the readings do not fully recover to the previous
value, but a certain offset remains, whose magnitude again increases with the duration of the tilt.
Besides the hysteresis effect in readings, one can notice also the hysteresis of the gravimeters’ tilt
sensors (Figure 4.4, middle). However, given a small magnitude (up to 15"), its effect on readings is
insignificant (below 0.03 µm s–2) as compared to observed effect in readings. In addition, one can
notice short-term disturbances in sensor temperature. However, since they are also present at the
beginning of the first observation series (before which the gravimeters were not tilted), the
disturbances in temperature are probably the result of the start of the readings process, rather than
tilting the gravimeter. Standard deviations seem to be uncorrelated with the tilt (Figure 4.4, top).
4.1.2.2

Analysis and Discussion on the Hysteresis Effect after Tilting

In Table 4.7 the properties of the “tilting” effect: the magnitude, duration and offset for different tilt
durations are presented for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, which were estimated graphically from
diagrams of appropriate scales. For example, observation series for the third (lasting 5 minutes) and
the last tilt (lasting 70 minutes) are plotted in more detail in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively. In
addition, in order to compare the “tilting” effect with hysteresis after transport (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.3
and Figure 4.2), first 70 minutes of readings after tilting the gravimeters for 5 and 70 minutes are
plotted in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, respectively. One has to have in mind that the evaluated
properties of the effect, besides subjective errors from graphical estimation, are subject to uncorrected
systematic errors, such as residual Earth tides or gravimeter drift. Although the magnitude and
duration of the effect for gravimeter 4373 are considerably larger than for 4372, one can notice that
values of the offsets are remarkably alike. As compared with gravimeters involved in the Reudink et
al. (2014) study (four CG-5 and three CG-3M gravimeters), duration of the effect is considerably
longer for gravimeters 4372 and 4373. For example, after tilting the gravimeters for 70 minutes,
Reudink et al. (2014) reported the duration of the effect of at most 12 hours, while the effect remains
in the readings of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 for about 41 and 48 hours, respectively. In addition, the
magnitudes of the effect for the gravimeter 4373 are about 1.5 times larger than for the gravimeter
with most emphasised effect from Reudink et al. (2014) study. This is somewhat surprising, since ibid.
find that the CG-3M gravimeters involved in the study are less sensitive to the effect than the CG-5s.
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Table 4.7: Estimated properties of the hysteresis effect after tilting gravimeters 4372 and 4373 for 8°.
Preglednica 4.7: Ocenjene lastnosti vpliva histereze po nagibanju za 8°, za gravimetra 4372 in 4373.
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Magnitude
Duration
Offset
Magnitude
Duration
Offset
Tilt duration
[h]
[h]
[µm s–2]
[µm s–2]
[µm s–2]
[µm s–2]
[min]
1
0
0
–0.02
–0.3
4
–0.02
3
–0.1
6
–0.03
–0.6
9
–0.03
5
–0.1
7
–0.04
–0.8
9
–0.04
10
–0.2
17
–0.06
–1.3
19
–0.06
30
–0.6
17
–0.10
–2.3
19
–0.12
50
–1.0
41
–0.06
–3.1
43
–0.08
70
–1.3
41
–0.15
–3.4
48
–0.15
100
–1.6
64
–0.14
–4.1
66
–0.14

Thus, besides a particularly emphasised hysteresis after transport, gravimeters 4372 and 4373 have
also a particularly emphasised hysteresis effect after tilting (or “tilting” effect, after Reudink et al.
(2014)). Though, while gravimeter 4372 is more sensitive to the hysteresis after transport than 4373,
the latter is more sensitive to the “tilting” effect. The origins of these two effects differ. The first is the
result of accumulated tension when the mass oscillates freely between the two limits stops of the
suspension system during the transport, while the second is caused by a temporal deformation of the
spring when the mass is leaned on the upper limit stop (Zumberge et al., 2008). Given different origins
of the two effects and different responses of a particular instrument to each of them, it is possible that
their properties (the magnitude, duration and remaining offset) are not caused only by the elastic
properties of the spring, but also by the sensor set-up, i.e. relative position of the mass with respect to
the upper and lower limit stops.
However, unlike the hysteresis after transport, it is hardly possible to model the “tilting” effect,
because the hysteresis curve significantly differs for different durations of the tilt and due to the
remaining offsets in readings. On the other hand, while the hysteresis after transport is inevitable,
usually tilting the gravimeters can and should be avoided. It should be pointed out that even during the
measurements for the purpose of calibration, which involved transport on the relatively steep mountain
roads, there was no evidence of the “tilting” effect in readings (all observation series were decreasing).

Figure 4.5: Hysteresis effect after tilting the gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) for 5 minutes. Readings are
plotted in blue and smoothed readings in red.
Slika 4.5: Vpliv histereze po nagibanju gravimetrov 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno) za 5 minut. Odčitki so obarvani
modro in glajene vrednosti le-teh rdeče.
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Figure 4.6: Hysteresis effect after tilting the gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) for 70 minutes. Readings
are plotted in blue and smoothed readings in red.
Slika 4.6: Vpliv histereze po nagibanju gravimetrov 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno) za 70 minut. Odčitki so
obarvani modro in glajene vrednosti le-teh rdeče.

Figure 4.7: The first 70 minutes of readings after tilting the gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) for 5
minutes.
Slika 4.7: Prvih 70 minut odčitkov gravimetrov 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno) po nagibanju v trajanju 5 minut.
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Figure 4.8: The first 70 minutes of readings after tilting the gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) for 70
minutes.
Slika 4.8: Prvih 70 minut odčitkov po nagibanju gravimetrov 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno) v trajanju 70 minut.

4.1.3

Assessment of the Hysteresis Effects from Short Observation Series

Since the measurements of the FOGN (section 3.3) involve only short observation series started 10
minutes after setting up the gravimeter on the station, there is a high possibility of hysteresis effects
after transport in readings, which cannot be modelled and eliminated from the measurements.
Specifically, each station occupation comprised only five 60-second readings. In addition, the
gravimeters were not always transported in the upright position (as described in section 3.3.3), which
could cause the “tilting” effects in readings. Moreover, often the station monumentation have not
allowed setting up all three gravimeters at the same time. In those cases, at least one gravimeter was
started about 20 minutes after the previous one, what inevitably caused inhomogeneous hysteresis
effects in readings. Therefore, in this section, the elastic hysteresis effects (both, hysteresis after
transport and “tilting” effect) are assessed for the measurements of the FOGN in order to facilitate the
definition of a suitable stochastic model, which should, at least partially, take into account the
hysteresis effects.
4.1.3.1

Methods for the Assessment of the Hysteresis Effects from Short Observation Series

Firstly, the linear trends for each observation series were determined by the LS fitting. The trends are
presented numerically in Appendix A. Figure 4.9 presents the histograms of the trends for each stage
and gravimeter. Given similar transport conditions and small sample sizes, in Figure 4.10, the trends
for stages 2, 3 and 4 are collected into a single histogram for each gravimeter. In addition, the linear
trends for each stage and gravimeter are subjected to hypothesis test to evaluate whether the sample
comes from a normal distribution using built-in MATLAB function lillietest, according to Lilliefors
(1967), with 5% significance level. The results are given in Table 4.8. Next, it is evaluated whether the
obtained individual trends are significantly different from zero, using the test of the mean value of a
population with the unknown standard deviation (the t-test). However, given a small sample size of
each occupation (i.e. the degrees of freedom is 3), the test is more reluctant to reject the tested
hypothesis: “The sample comes from a population with a mean of zero”.
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Figure 4.9: Histograms of linear trends of readings for each occupation, for every stage and gravimeter.
Slika 4.9: Histogrami linearnih trendov za odčitke posamezne izmere in faze izmere, za izbran gravimeter.
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Figure 4.10: Histograms of linear trends of readings at each occupation for every gravimeter. Trends for stages 2,
3 and 4 are collected together and designated as stage 2.
Slika 4.10: Histogrami linearnih trendov za odčitke določene izmere za posamezen gravimeter. Trendi za 2., 3.
in 4. fazo so zbrani skupaj in predstavljeni kot 2. faza.
Table 4.8: Results of the normality test of linear trends for a specific stage and gravimeter.
Preglednica 4.8: Rezultati testa normalne porazdelitve linearnih trendov za posamezne faze izmere in
gravimeter.
Stage
Gravimeter
4372
4373
10012
1
Normal
Non-normal
Non-normal
2
Normal
Non-normal
Non-normal
3
Normal
Normal
Normal
4
Normal
Normal
Non-normal
2, 3 and 4, together
Normal
Non-normal
Non-normal

In addition, for each day, the mean linear trend is determined by the robust LS using the built-in
MATLAB function robustfit with default parameters. However, since the robustfit function facilitate
iteratively reweighted LS adjustment with initial weight matrix equals identity matrix, the weighted
LS problem with weights inversely proportional to the variances of individual linear trends has been
transformed into ordinary LS problem (see section 6.2). Finally, for each station occupation, the
differences between the individual linear trends and corresponding mean daily value are calculated.
Statistical properties of the mean daily trends are given in Table 4.9. In Appendix A, more detailed
information is given. Tables with properties of each observation series (Table A.1 – Table A.12)
include the standard deviations of readings in one observation series, the linear trends and their
standard deviations, the differences between the linear trends and the corresponding mean daily value
and the indicator whether the trend is significantly different from zero. In addition, the properties of
observation series are summarised for each day in Table A.13 – Table A.24, which include the mean
daily trend, number of occupations in a day, the number of occupation with positive, with significantly
positive, with negative and with significantly negative trends.
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Table 4.9: Statistical properties of the mean daily trends for the specific survey stage and gravimeter in
µm s–2 day–1.
Preglednica 4.9: Statistične lastnosti srednjih dnevnih trendov za posamezne faze izmere in gravimeter, dane v
µm s–2 day–1.
Survey
Gravimeter
No. of days
Mean
St. deviation
Minimum
Maximum
stage
1
4372
37
–10.21
7.99
–27.25
7.45
4373
37
16.19
11.38
–3.20
44.30
10012
37
6.58
4.11
–3.81
15.81
2
4372
14
–25.21
8.79
–42.99
–13.77
4373
14
–1.98
12.39
–11.20
31.84
10012
14
7.90
5.61
–0.95
21.90
3
4372
5
–16.24
6.36
–26.70
–11.49
4373
5
–12.22
4.81
–18.64
–5.55
10012
5
13.79
5.22
5.70
18.31
4
4372
9
–27.58
8.48
–42.23
–16.66
4373
9
–12.37
7.76
–23.66
2.37
10012
9
16.99
7.67
8.00
28.67

4.1.3.2

Analysis and Discussion on the Hysteresis Effects in Short Observation Series

Based on the histograms of individual trends (Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10), statistical properties of the
mean daily trends for the specific survey stage and gravimeter (Table 4.9) and overview of properties
of observation series in Appendix A (Table A.13 – Table A.24), one can conclude that gravimeters
4372 and 4373 exhibited different behaviour during stage 1 as compared to stages 2, 3 and 4.
Specifically, while during stage 1 most of the trends for gravimeter 4373 were positive (about
10 µm s–2 day–1), the trends during stages 2, 3 and 4 were mostly negative with the mean about
–10 µm s–2 day–1. For gravimeter 4372 most of the trends were negative during all four stages, but
during stage 1, the mean of the sample was closer to zero. More positive linear trends during stage 1
could be caused by the different set-up of the CG-3M gravimeters during transport by car. Namely,
during stage 1 the gravimeters were not transported in their original transport cases, as during later
stages. Consequently, the gravimeters could be tilted during the transport, what would result in
positive trends in readings (as shown in section 4.1.2). In addition, the “tilting” effect in readings of
gravimeter 4373 is of much larger magnitude than the hysteresis after transport, even after tilts of short
durations (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). This can explain larger dispersion of positive linear
trends in the histogram for gravimeter 4373 during stage 1 as compared to other gravimeters (Figure
4.10). Otherwise, if transported in the upright position, the resulting hysteresis effect would cause
negative trends in readings (see section 4.1.1). Accordingly, the majority of individual trends were
negative during stages 3 and 4, especially for gravimeter 4372 (see Figure 4.9), while the wider spread
of trends for gravimeter 4373 during stage 2 was probably caused by different transport means used.
On the other hand, gravimeter 10012 exhibited a similar behaviour during all stages, what could be
expected, given similar transport conditions. Namely, most of the trends are positive, but of
significantly smaller value, i.e. their distribution is narrower and closer to zero than of gravimeters
4372 and 4373 (Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10). However, gravimeter 10012 seems to be more prone to
exhibit extreme trend values of the positive or negative sign. Since analysis of the elastic hysteresis
effects is not available for gravimeter 10012, it is hard to ascertain whether such behaviour reflects the
hysteresis after transport or the “tilting” effect, since the hysteresis after transport results also in
increasingly readings for some gravimeters (see section 2.6.1). Still, negative trends do occur also for
gravimeter 10012, and a rather comprehensive study of Reudink et al. (2014) showed that after tilting,
readings for all involved gravimeters were increasing (same as for gravimeters 4372 and 4373).
Therefore, positive trends in readings of gravimeter 10012 could be caused by the “tilting” effect.
It is noteworthy that the individual linear trends for gravimeter 4372 passed the normality test for all
stages (Table 4.8), while for gravimeter 4373 only samples from stages 3 and 4 passed the test.
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Accordingly, the variation in linear trends will be more prone to follow a normal distribution if the
gravimeters are transported in the upright position by relatively steady transport means, unlike the fast
boat (catamaran) and speedboat, used in stage 2. In addition, the normality of distribution of the
individual linear trends can be related to the absence of the “tilting” effect, which can be of
significantly greater magnitude than the hysteresis after transport (see section 4.1.2). Indeed, the
gravimeter 4372 is much less sensitive to the “tilting” effect than 4373. Although the distributions of
the linear trends for gravimeter 10012 are rather narrow, as compared to two CG-3M gravimeters,
linear trends fail the normality test in most cases. Thus, this also supports the assumption of
correlation between the “tilting” effect and non-normality of trends’ distributions, since the trends are
mostly positive for this gravimeter. Variation of the linear trends, up to some extent, can be caused by
the height level of noise in readings, which is evident if one looks at the reading series of longer
duration: e.g. 60-second readings with the hysteresis after transport (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.3) and 120second readings with the “tilting” effect (Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8).
During all four stages and for all three gravimeters, during some days the trends were homogenous
(and probably associated hysteresis effects), while for others rather inhomogeneous. To remind,
homogenous hysteresis effects during a day should cancel out from the relative gravity measurements
(or reflect only in the daily instrument level), in contrary to inhomogeneous effects. However,
inhomogeneous effects are not necessarily correlated with delays of the readings’ start time after
arrival at the station. For sure, the inhomogeneity can be related to conditions during transport. An
interesting example is given in Figure 4.11 which depicts the behaviour of the readings of the
gravimeter 10012 during days 4 and 5 of stage 4 with identical observation scheme (see Table 3.11).
Specifically, before occupation 3, the gravimeters were transported firstly by ferry boat for 15 minutes
and then on the poor quality road (Dominće – Vela Luka, island Korčula) for about 75 minutes.
Similarly, before occupation 2, the gravimeters were transported on the same root, but firstly on road
and then by ferry boat. Probably 15 minutes on ferry boat was enough time for readings to stabilise.
On the other hand, Figure 4.12 depicts more or less homogeneous behaviour of readings for all three
gravimeters during selected days of stage 3.

Figure 4.11: Readings and fitted linear trends of gravimeter 10012 during days 4 and 5 of stage 4 of the survey.
Slika 4.11: Odčitki in prilegajoči linearni trendi za gravimeter 10012 med 4. in 5. dnevom 4. faze izmere.
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Figure 4.12: Readings and fitted linear trends of gravimeters 4372 (top), 4373 (middle) and 10012 (bottom)
during different days of stage 3 of the survey.
Slika 4.12: Odčitki in prilegajoči linearni trendi za gravimetre 4372 (zgoraj), 4373 (v sredini) in 10012 (spodaj)
med različnimi dnevi 3. faze izmere.

Besides the assessment of the hysteresis effect, the analysis of observation series and their trends
reveal other disturbing events in readings, such as earthquakes. Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 depicts the
effects of two distant earthquakes with magnitudes larger than 7 Mw on gravity readings (and their
trends) during the survey. One can compare it to the effects of the earthquake during the “tilt” test
(section 4.1.2.1, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4). The first earthquake occurred on day 28 of stage 1 (August
4th, 2003 at 04:38 UTC) in the Scotia Sea (USGS, 2017) and the second on day 9 of stage 2
(September 28th, 2007 at 13:39 UTC) in Volcano Islands, Japan Region (GFZ, 2017). Both
earthquakes were magnitude 7.6 Mw. One can notice that effect of the earthquakes in readings of the
CG-3M gravimeters causes a larger scatter of readings, but trends remain consistent with the rest of
occupations, while for the CG-5 gravimeter, the earthquake also significantly changes the trend of the
readings (once in positive and the other time in the negative direction). Actually, the two extreme
values of the trends for gravimeter 10012 are caused by the effects of the earthquake (Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.10). However, since the readings are available for only two earthquakes, steady trends in
readings of CG-3M gravimeters and disturbed trend in CG-5 could merely be a coincidence. Besides
effects on readings, the distant earthquakes of large magnitudes have a significant impact on standard
deviations of readings (listed in output files), which were 3–15 times larger than usual.
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Figure 4.13: Readings and fitted linear trends of gravimeters 4372 (top), 4373 (middle) and 10012 (bottom)
during day 28 of stage 1 (August 4th, 2003) with the effects of the earthquake of 7.6 Mw in the Scotia Sea during
the first occupation.
Slika 4.13: Odčitki in prilegajoči linearni trendi za gravimetre 4372 (zgoraj), 4373 (v sredini) in 10012 (spodaj)
za 28. dan meritev 1. faze izmere (4. avgust 2003), ki v prvi meritvi vsebujejo vpliv potresa magnitude 7,6 (Mw) v
Škotskem morju.
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Figure 4.14: Readings and fitted linear trends of gravimeters 4372 (top), 4373 (middle) and 10012 (bottom)
during day 9 of stage 2 (September 28 th, 2007) with the effects of the earthquake of 7.6 Mw in Volcano Islands,
Japan Region during the last occupation.
Slika 4.14: Odčitki in prilegajoči linearni trendi za gravimetre 4372 (zgoraj), 4373 (v sredini) in 10012 (spodaj)
med 9. dnevom meritev 2. faze izmere (28. september 2007) z vplivom potresa magnitude 7,6 Mw na vulkanskih
otokih Japonskega otočja v zadnji izmeri.

Certainly, the reading series are subject to the high level of noise, which complicates the appraisal of
the hysteresis effect from the short readings series. For reading series of this duration, the reliable
conclusion can be brought only for a whole set of readings belonging to a specific stage (or several
stages) and gravimeter. Frequently, determined individual linear trends are not statistically significant
(as shown by the evaluation whether the trends are significantly different from zero). Thus, it is
doubtful whether the stochastic model can be defined based on the individual linear trends. It would be
beneficial to have reading series of longer duration. In that case, the stochastic model could be defined
as a combination of some of the following properties of the reading series:
1) The mean daily trends, which reflects the magnitude of the hysteresis effect and, in turn, the
effect of its inhomogeneity;
2) The differences between the mean daily trends and individual linear trends for each
occupation, which reflect the homogeneity of the hysteresis effect;
3) The standard deviations of individual linear trends for each occupation, which reflect the noise
level and reliability of the determined trend;
4) The standard deviation of readings for one occupation, which reflects the noise level and
considerable hysteresis effects).
In addition, given different properties of the effects, smaller weights could be assigned to the readings
with the “tilting” effect, as compared to the readings with the hysteresis after transport, regardless of
the magnitude of the trends.
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Study of the Transport Drift
Methods for the Study of the Transport Drift

The analysis of the transport drift has been carried out for all four sets of measurements. For each
measuring day, daily drift has been determined as the first and second order polynomial. The daily
drift determination before adjustment comprises less redundant observations as compared to drift
determination in the course of a network adjustment, adjustment of the measurements for the purpose
of calibration or vertical gravity gradient determination, which comprised several measurement days
and/or measurements of several gravimeters. Though, the drift analysis before adjustment is important,
since the results are not affected by the errors transferred from other measurement days or gravimeters.
Thus, for each measuring day the daily drift has been determined from daily adjustment with the
functional model based on the equations (2.20) and (2.21):
zi + vi = g k + d1 (t i − t 0 ) + d 2 (t i − t 0 ) 2 ,

(4.10)

where d1 and d2 are linear and quadratic drift coefficients, respectively. The applied stochastic model
assumes the observations of equal weights. Thus, the weight matrix equals the unity matrix. Because
the gravity values at specific stations are not of the interest at this point and in order to remove the
datum defect, the instrument level (N0) is fixed to zero. For a significant number of days in
measurements for the purpose of the calibration (set 1) and the FOGN survey (set 3), there were not
enough reoccupations to provide for redundant observations for quadratic drift determination. For
those days, the coefficients of the second order polynomial were also determined, but without
adjustment, as a unique solution of equations (4.10). Because only one reoccupation is available for
days 12 and 19 of stage 1 of the FOGN survey (set 3), only linear daily drift was determined.
Before determination of the daily drifts, all readings were pre-processed, as described in section 3.5. In
addition, for sets 1 and 4, the hysteresis after transport has been eliminated as described in section
4.1.1. For those two sets, the daily drifts have been determined without and with hysteresis eliminated
from the measurements. In order to obtain a more accurate numerical solution, the reference time (t0)
was set to the mean reading time in a day. It should be stressed that coefficient d1 in second order
polynomial depends on the definition of the reference time.
For each determined daily drift, the drift diagram has been plotted (Appendix B) with mean readings
reduced for determined gravity value at the corresponding station ( zi = zi − g k ). It is important to
emphasise that in this way, only the relative relation between different occupations of the same
stations are relevant, while the relative relation between occupations of different stations are defined
by the determined drift function, and can appear shifted along the ordinate for different drift functions
(linear or quadratic). If only one occupation is available for a station, it is not plotted, since it is not
relevant for drift determination. Besides the mean readings, complete observation series have been
plotted. If the drift function is determined based on the adjustment of redundant observations, it is
plotted in magenta, and if determined as a unique solution without redundant measurement, in yellow.
The drift diagrams are presented in Appendix B. However, for sets 1 and 4, only diagrams for daily
drifts from measurements with eliminated hysteresis effects are presented.
In addition, it is important to stress that the profile method (e.g. A–B–C–D–C–B–A) does not provide
reliable quadratic drift determination. In the perfect case, when the time differences between
corresponding stations are the same in forward and backward directions, the configuration matrix is
singular, i.e. the column which corresponds to the d2 coefficient can be expressed as linear
combination of other columns. However, in reality, the variations of the forward and backward time
differences are sufficient for the regularity of normal equations, but relatively small errors in
measurements can result in a large quadratic drift coefficient (Figure 4.15). On the other hand, the
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methods with at least three occupations of the same station or the methods with two occupations of
each station, but which are not mirrored in time, are proved to be suitable for quadratic drift
determination. The empirical data used in this thesis, in general, includes the following methods
suitable for quadratic drift determination: the difference method (A–B–A–B–…), the star method
(A–B–A–C–A–…), the step method (A–B–A–B–C–B–C–…) and the “figure” method
(A–B–A–C–B–C or A–B–A–C–B–C–A) used during the FOGN survey. A comprehensive overview
of different methods of measurements, which enable drift determination, can be found in Klak (1974).

Figure 4.15: An example of the first (left) and second (right) order drift polynomials for the profile method from
FOGN survey for gravimeters 4372 (top), 4373 (middle) and 10012 (bottom).
Slika 4.15: Primer polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje za hod, določena iz izmere FOGN z
gravimetri 4372 (zgoraj), 4373 (v sredini) in 10012 (spodaj).

In Table 4.10 – Table 4.17 the determined values of drift coefficients have been presented for the
specific sets of measurements, but only for days, for which the second order polynomial is determined
based on the adjustment of redundant observations. In addition, the days surveyed using the profile
method have been omitted. The coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials for sets 1
and 3 with included days with the second order polynomial determined without redundant
observations are given in Appendix B (Table B.1 – Table B.8). Figure 4.16 – Figure 4.23 depicts
examples of the determined first and second order drift polynomials for respective sets of
measurements and gravimeters. While for sets 1, 2 and 4 the daily drifts are in general uniform,
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determined daily drifts for set 3 are rather inhomogeneous. Therefore in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20 and
Figure 4.21 examples of daily drifts for several days are given. For set 1 (measurements for the
purpose of the calibration, Table 4.10 and Table 4.11) and set 4 (Table 4.16 and Table 4.17), drift
coefficient has been determined from measurements without hysteresis elimination and from
measurements with eliminated hysteresis. For set 1 hysteresis has been determined from
measurements of only one corresponding campaign and from all campaigns (see section 4.1.1). Daily
drifts determined from measurements after hysteresis elimination depicted in Figure 4.16 and Figure
4.17, as well as in Appendix B, correspond to hysteresis determined based on the specific campaign.
Table 4.10: Coefficients of the first order drift polynomial and their standard deviations for set 1 in µm s–2 day–1.
Preglednica 4.10: Koeficienti polinoma prve stopnje za modeliranje hoda s pripadajočimi standardnimi
deviacijami za 1. niz, dani v enotah µm s–2 day–1.
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Without hyst. Hyst. from a Hyst. from all Without hyst. Hyst. from a Hyst. from all
Camp. Date
elimination specific cam. campaigns
elimination specific cam. campaigns
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
5
2/6/15 1.95 0.30 1.63 0.32 1.55 0.31 1.13 0.16 1.04 0.22 1.03 0.22
5
5/6/15 2.59 0.64 2.18 0.25 2.09 0.18
6
7/7/16 2.77 1.31 1.85 0.85 1.53 0.71 1.63 0.45 1.37 0.21 1.26 0.12
6
8/7/16 2.79 0.74 2.25 0.52 2.11 0.46 1.40 0.20 1.24 0.18 1.19 0.18
Table 4.11: Coefficients of the second order drift polynomial and their standard deviations for set 1 in
µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, respectively.
Preglednica 4.11: Koeficienti polinoma druge stopnje za modeliranje hoda s pripadajočimi standardnimi
deviacijami za 1. niz, dani v µm s–2 day–1in µm s–2 day–2.
Hysteresis from
Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
Camp. Date
a specific campaign
campaigns
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
Gravimeter 4372
5
2/6/15 1.94 –5.38
0.27
4.55 1.61 –7.43 0.04 0.62 1.53 –7.33 0.01 0.24
5
5/6/15 2.60 –11.42
0.55
8.75 2.19 –5.37 0.10 1.51 2.10 –4.10 0.02 0.33
6
7/7/16 2.83 –28.16
0.19
2.94 1.89 –18.37 0.03 0.53 1.56 –15.25 0.06 0.87
6
8/7/16 2.79 –15.96
0.41
6.78 2.25 –11.33 0.30 4.93 2.11 –9.92 0.25 4.16
Gravimeter 4373
5
2/6/15 1.12 –3.66
0.04
0.59 1.03 –5.07 0.03 0.52 1.02 –5.14 0.03 0.47
6
7/7/16 1.65 –9.40
0.17
2.65 1.38 –4.01 0.13 1.92 1.26 –2.06 0.10 1.52
6
8/7/16 1.40 –4.52
0.05
0.91 1.24 –4.06 0.06 1.02 1.18 –4.10 0.06 1.06
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Figure 4.16: Typical first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 1 for gravimeter 4372 without
(top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.16: Tipični hod polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje v 1. nizu, za gravimeter 4372, brez
odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).

Figure 4.17: Typical first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 1 for gravimeter 4373 without
(top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.17: Tipični hod polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje 1. nizu, za gravimeter 4373, brez
odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).
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Figure 4.18: Typical first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 2 for gravimeter 4372 (top) and
4373 (bottom).
Slika 4.18: Tipični hod polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje v 2. nizu, za gravimetra 4372 (zgoraj) in
4373 (spodaj).
Table 4.12: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for set 2 in
µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.12: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
v 2. nizu, dani v enotah µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne koeficiente.
Campaign
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
Gravimeter 4372
AGT02 09/04/13
–0.68
0.16
–0.68
7.07
0.06
1.23
AGT03 30/04/13
–1.59
0.23
–1.59
11.23
0.07
1.54
AGT03 01/10/14
–1.31
0.20
–1.31
9.80
0.05
1.13
AGT03 15/10/14
–1.51
0.20
–1.50
9.28
0.09
2.01
Gravimeter 4373
AGT02 09/04/13
–0.33
0.12
–0.33
4.66
0.09
1.86
AGT03 30/04/13
–0.70
0.07
–0.70
1.63
0.07
1.72
AGT03 01/10/14
–0.77
0.08
–0.77
2.55
0.06
1.42
AGT03 15/10/14
–0.89
0.18
–0.88
7.56
0.12
2.70
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Table 4.13: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for
gravimeter 4372, set 3 in µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.13: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
za gravimeter 4372 v 3. nizu, dani v enotah v µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne
koeficiente.
Campaign
Day
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
1
1
0.47
0.21
0.49
0.86
0.26
1.70
2
0.15
0.87
0.14
–0.59
1.24
6.71
3
0.18
0.31
0.10
2.59
0.35
3.22
4
0.50
0.31
0.50
–0.22
0.44
1.66
5
1.42
0.29
1.39
1.24
0.31
1.40
6
1.25
0.24
1.13
–1.44
0.25
1.24
8
1.36
0.37
1.36
–1.68
0.42
2.13
9
1.08
0.77
1.41
–4.15
1.00
5.89
10
0.95
0.90
0.83
3.47
0.88
3.32
20
2.02
0.29
1.53
–3.93
0.16
0.92
24
3.41
0.55
3.53
–4.55
0.49
3.55
25
1.85
0.19
1.86
–1.59
0.19
1.69
26
2.43
0.21
2.38
–2.36
0.12
1.02
27
2.49
0.75
2.43
3.75
1.00
9.16
29
1.70
0.13
1.69
0.64
0.15
1.37
30
1.84
0.06
1.84
–0.70
0.01
0.08
31
2.85
0.25
2.87
–1.09
0.29
2.50
32
1.14
0.51
1.22
–4.07
0.52
4.10
33
2.16
0.16
2.12
–0.71
0.22
1.56
34
1.62
0.10
1.66
–1.26
0.09
0.81
37
1.66
0.50
1.63
–0.84
0.61
2.75
2
2
0.85
0.34
0.60
–4.15
0.42
4.00
6
0.18
0.09
0.18
–0.78
0.09
0.70
Max
3.41
0.90
3.53
3.75
1.24
9.16
Min
0.15
0.06
0.10
–4.55
0.01
0.08
Mean
1.46
0.37
1.43
–0.94
0.41
2.67
St. dev.
0.87
0.25
0.89
2.35
0.33
2.17
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Figure 4.19: Examples of the first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 3 for gravimeter 4372.
Slika 4.19: Primer polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje za hod v 3. nizu, za gravimeter 4372.
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Table 4.14: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for
gravimeter 4373, set 3 in µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.14: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
za gravimeter 4373 v 3. nizu, dani v µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne koeficiente.
Campaign
Day
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
1
1
–1.25
0.76
–1.18
3.61
0.90
5.44
2
–1.26
0.73
–1.17
3.73
0.79
4.28
3
0.46
0.55
0.60
–4.43
0.63
5.88
4
0.78
1.14
0.79
2.18
1.50
5.66
5
–0.21
1.54
–0.36
7.45
1.47
6.75
6
0.38
0.14
0.29
–0.92
0.11
0.53
8
0.94
0.94
0.90
6.48
0.11
0.56
9
–0.06
1.31
–0.67
7.12
1.70
9.46
10
–0.66
1.53
–0.80
4.47
1.81
6.74
20
1.75
0.43
1.18
–4.43
0.51
2.90
24
1.13
1.89
1.41
–9.30
2.37
16.21
25
–0.09
0.44
–0.14
5.20
0.39
3.55
26
1.40
0.34
1.40
0.05
0.49
4.13
27
1.34
1.29
1.21
8.79
1.52
12.82
29
–0.24
0.65
–0.23
–1.44
0.79
7.33
30
1.61
0.50
1.60
2.97
0.60
4.84
31
1.98
0.18
1.99
–2.29
0.11
0.99
32
–0.35
0.69
–0.22
–6.77
0.61
4.83
33
1.13
0.16
1.04
–1.77
0.01
0.09
34
0.43
0.56
0.38
2.29
0.68
6.38
37
–0.42
0.74
–0.39
1.23
0.89
4.04
2
2
0.40
0.59
–0.05
–7.31
0.72
6.83
6
–0.63
0.47
–0.64
1.35
0.56
4.38
Max
1.98
1.89
1.99
8.79
2.37
16.21
Min
–1.26
0.14
–1.18
–9.30
0.01
0.09
Mean
0.37
0.76
0.30
0.79
0.84
5.42
St. dev.
0.94
0.48
0.93
4.97
0.61
3.75
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Figure 4.20: Examples of the first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 3 for gravimeter 4373.
Slika 4.20: Primer polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje za hod v 3. nizu, za gravimeter 4373.
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Table 4.15: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for
gravimeter 10012, set 3 in µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.15: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
za gravimeter 10012 v 3. nizu, dani v enotah v µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne
koeficiente.
Campaign
Day
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
1
1
1.46
0.27
1.50
2.31
0.15
1.00
2
1.34
0.03
1.34
0.18
0.03
0.19
3
1.41
0.06
1.41
–0.03
0.08
0.76
4
1.60
0.09
1.60
–0.48
0.04
0.15
5
1.85
0.09
1.86
–0.57
0.01
0.03
6
1.74
0.07
1.78
0.56
0.00
0.01
8
1.89
0.34
1.89
–1.26
0.42
2.16
9
2.44
0.30
2.65
–2.68
0.15
0.91
10
1.68
0.21
1.64
1.05
0.13
0.48
20
2.40
0.04
2.45
0.34
0.06
0.37
24
2.43
0.27
2.50
–2.80
0.04
0.30
25
2.48
0.09
2.48
–0.88
0.09
0.76
26
2.53
0.11
2.55
0.86
0.11
0.93
27
2.79
0.22
2.74
2.61
0.13
1.18
29
2.67
0.03
2.66
–0.24
0.04
0.36
30
2.59
0.08
2.59
0.30
0.11
0.88
31
2.56
0.06
2.55
0.95
0.02
0.18
32
2.68
0.13
2.71
–1.80
0.00
0.03
33
2.67
0.08
2.67
–0.01
0.12
0.85
34
2.73
0.08
2.74
–0.31
0.10
0.93
37
2.25
0.05
2.26
0.30
0.05
0.20
2
2
–0.73
0.07
–0.77
–0.63
0.11
1.07
6
–0.62
0.06
–0.62
0.39
0.07
0.54
Max
2.79
0.34
2.74
2.61
0.42
2.16
Min
–0.73
0.03
–0.77
–2.80
0.00
0.01
Mean
1.95
0.12
1.97
–0.08
0.09
0.62
St. dev.
0.95
0.09
0.97
1.30
0.09
0.50
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Figure 4.21: Examples of the first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 3 for gravimeter 10012.
Slika 4.21: Primer polinomov prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje za hod v 3. nizu, za gravimeter 10012.
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Table 4.16: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for
gravimeter 4372, set 4 in µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.16: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
za gravimeter 4372 v 4. nizu, dani v enotah v µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne
koeficiente.
Day
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
Without hyst.
Eliminated
Without hysteresis elimination
Eliminated hysteresis
elimination
hysteresis
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
1
2.77
1.31
1.88
0.86
2.83 –28.16
0.19
2.94
1.92 –18.62
0.03
0.50
2
2.79
0.74
2.27
0.53
2.79 –15.96
0.41
6.78
2.27 –11.32
0.30
5.01
3
2.76
0.64
2.19
0.41
2.73 –15.09
0.32
4.71
2.18
–9.65
0.19
2.87
4
1.58
0.51
1.47
0.21
1.56 –11.29
0.43
8.30
1.46
–4.33
0.20
3.85
5
2.41
0.41
1.44
0.26
2.44
4.74
0.53 10.47
1.40
–7.22
0.02
0.46
6
2.85
0.57
2.26
0.35
3.10
–7.21
0.35
2.77
2.39
–3.70
0.31
2.45
7
3.30
1.19
2.09
0.84
3.08 –16.59
0.11
0.88
1.94 –11.53
0.17
1.39
Max
3.30
1.31
2.27
0.86
3.10
4.74
0.53 10.47
2.39
–3.70
0.31
5.01
Min
1.58
0.41
1.44
0.21
1.56 –28.16
0.11
0.88
1.40 –18.62
0.02
0.46
Mean
2.64
0.77
1.94
0.49
2.65 –12.79
0.33
5.26
1.93
–9.48
0.18
2.36
St.dev. 0.53
0.35
0.36
0.26
0.53
10.06
0.14
3.41
0.38
5.10
0.11
1.71

Figure 4.22: Typical first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 4 for gravimeter 4372 without
(top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.22: Tipični hod za polinom prve (levo) in druge (desno) stopnje v 4. nizu, za gravimeter 4372, brez
odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).
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Table 4.17: Coefficients of the first and second order drift polynomials and their standard deviations for
gravimeter 4373, set 4 in µm s–2 day–1 and µm s–2 day–2, linear and quadratic coefficient, respectively.
Preglednica 4.17: Koeficienti polinomov prve in druge stopnje za hod s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami
za gravimeter 4373 v 4. nizu, dani v enotah v µm s–2 day–1 in µm s–2 day–2. Gre za linearne in kvadratne
koeficiente.
Day
First order polynomial
Second order polynomial
Without hyst.
Eliminated
Without hysteresis elimination
Eliminated hysteresis
elimination
hysteresis
d1
σd1
d1
σd1
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
d1
d2
σd1
σd2
1
1.63
0.45
1.37
0.21
1.65
–9.40
0.17
2.65
1.38
–4.02
0.13
1.97
2
1.40
0.20
1.25
0.18
1.40
–4.52
0.05
0.91
1.24
–4.17
0.06
1.08
3
1.91
0.50
1.76
0.43
1.89 –12.50
0.17
2.46
1.74 –10.84
0.09
1.38
4
0.91
0.33
0.96
0.24
0.89
–8.94
0.10
1.91
0.95
–6.50
0.05
1.05
5
1.05
0.64
0.53
0.33
1.17
16.53
0.37
7.36
0.60
8.79
0.17
3.29
6
0.89
0.47
0.94
0.37
1.10
–6.09
0.26
2.09
1.11
–4.91
0.18
1.41
7
1.48
0.35
1.21
0.37
1.46
–1.57
0.41
3.24
1.17
–2.71
0.39
3.10
Max
1.91
0.64
1.76
0.43
1.89
16.53
0.41
7.36
1.74
8.79
0.39
3.29
Min
0.89
0.20
0.53
0.18
0.89 –12.50
0.05
0.91
0.60 –10.84
0.05
1.05
Mean
1.32
0.42
1.14
0.30
1.37
–3.78
0.22
2.95
1.17
–3.48
0.15
1.90
St.dev. 0.39
0.14
0.39
0.09
0.34
9.64
0.13
2.08
0.35
6.02
0.11
0.94

Figure 4.23: Typical first (left) and second order (right) drift polynomials in set 4 for gravimeter 4373 without
(top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.23: Tipični hod za prvo (levo) in drugo (desno) stopnjo polinoma v 4. nizu, za gravimeter 4373, brez
odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).

4.2.2

Analysis and Discussion on the Transport Drift

Based on the determined first and second order daily drift polynomials for set 1 (measurements for the
purpose of the calibration, Table 4.10, Table 4.11, Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17), one can conclude that
the elimination of hysteresis results in more reliable drift coefficients. Specifically, standard deviations
of coefficients of both, the first and the second order drift polynomial are smaller after hysteresis
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elimination. In addition, the absolute values of coefficients itself are smaller after the hysteresis
elimination. The decrease in coefficients and their standard deviations is more significant for
gravimeter 4372. Moreover, the decrease is more emphasised if hysteresis is determined based on the
measurements of all campaigns, as compared to hysteresis determined based on the specific campaign.
It is significant that after hysteresis elimination all quadratic coefficients for gravimeter 4372 and
almost all for gravimeter 4373 are of a negative value (including daily drifts determined without
redundant observations). In addition, almost all linear coefficients are positive for both gravimeters.
Such homogenous behaviour implies that the second order polynomial describes better the daily drift
than the linear function. However, for gravimeter 4373 the quadratic coefficients are rather small and
probably affect only the precise measurements.
Same as for set 1, a behaviour of the daily drifts for set 2 (vertical gravity gradient determination,
Figure 4.18 and Table 4.12) is also homogeneous. However, it significantly differs from the drift
behaviour in set 1, since the linear coefficients are of negative and quadratic of positive values for all
campaigns and both gravimeters. Here again, absolute values of quadratic coefficients for gravimeter
4372 are in general greater than for gravimeter 4373. The measurements of set 2 are specific since
there was no transport by car in between occupations and gravimeters were left to stabilise for an hour
after arrival at a station. However, the daily drift behaviour could be caused by the remaining
hysteresis after transport (see section 4.1.1). Indeed, the quadratic daily drift is more emphasised for
gravimeter 4372, same as the hysteresis after transport (Figure 4.2). In addition, there are signs of
negative trends in the first two or three occupations of gravimeter 4372 for all campaigns (Figure 4.18
and Appendix B).
Contrary to other sets, the daily drift behaviour of the measurements from set 3 is not uniform. Same
as for the linear trends in short observations series of set 3 (section 4.1.3), there is a significant
difference in the daily drift behaviour between stage (i.e. campaign) 1 and stages 2, 3 and 4. For
gravimeter 4372 (Table 4.13, Figure 4.19) the daily drift varies the most in stage 1. For some days the
measurements seem to have the linear or close to linear daily drift, while for others the daily drift is
significantly non-linear. However, in one analyse all days (see Appendix B), including those without
redundant observations, the linear drift coefficients are positive for all days in case of the first and
second order polynomials. In addition, the values of the quadratic drift coefficients are mostly
negative. Though, for a significant number of days, the measurements fit neither the first nor the
second order polynomial. The measurements of the day 3 of stage 1 (on top in Figure 4.19) depict how
the possible error in an occupation at station GT117 can cause apparent large quadratic drift
coefficient. Thus, the drift behaviour of gravimeter 4372 in stage 1 up to some extents resembles the
daily drift behaviour of set 1 but is probably disturbed by superimposed inhomogeneous hysteresis
effects: the hysteresis after transport and the “tilting” effect (see section 4.1.3). In addition, if one
analyses all days in stages 2, 3 and 4, including those without redundant observations, but without
days with profile method applied, the linear drift coefficients are again positive and the quadratic
negative, in almost all cases. Thus the drift behaviour of gravimeter 4372 was more uniform in stages
2, 3 and 4.
For gravimeter 4373 (Table 4.14, Figure 4.20), there is even larger variation in drift coefficients for
stage 1. Moreover, no pattern in drift behaviour can be identified. However, for stages 2, 3 and 4, there
are again mostly positive values of the linear drift coefficients and negative of the quadratic
coefficients what resemble the drift behaviour of set 1.
On the other hand, the drift behaviour of gravimeter 10012 (Table 4.15, Figure 4.21) is surprisingly
uniform in stage 1 of set 1. Moreover, the drift seems to be linear or close to linear with the positive
trends for most of the days. Specifically, the quadratic coefficients are rather small same as the
standard deviations of coefficients of the first order polynomial. However, in stages 2, 3 and 4, the
drift behaviour of gravimeter 10012 significantly differs as compared to stage 1. The daily drifts seem
to be non-linear. In addition, the linear coefficients for all days (including those without redundant
observations) are negative and quadratic coefficients are mostly positive, what does not resemble the
behaviour of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 in sets with transport by car.
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It is significant that for all three gravimeters in set 3 the measurements often fit neither the first nor the
second order polynomial. Regularly, there is a correspondence between the inhomogeneous trends of
short observation series and deviations from the regular drift behaviour: Emphasised hysteresis after
transport in readings of gravimeter 4372 in occupation 4 (GT147) of day 2, stage 3 (Appendix A,
Table A.7, page A.19) is a probable cause of positive offset of the corresponding reading and smaller
negative offset of the subsequent reading on the same station (Figure 4.19). The significant “tilting”
effect in readings of gravimeter 4373 in occupation 2 (GT140) of day 2, stage 2 (Appendix A, Table
A.5, page A.15) is a probable cause of negative offset of the corresponding reading and positive offset
of the reading of occupation 4 on the same station (Figure 4.20). The significant “tilting” effect in
readings of gravimeter 10012 in occupation 5 (GT147) of day 2, stage 3 (Appendix A, Table A.9, page
A.21) is a probable cause of negative offset of the corresponding reading and positive offset of
preceding reading on the same station (Figure 4.21). The “tilting” effect is present in several readings
series of gravimeter 4373 during day 24 of stage 1 (Appendix A, Table A.2, page A.7), what makes
impossible to clearly identify erroneous readings (Figure 4.20).
The daily drift behaviour of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 in set 4 (Table 4.16, Figure 4.22, Table 4.17
and Figure 4.23) corresponds to the drift behaviour in set 1, what could be anticipated since the
gravimeters were transported by car in the upright position in both sets. Moreover, the elimination of
hysteresis again resulted in smaller values of the drift coefficients and their standard deviations.
Though, there is an exception: day 5 for gravimeter 4373, for which the quadratic drift coefficient is
positive even after the elimination of hysteresis. Probable cause for such anomalous drift behaviour is
inhomogeneous hysteresis effect during that day (Figure 4.24). Moreover, this is the only day in sets 1
and 4 with such emphasised inhomogeneous hysteresis effect. It is possible that the elimination of the
hysteresis effect (as described in section 4.1.1), although halved the value of the quadratic drift
coefficient, have not totally eliminated the effects. Probably longer observation series would yield
better results.

Figure 4.24: Untypical drift behaviour of gravimeter 4373 during day 5 in set 4: the first (left) and second order
(right) drift polynomials without (top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.24: Netipično obnašanje hoda za gravimeter 4373 tekom 5. dne v 4. nizu: prva (levo) in druga (desno)
stopnja polinoma za hod brez odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).
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Based on the analysis of the daily drifts, one can conclude that gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are likely to
have quadratic drift behaviour (specifically, ascending concave curve) in surveys with transport by car
in between occupations. On the other hand, in surveys with transport in hand (micro-gravimetry), the
drift is mostly affected by the remaining hysteresis after transport. However, there is a question,
whether this non-linearity of the daily drift during the surveys with transport by car is big enough to
affect the adjusted parameters under the consideration (i.e. the gravity values, vertical gravity
gradients or the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients) and, if not, does the additional
parameters in functional model affect the precision of the evaluated parameters. In addition,
inhomogeneous hysteresis effects in short observation series are undoubtedly superimposed to the
daily drift. No reliable conclusion on the drift behaviour can be brought for gravimeter 10012 since
only the measurements from set 3 are available and their drift behaviour differs from gravimeters 4372
and 4373.
It is hard to ascertain the origin of the different drift behaviours during the two different types of
surveys. Change of the stationary drift constant (see (2.12)) in gravimeter should not even be the cause
of different drift trends. For example, the measurements of vertical gravity gradient on April 30th, 2013
(from set 2) were carried out with the same drift constants as the measurements for the purpose of
calibration on May 2nd, 7th and 8th (from set 1). Furthermore, based on the field records, there seems
that the drift behaviour of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 in sets 1 and 4 is not related to ambient
temperature during measurements, since the temperature was not changing gradually, but varied up to
10 °C between indoor and outdoor stations (for set 4). During measurements of set 2 there was a
graduate change in ambient temperature for some days, but for others the temperature was constant. A
possible cause for ascending concave curve of the daily drift for the surveys with transport by car
could be the combination of a graduate voltage change caused by the battery discharge and some other
effect. On the other hand, similar as elastic hysteresis effect, such drift could be also caused by the
gradual accumulation of tension in a spring caused by vibrations in transport during a whole day,
which cannot totally relax while resting at stations. However, defining the cause of the daily drift
behaviour is beyond the scope of this study.
4.3
4.3.1

Study of the Calibration Function
Determinations of the Calibration Constant

After putting gravimeters 4372 and 4373 in operation, the CGI and, subsequently, CSGA have been
regularly determining linear calibration constants (GCAL1)* before and after each survey campaign on
the auxiliary vertical calibration line, which comprises stations AGT02 and AGT03 (Table 3.2). The
determined values of calibration constants are given in Table 4.18 and plotted in Figure 4.25. Because
of the consistency, all given values are determined without elimination of hysteresis. However, the
measurement scheme and duration of the observation series significantly differs for different
determinations. The first determination was carried out based on three measurement days which
included additional station GT117 as well as measurements on the higher level for vertical gravity
gradient determination (Hećimović, 2002; Hećimović and Markovinović, 2003). At each occupation,
four 120-second readings were taken. For the second determination, there is no data available on
measurement procedure. Determinations in 2006 involved only three occupations, which involved 10
or 16 60-second readings. Therefore, the calibration constants were determined without redundant
observations. From 2007 until June 2012, determinations involved one measuring day with four
occupations, each comprising mainly ten 60-second readings, which enabled a determination of
calibration constant and linear daily drift with one redundant observation. In order to analyse the
hysteresis after transport and its impact on the calibration constant, from 2010 the observation series
were prolonged and lasted from 30 to 60 minutes (as already mentioned in section 3.1). In addition,
contrary to the previous determination where the gravimeters were left for 10 minutes to stabilise after
*

The term „calibration constants“ refers to the values of the calibration coefficients determined from the
measurements for the purpose of calibration, which are entered in the instrument or intended to be entered in the
instrument.
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arrival at the station, the observations were started immediately after setting up the gravimeter.
Finally, the last six determinations, which are indeed the measurements described in section 3.1,
involved from 2 to 4 measuring days and enabled a determination of the daily drift functions as a
second order polynomials. Adjustment models (functional and stochastic parts) applied for different
determinations significantly differs. Often, the selection of the functional model is constrained with
the observation scheme in terms of redundant observations. However, the adjustment question shall be
analysed and discussed later in Chapter 7.
Table 4.18: Determined values of linear calibration constants and their standard deviations in µm s–2 CU–1.
Preglednica 4.18: Določene vrednosti konstant linearne kalibracije in njihove standardne deviacije v
µm s–2 CU–1.
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Determination
Date
GCAL1
σGCAL1
Date
GCAL1
σGCAL1
1
03/06/02
60 553.42
0.41
04/07/02
61 828.17
0.62
2
14/06/05
60 612.03
14/06/05
61 908.42
3
01/09/06
60 623.72
01/09/06
61 913.52
4
05/09/06
61 914.69
5
10/11/06
61 912.75
6
10/09/07
60 623.34
1.32
10/09/07
61 905.03
0.61
7
16/11/07
60 630.59
4.91
16/11/07
61 933.61
6.57
8
02/04/08
60 627.73
5.11
02/04/08
61 931.69
5.10
9
19/05/08
60 624.99
3.51
19/05/08
61 915.14
2.73
10
11/09/08
60 620.94
6.35
11/09/08
61 910.84
4.93
11
02/10/08
60 626.55
3.55
02/10/08
61 917.61
2.41
12
03/09/09
60 627.12
5.63
03/09/09
61 919.15
1.06
13
30/09/09
60 630.86
4.55
30/09/09
61 920.07
1.31
14
25/11/09
60 625.41
5.91
25/11/09
61 926.38
1.06
15
02/03/10
60 627.91
2.42
02/03/10
61 924.42
0.80
16
15/12/10
60 624.07
1.27
15/12/10
61 925.41
1.10
17
05/05/11
60 625.92
0.40
05/05/11
61 917.18
0.52
18
18/06/12
60 618.57
2.56
18/06/12
61 917.51
0.29
19
18/10/12
60 622.76
0.25
18/10/12
61 918.97
0.28
20
06/05/13
60 626.49
0.13
08/05/13
61 921.74
0.09
21
06/12/13
60 624.16
2.73
06/12/13
61 920.09
1.96
22
22/07/14
60 628.29
1.03
22/07/14
61 924.89
1.14
23
03/06/15
60 626.27
0.73
02/06/15
61 923.44
0.26
24
07/07/16
60 625.93
1.31
07/07/16
61 925.49
0.78

Figure 4.25: Determined values of linear calibration constants for gravimeter 4372 (left) and 4373 (right).
Slika 4.25: Določene vrednosti konstant linearne kalibracije za gravimeter 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
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Analysis and Discussion on the Calibration Constant

Based on the behaviour of the linear calibration constants over time depicted in Figure 4.25, one can
conclude that it resembles the behaviour of the calibration constant of a CG-3M instrument analysed
in Budetta and Carbone (1997) and Carbone and Rymer (1999). However, it seems that the calibration
constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 took a much longer time than 11 months for stabilisation. In
fact, the calibration constant of gravimeter 4373 still appears to be changing, but now with a slight
linear trend. Unfortunately, after the first determination, there were no determinations of the
calibration constant for 3 years (Table 4.18). In this period the calibration constants averagely changed
for 0.9 and 1.2 ppm day–1, or about 3 and 4·10–4 year–1 for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively. It
appears that there have been significant errors in the determined calibration constants, which
complicate the analysis of their behaviour. Though, one can assume that from 2007 the behaviour of
the calibration constants is more stable.

Figure 4.26: Determined values of linear calibration constants and their standard deviations for gravimeter 4372
(left) and 4373 (right) after 2007 without (top) and with (bottom) the elimination of hysteresis for the last 6
determinations.
Slika 4.26: Določene vrednosti konstant linearne kalibracije in njihove standardne deviacije za gravimetra 4372
(levo) in 4373 (desno) po letu 2007, brez odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj) za
zadnjih 6 določitev.

Figure 4.26 depicts the determined calibration constants and their standard deviations in more detail.
One can conclude that prolonging the observation series to 30 to 60 minutes (from 2010) caused a
significant decrease in the standard deviations, most likely due to a decrease of the hysteresis impact.
In addition, a high correlation between the calibration constants of the two gravimeters for the last six
determinations indicates that introduction of the quadratic daily drift coefficient also helped to remove
instrument-specific systematic influences. Although elimination of the hysteresis (as described in
section 4.1) helped to improve the precision of the calibration constants (what shall be analysed in
more detail in section 7.1), there are still significant variations in the value of adjusted calibration
constants from different campaigns for both gravimeters, which exceed their precision. However, there
is a very high correlation between calibration constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 with respect to
different campaigns. Specifically, correlation coefficients amount to 0.82 and 0.83 for determinations
without and with hysteresis elimination, respectively. This implies that the variation is caused by a
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common external systematic influence, probably seasonal hydrological effects at station AGT03,
suspected in PAPER A. Indeed, if calibration constants are plotted against the season of the specific
campaign (Figure 4.27), one can notice a significant correlation. Specifically, the correlation
coefficients amount to 0.95 and 0.92 for determination without hysteresis elimination and 0.97 and
0.92 for determination with hysteresis elimination, for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively. Such
surprisingly strict linear dependency implies a sudden decrease in the values of calibration constants in
August and September. However, given a small sample size (i.e. six campaigns) such strict linearity
could merely be a coincidence. Because of this seasonal variation and remaining errors, it is hard to
evaluate reliably the rate of the calibration constant change. Nevertheless, during the last six
determination (which span over the time period of less than four years), the calibration constants of
both gravimeters changed for about 0.1 ppm day–1, or less than 4·10–5 year–1 in the worst case.

Figure 4.27: Calibration constants with their standard deviations plotted against season regardless of the year of
each campaign starting with September 1st with regression lines for gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right)
without (top) and with (bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.27: Kalibracijske konstante s standardnimi deviacijami, izrisane glede na letni čas, ki se nanašajo na
leto posamezne kampanje, ki se je pričela s 1. septembrom. Dodatno so izrisane regresijske premice za
gravimetra 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno), brez odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze
(spodaj).
Credit: Bottom: reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of
Geoscientists & Engineers (2017).

If the variation in the standard deviations of calibration constants is related to the variation of the
atmospheric pressure within the specific campaign, one can notice a significant correlation especially
for gravimeter 4373 (Figure 4.28). Specifically, correlation coefficients amount to 0.77 and 0.89 for
determination without hysteresis elimination and 0.48 and 0.90 for determination with hysteresis
elimination for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively. This implies that applied barometric
reduction of 3 nm s–2 hPa–1 is not appropriate. Further studies including determination of local
regression parameters for atmospheric pressure reduction should be carried out.
The linear calibration constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 undoubtedly significantly changed from
the time since they have been put in operation. Even though there is a lack of determinations during
the first three years, one can presume that the changes were probably in agreement with Scintrex
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specifications (see section 2.6.2). Since about a year elapsed between the determination of the
calibration constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 and stage 1 of the FOGN survey (set 1), the
measurements could be significantly affected by the change in calibration constants. A change of
3.5·10–4 year–1 during the corresponding period could result in significant errors in the range of
1.52 µm s–2 over a gravity range of 4335 µm s–2, which corresponds to the gravity range of the land
part (comprised by stage 1) and the whole FOGN. However, this is the average change for the 3-year
period, while the change during the first year was probably even larger. In the last years, the yearly
change of the calibration constants is probably not significant. However, besides the influence of the
time change of the calibration function, the gravity measurements can also be influenced by the
accuracy of determination of the applied calibration constants. For example, the error of 15 µm s–2
CU–1, which probably occurred in determinations of the calibration constant of gravimeter 4373 during
2007 and 2008 (Figure 4.26) would cause errors in the range of 1.05 µm s–2 over the FOGN gravity
range.

Figure 4.28: Standard deviations of determined calibration constants against mean variation of atmospheric
pressure within the specific campaign for gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right) without (top) and with
(bottom) hysteresis elimination.
Slika 4.28: Standardne deviacije za določene kalibracijske konstante glede na srednje variacije zračnega tlaka
za specifično kampanjo in za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno), brez odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z
odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).
Credit: Bottom: adapted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of
Geoscientists & Engineers (2017).
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ADJUSTMENT MODEL
Mathematical Model

In order to perform LS adjustment of observations, which are physical events conducted in a real
physical environment, it is necessary to describe the observations in mathematical terms or, in other
words, to define the mathematical model of observations. Such model consists of two parts: functional
and stochastic (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002). While the functional
model defines the deterministic properties of observations, the stochastic model describes their
probabilistic or stochastic properties. More comprehensive description of the mathematical model and
its functional and stochastic part can be found in Mikhail and Ackermann (1976).
The GMM (Gauss-Markov model) is a linear mathematical model of observations, which comprises a
functional and stochastic part (Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000). The GMM which describes the real
sample of observations (in contrary to the whole population of observations, which is theoretical) is
(Caspary, 2000):

L + v = Ax
P = Q −1 ,

(5.1)

where L , v and x are vectors of observations, their residuals and adjusted parameters, respectively;
A , P and Q are configuration, weight and cofactor matrices of observations, respectively. Since the
number of observations n is larger than the number of unknown parameters u, the solution of the
GMM is not unique. It is necessary to introduce certain criteria in order to obtain the optimal solution.
The criteria:

v T P v = min

(5.2)

leads to the LS method. Estimation of the parameters according to the GMM and LS criteria is also
referred in the literature as the adjustment of indirect observations (or adjustment by elements or
parameters) and is described by e.g. Mikhail and Ackermann (1976); Fan (1997); Caspary (2000),
Niemeier (2002), etc.
In general, the functional model contains the functions, which express the observations as the
mathematical functions of unknown parameters (e.g. Niemeier, 2002):

L + v = F(x) ,

(5.3)

where F(x) is a vector of functions of adjusted parameters. However, the functions are not always
linear with respect to the parameters. Therefore, a linearization is necessary, which is usually carried
out using expansion in Taylor’s series and neglecting the second and higher order terms (Koch, 1999;
Niemeier, 2002). For that purpose, sufficiently accurate approximate values of parameters are needed.
Otherwise, the adjustment has to be carried out iteratively, with a better approximation of parameters
in each iteration. Accordingly, the vector of adjusted parameters can be represented as a sum of
vectors of approximate parameters and parameters’ corrections:
x = x0 + x .

(5.4)

The GMM can then be written as:

v = Ax − l
P = Q −1 ,

(5.5)
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where − l = F(x 0 ) − L is the vector of reduced observations.
As stated above, the stochastic model defines stochastic properties (or the error behaviour) of
observations by their covariance matrix Σ (Torge, 1989; Fan, 1997; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002):
  12

  
Σ =  21 2 1
 

  n1 n 1

12 1 2
 22


 n 2 n  2

 1n 1 n 

  2 n  2 n 
,



2
 n 

(5.6)

where  i are theoretical variances and  ij correlation coefficients. However, in practice the weight
2

matrix is defined as the inverse of cofactor matrix, which is obtained by scaling the covariance matrix
2
by the inverse of a priori variance factor  0 , what can be regarded as normalisation of the covariance
matrix (Torge, 1989):
P = Q −1 , Q =

1

0

2

Σ.

(5.7)

A better approximation of observations’ covariance matrix is obtained after adjustment, if  0 is
2

replaced by the estimate of a posteriori variance factor  0 :
2

Σ = 0 Q.
2

(5.8)

In practice, the absolute values of elements of P are not relevant since  0 influences only  0 2 and
cofactor matrices of parameters, adjusted observations, etc., while other adjusted quantities
(parameters, residuals, adjusted observations and all covariance matrices) do not depend on it. Instead,
the results depend on the relative relationship among the elements of P (Fan, 1997). Therefore, if
adjustment comprises two or several groups of observations with different stochastic properties,
special care should be devoted in order to properly define the relative relationship among their
weights.
2

5.1.1

Correctness and Completeness of the Model

In general, a mathematical model is not perfect; it is only the approximation of the real physical world.
Moreover, it is possible to define more than one mathematical model of the same group of
observations (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976). Generally, the mathematical model should approximate
a physical reality with accuracy considerably better than the precision of the observations (Caspary,
2000) or with sufficient accuracy for the intended purpose (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976). One can
consider such a mathematical model to be correct and complete. To check whether the applied model
(functional and stochastic part) is correct and complete, regularly the global test on the a posteriori
variance factor is used (Kavouras, 1982; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002). Failure of the test can be
caused by several reasons: errors in the functional model (unmodelled systematic influences); errors in
the stochastic model (erroneous a priori variances, unreal ratios of variances between groups of
observations; correlations not taken into account) or systematic or gross errors in the observations
(which can also be regarded as the errors in the functional or stochastic model). However, if the a
priori variance factor is not known, the test cannot be applied. In this research, it is assumed that the
measurement accuracy is instrument and campaign specific (see sections 2.6 and 2.8 as well as
Chapter 4). Therefore, the correctness and completeness of the model cannot be examined with the use
of the global test on the a posteriori variance factor.
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The global test on the a posteriori variance factor inspects only the effects of deviations of the model
from the real model on the variance factor. However, the choice of the model affects also other results
of the LS adjustment. Koch (1999) and Kotsakis (2005) analyse the cases when too few or too many
parameters are included in the model. For such analysis partitioned model representation is used
(Koch, 1999):
v = A1

x 
A 2   1  − l , P = Q −1 ,
x 2 

(5.9)

where coefficient matrix is of a full rank. The case with too few parameters included in the model
occurs when significant nuisance parameters x 2 are ignored and omitted from the model (or in other
words fixed to x 2 = 0 , Q x2 x2 = 0 ). The case with too many parameters occurs when fictitious or
insignificant nuisance parameters x 2 are included in the model and left free for determination. The
consequences of too few or too many parameters on adjusted values of parameters, their variances and
a posteriori variance factor are summarised in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Characteristics of the model with too few and too many parameters.
Preglednica 5.1: Značilnosti modela s premalo ali preveč parametri.

x1
Σ x1x1 ( Q x x )
1 1

0

2

Too few parameters
Biased
Too small

Too many parameters
Unbiased
Too large, in general

Biased (equal to or larger than the
variance factor of the complete model)

Unbiased

However, Koch (1999) and Kotsakis (2005) analyse only the impact of model completeness and
correctness on the variances of parameters computed from the known a priori variance factor.
Nevertheless, in case of the model with too few parameters, if the variances of the parameters are
calculated from the a posteriori variance factor, which can be equal to or larger than the variance
factor of the complete model, the variances of the parameters can be too small, too large or equal to
the variances of the complete model. Therefore, the second row of Table 5.1 better describes the
characteristics of the cofactor, rather than the covariance matrix of the parameters.
In addition to the deviations of the functional model, the deviations of the stochastic model from the
real model can also introduce a bias in adjusted parameters, their variances and a posteriori variance
factor (Koch, 1999).
5.1.2

Datum Defect of the Functional Model

The datum defect in mathematical model manifests as a column rank deficiency of the configuration
matrix (e.g. Fan, 1997; Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000):

r = rank (A)  u  n
d = u − r  0.

(5.10)

Accordingly, there exist d linear independent non-zero vectors g i ( i = 1,, d ) such that (Koch, 1999;
Caspary, 2000):
A gi = 0 .

(5.11)

Vectors g i can be collected in a u x d matrix G = g1  g d  , such that:

AG = 0.

(5.12)
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Datum Definition with Minimum Constraint

In the case of (5.10), the LS solution of the GMM is not unique. In order to obtain the absolute gravity
values, it is necessary to define a gravity network datum. The datum of a network can be defined
(Caspary, 2000) as a conventional datum, by fixing at least d parameters, or as the minimum norm
datum, which satisfies the criteria:
tr(Q xx ) = min or
x = x T x = min ,

(5.13)

where Q xx is the cofactor matrix of the adjusted parameters. If d parameters are fixed or the minimum
norm datum is selected, the datum definition is obtained with minimal constraint (contrary to the overconstrained network, Kuang, 1996). In this case, the selection of the different datum definition does
not affect the geometry of the network, i.e. the vector of residuals v and all quantities derived from it
are not dependent on datum definition (Kuang, 1996; Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000).
Mathematically, the datum definition can be obtained in two ways: (a) by introducing constraints or
(b) by introducing pseudo-observation, which would remove the rank deficiency of normal equations
or observation equations, respectively. As shown by Fan (1997), if the constraints or the pseudoobservations are of the form:

BT x = 0 ,

(5.14)

where B is a u  d matrix of rank d, and the weight matrix of the pseudo-observations is an identity
matrix, both procedures (a and b) lead to the same solution (Rožić, 1992; Fan, 1997; Caspary, 2000):

x = Q xx A T P l = (A T PA + BBT ) −1 A T Pl
Q xx = (A T PA + BBT ) −1 A T PA(A T PA + BBT ) −1 .

(5.15)

The matrix B must contain linearly independent vectors (e.g. constraints), which are not the linear
combination of the rows of A , or (Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000):
 A 
rank   nTu   = u .
 B  
  d u  

(5.16)

However, instead of (5.14), constraints (or pseudo-observations) with non-zero right-hand side vector
can be used:

BT x = w ,

(5.17)

as far as (5.16) is fulfilled (Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000). In that case:

x = Q xx A T P l + (A T PA + BBT ) −1 Bw .

(5.18)

The matrix Q xx from (5.15) is a general inverse of AT PA , which is not unique, i.e. it depends on the
selection of the matrix B (Koch, 1999; Caspary, 2000). The matrix B can be defined as follows
(Rožić, 1992; Caspary, 2000):

B = EG ,

(5.19)
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where E is a diagonal selection matrix which on the main diagonal has only coefficients 0 or 1 and
matrix G satisfies (5.12). To ensure numerical stability, it is useful to normalise the matrix G , so that
G TG = I .

(5.20)

Useful options for the selection of the matrix B , which satisfies (5.14) are (Koch, 1999; Caspary,
2000):
1) the minimum norm datum definition which yields minimum norm solution (5.13):

E = I, B =G;

(5.21)

2) the conventional datum with d parameters fixed, which corresponds to the elements of matrix
E equal 1:
I
E= d



;
0

(5.22)

3) a solution which minimises the partial norm x k , k  d :
I
E= k



,
0

(5.23)

where the elements of x k correspond to the elements of matrix E equal to 1.
5.1.4

Over-Constrained Datum Definition

Analogous to the datum definition with minimal constraint, over-constrained datum definition can be
accomplished in two ways: by introducing constraints or by introducing pseudo-observations. The
constraints or pseudo-observations, respectively, are of the form (5.17), but now B is a u  q matrix
of rank q and d  q  r . According to Koch (1999), both procedures have the same solution if the
weights of the pseudo-observations are sufficiently large (but not too large), what can be tested
numerically by checking whether the residuals for the pseudo-observations are negligibly small.
5.1.4.1

Gauss-Markov Model with Constraints

Applying the LS principle to (5.5) and (5.17) yields the normal equations (Koch, 1999; Caspary,
2000):
 A T PA B  x   A T Pl
 T
  = 
,
0  k   w 
 B

(5.24)

where k is the vector of Lagrange multipliers or correlates. However, if A is singular, AT PA shall
also be singular. In order to apply usual expressions for the solution of the GMM of full rank with
constraints, it is necessary to rearrange (5.24). Analogous to the procedure for obtaining the solution of
the GMM with minimum norm constraints (Fan, 1997), if we left-multiply second equation of (5.24)
with B and add it to the first one, we obtain:
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N
 T
B

B  x  A T P l + B w 
  = 

w
0  k  
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(5.25)

N = A T PA + BBT ,
where N is regular if d vectors (e.g. constraints) of B are linearly independent and not the linear
combination of the rows of A , or:
 A 
nu
rank   T   = u .
 B  
  q u  

(5.26)

Then, analogous to the solution of the GMM of full rank with constraints (Feil, 1989; Koch, 1999), the
solution of the (5.25) is:
−1

−1

x = Q xx ( A T P l + B w ) − N B(B T N B) −1 w
−1

−1

−1

Q xx = N − N B(B T N B) −1 B T N

−1

(5.27)

N = A T PA + BBT .
In case w = 0 , the first equation of (5.27) becomes:

x = Q xx A T P l .
5.1.4.2

(5.28)

Gauss-Markov Model with Pseudo-observations

In the case of the over-constrained datum definition of the GMM defined by (5.5) by pseudoobservations:

v B = B T x − w,  PB ,

(5.29)

where v B is the vector of residuals and PB the weight matrix of the pseudo-observations and B
satisfies (5.26), the solution is (Hwang, Wang and Lee, 2002):

x = Q xx (A T Pl + BPB w)
Q xx = (A T PA + BPB B T ) −1 .
5.2
5.2.1

(5.30)

Functional Model of Scintrex Measurements
General Functional Model of Scintrex Measurements

The relation between the gravity value at the instrument sensor at the moment of measurement and the
gravity reading has already been given in section 2.4 (equation (2.20)). However, in order to refer the
readings to a common reference point and epoch, certain corrections and reductions have to be applied
(as described in sections 2.3 and 2.7). Thus, the relation between the gravity value at station s and the
gravity reading is:
g s = z + N 0 + y1 z − D(t ) + RC .

(5.31)

Herein, the gravity reading z represents the output of approximate calibration function as defined by
equation (2.18); N 0 and y1 are the coefficients of the residual calibration function (equation (2.17)) or
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the instrument level and correction of the linear calibration coefficient, respectively; D(t ) is the daily
drift function (equation (2.21)) and RC represents total corrections and reductions. The latter can be
separated into the part applied automatically by the gravimeter (instrumental corrections and
reductions, IC, see (2.11)) and the part applied in pre-processing stage (remaining reductions):

RC = IC + g .

(5.32)

The instrumental corrections applied in Scintrex CG-3M and CG-5 gravimeters are given by (2.11).
5.2.1.1

General Functional Model of Gravity Readings

The theoretically correct functional model which follows from equation (5.31) is not linear:
zi + vi =

(

)

1
2
g s − N 0 + d1 (ti − t0 ) + d 2 (ti − t0 ) +  − RCi , i = 1,, n .
1 + y1

(5.33)

Here, z i and vi represent the ith observation and its residual and g s , N 0 , y1 , d 1 , d 2 , etc. adjusted
values of unknown parameters. Such functional model is applied in GravAP software (Schüler, 2016),
and a similar one in Barišić (2009). The coefficients of the configuration matrix corresponding to the
unknown parameters g k , N 0 , y1 , d 1 , d 2 obtained using the expansion in Taylor’s series are:
1
1
1 + ( y1 ) 0
1
=−
 −1
1 + ( y1 ) 0

ai , g =
ai , N 0

ai ,d 1

(

−1
2
( g k ) 0 − ( N 0 ) 0 + (d1 ) 0 (t i − t 0 ) + (d 2 ) 0 (t i − t 0 ) +  − RC i
2
(1 + ( y1 ) 0 )
t −t
= i 0  ti − t0
1 + ( y1 ) 0

a i , y1 =

ai ,d 2 =

)

(5.34)

(t i − t 0 ) 2
 (t i − t 0 ) 2 ,
1 + ( y1 ) 0

where (x) 0 is the approximate value of parameter x . Usually, the approximate value of the linear
calibration coefficient is already known and ( y1 ) 0 = 0 . However, the approximate values of other
parameters, in general, are not known, so the adjustment should be carried out in several iterations.
Though, a better approximation for ai , y1 is obtained if the observation itself is used instead of the
approximate values of unknown parameters:
a i , y1 

− zi
 − zi .
1 + ( y1 ) 0

(5.35)

Such approximate model (but more general to suit different relative gravimeters) is described in Torge
(1989) and used by e.g. Becker et al. (1995); Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002); Boedecker, Francis and
Kenyeres (2005), etc. Although not theoretically correct, since on the right side of the equation there
should be the adjusted value of observation zi + vi , such linear model can be obtained by simple
rearrangement of equation (5.31):

z c i + vi = g s − N 0 − y1 zi + d1 (t i − t 0 ) + d 2 (t i − t 0 ) + ,
2

i = 1, , n ,

(5.36)
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with z c i = zi + RCi .
Within this research, both functional models: (5.33) and (5.36) have been tested on data of set 3 with
all approximate gravity values, except for absolute stations, set to 9,805,000 µm s–2 (approximately the
median value), the approximate values of drift coefficients set to zero and approximate values of
instrument levels set to mean daily difference between the observation and corresponding gravity
value ( ( N 0 ) 0 = (g k − z c i )/ nd ). Daily drifts were determined as the first order polynomials. For
model (5.33) two iterations were needed for the gravity values to came within 0.01 µm s–2 and three
iterations for the corrections of calibration coefficients to came within 10–4 of the final values. On the
other hand, model (5.36) yielded adjusted parameters sufficiently close to the final adjusted
parameters of the model (5.33), in spite of significant errors in measurements: differences in gravity
values are far below 0.01 µm s–2 and differences in the corrections of calibration coefficients far below
10–5. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the research presented in Chapter 7 is based on the
adjustment model (5.36).
5.2.1.2

General Functional Model of Reading Differences

It is sometimes convenient to use, instead of gravity readings, the reading differences (i.e. the
differences between the successive gravity readings). In this case, the theoretically correct model is:
z i , j + vi , j =



(



)

1
2
2
g j − g i + d1 (t j − t i ) + d 2 (t j − t 0 ) − (t i − t 0 ) +  − RC i , j .
1 + y1

(5.37)

The coefficients of the configuration matrix corresponding to the unknown parameters g k , N 0 , y1 ,
d 1 , d 2 are:
1
1
1 + ( y1 ) 0
−1
=
 −1
1 + ( y1 ) 0

aij , g j =
aij , gi

aij ,d 1

aij ,d 2



(



)

−1
2
2
( g j ) 0 − ( g i ) 0 + (d1 ) 0 (t j − t i ) + (d 2 ) 0 (t j − t 0 ) − (t i − t 0 ) +  − RC i , j (5.38)
(1 + ( y1 ) 0 ) 2
t j − ti
=
 t j − ti
1 + ( y1 ) 0

aij , y1 =

(t
=

j

− t 0 ) 2 − (t i − t 0 ) 2
1 + ( y1 ) 0

  (t

j

− t 0 ) 2 − (t i − t 0 ) 2 .

Simplified functional model is:





z c i , j + vi , j = g j − g i − y1 z i , j + d 1 (t j − t i ) + d 2 (t j − t 0 ) − (t i − t 0 ) +  ,
2

2

(5.39)

with z c i , j = z c j − z c i and z i , j = z j − z i . The advantage of the model with the reading differences as
observations is a significantly smaller number of unknown parameters ( N 0 cancels out when forming
differences). However, there is a strong mathematical correlation between adjacent observations
(Torge, 1989), which, if not accounted for in the stochastic model, can yield differences in results. In
addition, the model with readings as observations facilitates easier identification of outliers (Schüler,
2016).
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5.2.2

Functional Model for Gravity Network Adjustment

5.2.2.1

Functional Model of Gravity Readings in Gravity Network Adjustment

The general functional model for the gravity network adjustment used in this thesis is based on model
(5.36). Since the gravity network survey can comprise the measurements of more than one gravimeter
and the calibration coefficient can significantly change over time (as shown in section 4.3), the model
comprises one unknown parameter y1 for each gravimeter and campaign (if a significant change is
expected). Therefore the general model is:

zic + vi = g s − N 0d , gr − y '1gr ,k zi 10 −4 + d1d , gr (t i − t 0 ) + d 2d , gr (ti − t 0 ) + ,
y'1gr ,k = y1gr ,k  10 4 ,
2

i = 1, , n

(5.40)

where the parameters refer to station s, day d, gravimeter gr and campaign k. The substitution for the
correction of calibration coefficient ( y'1gr ,k ) has been introduced to provide computations’ numerical
stability. Thus, the vector of unknown parameters comprises the vectors of unknown gravity values,
instrument levels, corrections of the linear calibration coefficients and vectors of unknown daily drift
coefficients, respectively:
 T
T
x = x g
xN
( u1)
ud
(

1
)
( ug 1)

T

x

T

y
( uy1)

x d1

T

xd2

( ud 1)


 ,


T

( ud 1)

(5.41)

where ug is the number of gravity stations, ud is the sum of all measurement days for all gravimeters
and uy the sum of all campaigns for all gravimeters. The configuration matrix can then be subdivided
into corresponding sub-matrices:

A =  Ag
( nug )

( nu )

AN

( nud )

Ay

( nuy )

A d1

( nud )

Ad2

( nud )


 .


(5.42)

From the comparison of (5.40) and (5.42), it is clear that all sub-matrices have only one non-zero
element in each row.
5.2.2.2

Functional Model of Reading Differences in Gravity Network Adjustment

The general model for gravity network adjustment, with successive gravity readings as observations,
is:
2
2
zic, j + vi , j = g j − gi − y1gr , k zi , j + d1d , gr (t j − ti ) + d 2d , gr ( t j − t0 ) − ( ti − t0 )  +


i = 1,, n .

,

(5.43)

Thus, the vector of unknown parameters comprises the vectors of unknown gravity values, corrections
of the linear calibration coefficients and vectors of unknown daily drift coefficients, respectively:
 T
T
T
x =  xg
xy
x d1
( u 1)
 ( ug 1) ( uy1) ( ud 1)

T

xd 2

T

( ud 1)


 .


The configuration matrix can then be subdivided into corresponding sub-matrices:

(5.44)
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A =  Ag
( nug )

( nu )

Ay

A d1

( nud )

( nuy )


 .


Ad2

( nud )
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(5.45)

From the comparison of (5.43) and (5.45), it is clear that in each row sub-matrix A g has two nonzero
elements: 1 and –1, and that other sub-matrices have only one non-zero element in each row.
5.2.3

Datum Defect of the Gravity Network

Analysis of the datum defect of the gravity network is sparse in the available literature. In textbooks,
datum defect of the gravity network is often treated equally as the levelling network (e.g. Caspary,
2000), without going into details of the functional model or specifying whether or not the functional
model includes correction of the calibration function. Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002) gave a more
detail analysis of the datum defect of the gravity network adjustment based on the functional model
similar to (5.39), but more general; with higher order terms of the longwave (polynomial) and periodic
components of the calibration function included to suit the LCR gravimeters. Accordingly, the datum
defect of the gravity network equals 1, same as for the levelling network. In following sections, it shall
be shown that, if all corrections of the linear calibration coefficients are included in the functional
model as parameters free for determination, instead of the adjustment of the gravity network with
minimum constraint, the adjustment with “almost minimum constraint” should be carried out, which
comprises two constraints, contrary to the statements in the available literature.
5.2.3.1

Datum Defect of Functional Model of Gravity Readings

If one inspects the functional model of the gravity network, i.e. equations (5.1), (5.40), (5.41) and
(5.42), it is obvious that there exists the vector g 1 , such that:
= c1   1
(1ug )
A g1 = 0 ,
g1

T

( u 1)

1

(1ud )

0

(1uy )

0

(1ud )

0

(1ud )




(5.46)

where c1 is an arbitrary constant. Indeed, the rank defect of the cofactor matrix from the functional
model (5.1), (5.40) is 1, which corresponds to the translation of the 1D (one-dimensional) network.
However, if one inspects the theoretically correct functional model of the gravity observation given by
equation (5.33) with coefficients of the corresponding configuration matrix defined by (5.34) and if
( y1 ) 0 = 0 , it is clear that, for the vector:
g2

( u 1)

T


T
= c 2  ( x g ) 0
 ( ug1)

(x N ) 0
( ud 1)

T

10 4  1

1uy

(x d 1 ) 0
( ud 1)

T

(x d 2 ) 0
( ud 1)

T


 ,


(5.47)

equation (5.11) is not satisfied only because RCi  0 . If RCi = 0, i  1,, n , the rank defect would
be 2 and the vector g 2 would correspond to the change of the scale of the network. Indeed, one could
expect that with the introduction of the corrections of all calibration coefficients into the functional
model, the scale of the network would be free. The range of total corrections and reduction ( RCi ) is
significantly smaller than the range of gravity values, which should usually define the scale of the
network. Hence, although the rank defect of the configuration matrix is 1, even with one fixed gravity
value, the configuration matrix would be poorly conditioned and the corrections of all calibration
coefficients would not be real. In addition, the parameters’ accuracy would be poor. For the functional
model (5.40) the coefficients of A which correspond to the corrections of calibration coefficients
( y'1 ) are not based on x 0 but on observations ( z i ). Still, the coefficients are close to coefficients
defined by (5.34). This is in agreement with results of Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002) for the functional
model with included correction of the linear calibration coefficient and the periodic component of the
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calibration function after the introduction of one constraint. Specifically, they state that the accuracy
assessment of the gravity values is poor, “which is caused by the high correlation between b1 (i.e.
correction of the linear calibration coefficient, author’s remark) and estimated gravity values”.
Therefore, within this research, instead of the minimum constraint adjustment, the adjustment with
two parameters (two gravity values or one gravity value and one correction of calibration coefficient)
fixed shall be carried out. Indeed, the numerical experiments carried out using sets 3 and 4 proved that
the differences in obtained residuals with respect to the different combination of two fixed parameters
are insignificant (i.e. far below 0.01 µm s–2).
Thus, the vectors g 1 and g 2 can be collected into matrix G . Analogous to well-known methods of
normalisation of the matrix G for other types of geodetic networks (e.g. Caspary, 2000),
normalisation can be carried out by substitution of the approximate parameters ( gi ) 0 and ( N 0 j ) 0 with
reduced approximate parameters:
( g i )' 0 = ( g i ) 0 −

 (g )
i

( N 0 j )' 0 = ( N 0 j ) 0 −

0

+  (N0 j )0

ug + ud
 (gi )0 +  (N0 j )0

(5.48)

ug + ud
i = 1,, ug ; j = 1,, ud ,
T

which ensure g 1 g 2 = 0 , and by dividing each of the vectors by its length:
gi =

gi

,

T

(5.49)

gi gi
T

which ensures g i g i = 1.
5.2.3.2

Datum Defect of Functional Model of Reading Differences

Analogous to the functional model with gravity readings as observations, for the functional model
with successive gravity readings as observations there exist vector:
g1

T

( u 1)

= c1   1
(1ug )

0

0

(1uy )

(1ud )

0

(1ud )

 ,


(5.50)

for which equation (5.11) is satisfied (as already shown by Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002)), but also
vector
g2

( u 1)

T


T
= c 2  ( x g ) 0
 ( ug1)

1

1uy

(x d 1 ) 0
( ud 1)

T

(x d 2 ) 0
( ud 1)

T


 ,


(5.51)

for which equation (5.11) is almost satisfied.
If the vectors g 1 and g 2 are collected into matrix G , it can be normalised by substitution of the
approximate parameters ( gi ) 0 with reduced approximate parameters:
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( g i )' 0 = ( g i ) 0 −

 (g )
i

ug

0

, i = 1,, ug
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(5.52)

and by applying (5.49).
5.2.4

Datum Definition of the Gravity Network

5.2.4.1

Almost Minimum Constraint Datum Definition of the Gravity Network

As stated in section 5.2.3, the rank defect on the configuration matrix for (5.40) and (5.43) is 1.
However, besides vector g 1 for which equation (5.11) is valid, there is also vector g 2 for which
equation (5.11) is almost valid. Therefore, fixing only one parameter does not provide a meaningful
solution. Thus, instead of the minimum constraint datum definition, almost minimum constraint datum
definition shall be used with two constraints in the form (5.14) (or two fixed parameters).
For the datum definition with almost minimum constraint, it is useful to apply datum definition (5.19)
and (5.23) or (5.22). Datum definition (5.21) would not provide meaningful results since all
approximate parameters would contribute to the datum definition according to (5.13). Instead,
according to (5.23) only the parameters which correspond to the gravity values can be selected, what
corresponds to the solution which minimises the partial norm x g . In that case, for both models (with
gravity readings and with successive gravity readings as observations), the matrix B shall be:
 ug11 (x g ) 0 
ug 1  .
B=
0 
 0
( u −ug )1 ( u −ug )1

(5.53)

Thus, analogous to the geometrical interpretation of the datum conditions (5.14) for the minimum
norm datum for other types of geodetic networks (e.g. Caspary, 2000), the first condition would ensure
that the centre of gravity does not change, while the second would ensure that the network scale
remains the same, or:

g = 0
(g ) g
i

i

0

i

= 0.

(5.54)

However, since g 2 only approximately fulfilles (5.11), the solution should be calculated according to
the solution of the GMM with over-constrained datum definition (5.27).
Useful options for conventional datum definition according to (5.22) are to fix two gravity values or to
fix one gravity value and one correction of the calibration coefficient. In the former case, the condition
g1  g 2 should be fulfilled in order to satisfy (5.16). Though, in the case of conventional datum
definition, more elegant and accurate procedure is to eliminate fixed parameters from the functional
model.
5.2.4.2

Over-Constrained Datum Definition of the Gravity Network

In practice, after elimination of outliers based on the adjustment with minimal constraint, gravity
networks are adjusted by fixing the gravity values at the absolute stations or by introducing the
absolute gravity measurements as observations (or quasi-observations, pseudo-observations, since
derived from original observations of time and distance) with associated standard deviations (Torge,
1989).
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The functional model of the absolute measurements, which are introduced as pseudo-observations is
(Torge, 1989):

Lci + vi = g s ,

(5.55)

where Lci is corrected and reduced absolute gravity measurement. The complete functional model
would then be:

v A
l
 v  =  A  x − l  ,
 A  A
 A

(5.56)

where AA is a configuration matrix, which corresponds to the absolute gravity measurements:
AA =  I
aa
au

0 ,


(5.57)

a ( u − a )

and a is the number of absolute stations. Thus if a  d , adjustment according to (5.56) corresponds
to the adjustment with pseudo-observations and over-constrained datum definition. As stated in
section 5.1.4, adjustment with pseudo-observations would yield the same result as the adjustment with
fixed gravity values of the absolute stations (by constraints or simply by omitting them from the vector
of parameters), if the weights of the pseudo-observations are sufficiently large. In addition, such
functional model corresponds to the adjustment of indirect and direct observations (Feil, 1989), with
the solution:
T

T

x = (A T PA + A A PA A A ) −1 (A T Pl + A A PA l A )
T

Q xx = (A T PA + A A PA A A ) −1 ,

(5.58)

where PA is the weight matrix of the pseudo-observations. If one compares (5.56) with (5.29), it is
obvious that (5.58) corresponds to (5.30) with B = A A , w = l A and PB = PA .
Although the absolute measurements carried out with the same gravimeter are most probably
correlated due to instrument-specific systematic errors, the weight matrix of the pseudo-observations
is a diagonal matrix, because of a lack of knowledge on such correlation (Torge, 1989). However, if
instead of the absolute gravity measurements, gravity values of higher-order stations are introduced as
pseudo-observations, which are obtained from LS adjustment, their cofactor matrix, which is a full
symmetric matrix, can be used as a weight matrix (Torge, 1989).
Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002) described the “weighted constrained adjustment”. Accordingly, for
every unknown parameter of gravity value, one independent pseudo-observation is introduced, but
with weight equals:
a) infinite or sufficiently large; which ensures that corresponding gravity value remains the same,
b) zero; which means that the corresponding gravity value is free for determination or
c) the inverse of the variance of the a priori gravity value.
In addition, they propose to use the Pope’s Tau-test (Pope, 1976) to check whether the constraining
gravity values are reasonable.
Since (5.56) and (5.57) corresponds to the adjustment of indirect and direct observations, if for the
same stations more than one absolute measurement is available, there is no reason not to introduce
them all in the adjustment as direct observations with corresponding weights, as long as
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(5.59)

This would yield the same result as if their weighted mean is calculated prior to adjustment and
introduced as a single observation. Moreover, the introduction of all absolute measurements facilitates
easier identification of outliers (as proposed by Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002)) and weights’ control of
the absolute measurements. Since in literature (e.g. Koch, 1999; Niemeier, 2002; Hwang, Wang and
Lee, 2002) the configuration matrix of pseudo-observations ( AA ) is assumed to have a full row rank,
the proof that more than one pseudo-observation for the same parameter can be introduced, which
yields the same solution as if the weighted mean is calculated for multiple pseudo-observations and
introduced as one, is given in Appendix C.
5.2.5

Functional Model for Determination of Calibration Function

Determination of the calibration function can be solved by each of the functional models (5.36) and
(5.39). Usually, the gravity values of at least two stations are fixed in the adjustment, which removes
the datum defect of the functional model. In general, for Scintrex gravimeters only the correction of
the linear calibration coefficient ( y1 ) is sought for. From y1 the linear calibration coefficient ( Y1 ) can
easily be determined according to (2.19). Its standard deviation can be calculated from the standard
deviation of the correction of the linear calibration coefficient, according to the law of propagation of
variances (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976; Feil, 1989; Fan, 1997; Koch, 1999):

 Y = GCAL1   y ,
1

(5.60)

1

where GCAL1 is the linear calibration constant as defined in equation (2.11).
5.2.6

Functional Model for Vertical Gravity Gradient Determination

The problem of vertical gravity gradient determination could be as well solved by each of the
functional models (5.36) and (5.39). Accordingly, the linear or quadratic coefficients of the vertical
gravity gradient can be determined indirectly from adjusted gravity values at different heights above
the same station. However, it is often more convenient to determine the coefficients of the vertical
gravity gradient directly as the adjusted parameters. As stated in section 2.7.2.1, the vertical gradient
for the purpose of the height reduction should be determined as a second order polynomial.
Alternatively, it can be determined as a linear function, but the measurements should be conducted at
approximate reference heights of relative and absolute gravimeter (Csapó and Völgyesi, 2003; 2004).
Thus, the gravity value at height hi can be expressed as a quadratic function, based on the expansion
in Taylor’s series (Csapó and Völgyesi, 2003; 2004):
2

g (hi ) = g 0 + a hi + b hi .

(5.61)

where a and b are coefficients of the vertical gravity gradient and g 0 is the gravity value at the
reference point (generally a marker on the ground). The value of the vertical gravity gradient at height
hi is then according to (2.26):
Wzz (hi ) = a + 2b hi .

(5.62)

It is clear that if quadratic term is disregarded, the value of the vertical gravity gradient shall be
constant for all heights.
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The general functional model for the vertical gravity gradient determination can then be formulated
analogously to (5.36):

z c i + vi = g 0 + a hi + b hi − N 0 + d1 (ti − t 0 ) + d 2 (t i − t 0 ) +  ,
2

2

(5.63)

The correction of the linear calibration coefficient is omitted here since its influence is negligible for
gravity readings of such a small range. To eliminate the datum defect, a difference between the
unknown parameters g 0 − N 0 can be regarded as a single parameter. However, since vertical gravity
gradient determination involves the measurements of the high precision (hand transport of
gravimeters), outliers are not expected. Therefore, it is more convenient to use the model based on the
reading differences (analogous to (5.39)):

(

)





z c i , j + vi , j = a (h j − hi ) + b h j − hi + d 1 (t j − t i ) + d 2 (t j − t 0 ) − (t i − t 0 ) +  .
2

2

2

2

(5.64)

Such functional model is of the full rank.
5.3

Stochastic Model of Scintrex Measurements

According to Torge (1989), inappropriate drift modelling and other remaining systematic effects cause
physical correlation among gravity readings. Although such correlation can be modelled in networks
with good redundancy, in general, it cannot be determined (Torge, 1989). Therefore, if gravity
readings are introduced in the functional model as observations (e.g. (5.36)), the stochastic model is
generally described by a diagonal weight matrix. If gravity model involves reading differences (e.g.
(5.39)), adjacent differences are algebraically correlated. Such algebraic correlation, if not accounted
for in the stochastic model, besides too favourable accuracy assessment (Torge, 1989), can yield a bias
in results with respect to the model with gravity readings. Still, because of simplicity and to reduce
computation effort, it is often neglected.
In available literature, a variety of possibilities for defining a stochastic model of the relative gravity
observations can be found. Two main approaches can be distinguished:
a) a straightforward definition of the stochastic model based on a specific factor;
b) iterative definition of the stochastic model based on the adjustment results.
Several possibilities for the first approach can be found (Klak, 1974; Medved, 2008; Barišić, 2009):
1)
2)
3)
4)

observations of equal weights;
weights inversely proportional to the transport distance between successive observations;
weights inversely proportional to the time difference between successive observations;
weights inversely proportional to the observations’ variances, etc.

The second and third options are usually applied only to the functional model with reading differences.
The reasoning for those two options lies in the correlation of systematic effects with the transport time
and length. For Scintrex measurements, these systematic effects are undoubtedly the hysteresis after
transport and transport drift (as well as the “tilting” effect in unfavourable transport conditions).
However, as it is shown in section 4.1, the elastic hysteresis after transport, as well as the occurrence
of the “tilting” effect, also significantly depends on conditions during transport. Since adverse
transport conditions are usually not correlated with transport time or distance, such definition of the
stochastic model would represent realistic stochastic properties of the observations only in special
cases. In addition, for the functional model with reading differences as observations, such stochastic
models ignore the effect of the transport distance or duration on the first gravity reading in respective
observation (i.e. reading difference). The fourth option could up to some extent account for the
influence of the hysteresis after transport, since its magnitude is rather well reflected in observations’
variances. However, such stochastic model does not account for inhomogeneity of the hysteresis
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effect, which is the real source of the errors in readings. For example, it is possible that a large weight
is assigned to the only reading in a day with a small hysteresis effect, while all other readings have
rather large, but homogenous hysteresis effects.
Iterative procedures for the definition of stochastic models of relative gravity observations in the
available literature include the IRLS and EVC. The IRLS has been developed for the treatment of
outliers in observations. It is closely related to robust adjustment procedures. Examples of such
algorithms applied to the adjustment of gravity networks can be found in Csapó and Völgyesi (2002)
and Touati, Kahlouche and Idres (2010). An example of the EVC applied to the adjustment of relative
gravity measurements can be found in Boedecker, Francis and Kenyeres (2005).
In addition to the above stated possibilities for the definition of the stochastic model, the weights could
be based on the a posteriori variances from the separate adjustment of a specific group of observations,
e.g. belonging to the specific gravimeter and campaign, with the common behaviour of the hysteresis
effect. Such approach is a hybrid between the straightforward and iterative definition of the stochastic
model since the adjustment is carried out in two iterations: separate adjustments of specific groups of
observations and the joint adjustment of all observations, and the weights in both iterations are defined
straightforwardly.
5.3.1

Stochastic Model of Algebraically Correlated Observations

Algebraic correlation among observations occurs when the observations are obtained as the functions
of the same set of random variables. Examples of algebraically correlated observations are reading
differences or gravity readings with drift corrections removed before adjustment. Although such
correlation can be taken into account by the properly defined stochastic model, it is often disregarded
in order to reduce the computation effort, or because of superimposed physical correlation which
cannot be determined.
If the observations L are the linear functions of random variables y :
L=Ay,
n ,1

(5.65)

n , m m ,1

then according to the law of propagation of variances (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976; Feil, 1989; Fan,
1997; Koch, 1999), the covariance matrix of observations shall be:
Σ LL = AΣ yy A T ,

(5.66)

where Σ yy is the covariance matrix of random variables y . If one applies (5.7) to (5.66), the cofactor
and weight propagation laws are obtained:

Q LL = AQ yy A T
−1

−1

PLL = AP yy A T .

(5.67)

Thus, in general, observations, which are the functions of the same set of random variables, shall be
correlated, even if the random variables are mutually independent. If the functions are not linear,
linearization by expansion in Taylor series around approximate values of y is necessary in order to
apply (5.66) or (5.67) (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1976; Feil, 1989; Fan, 1997; Koch, 1999).
If the vector y consists of two independent sets of variables:
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L = A1

 Σ y1 y1
y 
A 2   1  , Σ yy = 
y 2 
 0

0 
.
Σ y 2 y 2 

(5.68)

then, according to (5.66), the covariance matrix of observations is:
T

T

Σ LL = A 1 Σ y1 y1 A 1 + A 2 Σ y 2 y 2 A 2 .
5.3.1.1

(5.69)

Correlation of Adjacent Reading Differences

If an adjustment of relative gravity measurements involves reading differences of several days and/or
gravimeters, the reading differences will be usually calculated for each day and each gravimeter
separately. Consequently, the weight matrix shall consist of symmetric sub-matrices, each
corresponding to the observations of only one measuring day and one gravimeter:

P 1

0
P=


 0

0
P2

0

 0 

 0 
.
  

 P ud 

(5.70)

The sub-matrices for each measuring day and gravimeter can be computed according to the (5.67):

(P i ) −1 = A Δ  (Pzi ) −1  A TΔ
− 1 1


AΔ = 
   ,

− 1 1

(5.71)

where Pzi is a diagonal weight matrix of independent gravity readings. Thus only the observations of
adjacent differences belonging to the same day and gravimeter shall be correlated.
5.3.1.2

Correlation Caused by Uncertainties of Corrected Daily Drift

Sometimes the daily drift is modelled and readings are corrected for it prior to adjustment. In general,
an adjustment of relative gravity measurements comprises observations of several days and/or
gravimeters. In that case, the drift parameters are obtained from the daily adjustment (see section
4.2.1) of the same observations, which are going to be corrected for it. Let the vector y be composed
of the vector of observations Liz and vector of adjusted parameters x i from ith daily adjustment:
I
Li  

y =  iz  =  i i T i  Liz ,
 x  Q xx A Pz 

(5.72)

where Qixx , Ai and Pzi are the cofactor matrix of parameters, configuration and weight matrices from
ith daily adjustment. Then according to (5.67) the cofactor matrix of y shall be:
 P i −1
Q yy =  i z i T
Q xx A

A i Q ixx 
.
Q ixx 

Since the vector x i consists of r unknown gravity values and p drift parameters:

(5.73)
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gi 
x =  r ,1 i  ,
d 
 p ,1 
i
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(5.74)

the corrected gravity readings of the day i, belonging to one gravimeter can be expressed as

Liz − d = Liz − A id d i = A iz − d y
n ,1

n ,1

n , p p ,1



A iz − d =  I 0 − A id 
n,n
n,r
n
,
p


 t1 − t 0 (t1 − t 0 ) 2 


A id =  

 .
t n − t 0 (t n − t 0 ) 2 



(5.75)

Then according to (5.67) the weight matrix of Liz−d shall follow from:
T

(Pzi − d ) −1 = A iz − d  Q yy  A iz − d .

(5.76)

However, if one disregards the correlation between Liz and d i , according to (5.69), instead of (5.76)
the weight matrix of Liz−d follows from:
T

(Pzi−d ) −1 = (Pzi ) −1 + A id  Q idd  A id ,

(5.77)

where Q idd is sub-matrix of Qixx corresponding to the parameters of the daily drift.
Again, the weight matrix of all observations shall consist of symmetric sub-matrices, each
corresponding to the observations of only one measuring day and one gravimeter according to (5.70).
If the reading differences are computed, which have been previously corrected for daily drift, the submatrices can be computed from:

(P i ) −1 = A Δ  (Pzi−d ) −1  A TΔ ,

(5.78)

where AΔ is defined according to (5.71) and (Pzi −d ) −1 follows from (5.76) or (5.77).
5.3.2

Estimation of Variance Components

According to Caspary (2000), the EVC was first proposed by Helmert in 1924 and then independently
developed by Rao in 1970. The main idea of the EVC algorithm presented here is that the error vector
ε from the theoretical GMM:

L = Ax + ε, … Σ = 0 Q
2

(5.79)

can be considered as a linear combination of several different error influences (Caspary, 2000):
k

ε =  G iεi .
i =1

(5.80)
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The ordinary GMM can then be regarded as a special case of this model with k = 1 . Under the
assumptions:
E(ε i ) = 0 , E(ε i ε i ) =  0i I , E(ε i ε j ) = 0, i  j
T

2

T

(5.81)

the stochastic model shall be:
k

Σ =   0i Q i
2

(5.82)

i =1

T

Qi = G i G i .
Individual error influences ε i can contribute to the whole set of observations or just to a specific group
of observations. In the latter case, the cofactor matrices are of the form:
0
 

~
Qi = 
Qi







.

 
0

(5.83)

After the definition of the functional part of the model and model of the error influences according to
2
(5.80),  0i are determined iteratively, until they converge to some constant values.
However, the EVC is successful only if the additive error influences are far from collinear and if each
group effect has a strong redundancy and is strongly correlated with other group effects by the
functional model (Caspary, 2000). In addition, the EVC can be disturbed by the influence of gross and
systematic errors (Fan, 1997).
There is a number of EVC methods. Classical Helmert’s method, as well as modern BIQUE (best
invariant quadratic unbiased estimation) and MINIQUE (Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased
Estimations) methods, are described in e.g. Rao (1971); Fan (1997) and Caspary (2000). The
Helmert’s method yields unbiased estimates (quadratic unbiased estimates) of variance components
which are not unique. BIQUE method of variance components estimation, which is, in fact, the special
case of Helmert’s method, introduces the minimum variance criteria for the estimated variance
components. Unlike Helmert’s method and BIQUE, MINIQUE does not require that the error vector
ε is normally distributed. In addition, it does not require approximate values of variance components
to be known. However, if the same set of approximate values is used as for BIQUE, both methods
yield identical estimates of variance components (Fan, 1997). In addition to exact algorithms there are
also a number of approximate methods for the EVC, but only for group effects, which are all based on
analysis of LS residuals (Fan, 1997).
5.3.2.1

Simplified Algorithm for Estimation of Variance Components for Group Effects

Since the exact algorithm for the EVC requires extensive computation effort, only the simplified
algorithm for EVC for the groups of observations is presented here, without going into details and
theoretical foundations. The comprehensive description of the algorithm is given in Caspary (2000).
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Define the functional and stochastic part of the GMM according to (5.82);
2
Set initial values of variances for the groups of observations: ( 0 i )1 , i = 1,..., k ;
Transform the GMM to the GMM with P = I according to (6.6) and (6.7);
Carry out the adjustment;
Compute variances for the groups of observations according to:
( 0i ) = (
2

T
~
vi ~
vi
) −1 ,
fi

(5.84)

where ~
v i is the component of the vector of residuals of the transformed GMM, which
corresponds to the ith group of observations and  denotes iteration. f i is the redundancy
contribution for the ith group of observations, i.e. the sum of redundancy numbers (computed
according to (6.26) and (6.29)) corresponding to the ith group of observations.
6) Transform the GMM to the GMM with P = I according to:

~
~
~v = A
 +1
 +1 x − l +1
~
~
T ~
T ~
T
~
v +1 = C +1 ~
v ; A +1 = C +1 A ; l +1 = C +1 l

C +1

 1
 ( )  I
 01 

=








1

I
,
( 02 )



1
 I
( 0 k ) 

(5.85)

7) Repeat steps 4) – 6) until ( 0i ) = 1 i .
8) Compute final variances for the groups of observations according to
2

 0i = ( 0i )1  ( 0i ) 2  ( 0i ) 3   .
2

2

2

2

(5.86)

The presented algorithm can be applied to the adjustment of Scintrex measurements according to
following options:
a) A group of observations is formed for each gravimeter and each campaign;
b) A group of observations is formed for each day and each gravimeter.
The reasoning for the option a) is that each gravimeter has specific properties of the hysteresis after
transport and the “tilting” effect (as described in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). In addition, gravimeter setup during transport is usually the same during one campaign. Consequently, deviation from the usual
behaviour caused by the “tilting” effect is campaign-specific. On the other hand, the option b) enables
a more specific definition of the stochastic model, with the reasoning in the common influence of the
errors from the daily drift model for a whole measuring day. The latter approach, but according to a
different algorithm is applied in Boedecker, Francis and Kenyeres (2005). Appropriate functional
model for the EVC is the model with gravity readings as observations. In that case, the cofactor
matrices of different groups of observations shall be identity matrices.
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5.3.3

Iterative Reweighted Least Squares Algorithms

It is well known that the LS method is very sensitive to outliers. Even one erroneous observation can
yield significant bias in results. In other words, it has a low breakdown point*. On the other hand, it is
highly efficient, i.e. it yields good results from small samples. Different robust methods (e.g. the least
absolute residuals or L1-norm) have a high breakdown point but are less efficient and are therefore
rarely used in geodesy. In addition, various IRLS algorithms are developed in order to make the LS
method less sensitive to outliers. However, increasing a breakdown point usually leads to a decrease in
efficiency (Gervini and Yohai, 2002).
The IRLS algorithms are based on the idea that the observations with large residuals are likely to
contain large errors. Accordingly, the usual LS algorithm is performed iteratively, with weights being
the function of the residuals from the previous iteration, until the procedure converges (Kavouras,
1982; Caspary, 2000). If, for example, the weight function is:

( pi ) +1 =

1
, i = 1,, n ,
(vi )

(5.87)

then when (vi ) +1  (vi ) for all observations, the IRLS algorithms shall approximate least absolute
residuals method, since v T P v  v T 1 (Kavouras, 1982; Csapó, Kis and Völgyesi, 2003).
After the proposal of Krarup (Krarup, Juhl and Kubick, 1980, according to Caspary, 2000), the Danish
method has been developed for the treatment of outliers in observations, according to which only the
observations with residuals exceeding defined critical value are reweighted. Different weight functions
are proposed, whereas the most commonly used is (Caspary, 2000):

( pi ) +1 = ( pi ) f ((vi ) ) , i = 1,, n


1
for

f ((vi ) ) = 
(vi )  ( pi )1
) for
exp(−
c 0


(vi )  ( pi )1 /  0  c
(vi )  ( pi )1 /  0  c

.

(5.88)

The constant c is usually set between 2 and 3. After the procedure converges, the weights of erroneous
observations are zero (Kavouras, 1982). Thus, the balance between the breakdown point and
efficiency depends on properly determined constant c.
5.3.3.1

Hungarian Iterative Reweighted Least Squares Algorithm

Csapó and Völgyesi (2002; Csapó, Kis and Völgyesi, 2003; Völgyesi, Földváry and Csapó, 2007)
applied the IRLS to the adjustment of Hungarian Gravity Base Network (MGH-2000). Accordingly, in
the first iteration, the weights of all observations are set to 1 and regular LS algorithm is applied.
Subsequently, the weight function is applied to all observations:

*

The breakdown point of finite sample data is a fraction of data that can be given arbitrary large or small values
without making the estimator arbitrary bad (Geyer, 2006).
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( pi ) +1 =
1+ 3

3 ( 0 )

vk = 2 ( 0 )
 ( )
 0 
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1
2 , i = 1,, n
(vi )
2

vk
if
(vmax )  3 ( 0 )
if 2 ( 0 )  (vmax )  3 ( 0 ) ,
if ( 0 )  (vmax )  2 ( 0 )

(5.89)

where vmax is the value of maximal absolute residual. Thus, the weighting function to be applied for
certain iteration depends on the ratio vmax /  0 . If the absolute standardised residuals are defined as
(Gervini and Yohai, 2002; Touati, Kahlouche and Idres, 2010):
vi =

vi

0

, i = 1,, n ,

(5.90)

equation (5.89) can be rearranged to:

( pi ) +1


1
 1
1 + (vi ) 2
 3
1

=
1 + 3 (vi ) 2
 4
1

2

 1 + 3 (vi )

if

(v max )  3

if

2  (v max )  3 .

if

1  (v max )  2

(5.91)

Therefore, the observation shall maintain its original weight only if its residual is zero; otherwise, the
weight shall decrease, with the decrease rate for certain iteration depending on the value of maximal
absolute standardised residual. If one assumes an observation with outlier, i.e. vi  3 , in the next
iteration it shall be assigned a weight less than 0.25, and its weight shall further decrease with each
subsequent iteration. The iterations are stopped when  0 converges (Csapó and Völgyesi, 2002).
It should be stressed that according to (5.90) and (5.91), not only the observations with residuals
exceeding the critical value, but all observations, will be reweighted. Therefore, the method can be
regarded not only as a method for treatment of outliers but also as a method for iterative definition of
the stochastic model. Csapó and Völgyesi (2002) applied the method to the gravity differences
corrected for scale factor and drift correction before adjustment.
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OTHER APPLIED METHODS
Solution of Ordinary Least Squares Problem by QR Factorization

The problem of LS is traditionally solved by normal equations approach (Mikhail and Ackermann,
1976; Fan, 1997; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002). However, it is well recognised in the literature
(Völgyesi, 1975; Moler, 2004; Plestenjak, 2006; Bridson, 2008) that solving the LS problems of the
full rank by orthogonalization method using QR factorisation is numerically more accurate (stable)
method, what is particularly important for problems with large number of parameters and poorly
conditioned configuration matrices. Although by the introduction of the substitution for the correction
of the calibration coefficient ( y'1gr ,k , see (5.40)), the normal equations become sufficiently wellconditioned for the empirical data sets used in this thesis, it is advisable to solve the LS problem using
QR factorisation algorithm, which should yield a stable solution even for data sets with larger number
of parameters.
According to economy size QR factorisation, matrix A is expressed as a product of orthonormal
matrix Q and upper (right) triangular matrix R (Nash and Sofer, 1996; Moler, 2004):

A = Q R

( n u )

( n u ) ( u u )

(6.1)

Q Q = I.
T

~
~
Similarly, full-size QR factorisation yields square orthogonal matrix Q and rectangular matrix R :
~ ~ 
A = Q R =Q
( nu )
( nn ) ( nu )
( nu )

~ ~
~~
QT Q = I , Q QT = I .

 R 
Q1   ( uu ) 
0
( n( n −u ))  
(( n −u )u ) 

(6.2)

For the solution of the LS problem, the economy size QR factorisation is sufficient (Nash and Sofer,
1996; Plestenjak, 2006; Bridson, 2008). If one applies (6.1) to the GMM with uncorrelated
observations of equal variances:

v = Ax − l
P=I,

(6.3)

the normal equations are easily transformed to (Plestenjak, 2006):

R x = QT l .

(6.4)

Thus, the advantage of QR factorisation is that it transforms the LS problem into a triangular system of
linear equations which is uniquely determined and can be easily solved by back substitution without
forming normal equations, which induce numerical instability (Nash and Sofer, 1996). However, one
has to have in mind that orthogonalization method should be avoided for the GMM model with datum
defect, or close to datum defect (nearly linearly dependent column vectors of A ) (Völgyesi, 1975). In
such cases, the sufficient number of pseudo-observation or conventional method of fixing and
elimination of the sufficient number of parameters from the functional model makes the GMM
suitable for application of the orthogonalization method.
There are several algorithms for QR factorisation. Numerically the most accurate algorithm uses
Householder reflections (Moler, 2004). Actually, Householder reflections can be used to produce
matrix R and vector Q T l (see (6.4)), while it is not necessary to compute the matrix Q . The QR
factorisation by Householder reflections is described by e.g. Plestenjak (2006) and Bridson (2008).
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Within this thesis, built-in MATLAB function qr, which uses Householder reflections (Moler, 2004),
is used to produce matrix R and vector Q T l .
However, for geodetic tasks, the cofactor matrix of parameters is also needed, which can be obtained
from (Völgyesi, 1975; Bridson, 2008):
T

Q xx = R −1 (R −1 ) .

(6.5)

Because matrix R is upper triangular, its inverse can easily be obtained by back substitution.
The QR factorisation is not restricted only to the GMM with uncorrelated observations of equal
variances since every GMM model can easily be transformed into it (see section 6.2).
6.2

Transformation of the General Least Squares Problem into Ordinary Least Squares

A general GMM model (5.5) can be transformed into the GMM with uncorrelated observations of
equal variances (6.3) by factorisation of the weight matrix into the form:

P = C CT ,

(6.6)

For positive definite weight matrix C is obtained using Cholesky factorisation (Koch, 1999). Scaling
the observation equations by CT transforms the general GMM (5.5) into:

~
~
~v = A
x− l
~
~
~
v = CT v ; A = C T A ; l = C T l
~
P = I.

(6.7)

Thus, the weighted LS problem is transformed into an ordinary LS problem:

vT P v = ~
vT~
v → min .

(6.8)

For the diagonal matrices, factorisation of the weight matrix is simplified. In that case, matrix C is a
diagonal matrix with square roots of the elements of matrix P on the main diagonal (Völgyesi, 1975;
Bridson, 2008):

C= P .

(6.9)

Sterle (2015) showed that the transformation into the ordinary LS problem is even possible for the
GMM with positive semidefinite (singular) weight matrix. In this case, the factorisation of the weight
matrix in the form (6.6) is carried out using eigenvalue decomposition:

P = S Λ ST = S Λ (S Λ )T = C CT ,

(6.10)

where S is the modal orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors and Λ the spectral diagonal
matrix with eigenvalues on the main diagonal. Eigenvalue decomposition is described in e.g. Kuang
(1996); Caspary (2000) and Niemeier (2002).
The transformed GMM is usually used in order to obtain x and Qxx by the application of more stable
algorithms. Once x is obtained, the original residual vector v can be computed directly from the
original observation equation.
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Detection of Outliers

Outlier detection techniques performed after the adjustment aim at detection and localisation of the
gross errors of small magnitudes. When the a priori variance factor is known, firstly the global test on
the a posteriori variance factor and then Baarda’s (1968) Data Snooping technique are performed
(Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000). The global test can, besides the existence of gross
errors in observation, indicate that the applied GMM (functional or stochastic part) is not appropriate
(see section 5.1.1). It is recommended to perform the Data Snooping technique even if the a posteriori
variance factor passes the global test, because significant gross errors in the data, detectable by the
data snooping, can stay hidden in the a posteriori variance, especially if errors in the rest of
observations are small and redundancy is high (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996). The Data Snooping
technique involves testing on the individual standardised residuals and gross error localisation and
elimination. If more than one standardised residual is flagged for rejection as an outlier, only one
erroneous observation causing the largest outlier is localised and eliminated and the procedure,
including the new adjustment, is performed iteratively. If a priori variance factor is not known, the
global test cannot be applied, while instead of Data Snooping, Pope’s (1976) Tau-test is used. In
addition to described techniques based on the probabilistic theory and statistical testing, completely
heuristic Danish method (see section 5.3.3) can be used for the treatment of outliers in geodetic
measurements (Kavouras, 1982; Caspary, 2000).
Within the research carried out in this thesis, a priori variance factors are considered to be unknown.
Therefore, Tau-test is used for detection of outliers.
6.3.1

Tau-Test

The null hypothesis of the Tau-test is (Caspary, 2000): all observations are normally distributed and,
consequently, the expectation of all residuals from the LS adjustment is zero, or in other words, “there
are no gross errors in the observations”. The alternative hypothesis is: “one residual is an outlier”. The
test statistic for the 1D test on specific standardised residual is (Pope, 1976; Kavouras, 1982; Kuang,
1996; Caspary, 2000):

i =

vi

v

=
i

vi

 0 qv v

i i

(6.11)

q vi vi = (Q vv ) ii

Q vv = Q − A Q xx A T .
Since residuals ( vi ) and a posteriori variance factor  0 are correlated, the test statistic does not
follow t-distribution, but τ-distribution. As the τ-distribution is not common in textbooks or statistical
toolboxes, it can be computed from the t-distribution:
2

(f ) =

f  t ( f −1)
f − 1 + t (2f −1)

,

(6.12)

where f is the number of degrees of freedom or redundancy:

f = n−u + d .

(6.13)

The multi-dimensional test is defined as a test on maximal  i . If the significance level for the multidimensional test (on the whole sample of n residuals) is  , because of the mutual correlation of
residuals, the significance level of the 1D test shall approximately be:
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(6.14)

.

Choosing the most conservative value for  0 :

0 =


n

(6.15)

,

which would be true for uncorrelated residuals, protects from type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is true), but not the type II error (not rejecting the null hypothesis when the alternative
hypothesis is true) (Kavouras, 1982).
If

max ( i ) =

vi

v

 c ( f ) ,

(6.16)

i

where c ( f ) is the critical value of the test computed according to (6.12), ith observation is the outlier
and it is flagged for rejection. It is not recommended to eliminate the outliers automatically (Pope,
1976; Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996). Specifically, when the correlation among the residuals is high, it
is possible that the outlier is caused by a gross error in some other observation or even more
observations. The success of localisation of the erroneous observation depends on the internal
reliability of the network or GMM (section 6.4.2). When ith observation is flagged for rejection,
Kuang (1996) advises checking the ith row of matrix M (computed according to (6.26)). If the
diagonal element is the dominant one, the outlier will most probably be caused by the gross error in
corresponding observation. In contrary, one should attempt to localise the gross errors by further
inspection and iterative “trial and error” procedure.
It should be stressed that Tau-test accounts only for type I error and there is no information of the
probability of committing the type II error, which defines the sensitivity of the test. In addition, in case
gross errors are present in the observations, since the a posteriori variance factor is affected by the
gross errors, the test statistic shall decrease (see (6.16)) and the test shall become less sensitive
(Kavouras, 1982).
6.4

Quality Assessment of Gravity Network

According to Kuang (1996), the quality of the geodetic positioning networks is described by precision,
reliability and economy. Since the objective of this thesis is the optimal adjustment models of Scintrex
CG-3M gravimeter measurements, the measures of quality developed primarily for positioning
networks (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000) shall be applied to the gravity networks.
However, because of the nature of the research, the economy criteria are not concerned here. Instead,
by the means of different measures, it shall be analysed how the choice of the adjustment model
influences the precision and reliability of the gravity network.
6.4.1

Measures of Precision of Gravity Network

Although some authors use the term “measures of accuracy” (e.g. Caspary, 2000), term “measures of
precision” (as used by e.g. Kuang, 1996) is preferred here, since if unmodelled systematic effects are
present in the observations, in some cases, the results of the adjustment may be biased, without
impairing the measures of precision. An example of such effect is a scale error in the local trilateration
network caused by the frequency error in an EDM (electronic distance measurement) instrument
(Caspary, 2000). Analogously, the same happens with a gravity network measured by a single relative
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gravimeter with datum definition with minimum constraint if the linear calibration constant of the
gravimeter is not adequate and the correction of the linear calibration coefficient is not included in the
model (see section 6.4.2.1).
Analogous to the precision of positioning networks, which is defined by the covariance matrix of the
coordinates (Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000), if a priori variance factor is known, all the information on
the precision of the gravity network is contained in the ug  ug theoretical covariance matrix of the
gravity parameters:
Σ gg =  0 Q gg ,
2

(6.17)

where Q gg is sub-matrix of the cofactor matrix of parameters, which correspond to the parameters of
gravity values x g . Usually, the a priori variance factor is not known and the applied GMM is only an
approximation of reality. Therefore, the a posteriori variance factor is preferred, provided that the
n−r
GMM have sufficient redundancy, i.e.
 0.5 (Caspary, 2000):
r
Σ gg =  0 Q gg .
2

(6.18)

Thus, the precision of the gravity network depends on the variance factor (which can be influenced by
the precision of observations); matrix A (which is determined by the geometry of the network) and
matrix P (determined by the type of observations and relative precision). Since the choice of
functional and stochastic models defines matrices A and P , respectively, both undoubtedly influence
the precision.
Since the analysis of the whole covariance matrix is not practical, different scalar measures of
precision are developed. Global and local measures of precision can be distinguished, depending on
whether the measures concern the whole network or just one or several stations.
6.4.1.1

Global Measures of Precision

Global measures of precision are mainly based on eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix
of gravity parameters (Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002):

Σ gg = S Λ S T

ST S = S S T = I ,

(6.19)

where S is the modal orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors s i and Λ the spectral diagonal
matrix with eigenvalues i on the main diagonal. The eigenvalue decomposition is essential since it
defines the r-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid centred at x g , which represents r-dimensional confidence
region of estimated x g , analogous to confidence region of estimated coordinates for positioning
networks (Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000; Niemeier, 2002). More precisely, the length of the axes of the
hyper-ellipsoid is proportional to the square roots of eigenvalues, while its direction is defined by
eigenvectors.
Eigenvalues can be obtained from the characteristic polynomial:

det(Σ gg −  I) = 0 ,

(6.20)
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and subsequently eigenvectors from the basic eigenvalue equation:

(Σ gg − i I) si = 0 .

(6.21)

However, for larger matrices, computer algorithms for the eigenvalue decomposition are necessary
(e.g. MATLAB function eig).
Since global precision measures are the scalar functions of precision, they inevitably lead to loss of
information (Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000). Consequently, it is often difficult to define an appropriate
measure of precision for multipurpose networks such as geodetic control networks. Therefore, in this
thesis, several global precision measures are used as defined by Caspary (2000) and Kuang (1996):
a) The mean variance:

g =

( )

1
1 ug
tr Σ gg =
 i → min ;
ug
ug i =1

(6.22)

b) The generalised variance:

( )

ug

 g = ug det Σ gg = ug  i → min .

(6.23)

i =1

For the GMM not of full rank, d eigenvalues are zero, as well as the determinant of the
variance matrix. Therefore, the generalised variance is computed from r non-zero eigenvalues:

g =r

r


i =1

i

→ min ;

(6.24)

c) The maximal eigenvalue: max → min ;
d) The difference between the maximal and minimal eigenvalue: max − min → min .
Since matrix Σ gg and its eigenvalue decomposition are datum dependent, all of the above global
measures of precision are also datum dependent. Therefore, it is important that the covariance
matrices, which are to be compared, correspond to the same datum.
6.4.1.2

Local Measures of Precision

For the geodetic positioning networks of general purpose, the most used local measures of precision
are standard deviations of coordinates and absolute and relative standard error ellipses, or other
confidence intervals and confidence ellipses corresponding to specific probability (Kuang, 1996;
Caspary, 2000). Since gravity networks are 1D, equivalent local measures of precision are standard
deviations of gravity values. However, standard deviations of other parameters could be particularly
useful for the quality assessment of gravity networks, especially the standard deviations of the
corrections of the linear calibration coefficients.
6.4.2

Measures of Reliability of Gravity Network

The concept of the reliability of geodetic networks was introduced by Baarda (1968, according to
Kuang, 1996). The term reliability of geodetic networks refers to two interconnected properties of the
GMM (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000):
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1) the ability of the model to allow for the detection of systematic and localisation of gross errors
(internal reliability) and
2) the ability of the model to resist remaining errors, in terms of their influence on the estimated
parameters (external reliability).
The measures of the internal and external reliability can both be global or local, depending on whether
they are related to the whole model or the specific observation. The concept of internal reliability is
closely related to the outlier detection. The greater the probability that a gross error is detected and
localised, the higher the degree of the global and local internal reliability, respectively (Caspary,
2000).
Since the true errors in the model are usually unknown, the measures of internal reliability are based
on the quantities related to the residuals, same as the outlier detection. The relation between the true
error vector ε and the vector of residuals is given by (Kavouras, 1982):

v = M ε = M ε r + M l = v r + v ,

(6.25)

where ε r and l are random and gross or systematic part of ε , while v r and v are the
contributions of random and gross or systematic part of ε to the vector of residuals. The matrix M is
defined as:

M = Q vv P
Q vv = Q − A Q xx A T = Q − Q ll ,

(6.26)

where Q vv and Q ll are cofactor matrices of residuals and adjusted observations. From (6.26) follows:

M= I − U
U = Q ll P .

(6.27)

Matrices M and U are both idempotent matrices with properties (Kavouras, 1982):

tr(M) = rank(M) = n − u = f
tr(U) = rank(U) = u .

(6.28)

The diagonal elements of matrix M are called the redundancy numbers (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang,
1996; Caspary, 2000):

f i = (M)ii , i = 1,n
f i  0,1 ,

(6.29)

and the diagonal elements of matrix U the absorption numbers:

ui = (U) ii = 1 − f i , i = 1,n
ui  0,1 .

(6.30)

If one supposes only one gross error in ith observation li , then based on (6.25), its contribution to
the ith residual is:

vi = ri li .

(6.31)
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Thus, redundancy number of ith observation defines the proportion of possible gross error in the
corresponding observation, which shall be reflected in the corresponding residual. Similarly, because
of (6.30), absorption number of ith observation defines the proportion of possible gross error in the
corresponding observation, which shall be absorbed by the estimated parameters. Thus, the higher the
redundancy number, the larger the proportion of the gross error, which shall be reflected in the
corresponding residual. Consequently, it shall be easily localised by an outlier test (Kavouras, 1982;
Caspary, 2000).
Hence, the local measures of internal reliability are the redundancy numbers (6.29) (Caspary, 2000):

f i → max , i = 1,n .

(6.32)

The global measures of internal reliability as defined by Caspary (2000) are:
a) The maximal eigenvalue of P Q vv P : max → max ;
b) tr(P Q vv P) → max ;
c) Average redundancy:
f =

f
→ max .
n

(6.33)

The global measures of external reliability are (Caspary, 2000):
a) The maximal eigenvalue of P Q ll P : max → min ;
b) tr( P Q ll P) → min ;
c) Average local measure:
tr(P Q ll P)
n

→ min .

(6.34)

The local measures of external reliability are:

(P Q ll P ) ii → min , i = 1,n .

(6.35)

The measures of the internal reliability are based on matrix M and redundancy numbers, while the
measures of the external reliability are based on matrix U and absorption numbers. Hence, (6.27),
(6.30) and consequently:

P Q vv P = P − P Q ll P

(6.36)

define the interrelationship between the measures of the internal and external reliability. Accordingly,
a larger value of internal reliability measure implies a smaller value of the external reliability measure,
which both mean a higher degree of reliability.
One can notice that the presented measures of the internal and external reliability are both based on the
observation-related quantities ( P , Q vv and Q ll ). Therefore, all presented measures are datum
independent (Caspary, 2000). In addition, the presented measures are in turn based on matrices A and
P (see (6.26)) and are therefore influenced by the choice of the functional and stochastic model.
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6.4.2.1

Undetectable Errors

According to Caspary (2000), the GMM is entirely unreliable with respect to errors in observations,
which belong to the range space of matrix A . In other words, such errors are undetectable by the
outlier detection techniques, regardless of their magnitude. If, for example, the (systematic) error
vector l is present in the GMM (5.5):

v = A x − l − l , P = Q −1

(6.37)

then, if l belongs to the range space of matrix A or, in other words, if it can be expressed as:

l = A b ,

(6.38)

it will not change the residuals, which will retain the values satisfying (5.1) when l = 0 . Instead, it
will be totally absorbed by the estimated parameters, since:

v = A x − l − l = A (x − b) − l .

(6.39)

In contrary, the error vector orthogonal to the range space of A would entirely reflect in residuals. In
addition, the measures of internal (or external) reliability are only useful for the errors not belonging to
the range space of A , since in case (6.38), l is orthogonal to M (Caspary, 2000) and its effect in
residuals would be zero, regardless of the composition of matrix M (see (6.25)):

v = M l = 0 .

(6.40)

An example of such undetectable errors in the positioning geodetic networks is the effect of the
frequency error in an EDM instrument in the local trilateration network (Caspary, 2000). Let us now
examine the functional model of reading differences as observations in the gravity network measured
with only one relative gravimeter, whose correction of the linear calibration coefficient is not included
in the unknown parameters (see equation (5.43)). An erroneous linear calibration constant yields the
error vector:
l = y1 Δz  y1 L ,

(6.41)

where Δz is the vector of reading differences. The difference between Δz and L equals the
differences in applied corrections and reductions between successive readings, which are significantly
smaller than the reading differences. Then, if besides l only random errors are present, there exists
vector b such that:

Ab = A  y1 (x − g1 )  y1 L  l .

(6.42)

Vector g1 is defined by equation (5.50), with c1 equals the gravity value fixed by the datum definition
(e.g. centre of gravity, for minimum norm datum definition), and it satisfies (5.11). Thus, y1 (x − g1 )
represents the direct influence of l on parameters.
In the case of the functional model of gravity readings, (see equation (5.40)), the erroneous linear
calibration constant yields the error vector
l = y1 z = y1 (L − RC) ,

(6.43)

where z and RC are the vectors of gravity readings and applied corrections and reductions,
respectively. However, the differences between z and L are not negligible here, since RC can be of
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considerable value due to the drift correction applied by the instrument (see section 2.3.4.1). However,
since the drift correction does not change considerably during a day, there exists vector b such that:
A b = A  y1 ( x − g1 − b N0 )   y1 ( L − RC) = l

b N0

( u1)

(6.44)

T


T
=  0 b RC
(1ug)
(1ud)


0

(1uy)

0

(1ud)

0

(1ud)


 ,


where b N0 is an influence of y1 RC on parameters, or more precisely on the instrument levels. The
elements of b RC are the average values of applied corrections and reductions for respective days. In
equation (6.44) g1 is defined according to (5.46), with c1 again equal to the fixed gravity value by the
datum definition. Equations (6.44) have been checked numerically on the results from section 7.2.
To conclude, an error in a gravity network caused by an erroneous calibration constant can be
considered undetectable, if the network is measured with a single relative gravimeter, its datum is
defined with minimum constraint and if the correction of the calibration coefficient is not included in
the functional model. The same is true for a gravity network measured with several gravimeters whose
calibration constants are in agreement, but biased.
6.4.2.2

Measures of External Reliability for Parameters of Interest

If the systematic error influences are included in the GMM as unknown parameters (i.e. nuisance
parameters), then it could be convenient to eliminate it from the model in order to derive the measures
of external reliability that consider only the influence of remaining errors in observations on the
parameters of interest (i.e. gravity values). Kavouras (1982) presented the derivation of a component
of matrix U , which corresponds to the parameters of interest. Accordingly, the vector of unknown
parameters can be subdivided into parameters of interest ( x k ) and systematic error influences ( x t ):
 T
x = x k
( u1)
 ( k 1)

T

xt


 .


T

( t 1)

(6.45)

The configuration matrix can then be subdivided into corresponding sub-matrices:

A = Ak
 ( n k )

( nu )


A .


(6.46)

t
( nt )

Then:
T

x k = Q kk A k P l
T

T

A k = (I − A t (A t P A t ) −1 A t P) A k



T

T

T

T

Q kk = A k P A k − ( A k P A t )( A t P A t ) −1 ( A t P A k )



−1

(6.47)
T

= ( A k P A k ) −1 .

Finally, matrix U (6.27) is:
T

T

T

T

U = U k + Ut = A k ( A k P A k ) −1 A k P + At (At P At ) −1 At P

(6.48)

ui = (U)ii = (Uk )ii + (Ut )ii = (uk )i + (ut )i ,

(6.49)

and
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where Uk is the part of U , which affects, and Ut is the part, which does not affect the parameters of
interest, respectively. Accordingly, the measures of external reliability, which consider only the
desired parameters are then, instead on P Qll P = P U , based on P U k .
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TESTING OF ADJUSTMENT MODELS

In this Chapter, the sub-hypotheses shall be tested based on the investigation conducted on the
empirical data presented in Chapter 3. The empirical data can be divided into relative gravity
measurements of high and regular (or worse) precision. The former includes sets 1 (measurements for
the purpose of the calibration), 2 (the vertical gravity gradient determination) and 4 (the measurements
of the local test network), which comprise long observation series. The data of regular precision
comprise only the data of set 3 (the measurements of the Croatian FOGN), in which “tilting” effects
are also present, which can and should be avoided. Therefore, “regular” observation procedure applied
during set 3 is also simulated for set 4, by taking only five readings into the calculation, which were
taken 10 minutes after the beginning of the observations series. In this way, data of regular precision is
acquired, which is free from “tilting” effects due to transport in the upright position.
Firstly, the influences of the choice of the functional model on the results of adjustment are
investigated and sub-hypotheses 1, 2, 4 and 5 are tested in sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3. Section 7.4 deals with
the optimal choice of the stochastic model with respect to unmodelled hysteresis effects. A significant
part of investigations presented in sections 7.1 and 7.2 are already published in PAPER C and PAPER
B, respectively. However, in PAPER B comparison with previous adjustments of different authors is
made, while in section 7.2 comparison of different adjustment models with respect the treatment of the
calibration function corrections in the functional model is presented, which is based on the same data
set, otherwise processed in an identical manner.
7.1

Influence of the Elastic Hysteresis Effect and Its Treatment in the Functional Model

In this section, sub-hypotheses 1 and 2 shall be tested:
1. The effect of elastic hysteresis in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can significantly
deteriorate the declared precision.
2. The elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can be modelled
and reduced from measurements before adjustment if reading series of sufficient duration are
available.
According to Seigel (1995), the accuracy of the Scintrex CG-3M is 0.05 µm s–2. He defines the
accuracy as “the standard deviation of a single gravity tie at a station from the precise gravity value for
that station, obtained by carrying out several gravity ties to that station, using more than one
instrument”. The review of the literature reporting the achieved accuracy of Scintrex CG-3M and CG5 gravimeters is given in section 2.8. Accordingly, the accuracy is instrument-specific and depends
mostly on the instrumental error effects, as well as the field conditions and applied procedures. Some
studies linked the decrease in precision with the elastic hysteresis effect (e.g. Flury et al., 2007).
Although Scintrex states that the hysteresis effect do not build up during transport in the upright
position (see section 2.6.1), Scintrex (1998; 2012) also states that after a rough transport, due to a
possible “slight, but noticeable drift, for only a few minutes immediately after transport”, the
gravimeter should be allowed a few minutes to stabilise after being levelled before taking the first
reading. Moreover, it is advised to take the first reading approximately the same time interval (e.g. 5
minutes) after setting up on the station (Seigel, 1995) or after transport (Scintrex, 1998; 2012) in order
to cancel out the remaining hysteresis effects from relative gravity measurements.
7.1.1

Methods for Testing the Treatment of the Elastic Hysteresis Effect

In section 4.1.1, it has been shown that the hysteresis after transport in the upright position (hereinafter
hysteresis after transport) in readings of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 inevitable occurs even after
careful transport and that it lasts considerably longer than a few minutes. In order to verify the subhypothesis 1, only the precision of one gravity tie is investigated in relation to the remaining
inhomogeneous hysteresis effects after transport depending on the readings delay after setting up on
the station, while the eventual contribution of the bias to the accuracy has been neglected. The
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investigation is based on measurements of set 1 (the measurement for the purpose of calibration,
section 3.1). The set comprises the measurements of only one gravity difference (between stations
AGT02 and AGT03) and is, therefore, suitable for the testing the precision of a single gravity tie. To
remind, if the hysteresis effect is homogenous and readings are taken at the same point on the
hysteresis curve, its effect should cancel out from relative gravity readings. Since the effect of the
elastic hysteresis is decreasing with time (see section 4.1.1), the effect of its inhomogeneity (including
shifts along the hysteresis curve) to measurement precision also decreases with time. Therefore, in
order to test the influence of inhomogeneous hysteresis effect, different data samples comprising five
readings for each occupation are taken from long observation series of set 1. Following options are
considered: the first five readings taken: (I) immediately after setting up on the station, i.e. without
allowing the instrument to stabilise; (II) 5 minutes after setting up; (III) 10 minutes after setting up and
(IV) 20 minutes after setting up. Because observation series comprising fewer readings are more
influenced by instrumental and environmental noise as compared to longer observation series, always
five readings are taken to form each data sample.
On different data samples, the identical method of processing is applied. The pre-processing has been
carried out as described in section 3.5, including the calculation of the mean reading for each
occupation. Subsequently, the separate adjustments of data belonging to each campaign (see Table
3.3) and each gravimeter have been carried out according to functional model (5.39) with reading
differences as observations. Besides correction of the linear calibration coefficient, the first and second
order drift coefficients were included as unknown parameters, while the gravity values of both stations
were held fixed in the adjustments. The stochastic model which accounts for the algebraic correlation
between adjacent reading differences has been applied according to (5.70) and (5.71), with weights of
independent gravity readings defined according to (Feil, 1989):
pi =

cR

 i2

,

(7.1)

where  i2 is the variance of the mean reading for ith occupation and c R is the mean value of all
variances (for all occupations) in the adjustment. Determined calibration constants with their standard
deviations are presented in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 (columns I – IV) for gravimeters 4372 and 4373,
respectively.
Table 7.1: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations for gravimeter 4372 in μm s–2 CU–1 for
adjustment of observation series involving only five readings (I – IV) versus adjustments of long observations
series (A and B) with eliminated hysteresis effect.
Preglednica 7.1: Kalibracijske konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami za gravimeter
4372 v μm s–2 CU–1 za izravnavo niza opazovanj, ki vključuje le pet odčitkov (I – IV), proti izravnavi dolgega
niza opazovanj (A in B) z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
I
II
III
IV
A
B
A
B
GCAL1 60 626.33 60 624.87 60 625.31 60 623.34 60 621.93 60 622.13 60 621.98 60 622.18
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
3.41
1.27
0.45
0.11
1.39
1.42
1.31
1.34
GCAL1 60 628.54 60 627.04 60 626.87 60 626.59 60 626.01 60 625.96 60 625.95 60 625.89
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.53
0.24
0.49
0.34
0.30
0.27
0.29
0.27
GCAL1 60 628.43 60 626.98 60 624.10 60 623.82 60 622.83 60 622.71 60 622.91 60 622.82
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
4.06
4.17
2.83
2.46
1.39
1.32
1.45
1.39
GCAL1 60 630.62 60 630.23 60 629.04 60 628.40 60 627.36 60 627.26 60 627.50 60 627.41
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
0.87
0.96
0.15
1.14
0.92
0.98
0.98
1.05
GCAL1 60 626.65 60 626.90 60 626.35 60 626.65 60 626.07 60 625.94 60 626.04 60 625.90
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
2.87
1.82
0.83
0.75
0.25
0.23
0.22
0.22
GCAL1 60 625.50 60 626.56 60 626.01 60 626.31 60 625.71 60 625.72 60 625.30 60 625.34
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
4.79
2.80
1.31
1.03
0.95
0.83
0.88
0.81
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Table 7.2: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations for gravimeter 4373 in μm s–2 CU–1 for
adjustment of observation series involving only five readings (I – IV) versus adjustments of long observations
series (A and B) with eliminated hysteresis effect.
Preglednica 7.2: Kalibracijske konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami za gravimeter
4373 v μm s–2 CU–1 za izravnavo niza opazovanj, ki vključuje le pet odčitkov (I – IV), proti izravnavi dolgega
niza opazovanj (A in B) z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
I
II
III
IV
A
B
A
B
GCAL1 61 920.97 61 919.57 61 919.91 61 919.22 61 918.60 61 918.66 61 918.61 61 918.66
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
1.53
1.20
0.23
0.06
0.33
0.39
0.31
0.37
GCAL1 61 922.31 61 922.48 61 921.78 61 921.57 61 921.23 61 921.23 61 921.26 61 921.26
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.14
0.11
0.53
0.25
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.05
GCAL1 61 922.56 61 921.09 61 920.79 61 919.88 61 919.89 61 919.84 61 919.94 61 919.89
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
2.12
2.15
2.75
2.56
1.37
1.45
1.39
1.47
GCAL1 61 923.57 61 925.91 61 925.22 61 924.65 61 924.81 61 924.80 61 924.77 61 924.74
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
1.55
1.55
1.94
1.74
0.82
0.87
0.91
0.98
GCAL1 61 925.69 61 924.28 61 923.99 61 923.56 61 922.72 61 922.76 61 922.58 61 922.61
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
0.44
0.16
0.40
0.27
0.31
0.33
0.34
0.35
GCAL1 61 925.40 61 924.78 61 925.66 61 925.93 61 925.69 61 925.77 61 925.88 61 925.92
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
1.67
1.15
0.87
0.79
0.62
0.57
0.48
0.43

In order to test the sub-hypothesis 1, as criteria for measurement precision, the a posteriori reference
standard deviation  0 (i.e. standard deviation of the unit weight) is used, as well as the mean value of
individual a posteriori standard deviations of adjusted observations ( i ) mean (Table 7.3 and Table 7.4,
for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively).
Table 7.3: Reference standard deviations and mean individual standard deviation of all adjusted observations for
gravimeter 4372 in µm s–2 for adjustment of observation series involving only five readings (I – IV) versus
adjustments of long observations series (A and B) with eliminated hysteresis effect.
Preglednica 7.3: Referenčna standardna deviacija in sredina posameznih standardnih deviacij za vsa izravnana
opazovanja za gravimeter 4372 v µm s–2, za izravnavo niza opazovanj, ki vključuje le pet odčitkov (I – IV), proti
izravnavi dolgega niza opazovanj (A in B) z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
I
II
III
IV
A
B
A
B
0.097
0.040
0.014
0.003
0.043
0.043
0.040
0.041
0
1 (10/12)
0.048
0.017
0.004
0.051
0.051
0.048
0.049
( i ) mean 0.119
0.019
0.009
0.018
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.010
0
2 (05/13)
0.010
0.020
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.012
( i ) mean 0.021
0.121
0.126
0.079
0.071
0.040
0.040
0.042
0.040
0
3 (12/13)
0.152
0.096
0.086
0.049
0.049
0.051
0.049
( i ) mean 0.146
0.027
0.031
0.004
0.036
0.031
0.031
0.033
0.036
0
4 (07/14)
0.037
0.005
0.044
0.037
0.037
0.039
0.042
( i ) mean 0.033
0.126
0.081
0.040
0.033
0.012
0.012
0.010
0.011
0
5 (06/15)
0.075
0.036
0.030
0.011
0.011
0.009
0.010
( i ) mean 0.118
0.147
0.095
0.048
0.035
0.032
0.032
0.030
0.028
0
6 (07/16)
0.090
0.043
0.033
0.031
0.031
0.029
0.027
( i ) mean 0.144
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Table 7.4: Reference standard deviations and mean individual standard deviation of all adjusted observations for
gravimeter 4373 in µm s–2 for adjustment of observation series involving only five readings (I – IV) versus
adjustments of long observations series (A and B) with eliminated hysteresis effect.
Preglednica 7.4: Referenčna standardna deviacija in sredina posameznih standardnih deviacij za vsa izravnana
opazovanja za gravimeter 4373 v µm s–2, za izravnavo niza opazovanj, ki vključuje le pet odčitkov (I – IV), proti
izravnavi dolgega niza opazovanj (A in B) z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
I
II
III
IV
A
B
A
B
0.040
0.041
0.006
0.002
0.010
0.012
0.010
0.012
0
1 (10/12)
0.048
0.008
0.002
0.012
0.014
0.011
0.014
( i ) mean 0.050
0.004
0.003
0.015
0.007
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0
2 (05/13)
0.004
0.018
0.009
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.002
( i ) mean 0.005
0.074
0.057
0.063
0.073
0.040
0.042
0.041
0.043
0
3 (12/13)
0.071
0.085
0.089
0.049
0.051
0.049
0.052
( i ) mean 0.086
0.047
0.053
0.070
0.060
0.026
0.028
0.029
0.032
0
4 (07/14)
0.061
0.082
0.071
0.031
0.033
0.035
0.038
( i ) mean 0.058
0.016
0.006
0.015
0.010
0.012
0.012
0.013
0.013
0
5 (06/15)
0.017
0.006
0.015
0.010
0.012
0.013
0.013
0.013
( i ) mean
0.052
0.036
0.029
0.027
0.021
0.019
0.016
0.015
0
6 (07/16)
0.050
0.035
0.027
0.025
0.020
0.018
0.015
0.014
( i ) mean

In Table 7.1 – Table 7.4 the results of adjustments I to IV have been compared to adjustments with
hysteresis effect eliminated from readings: (A) adjustments which involved all readings and (B)
adjustment with the first 10 minutes of readings omitted from each observation series. The elimination
of hysteresis effect has been carried out on the basis of hysteresis function determined from a specific
campaign and commonly from all campaigns as described in section 4.1.1. Thus, elimination of
hysteresis for ith observation from kth observation series was carried out according to the following
equation:

zic = zi − b  expc(t i − d k ) ,

(7.2)

where z ic is gravity reading corrected for effect of hysteresis.
In order to test the sub-hypothesis 2 and evaluate whether the elimination of the hysteresis effect
according to the model described in section 4.1.1 is the best available option for the treatment of the
hysteresis effect, the results of the adjustments with eliminated hysteresis effect for options A and B
are now compared to different options of adjustment without elimination of hysteresis: (A)
adjustments which involved all readings; (B) adjustment with the first 10 minutes of readings omitted
from each observation series; (C) with the first 20 minutes omitted; and (D) only the last five readings
from each observation series were used in the calculation. In this way, different practices are
simulated, which allow a certain time for gravimeters to stabilise before taking the first reading. As
opposed to options I – IV which involve only observation series of five readings, the options A – D
involve also longer observation series, for which the impact of instrumental and environmental noise
should be reduced. Adjusted calibration constants with their standard deviations are presented in Table
7.5 and Table 7.6 and reference standard deviations and mean of individual standard deviations of
adjusted observations are presented in Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 for gravimeters 4372 and 4373,
respectively.
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Table 7.5: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations for gravimeter 4372 in μm s–2 CU–1 for
different options of adjustments without and with hysteresis elimination.
Preglednica 7.5: Kalibracijske konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami za gravimeter
4372 v μm s–2 CU–1 za različne pristope izravnav, brez oziroma z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
GCAL1 60 623.40 60 622.76 60 623.21 60 622.62 60 621.93 60 622.13 60 621.98 60 622.18
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
0.71
0.25
0.57
0.84
1.39
1.42
1.31
1.34
GCAL1 60 626.76 60 626.49 60 626.50 60 626.36 60 626.01 60 625.96 60 625.95 60 625.89
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.63
0.13
0.30
0.62
0.30
0.27
0.29
0.27
GCAL1 60 624.85 60 624.16 60 623.89 60 624.17 60 622.83 60 622.71 60 622.91 60 622.82
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
3.19
2.73
2.46
1.47
1.39
1.32
1.45
1.39
GCAL1 60 628.23 60 628.29 60 628.29 60 627.71 60 627.36 60 627.26 60 627.50 60 627.41
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
1.20
1.03
0.97
0.24
0.92
0.98
0.98
1.05
GCAL1 60 626.78 60 626.27 60 626.59 60 626.37 60 626.07 60 625.94 60 626.04 60 625.90
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
1.27
0.73
0.67
0.74
0.25
0.23
0.22
0.22
GCAL1 60 625.42 60 625.93 60 626.42 60 626.18 60 625.71 60 625.72 60 625.30 60 625.34
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
1.92
1.31
0.95
1.01
0.95
0.83
0.88
0.81
Table 7.6: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations for gravimeter 4373 in μm s–2 CU–1 for
different options of adjustments without and with hysteresis elimination.
Preglednica 7.6: Kalibracijske konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami za gravimeter
4373 v μm s–2 CU–1 za različne pristope izravnav, brez oziroma z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
GCAL1 61 919.19 61 918.97 61 919.19 61 918.69 61 918.60 61 918.66 61 918.61 61 918.66
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
0.65
0.28
0.13
0.57
0.33
0.39
0.31
0.37
GCAL1 61 921.88 61 921.74 61 921.46 61 921.44 61 921.23 61 921.23 61 921.26 61 921.26
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.06
0.09
0.02
0.28
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.05
GCAL1 61 920.38 61 920.09 61 920.09 61 920.65 61 919.89 61 919.84 61 919.94 61 919.89
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
1.96
1.96
1.72
1.12
1.37
1.45
1.39
1.47
GCAL1 61 924.66 61 924.89 61 924.80 61 925.41 61 924.81 61 924.80 61 924.77 61 924.74
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
1.34
1.14
1.08
0.53
0.82
0.87
0.91
0.98
GCAL1 61 923.94 61 923.44 61 923.31 61 923.17 61 922.72 61 922.76 61 922.58 61 922.61
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
0.15
0.26
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.33
0.34
0.35
GCAL1 61 925.05 61 925.49 61 925.76 61 925.68 61 925.69 61 925.77 61 925.88 61 925.92
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
0.85
0.78
0.65
0.51
0.62
0.57
0.48
0.43
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Table 7.7: Reference standard deviations and mean individual standard deviation of all adjusted observations for
gravimeter 4372 in µm s–2 for different options of adjustments without and with hysteresis elimination.
Preglednica 7.7: Referenčna standardna deviacija in sredina posameznih standardnih deviacij vseh izravnanih
opazovanj za gravimeter 4372 v μm s–2 za različne načine izravnav, brez in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
0.021
0.007
0.017
0.027
0.043
0.043
0.040
0.041
0
1 (10/12)
0.009
0.021
0.032
0.051
0.051
0.048
0.049
( i ) mean 0.025
0.023
0.005
0.011
0.023
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.010
0
2 (05/13)
0.005
0.013
0.025
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.012
( i ) mean 0.026
0.097
0.084
0.075
0.041
0.040
0.040
0.042
0.040
0
3 (12/13)
0.116
0.100
0.090
0.052
0.049
0.049
0.051
0.049
( i ) mean
0.038
0.033
0.033
0.007
0.031
0.031
0.033
0.036
0
4 (07/14)
0.046
0.039
0.039
0.009
0.037
0.037
0.039
0.042
( i ) mean
0.057
0.032
0.030
0.036
0.012
0.012
0.010
0.011
0
5 (06/15)
0.053
0.030
0.028
0.033
0.011
0.011
0.009
0.010
( i ) mean
0.059
0.041
0.035
0.043
0.032
0.032
0.030
0.028
0
6 (07/16)
0.058
0.040
0.032
0.039
0.031
0.031
0.029
0.027
( i ) mean
Table 7.8: Reference standard deviations and mean individual standard deviation of all adjusted observations for
gravimeter 4373 in µm s–2 different options of adjustments without and with hysteresis elimination.
Preglednica 7.8: Referenčna standardna deviacija in sredina posameznih standardnih deviacij vseh izravnanih
opazovanj za gravimeter 4373 v μm s–2 za različne načine izravnav, brez in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze.
Hysteresis from a Hysteresis from all
Without hysteresis elimination
specific campaign
campaigns
Campaign
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
0.019
0.008
0.004
0.017
0.010
0.012
0.010
0.012

0
1 (10/12)
0.010
0.005
0.021
0.012
0.014
0.011
0.014
( i ) mean 0.023
0.002
0.003
0.000
0.009
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0
2 (05/13)
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.011
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.002
( i ) mean
0.060
0.057
0.050
0.031
0.040
0.042
0.041
0.043
0
3 (12/13)
0.072
0.069
0.060
0.039
0.049
0.051
0.049
0.052
( i ) mean
0.043
0.037
0.035
0.016
0.026
0.028
0.029
0.032
0
4 (07/14)
0.051
0.044
0.041
0.019
0.031
0.033
0.035
0.038
( i ) mean
0.006
0.010
0.011
0.010
0.012
0.012
0.013
0.013
0
5 (06/15)
0.006
0.010
0.011
0.010
0.012
0.013
0.013
0.013
( i ) mean
0.025
0.024
0.021
0.018
0.021
0.019
0.016
0.015
0
6 (07/16)
0.024
0.020
0.016
0.020
0.018
0.015
0.014
( i ) mean 0.025

In order to determine the necessary duration of observation series for modelling and elimination of
hysteresis effect, determination of coefficients of hysteresis function and calibration constant was
carried out for observation series comprising from seven to the maximal number of readings in each
campaign. Results are presented in Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.1: Adjusted coefficients of hysteresis functions depending on the number of readings involved in an
observation series. Gravimeter 4372 (left) and 4373 (right).
Slika 7.1: Z izravnavo določeni koeficienti funkcije histereze v odvisnosti od odčitkov v nizu opazovanj.
Gravimeter 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

Figure 7.2: Adjusted calibration constants depending on the number of readings involved in an observation
series. Gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right).
Slika 7.2: Z izravnavo določene kalibracijske konstante v odvisnosti od odčitkov v nizu opazovanj. Gravimeter
4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).
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Figure 7.3: Standard deviations of adjusted calibration constants depending on the number of readings involved
in an observation series. Gravimeters 4372 (left) and 4373 (right).
Slika 7.3: Standardne deviacije izravnanih kalibracijskih konstant v odvisnosti od odčitkov v nizu opazovanj.
Gravimeter 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno).
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER C by permission from Willey, Copyright European Association of Geoscientists
& Engineers (2017).

7.1.2

Analysis and Discussion on the Treatment of the Elastic Hysteresis Effect

As already concluded in section 4.1.1, gravity readings of set 1 itself as well as determined functions
of hysteresis reveal significant hysteresis effects after transport particularly emphasised for gravimeter
4372. Accordingly, hysteresis can cause a difference in readings of 0.60 and 0.15 μm s–2 during the
first 10 minutes, and an additional 0.35 and 0.10 μm s–2 during the next 10 minutes after transport for
gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively (Figure 4.2).
The first part of the investigation presented in section 7.1 has been performed in order to ascertain how
the hysteresis effects affect the measurement precision in relation to the readings delay after setting up
the gravimeter on the station. On the basis of adjustment results of options I – IV, which involve
observations series of five readings with different delays, it can be concluded that the criteria for
measurement precision, i.e. the reference standard deviations and mean value of individual standard
deviations of adjusted observations for certain campaigns, exceed the declared precision for both
gravimeters (Table 7.3 and Table 7.4). In particular, declared precision is exceeded in case of options
(I – IV) for campaign 3 for both gravimeters and for campaign 4 for gravimeter 4373. In addition, the
declared precision is also exceeded in case of certain options for campaigns 5 and 6, gravimeter 4372
and for campaign 6, gravimeter 4373. On contrary, the measurement precision criteria for adjustment
of long observations series with eliminated hysteresis effect for options A (all readings) and B (the
first 10 minutes omitted) are within declared precision, for hysteresis corrections determined on the
basis of the corresponding campaign and on the basis of all campaigns. While for gravimeter 4372
there is, in general, the anticipated trend of decrease of measurement precision criteria through options
I to IV, for gravimeter 4373 this trend is not always present. The probable cause of the inconsistencies
in the decrease of measurement precision criteria with the increase of the readings delay after setting
up is the instrumental and environmental noise, which can be significant in short observation series
and which can sometimes be superimposed to the hysteresis effect. Nevertheless, the measurement
precision criteria for options I – IV without hysteresis elimination as compared to options A and B
with hysteresis eliminated from readings clearly shows that the elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex
CG-3M measurements can significantly deteriorate declared precision. Moreover, it is shown that, in
some cases, it can affect the precision even 10 or 20 minutes after setting up. Thus, the sub-hypothesis
1 is accepted.
Now, it shall be analysed if the elimination of the hysteresis effect based on the method presented in
section 4.1.1 is the best available option, or the equivalent results can be obtained by averaging longer
observations series with readings of different lengths from the beginning of observation series (the
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most influenced by hysteresis effect) omitted. Averaging long observation series should also decrease
the influence of instrumental and environmental noise.
In all campaigns except campaign 1 for gravimeter 4372 and campaign 5 for gravimeter 4373,
elimination of hysteresis provided (mostly significant) increases in the precision of adjusted
calibration constants for both gravimeters as compared to options A and B without elimination of
hysteresis (Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). A similar conclusion can be drawn from the comparison of
options A and B with eliminated hysteresis with options I – IV without eliminated hysteresis (Table
7.1 and Table 7.2). With the elimination of hysteresis, the precision of calibration constant for
gravimeter 4372, in general, reached the level of precision of gravimeter 4373. In addition to the
decrease in the values of standard deviations, elimination of hysteresis, in general, results in a decrease
in the values of adjusted calibration constants. Apparent larger calibration constants, which correspond
to smaller gravity differences for adjustment without hysteresis elimination, could be caused by
transient effects after rapid pressure changes described by Seigel (1995) that amounts to
approximately 10 nm s–2 / 10 hPa (see section 2.6.5). Such effects also manifest as hysteresis but are
superimposed by the elastic hysteresis after transport. Specifically, due to considerable height
difference (Table 3.2), the average difference in atmospheric pressure between two involved stations
was 95 hPa. Since the transient effect in readings has an opposite sign than the pressure change
(Figure 2.9), the effect would cause an apparent decrease in the absolute value of measured gravity
difference between two stations with the large height difference, regardless of the direction of
measurement. It is possible that the described method, through shifts in time, also accounts for
transient pressure effects.
While without elimination of hysteresis adjustment with the first 10 minutes omitted from each
observation series (B) usually provides higher precision (especially for gravimeter 4372) as compared
to adjustment of all readings (A), there is no significant difference in the precision for the option B as
compared to A when hysteresis is eliminated (Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). This implies correctly
modelled hysteresis effect. In addition, there is no significant difference in the values of adjusted
calibration constants or their standard deviations, whether hysteresis is determined from a specific
campaign or commonly from all campaigns. Given no significant difference, for further analysis,
results of adjustment of all readings (A) with eliminated hysteresis determined from a specific
campaign are taken.
If one analyses standard deviations of calibration constants from different options of adjustment
without hysteresis elimination: with the first 10 minutes of readings omitted from each observation
series (B), with the first 20 minutes omitted (C) and only the last five readings taken in calculations
(D), it can be noticed that, given observation series of this duration, for particular options and certain
campaigns, even better precision is obtained as compared to adjustment with hysteresis elimination
(Table 7.5 and Table 7.6). However, the improvement of precision is not systematic through options B
to D and neither option can be selected as the optimal one. Moreover, the option D seems to yield the
best precision only for the campaigns 3 and 4, for which observation series duration was the longest,
i.e. 60 minutes (see Table 3.3). The decrease in the value of calibration constant is to a certain degree
more systematic through the options B to D. On the other hand, hysteresis elimination in general
yields the smallest values of calibration constants and in most cases the smallest or comparable to the
smallest standard deviations as compared to the options B, C and D without hysteresis elimination.
The inconsistencies in the decrease of the calibration constants and their standard deviations for the
options B, C and D without hysteresis elimination could be caused by the significant impact of noise
in particular readings involved in specific option.
Although there is still a significant positive trend in the values of the coefficients of hysteresis function
even after an increase of observation series duration to 40 or 50 readings (Figure 7.1), especially for
gravimeter 4372, values of the calibration constants become relatively trendless after increase to
approximately 25 readings in most cases (Figure 7.2), which correspond to duration of observation
series of approximately 30 minutes. However, it seems that noise in specific readings involved in
observation series has a significant impact on the coefficients of hysteresis function, the calibration
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constants and the standard deviations of calibration constants (Figure 7.3). Accordingly, although a
further increase in the observation series duration would result in more reliable calibration constants,
duration of observation series of 30 minutes provides satisfactory precision in most cases.
On the basis of comparison of adjusted calibration constants and their standard deviations from
options A and B with hysteresis eliminated from readings with those from options A – D without
hysteresis eliminated, as well as the comparison of the measurement precision criteria (Table 7.7 and
Table 7.8), one can conclude that elimination of hysteresis effect based on the model presented in
section 4.1.1 is the best available option for the treatment of hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M
gravity readings. Based on this conclusion, analysis of the necessary duration of observation series for
modelling and elimination of hysteresis effect and also based on the analysis presented in section
4.1.1.3, one can conclude that elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M measurements can be
modelled and reduced from measurements before adjustment if reading series with duration of at least
30 minutes are available. Moreover, there is no significant difference in the results whether the
modelling and hysteresis elimination is made based on data from an individual campaign or multiple
campaigns. Therefore, the sub-hypothesis 2 is accepted.
It should be stressed that the hysteresis effect can only be modelled in the phase of pre-processing by
the iterative algorithm (or perhaps some other method) from the observation series of sufficient
duration. In the functional model, the (weighted) mean of observation series is introduced as an
observation. The influence of the hysteresis effect on a particular observation, in fact, depends on the
shift of exponential hysteresis function along abscissa determined for corresponding observation
series. Differences in values of (weighted) means that follows from such shifts cannot be described by
a specific function of e.g. time or any other argument and therefore cannot be included in the
functional model. Instead, the influence of the hysteresis effect can only be determined before
adjustment using e.g. the iterative algorithm.
7.2

Treatment of the Calibration Function Corrections in the Functional Model

This section deals with the treatment of the calibration function corrections in the functional model. As
stated before, only the correction of the linear calibration coefficient can be determined in the course
of the gravity network adjustment (Torge, 1989). Therefore, and because non-linearity of the
calibration function has not been proven, only the consequences of omitting the corrections of the
linear calibration function from the functional model shall be examined. Thus, the sub-hypothesis 4
shall be tested:
4. Omitting the calibration function correction from the functional model leads to a significant
systematic error influence in a national network adjustment if the calibration function is not
previously determined with sufficient accuracy.
In addition, the consequences of omitting the correction of the linear calibration coefficient on the
measures of precision shall be investigated.
7.2.1

Methods for Testing the Treatment of the Calibration Function Corrections

In order to test the sub-hypothesis 4 and to investigate the impact of the treatment of the calibration
function in the functional model on measures of precision, the investigation is performed on
measurements of set 3 (the measurements of the Croatian FOGN) presented in section 3.3. The new
joint adjustment of the FOGN has already been carried out and its results published (Repanić, 2016;
PAPER B), although in this section different stochastic model is used.
In section 4.3, all determinations of the calibration constants for Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters 4372
and 4373 on auxiliary vertical calibration line (stations AGT02 and AGT03) have been presented and
analysed. It has been concluded that the calibration coefficients of gravimeter have been significantly
changing during the initial period of approximately three years after the gravimeters were put into
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operation. Since stage 1 of the FOGN survey (set 3) was carried out during that period and since about
a year elapsed between the determination of the calibration constants of gravimeters 4372 and 4373
and stage 1, the measurements could be significantly affected by the change in calibration coefficients.
In addition, because of limited gravity range of auxiliary calibration line, the uncertainty of determined
calibration constants can be significant with respect to gravity range of the FOGN.
The analysis of the results of preliminary adjustment of the FOGN (Repanić, 2016) reviled poor
accuracy of the adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients for stage 3 (due to the limited gravity
range of involved stations, Table 7.9), but a rather good agreement among the obtained calibration
coefficients for the last three stages. In addition, frequent calibration of the two CG-3M gravimeters
on the auxiliary calibration line (stations AGT02 and AGT03) indicated that apparent variations in the
calibration coefficients from 2007 are mostly caused by instrumental error influences and external
hydrological and barometric influences (section 4.3). Therefore, the mean value of adjusted calibration
coefficient from preliminary adjustment was determined for each gravimeter for the period comprising
the last three stages and the observation data files were re-calculated to correspond the common
calibration constants, analogous to correction of calibration constant described in section 3.5.1.
Accordingly, the data of the FOGN is now organised in two campaigns: the first corresponds to stage
1, as described in section 3.3.3, and the second to stages 2, 3 and 4 together. The calibration constants
valid for re-calculated data are given in Table 7.10 (options I and II). The relative measurements were
then pre-processed as described in section 3.5.
Table 7.9: Gravity range at stations involved in the specific campaign.
Preglednica 7.9: Vrednosti težnosti za točke, ki so bile vključene v posamezno kampanjo.
Credit: Reprinted from PAPER B under CC BY-NC 4.0 Licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bynd/4.0), Copyright Geodetski vestnik (2017).
Campaign
Stations with the extreme
Gravity range
values
(min – max)
[µm s–2]
Absolute measurements
AGT06 – AGT02
2 926
Stage 1 (2003)
GT127 – GT112
4 335
Stage 2 (2007)
GT145 – GT122
2 342
Stage 3 (2008)
GT123 – GT129
719
Stage 4 (2009)
GT131 – GT132
1 715
Stages 2–4 together
GT131 – GT122
3 481
Table 7.10: Gravimeters’ calibration constants (GCAL1) for re-calculated data of the FOGN survey in
µm s–2 CU–1.
Preglednica 7.10: Kalibracijske konstante gravimetrov (GCAL1) za ponovni izračun izmere FOGN v
µm s–2 CU–1.
Gravimeter
Options
Campaign
4372
4373
10012
1 (2003)
60 553.42
61 828.17
84 272.88
I and II
2 (2007–2009)
60 626.60
61 908.98
84 291.26
1 (2003)
60 579.22
61 867.04
84 308.70
III and IV
2 (2007–2009)
60 626.60
61 908.98
84 291.26

Thus, the network adjustment comprises the relative gravity measurements, now organised in two
campaigns, as well as the absolute gravity measurements (described in section 3.3.2). The functional
model (5.40) with gravity readings as observations has been applied for the relative gravity
measurements. Accordingly, the unknown parameters comprise gravity values of all stations (absolute
and relative), instrument levels, corrections of the linear calibration coefficients and linear drift
coefficients. The applied stochastic model assumes observations of equal weights within a single
campaign and for a single gravimeter. The weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign,
are determined according to:
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p gr , k =

cR
,
( 02 ) gr , k

(7.3)

where ( 02 ) gr,k is the a posteriori variance factor from the individual adjustment of data for gravimeter
gr and campaign k with almost minimum constraint (section 5.2.4.1) after the outliers have been
eliminated according to Tau-test (section 6.3.1) and c R is the mean value of all a posteriori variance
factors for individual stages and gravimeters. Individual adjustments have been carried out with unity
weight matrices. The reasoning for choosing such a stochastic model is that each gravimeter has
specific properties of the hysteresis after transport and “tilting” effect (as described in sections 4.1.1
and 4.1.2). In addition, gravimeter set-up during transport is usually the same during one campaign.
Consequently, deviation from the usual behaviour caused by the “tilting” effect is campaign specific.
The absolute measurements have been introduced in the adjustment as pseudo-observations as
described in section 5.2.4.2 according to the functional model (5.56) and the weights determined
according to:
pj =

cA

 2j

,

(7.4)

where  2j is the variance of jth absolute measurement (squared  g ( 0.25) from Table 3.6) and c A the
appropriate constant.
In order to test the sub-hypothesis 4, two options of adjustments were carried out: (I) with the
corrections of the linear calibration coefficients free for determination and (II) with the correction of
the linear calibration coefficients fixed to 0. Regardless which option (I or II) was applied, the
adjustment was performed in the following course: In order to determine the individual a posteriori
variance factors, firstly the individual adjustments with (almost) minimal constraint were carried out
for each gravimeter and each campaign. Then, the joint adjustment with (almost) minimal constraint of
all relative gravity measurements, from both campaigns and of all three gravimeters, was performed.
The observations marked as outliers in the course of previously performed individual adjustments
were also included in the joint adjustment. Such joint adjustment served to obtain the final accuracy of
the relative measurements and to perform the final screen of the relative measurements for outliers.
Finally, the combined adjustment of relative and absolute measurements was carried out. The absolute
measurements comprised 7 measurements at 5 stations (without AGT05, devastated before relative
campaigns). In order to balance the weights of the absolute measurements with respect to the relative
ones, the constant c A in the equation (7.4) was set to the a posteriori variance from the adjustment of
only relative measurements. The results of combined adjustments (absolute and relative
measurements) for options I and II are given in Appendix D. The overview of reference standard
deviations from the individual and joint adjustments with (almost) minimum constraint as well as the
combined adjustment of relative and absolute measurements is given in Table 7.11 (options I and II).
For option I, gravity values of stations AGT01 and AGT06 were fixed in the adjustment with almost
minimum constraint. The adjustment with the minimum constraint for option II required only one
gravity value to be fixed since corrections of the linear calibration coefficients are already fixed and
eliminated from the functional model. Therefore, only the gravity value at station AGT01 was fixed.
Although the stochastic model of option I differs from the adjustment in Repanić (2016) and PAPER
B, for which the weights were inversely proportional to the observations’ variances, there is no
significant difference in adjusted gravity values, corrections of linear calibration coefficients or
corresponding standard deviations. Explicitly, the differences are in the range from –0.12 to
0.07 μm s–2 and from –0.03 to 0.04 μm s–2, for gravity values and their standard deviations,
respectively.
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Table 7.11: Reference standard deviations from individual and joint adjustments in µm s –2.
Preglednica 7.11: Referenčne standardne deviacije za posamezno in združeno izravnavo v µm s –2.
Campaign
Gravimeter
Option I
Option II
Option III
Option IV
4372
0.094
0.094
0.094
0.094
1 (2003)
4373
0.251
0.250
0.251
0.251
10012
0.049
0.049
0.049
0.049
4372
0.208
0.208
0.208
0.208
2
4373
0.216
0.216
0.216
0.216
(2007– 2009)
10012
0.161
0.164
0.161
0.164
Mean reference standard deviation ( c R )
0.163
0.164
0.163
0.164
Joint adjustment, minimum constraint
0.177
0.191
0.177
0.176
Combined adjustment (relative and absolute m.)
0.178
0.211
0.178
0.177

In order to test the consequences of omitting the correction of the linear calibration coefficient on the
measures on precision, the adjustments (III) with the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients
free for determination and (IV) with the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients fixed to 0 was
performed, but now on data with optimal calibration constants. For that purpose, the data of stage 1
was re-calculated to correspond the adjusted calibration coefficients (from option I), analogous to
correction of calibration constant described in section 3.5.1. The data of stages 2, 3 and 4 were already
re-calculated and since adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficient from option I are not
significant, there was no need to re-calculate the data again. The calibration constants valid for recalculated data are given in Table 7.10 (options III and IV). The adjustment models and adjustment
course applied to options III and IV were identical to those applied to options I and II, respectively.
The results of combined adjustments (absolute and relative measurements) for options III and IV are
given in Appendix D. The overview of reference standard deviations from the individual and joint
adjustments with (almost) minimum constraint as well as the combined adjustment of relative and
absolute measurements is given in Table 7.11 (options III and IV).
7.2.2

Analysis and Discussion on the Treatment of the Calibration Function Corrections

The comparison of the adjusted gravity values from adjustment options I and II (Appendix D, Table
D.3) reveals significant differences in range from –1.07 to 0.52 µm s–2. Given the declared accuracy of
Scintrex gravimeters of 0.05 µm s–2 and estimated standard deviations of gravity values from both
adjustments, the comparisons imply considerable systematic influences. The differences are strongly
dependent on gravity values (Figure 7.4). The correlation coefficient amounts to 0.92 and the
regression coefficient 2.59·10–4. The received regression coefficient is significantly smaller than the
adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients (Appendix D, Table D.3), since, in adjustment option
II, the network scale was partially adjusted by the introduction of the absolute measurements as
observations. However, if corrections of the calibration coefficients are not included in the functional
model, such procedure introduces distortions. One can notice that the extreme values of the differences
are for the gravity values, which are out of the range of the absolute measurements. Though, there are
also gravity values within this range with considerable differences, what can be explained with
considerable difference in the gravity values as compared to the closest stations with absolute
measurements (Figure 7.5). Accordingly, the extreme negative differences are in the Dinaric Alps
region with higher altitudes, for which the closest absolute measurements are close to the sea level,
while the extreme positive differences are in the northern part, where the closest absolute
measurements are at AGT02 and AGT03, the latter on mountain Medvednica.
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Figure 7.4: Differences in the gravity values between the result of adjustment II and I against the gravity values.
Slika 7.4: Razlike težnega pospeška, dobljenega iz izravnav II in I, v odvisnosti od vrednosti težnega pospeška.

Figure 7.5: Spatial distribution of differences in gravity values between II and I in µm s–2.
Slika 7.5: Prostorska razporeditev razlik v vrednostih težnosti med II in I v µm s–2.

Based on the comparison of the results of adjustments I and II, one can conclude that omitting the
calibration function correction from the functional model truly leads to a significant systematic error
influence in a national network adjustment, if the calibration function is not previously determined
with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, sub-hypothesis 4 is accepted. It should be emphasised that this
significant systematic error influence is practically not reflected in the measures of precision.
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Specifically, local and global measures of precision (Appendix D, Table D.3 and Table D.5), as well
as standard deviations of adjusted measurements (Appendix D, Table D.6), are only slightly worse (up
to 20%) for option II. In section 6.4.2.1 it has been concluded that an error in gravity network caused
by the erroneous calibration constant of the gravimeter can be considered undetectable if the network
is measured with single relative gravimeter, its datum is defined with minimum constraint and if the
correction of the calibration coefficient is not included in the functional model. The same is true for a
gravity network measured with several gravimeters whose calibration constants are in agreement, but
biased. Accordingly, one can conclude that differences in adjusted observations between the two
options, which are significant (Appendix D, Table D.6), and slightly worse measures of precision for
option II are probably caused by disagreement of relative with respect to absolute measurements, as
well as mutual disagreement of calibration constants of different gravimeters (Appendix D, Table
D.4). Although this systematic error influence is not evident from the measures of precision, it can be
easily detected by Tau-test after combined adjustment of relative and absolute measurements, as
proposed by Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002). Accordingly, while all absolute measurements passed the
Tau-test for option I, iterative procedure of outlier detection and elimination for option II resulted in
the elimination of 4 out of 7 absolute measurements. Specifically, only the absolute measurements at
stations AGT01 and AGT04 are kept. This, together with the correlation of absolute measurements’
residuals with gravity values, implies that the absolute measurements are in disagreement with the
relative measurements.
If one relates the comparison of options I and II with Table 5.1, it is obvious that option II perfectly
corresponds to characteristics of the model with too few parameters, considering that the parameters
precision are calculated based on a posteriori variance factor. Specifically, for option II as compared to
option I, with the assumed complete model, there is a bias in estimated parameters, slightly worse
estimated precision of parameters and larger a posteriori variance factor.
The results of option III are practically identical to results of adjustment option I (Appendix D), apart
from adjusted corrections of the linear calibration coefficients for campaign 1, which are of zero value
for option III (Table D.10), but with identical standard deviations as those from option I (Table D.4).
Accordingly, one can conclude that re-calculation of data is performed correctly.
Moreover, there is no significant difference in results of options III and IV (Appendix D, Table D.9).
The differences in gravity values are in the range of ±0.01 µm s–2. However, local and global measures
of precision for option IV are slightly better as compared to option III (Appendix D, Table D.9 and
Table D.11). Since corrections of the linear calibration coefficients are in agreement with the
observations (because they are indeed determined from them) model III, of course, corresponds to the
model with too many parameters (Table 5.1). However, it is well known that the original observations
should be corrected for specific error influence before adjustment only if its effect can be determined
with significantly lower uncertainty than the noise in observations (Kotsakis, 2004). Indeed, thorough
inspection of standard deviations of gravity values reveals that the largest values for option III occurs
at stations GT127 and GT131 with extremely low gravity values (with large gravity difference from
the closest absolute measurement) and on station GT145, which is connected mainly to stations with
significantly larger gravity values (up to 1560 µm s–2, Table 3.9, Appendix D, Table D.9). In addition,
the standard deviations of gravity values at the same stations are higher for option I as compared to
option II, in spite of generally lower precision for option II. Accordingly, it can be concluded that such
larger values of standard deviation of gravity values are caused by the uncertainty of the calibration
coefficients, which is neglected for options II and IV. Higher precision for option II is, in fact, unreal
and too optimistic. For option IV, which assumes corrections of the calibration coefficients determined
without bias and applied on readings before adjustment, the measures of precision would be real only
if corrections of calibration coefficients are determined with sufficient precision (in accordance with
the above-referred statement of Kotsakis (2004)). Such precision implies that the corrections of the
calibration coefficients should be determined with significantly higher relative precision than the ratio
of the observation noise and the range of the gravity network. Otherwise, the obtained precision of
gravity values shall be too optimistic. If corrections of calibration coefficients are determined before
gravity network survey, instead of applying them on readings before survey or correcting calibration
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constants in the phase of pre-processing, the corrections can be introduced in the gravity network
adjustment as pseudo-observations. Thereby, one should take care of the proper definition of weights.
The weights for calibration coefficients can be defined, analogous to the weights of absolute
measurements, as the quotient of a posteriori variance factor from the adjustment of only relative
measurements and variances of the previously determined corrections of the linear calibration
coefficients. The latter can be expanded to include errors from hydrological and other effects.
Introduction of the correction of calibration coefficient in gravity network adjustment as pseudoobservations also enables detection of erroneous calibration coefficients with the use of Tau-test. Such
adjustment, although not presented in this thesis, has been successfully tested.
The measures of internal and external reliability are slightly worse for option III as compared to option
IV, which is probably due to a higher correlation among residuals caused by the introduction of the
corrections of the linear calibration coefficients in the functional model.
7.3

Treatment of the Daily Drift in the Functional Model

In this section sub-hypothesis 5 shall be tested:
5. The transport daily drift in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements should be determined
as the second order polynomial in the course of an adjustment of relative gravity
measurements, rather than eliminate it prior to the adjustment.
In section 4.2, the transport daily drift of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 during measurements of the four
empirical sets has been analysed in the stage of pre-processing. It has been concluded that the
gravimeters usually exhibit quadratic drift, which is (same as the elastic hysteresis after transport)
more emphasised for gravimeter 4372. However, the drift behaviour differs for different types of
surveys. For surveys with transport by car, the drift resembles an ascending concave curve, while for
surveys with transport in hand the drift seems to be mostly affected by the remaining hysteresis effect
and resembles a descending convex curve. It should be pointed out that, for measurements of set 3, the
inhomogeneous hysteresis effects (including the “tilting” effect) are superimposed to the daily drift,
which complicates the drift modelling. In this section, it shall be analysed how the treatment of the
daily drift in the functional model affects the parameters determined in the adjustment and their
precision.
In order to test the sub-hypothesis 5, the investigation shall be performed in two steps. Firstly, it shall
be investigated, which of the two drift models (the first or the second order drift polynomial) yields
better results. After the selection of the optimal drift model, it shall be determined, what are the
consequences on the adjusted parameters and their precision, if the drift is determined and eliminated
in the phase of pre-processing. In this investigation, the drift elimination in the phase of pre-processing
does not imply taking into account thereby caused algebraic correlation by the stochastic model (see
section 5.3.1.2). In Repanić et al. (2010), it has already been shown that there is no practical difference
in the results (adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations) if the linear drift is determined in
the course of the adjustment or eliminated prior to the adjustment if algebraically correlation has been
taken into account. Moreover, in Repanić et al. (2010) only the simpler model (according to (5.77) and
(5.78)) for algebraically correlation has been applied, which ignores the correlation between
measurements and drift coefficients.
7.3.1

Methods for Selection of the Optimal Drift Model

In the first part of the investigation on optimal drift model, the results of the adjustments with the
coefficients of (I) the first and (II) the second order drift polynomial included in the parameters are
compared for all four sets of measurements.
For the measurements of set 1 (the measurement for the purpose of calibration, section 3.1), the two
adjustment options: (I and II) were performed on complete reading series with hysteresis eliminated
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based on the measurements of a single campaign (what corresponds to option A from section 7.1).
Apart from different models of the transport drift, the same method of processing was applied as in
section 7.1. The results are presented in Table 7.12.
Table 7.12: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations in μm s–2 CU–1 for adjustments with (I)
the first and (II) the second order daily drift polynomial. (Set 1.)
Preglednica 7.12: Kalibracijske konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami v μm s–2 CU–1 za
izravnavo s prvo (I) in drugo (II) stopnjo polinoma za dnevni hod. (1. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
I
II
I – II
I
II
I – II
GCAL1
60 622.27
60 621.93
0.34
61 918.54
61 918.60
–0.06
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
2.28
1.39
0.89
0.66
0.33
0.33
GCAL1
60 625.68
60 626.01
–0.33
61 921.17
61 921.23
–0.06
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.94
0.30
0.64
0.46
0.02
0.44
GCAL1
60 622.62
60 622.83
–0.21
61 919.88
61 919.89
–0.01
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
1.76
1.39
0.37
0.88
1.37
–0.49
GCAL1
60 627.58
60 627.36
0.22
61 924.82
61 924.81
0.01
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
1.67
0.92
0.75
0.79
0.82
–0.03
GCAL1
60 627.13
60 626.07
1.06
61 923.39
61 922.72
0.67
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
1.07
0.25
0.82
0.87
0.31
0.56
GCAL1
60 629.44
60 625.71
3.73
61 926.72
61 925.69
1.03
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
2.86
0.95
1.91
0.86
0.62
0.24

For convenience, the measurements of set 2 (the vertical gravity gradient determination, section 3.2)
were adjusted using the same MATLAB algorithms as for the gravity network adjustment. For that
reason, the mean instrument heights at two levels were determined for each campaign (Appendix E,
Table E.1) as well as the height differences in mm for each occupation as regards the mean height. The
height differences amount to from –1 to 3 mm. The measurements were then pre-processed as
described in section 3.5. Same as in section 7.2, functional model (5.40) with gravity readings as
observations was applied. Each campaign was adjusted separately. In the adjustments, correction of
the gravity value at the lower level and corrections of the linear calibration coefficients were fixed to
zero. The applied stochastic model assumes observations of equal weights for a single gravimeter. The
weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign, are determined according to (7.3). Individual
adjustments of each gravimeter data separately were carried out with unity weight matrices. The
values of vertical gravity gradients and their standard deviations were determined according to:
W zz =

W =
zz

g
z
 g
z

(7.5)
,

where g is the gravity difference between the two levels, z the height difference and  g standard
deviation of the gravity difference. Because the gravity value at the lower level was fixed to zero, the
standard deviation of the gravity difference is equal to the standard deviation of the gravity value at
the higher level. The overview of the reference standard deviations for individual adjustments of each
gravimeter’s data and common adjustment of both gravimeters’ data is given in Table 7.13 (options I
and II). The results of individual adjustments are presented in Appendix E, Table E.2 and Table E.3.
The results of common adjustments of both gravimeters’ data are given in Table 7.14 (options I and
II). The differences in adjusted vertical gravity gradients and their standard deviations between options
I and II for the individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.15.
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Table 7.13: Overview of reference standard deviations in µm s–2 for individual adjustments of each gravimeter
data separately and the joint adjustment for different adjustment options. (Set 2.)
Preglednica 7.13: Pregled referenčnih standardnih deviacij v µm s–2 za posamezno izravnavo, posebej za
podatke določenega gravimetra, in združena izravnava različnih pristopov izravnav. (2. niz)
Campaign Station
I
II
III
4372
4373
Both
4372
4373
Both
4372
4373
Both
1 (09/04/13) AGT02 0.022
0.018
0.019
0.008
0.012
0.010
0.007
0.010
0.008
2 (30/04/13) AGT03 0.031
0.010
0.019
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.007
0.008
0.007
3 (01/10/14) AGT03 0.027
0.010
0.018
0.007
0.009
0.007
0.006
0.007
0.006
4 (15/10/14) AGT03 0.027
0.025
0.025
0.012
0.016
0.014
0.010
0.013
0.012
Table 7.14: Vertical gravity gradients with their standard deviations in µs–2 from the joint adjustments of both
gravimeters’ data for different adjustment options. (Set 2.)
Preglednica 7.14: Vertikalni gradient težnosti s standardnimi deviacijami v µs–2 za združeno izravnavo podatkov
obeh gravimetrov za različne načine izravnav. (2. niz)
Campaign Station
I
II
III
I – II
II – III
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
1 (09/04/13) AGT02 –3.227 0.008 –3.227 0.004 –3.227 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.001
2 (30/04/13) AGT03 –4.119 0.005 –4.119 0.004 –4.119 0.003 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001
3 (01/10/14) AGT03 –4.064 0.006 –4.066 0.003 –4.066 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.001
4 (15/10/14) AGT03 –4.064 0.011 –4.066 0.006 –4.066 0.005 0.002 0.005 0.000 0.001
Table 7.15: The differences in adjusted vertical gravity gradients and their standard deviations in
µs–2 between options I and II (Δ = I – II) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 2.)
Preglednica 7.15: Razlike v izravnanih vertikalnih gradientih in pripadajočih standardnih deviacijah v µs –2 med
načinoma I in II (Δ = I – II) za posamezno ter združeno izravnavo. (2. niz)
Campaign
Station
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
1 (09/04/13)
AGT02
0.001
0.008
–0.001
0.003
0.000
0.004
2 (30/04/13)
AGT03
0.000
0.013
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
3 (01/10/14)
AGT03
0.000
0.012
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.002
4 (15/10/14)
AGT03
0.001
0.009
0.000
0.005
0.002
0.005

Since the profile method has been applied during a significant number of days from stages 2, 3 and 4
of set 3 (the measurements of the Croatian FOGN, section 3.3), the investigation of the optimal daily
drift model was performed only on data from stage 1. In addition, days 12 and 19 from stage 1 have
been excluded because of an insufficient number of redundant observations (see Table 3.8 – Table
3.11). The measurements were pre-processed as described in section 3.5. Same as in section 7.2 and
for the processing of set 2, functional model (5.40) with gravity readings as observations was applied.
Firstly, the individual adjustments of each gravimeter’s data separately were carried out with unity
weight matrices. Then, the joint adjustment of all three gravimeters’ data was performed with
stochastic model (7.3), based on the a posteriori variance factors from individual adjustments. The
absolute measurements have not been included in the adjustment. Thus, the network’s datum has been
defined by fixing the gravity values at two absolute stations: AGT01 and AGT06, which corresponds
to the almost minimum constraint. The described processing procedure was applied for adjustment
options with (I) the first and (II) the second order daily drift polynomial. The overview of reference
standard deviations from the individual and joint adjustments is given in Table 7.16 (options I and II).
The statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values for the two options and differences
in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between options I and II for the individual and
joint adjustments are given in Table 7.17 and Table 7.18, respectively. Adjusted corrections of linear
calibration coefficients and their standard deviations are given in Table 7.19. The results of individual
adjustments of gravimeters 4372, 4373 and 1002 together with precision and reliability measures for
the two options are given in Appendix E, Table E.4 – Table E.11, Table E.12 – Table E.18 and Table
E.19 – Table E.25, respectively. The results of the joint adjustments for the two options are given in
Appendix E, Table E.26 – Table E.33.
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Table 7.16: Reference standard deviations from individual and joint adjustments in µm s –2. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.16: Referenčne standardne deviacije za posamezne in združeno izravnavo v µs–2. (3. niz)
Gravimeter
Option I
Option II
Option III
Option IV
4372
0.095
0.118
0.080
0.086
4373
0.253
0.267
0.196
0.212
10012
0.049
0.045
0.038
0.047
Mean reference standard deviation ( c R )
0.132
0.143
0.109
0.115
Joint adjustment (all gravimeters)
0.143
0.150
0.118
0.132
Table 7.17: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.17: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µs –2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
Max.
0.24
0.32
0.63
0.72
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
Min.
0.07
0.10
0.19
0.22
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
Mean
0.13
0.17
0.34
0.39
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
St. dev.
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.10
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
Table 7.18: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options I and II (Δ = I – II) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.18: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µs–2 med načinoma I in II (Δ = I – II) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.22
–0.02
0.27
–0.02
0.09
0.00
0.12
0.00
Min.
–0.13
–0.08
–0.09
–0.09
0.01
0.00
–0.01
–0.01
Mean
0.03
–0.04
0.08
–0.05
0.04
0.00
0.04
0.00
St. dev.
0.06
0.01
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
Table 7.19: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations for options I and
II. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.19: Izravnani popravki linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije
za načina I in II. (3. niz)
Option I
Option II
I – II
Adjustment
Gravimeter
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

Each gravimeter
separately

4372
4373
10012

2.462
3.387
4.267

0.790
2.094
0.407

2.481
3.211
4.389

1.060
2.393
0.407

–0.020
0.177
–0.122

–0.270
–0.298
0.001

Joint adjustment

4372
4373
10012

3.873
6.186
3.862

0.413
0.583
0.387

4.150
6.505
4.058

0.441
0.622
0.393

–0.277
–0.319
–0.195

–0.028
–0.039
–0.006

For set 4 (the measurements of the local test network, section 3.4), firstly the hysteresis has been
eliminated based on the measurements of a single campaign. The processing was then carried out in an
identical manner as for the set 3. The network’s datum has been defined by fixing the gravity values at
two stations: AGT03 and GSTUB, which corresponds to the almost minimum constraint. The
overview of reference standard deviations from the individual and joint adjustments is given in Table
7.20 (options I and II). The statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values for the two
options and differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between options I and
II for the individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.21 and Table 7.22, respectively.
Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations are given in Table
7.23. The results of individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 together with precision and
reliability measures for the two options are given in Appendix E, Table E.34 – Table E.40 and Table
E.41 – Table E.47, respectively. The results of the joint adjustments for the two options are given in
Appendix E, Table E.48 – Table E.54.
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Table 7.20: Reference standard deviations from individual and joint adjustments in µm s –2. (Set 4.)
Preglednica 7.20: Referenčne standardne deviacije za posamezne in združeno izravnavo v µs –2. (4. niz)
Gravimeter
Option I
Option II
Option III
4372
0.091
0.032
0.024
4373
0.052
0.030
0.018
Mean reference standard deviation ( c R )
0.071
0.031
0.021
Joint adjustment (all gravimeters)
0.071
0.030
0.025
Table 7.21: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments. (Set 4.)
Preglednica 7.21: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µs–2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo. (4. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
I
II
I
II
I
II
Max.
0.08
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02
Min.
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.02
Mean
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 7.22: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options I and II (Δ = I – II) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 4.)
Preglednica 7.22: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µs–2 med načinoma I in II (Δ = I – II) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (4. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.02
Min.
–0.09
0.04
–0.02
0.01
–0.02
0.02
Mean
–0.03
0.05
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.02
St. dev.
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.05
0.00
Table 7.23: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations for options I and
II. (Set 4.)
Preglednica 7.23: Izravnani popravki linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije
za načina I in II. (4. niz)
Option I
Option II
I – II
Adjustment
Gravimeter
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
Each gravimeter
separately
Joint adjustment

4372
4373
4372
4373

y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

–0.275
0.355
–0.124
0.305

0.334
0.191
0.280
0.180

–0.239
0.325
–0.275
0.284

0.134
0.125
0.115
0.109

y1 10

–0.036
0.030
0.151
0.022

y1

0.200
0.066
0.165
0.071

In addition to the above-described investigation carried out on set 4, complete investigation on the data
of set 4 has been repeated, but now without elimination of hysteresis and with only five readings for
each occupation included, taken 10 minutes after the beginning of the observations series. In this way,
“regular” observation procedure applied during set 3 is simulated. However, one should be aware that
(unlike set 3) during the measurements of set 4, the gravimeters were always transported in the upright
position. The overview of reference standard deviations from the individual and joint adjustments is
given in Table 7.24 (options I and II). The statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity
values for the two options and differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations
between options I and II for the individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.25 and Table
7.26, respectively. Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations
are given in Table 7.27. The results of individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 together
with precision and reliability measures for the two options are given in Appendix E, Table E.56 –
Table E.62 and Table E.63 – Table E.69, respectively. The results of the joint adjustments for the two
options are given in Appendix E, Table E.70 – Table E.76.
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Table 7.24: Reference standard deviations from individual and joint adjustments in µm s –2. (Set 4, simulated
„regular“ observation procedure.)
Preglednica 7.24: Referenčne standardne deviacije za posamezne in združeno izravnavo v µs–2. (4. niz, simuliran
»običajni« postopek izmere).
Gravimeter
Option I
Option II
Option III
4372
0.132
0.055
0.047
4373
0.070
0.048
0.039
Mean reference standard deviation ( c R )
0.101
0.051
0.043
Joint adjustment (all gravimeters)
0.098
0.054
0.042
Table 7.25: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments. (Set 4, simulated „regular“ observation procedure.)
Preglednica 7.25: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µs –2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo. (4. niz, simuliran »običajni« postopek izmere).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
I
II
I
II
I
II
Max.
0.11
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.03
Min.
0.10
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
Mean
0.11
0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.03
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 7.26: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options I and II (Δ = I – II) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 4, simulated
„regular“ observation procedure.)
Preglednica 7.26: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µs–2 med načinoma I in II (Δ = I – II) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (4. niz, simuliran
»običajni« postopek izmere).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.02
Min.
–0.12
0.05
–0.04
0.01
–0.06
0.01
Mean
–0.04
0.06
–0.01
0.02
0.00
0.02
St. dev.
0.08
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.05
0.00
Table 7.27: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations for options I and
II. (Set 4, simulated „regular“ observation procedure.)
Preglednica 7.27: Izravnani popravki linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije
za načina I in II. (4. niz, simuliran »običajni« postopek izmere).
Option I
Option II
I – II
Adjustment
Gravimeter
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
y1 10

Each gravimeter
separately
Joint adjustment

7.3.2

4372
4373
4372
4373

–0.101
0.389
0.046
0.347

y1

0.484
0.257
0.396
0.240

y1 10

–0.061
0.358
–0.092
0.381

y1

0.228
0.200
0.214
0.192

y1 10

–0.040
0.031
0.138
–0.034

y1

0.256
0.058
0.182
0.047

Analysis and Discussion on the Optimal Drift Model

For set 1, adjustment option II (the second order drift polynomial) for gravimeter 4372 (Table 7.12)
resulted in significantly smaller standard deviations of adjusted calibration constants, as compared to
option I (the first order drift polynomial). For gravimeter 4373, the standard deviations from option II
are smaller for all campaigns except campaigns 3 and 4. Specifically, the standard deviations of
calibration constants for option II are averagely 53% and 30% smaller as compared to option I for
adjustments of gravimeter 4372 and 4373, respectively. This is anticipated since the non-linearity of
the daily drift is more emphasised for gravimeter 4372 (section 4.2). In addition, option II resulted in
smaller standard deviations of the adjusted first order drift coefficients as compared to option I in all
cases except for gravimeter 4373 during campaign 3. Often, the standard deviations of adjusted first
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order drift coefficients are even an order of magnitude smaller. The differences in values of calibration
constants are mostly negligible for gravimeter 4373 and for gravimeter 4372 in accordance with their
standard deviations.
For set 2, the adjustment option II again resulted in significantly smaller standard deviations of
parameters of interest (in this case, the vertical gravity gradients) as compared to option I for
gravimeter 4372 (Appendix E, Table E.2), while for gravimeter 4373 (Appendix E, Table E.3) the
standard deviations are only moderately smaller for option II. Specifically, the standard deviations of
vertical gravity gradients for option II are averagely 66%, 20% and 43% smaller as compared to
option I for individual adjustment of gravimeter 4372, individual adjustment of gravimeter 4373 and
the joint adjustment, respectively. The standard deviations of adjusted first order drift coefficients are
smaller in all cases for option II as compared to option I. However, the differences in the vertical
gravity gradients between option I and II are negligible for the individual (Appendix E, Table E.2 and
Table E.3) and joint adjustments (Table 7.14).
Contrary to the first two sets, for set 3, the option II resulted in larger standard deviations of
parameters of interest (i.e., the gravity values) for individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and
4373 as compared to option I (Table 7.17, Appendix E, Table E.6 and Table E.13). Specifically, the
standard deviations of gravity values for option II are averagely 34% and 14% larger as compared to
option I for adjustments of gravimeter 4372 and 4373, respectively. For adjustment of gravimeter
10012 and the joint adjustment, there is no difference in standard deviations of gravity values between
options I and II (Table 7.17, Appendix E, Table E.20 and Table E.28). The differences in gravity
values itself, are far below the limit of standard deviations of gravity values for the individual
adjustments of all three gravimeters and up to the value of standard deviations of gravity values for the
joint adjustment of all three gravimeters (Table 7.18, Appendix E, Table E.6, Table E.13 and Table
E.20). The standard deviations of adjusted first order drift coefficients from individual adjustments of
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are also larger for option II as compared to option I, while for individual
adjustment of gravimeter 10012, the standard deviations are smaller for option II. The same relations
among the standard deviations of the first order drift coefficients of the respective gravimeters
between options I and II can be observed for the joint adjustment. The standard deviations of adjusted
corrections of linear calibration coefficients (Table 7.19) are also larger for option II as compared to
option I, but the difference is more emphasised for individual adjustments of each gravimeter data
separately (except for gravimeter 10012, for which there is no difference), while for the joint
adjustment the difference is negligible. In general, all measures of precision used for evaluation of the
adjustment models (standard deviations of parameters, global measures of precision, reference
standard deviations and standard deviations of adjusted measurements) are in agreement and go in
favour of option I for individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373, while for individual
adjustment of gravimeter 10012 and the joint adjustment they are indifferent. This can be explained by
errors in readings caused by inhomogeneous hysteresis effects in measurements of gravimeters 4372
and 4373 during campaign 1, which are superimposed to daily drift. Such errors can result in
unrealistic second order drift coefficients (as already noticed in section 4.2.2). It is noteworthy that,
although the daily drift of the gravimeter 10012 during set 1 was linear or close to linear (as observed
in section 4.2.2), there is no difference in precision between the results of individual adjustments of
gravimeter 10012 between option I and II. Obviously, larger weights of gravimeter 10012, as
compared to the two CG-3M gravimeters, resulted in equal precision for the two options for the joint
adjustment as well. On the other hand, measures of reliability always go in favour of option I, which
is, probably due to the higher correlation among residuals and fewer degrees of freedom caused by the
introduction of the second order drift coefficients in the functional model.
For set 4 with all readings included in the calculations and with eliminated hysteresis, all measures of
precision used for evaluation of the adjustment models (standard deviations of parameters, global
measures of precision, reference standard deviations and standard deviations of adjusted
measurements) are in agreement and go in favour of option II for individual adjustments of
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 and the joint adjustment of both gravimeters. Specifically, the standard
deviations of gravity values for option II are averagely 62%, 38% and 48% smaller as compared to
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option I for individual adjustment of gravimeter 4372, individual adjustment of gravimeter 4373 and
the joint adjustment, respectively (Table 7.21, Table 7.22, Appendix E, Table E.35, Table E.42 and
Table E.50). The differences in adjusted gravity values between options I and II are in accordance with
their standard deviations for all adjustments (Appendix E, Table E.35, Table E.42 and Table E.50). In
addition, option II resulted in a significantly better agreement of adjusted corrections of calibration
coefficients between the individual and joint adjustments as compared to option I (Table 7.23). On the
other hand, for set 4 as well, the measures of reliability again go in favour of option I.
The investigation based on set 4 without eliminated hysteresis and with only five readings included in
the calculations, taken 10 minutes from the beginning of the observation series (simulated „regular“
observation procedure), confirmed the results of the investigation with all readings included in the
calculations and with eliminated hysteresis. Although the decrease in standard deviations of gravity
values (and other measures of precision) for option II as compared to option I is even larger in
absolute values than for adjustments with eliminated hysteresis and all readings included in the
calculation, in relative terms it is less emphasised. Specifically, the standard deviations of gravity
values for option II are averagely 56%, 27% and 33% smaller as compared to option I for individual
adjustment of gravimeter 4372, individual adjustment of gravimeter 4373 and the joint adjustment,
respectively (Table 7.25, Table 7.26, Appendix E, Table E.57, Table E.64 and Table E.71). The
differences in adjusted gravity values between options I and II are somewhat larger than those for
adjustment of all readings end with eliminated hysteresis, but again they are in accordance with their
standard deviations for all adjustments.
It should be mentioned that the differences in the adjusted parameters of interest between individual
adjustments of different gravimeters have not been used as criteria for selection of optimal drift model.
For set 1 such criteria is not applicable. For set 2, the differences in vertical gravity gradients between
individual adjustments are practically the same for the two options (Table 7.28). In the case of the
adjustment of gravity network, the differences in the adjusted gravity values between individual
adjustments of different gravimeters depend on network datum. For example, for set 4, if gravity
values at stations AGT03 and GSTUB are fixed in adjustment, the differences go in favour of option
II. On the other hand, if gravity values at stations AGT02 and AGT03 are fixed in the adjustment, the
differences go in favour of option I. In addition, the differences in gravity values between individual
adjustments of different gravimeters depend mostly on adjusted corrections of calibration coefficients
and their precision, which are, besides errors from inappropriate drift model, also affected by other
error influences. Though, for set 4 and option II of adjustment with all readings included in the
calculations and with eliminated hysteresis, the differences in gravity values between individual
adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are significant. Specifically, according to the test of two
independent values of adjusted parameters (Feil, 1990), 3 out of 4 differences at stations with free
gravity values are significant for adjustments with all observations. However, for adjustments with the
observation, which is marked as an outlier by Tau-test after the joint adjustment, eliminated, only one
difference is significant. This implies that standard deviations of gravity values can in some cases be
too optimistic if the drift is modelled as the second order polynomial. Possibly such a drift model also
smoots a part of gross and random errors, as well. However, for set 4 with simulated “regular”
observation procedure, the differences are not significant for both options.
To summarise, in general, modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial yields results of
higher precision as compared to the first order polynomial. The only exceptions are the measurements
of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 from set 3, for which inhomogeneous hysteresis effects (including the
“tilting” effect) are superimposed to daily drift (see section 4.2.2). It is noteworthy that the
introduction of the second order drift coefficients in the functional model does not impair the results’
precision even in the case of linear or almost linear daily drifts (as for gravimeter 10012 during set 3).
Because sets 1, 2 and 4 involve measurements of high precision, for which hysteresis effect is
eliminated or otherwise minimised, the investigation was also carried out on measurements of set 4
with simulated “regular” observation procedure by taking into calculation only five readings, taken 10
minutes after the beginning of the observations series. Accordingly, one can conclude that modelling
the daily drift with the second order polynomial yields the results of higher precision as compared to
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the first order polynomial also for measurements of regular precision. On the other hand, the measures
of internal and external reliability are better for option I as compared to option II, which is probably
due to a higher correlation among residuals and fewer degrees of freedom (i.e. redundancy) caused by
the introduction of the second order drift coefficients in the functional model. In addition, it is possible
that in some cases modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial can yield too optimistic
precision.
Table 7.28: Differences in adjusted vertical gravity gradients between individual adjustments of gravimeters
4372 and 4373 in µs–2.
Preglednica 7.28: Razlike v izravnanih vertikalnih gradientih težnosti med posameznimi izravnavami za
gravimetra 4372 in 4372 v µs–2.
Campaign
Station
Option I
Option II
(4372 – 4373)
(4372 – 4373)
Wzz
Wzz
1 (09/04/13)
AGT02
0.002
0.001
2 (30/04/13)
AGT03
0.001
0.001
3 (01/10/14)
AGT03
–0.005
–0.004
4 (15/10/14)
AGT03
–0.010
–0.011

Furthermore, if one relates the comparison of options I and II with characteristics of the model with
too few parameters (Table 5.1), it is obvious that option I, for all sets except set 3, corresponds to the
model with too few parameters, considering that the parameters precision are calculated based on a
posteriori variance factor. Specifically, for option I as compared to option II, with the assumed
complete model, there is often a bias in estimated parameters, significantly worse estimated precision
of parameters and larger a posteriori variance factor. However, unlike for the investigation on the
treatment of the calibration function in the functional model, the bias in estimated parameters is in
accordance with their estimated precision.
7.3.3

Methods for Selection of the Optimal Phase of Drift Determination

After selection of the second order polynomial as the optimal drift model, the adjustment with the drift
coefficients determined in the course of the adjustment is now compared with the adjustment with the
drift eliminated in the phase of pre-processing. Thereby, the correlation among the observations
caused by the drift elimination (see section 5.3.1.2) is not taken into account. For all sets, (II) the
adjustment with coefficients of the second order drift polynomial determined in the course of
adjustment is compared to (III) the adjustment with coefficients of the second order drift polynomial
determined before the adjustment. In addition, for set 3 (I) the adjustment with coefficients of the first
order drift polynomial determined in the course of adjustment is compared to (IV) the adjustment with
coefficients of the first order drift polynomial determined before the adjustment. Apart from drift
elimination before adjustment and fixing the drift coefficients in the adjustment to zero, for all four
sets, the processing in case of option III (and IV), was identical to the processing in case of option II
(and I, respectively). The drift determined before adjustment was determined as described in section
4.2.1, with exception of the drift for the set 1. Specifically, in order to correspond to the processing
procedure of option II for set 1, the drift before the adjustment was determined with weights inversely
proportional to the variances of the mean readings. Because the stochastic model for the joint
adjustments (where applicable) is based on the a posteriori variance factors from the individual
adjustments, the weights for the joint adjustments in option III slightly differs from those in option II.
For the measurements of set 1 (the measurement for the purpose of calibration), the results of the
options II and III are given in Table 7.29. Statistical parameters of differences between coefficients of
the second order drift polynomial and their standard deviations between the two options are given in
Appendix F, Table F.1.
For set 2 (the vertical gravity gradient determination), the overview of the reference standard
deviations for individual adjustments of each gravimeter’s data and joint adjustment of both
gravimeters’ data is given in Table 7.13 (options II and III). The results of individual adjustments are
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presented in Appendix F, Table F.2 and Table F.3. The results of the joint adjustments of both
gravimeters’ data are given in Table 7.14 (options II and III). The differences in adjusted vertical
gravity gradients and their standard deviations between options II and III for the individual and joint
adjustments are given in Table 7.30. Statistical parameters of differences between coefficients of the
second order drift polynomial and their standard deviations between the two options are given in
Appendix F, Table F.4.
Table 7.29: Calibration constants (GCAL1) with their standard deviations in μm s–2 CU–1 for adjustments with
the second order daily drift polynomial determined (II) in the course of adjustment and (III) before adjustment.
(Set 1.)
Preglednica 7.29 Kalibracijske: konstante (GCAL1) s pripadajočimi standardnimi deviacijami v μm s–2 CU–1 za
postopek z drugo stopnjo polinoma za dnevni hod (II) v izravnavi in (III) pred izravnavo. (1. niz).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Campaign
II
III
II – III
II
III
II – III
GCAL1
60 621.93
60 622.02
–0.08
61 918.60
61 918.59
0.01
1 (10/12)
σGCAL1
1.39
0.62
0.77
0.33
0.15
0.18
GCAL1
60 626.01
60 625.99
0.02
61 921.23
61 921.23
0.00
2 (05/13)
σGCAL1
0.30
0.15
0.15
0.02
0.01
0.01
GCAL1
60 622.83
60 622.92
–0.09
61 919.89
61 919.79
0.10
3 (12/13)
σGCAL1
1.39
0.62
0.77
1.37
0.61
0.76
GCAL1
60 627.36
60 627.30
0.07
61 924.81
61 924.84
–0.03
4 (07/14)
σGCAL1
0.92
0.41
0.51
0.82
0.37
0.45
GCAL1
60 626.07
60 626.05
0.02
61 922.72
61 922.71
0.01
5 (06/15)
σGCAL1
0.25
0.15
0.11
0.31
0.18
0.13
GCAL1
60 625.71
60 625.71
0.00
61 925.69
61 925.71
–0.02
6 (07/16)
σGCAL1
0.95
0.52
0.43
0.62
0.36
0.26
Table 7.30: The differences in adjusted vertical gravity gradients and their standard deviations in
µs–2 between options II and III (Δ = II – III) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 2.)
Preglednica 7.30: Razlike v izravnanih vertikalnih gradientih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih deviacijah v
µs–2 med načinoma II in III (Δ = II – III) za posamezne in združeno izravnavo. (2. niz)
Campaign
Station
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
Wzz
σWzz
1 (09/04/13)
AGT02
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.001
2 (30/04/13)
AGT03
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
3 (01/10/14)
AGT03
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
4 (15/10/14)
AGT03
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.001

The investigation on set 3 (the measurements of the Croatian FOGN), has been performed on the same
reduced set as in the section 7.3.1 (only stage 1 without days 12 and 19). For set 3, modelling the daily
drift with the first order polynomial yielded somewhat better precision as compared to the second
order polynomial due to inhomogeneous hysteresis effects which are superimposed to daily drifts.
Therefore, for set 3 the comparison of the adjustment option with drift determined in adjustment with
the option with drift determined and eliminated in the phase of pre-processing has been carried out for
both, daily drift modelled with the first (options I and IV) and second (options II and III) order
polynomials. The overview of reference standard deviations from the individual and joint adjustments
is given in Table 7.16 (options II and III, as well as I and IV). The statistical parameters of standard
deviations of gravity values for options with the second order drift polynomial (options II and III) and
differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between options II and III for the
individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.31 and Table 7.32, respectively. The statistical
parameters of standard deviations of gravity values for options with the first order drift polynomial
(options I and IV) and differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between
options I and IV for the individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.33 and Table 7.34,
respectively. Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations for
options III and IV, and differences from options II and I, respectively, are given in Table 7.35. The
results of individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372, 4373 and 1002 together with precision and
reliability measures for options III and IV together with differences from options II and I, respectively
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are given in Appendix F, Table F.5 – Table F.13, Table F.14 – Table F.22 and Table F.23 – Table
F.30, respectively. The results of the joint adjustments for options III and IV are given in Appendix F,
Table F.31 – Table F.39. Statistical parameters of differences between coefficients of the second order
drift polynomial and their standard deviations from options II and III and the first order drift
polynomial from options I and IV are given in Appendix F, Table F.40 and Table F.41, respectively.
Table 7.31: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments for option II and III. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.31: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µm s–2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo za načina II in III. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
II
III
II
III
II
III
II
III
Max.
0.32
0.19
0.72
0.47
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.09
Min.
0.10
0.06
0.22
0.14
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
Mean
0.17
0.10
0.39
0.25
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.05
St. dev.
0.05
0.03
0.10
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
Table 7.32: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options II and III (Δ = II – III) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.32: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med načinoma II in III (Δ = II – III) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.13
0.13
0.30
0.25
0.00
0.03
0.02
0.03
Min.
–0.05
0.04
–0.22
0.08
–0.02
0.01
–0.05
0.01
Mean
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.14
–0.01
0.02
–0.01
0.02
St. dev.
0.03
0.02
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
Table 7.33: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments for option I and IV. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.33: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo za načina I in IV. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
I
IV
I
IV
I
IV
I
IV
Max.
0.24
0.20
0.63
0.51
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.11
Min.
0.07
0.06
0.19
0.15
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
Mean
0.13
0.11
0.34
0.27
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
St. dev.
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
Table 7.34: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options I and IV (Δ = I – IV) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.34: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med načinoma I in IV (Δ = I – IV) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (3. niz)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Gravimeter 10012
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.05
0.03
0.34
0.12
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
Min.
–0.01
0.01
–0.20
0.04
–0.02
0.00
–0.03
0.00
Mean
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
St. dev.
0.01
0.01
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
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Table 7.35: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations for options III
and IV. (Set 3.)
Preglednica 7.35: Izravnani popravki in linearni kalibracijski koeficienti ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije
za načina III in IV. (3. niz)
Option III
II – III
Option IV
I – IV
Adjustment Gravimeter
4
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

Each
gravimeter
separately

4372
4373
10012

2.409
3.374
4.401

0.073
–0.163
–0.012

0.425
0.842
0.104

0.635
1.551
0.303

2.390
3.558
4.324

0.683
1.675
0.368

0.072
–0.171
–0.057

0.107
0.419
0.039

Joint
adjustment

4372
4373
10012

3.888
5.887
4.019

0.262
0.618
0.039

0.120
0.161
0.096

0.320
0.461
0.296

3.832
5.637
3.873

0.389
0.524
0.367

0.041
0.548
–0.011

0.024
0.059
0.020

For set 4 (the measurements of the local test network), the investigation has been performed again on
all readings with hysteresis eliminated and without elimination of hysteresis with only five readings
for each occupation included, taken 10 minutes after the beginning of the observations series, which
simulates the “regular” observation procedure. For investigation on data with eliminated hysteresis
and all readings included in the calculation, the overview of reference standard deviations from the
individual and joint adjustments is given in Table 7.20 (options II and III). The statistical parameters
of standard deviations of gravity values for the two options and differences in adjusted gravity values
and their standard deviations between options II and III for the individual and joint adjustments are
given in Table 7.36 and Table 7.37, respectively. Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients
and their standard deviations are given in Table 7.38. For investigation on data without elimination of
hysteresis with only five readings for each occupation included, taken 10 minutes after the beginning
of the observations series, the overview of reference standard deviations from the individual and joint
adjustments is given in Table 7.24. The statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values
for the two options and differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between
options II and III for the individual and joint adjustments are given in Table 7.39 and Table 7.40,
respectively. Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations are
given in Table 7.41. The results of individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 together with
precision and reliability measures for option III and differences from option II for both, data with
eliminated hysteresis, all readings and data without eliminated hysteresis, only five readings, are given
in Appendix E, Table E.34 – Table E.40 and Table E.41 – Table E.47, respectively. The results of the
joint adjustments for the two options are given in Appendix E, Table E.48 – Table E.54. Statistical
parameters of differences between coefficients of the second order drift polynomial and their standard
deviations from the two options are given in Appendix F, Table F.68 and Table F.69, for the
adjustment of all readings with eliminated hysteresis and adjustment of five readings for each
occupation, taken 10 minutes after the beginning of the observations series without elimination of
hysteresis, respectively.
Table 7.36: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments. (Set 4, eliminated hysteresis, all readings.)
Preglednica 7.36: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µs–2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo. (4. niz, odstranjena histereza, vsi odčitki.)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
II
III
II
III
II
III
Max.
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
Min.
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
Mean
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 7.37: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options II and III (Δ = II – III) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 4, eliminated hysteresis,
all readings.)
Preglednica 7.37: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med načinoma II in III (Δ = II – III) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (4. niz,
odstranjena histereza, vsi odčitki.)
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.01
–0.01
0.01
Min.
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
–0.03
0.00
Mean
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
–0.02
0.01
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
Table 7.38: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations. (Set 4,
eliminated hysteresis, all readings.)
Preglednica 7.38: Izravnani popravki linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije.
(4. niz, odstranjena histereza, vsi odčitki.)
Option II
Option III
II – III
Adjustment
Gravimeter
4
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
Each gravimeter
separately
Joint adjustment

4372
4373
4372
4373

y1 10

y1 10

y1 10

y1

y1 10

y1

–0.239
0.325
–0.275
0.284

–0.239
0.325
–0.275
0.284

–0.235
0.301
–0.259
0.305

0.086
0.064
0.092
0.072

–0.004
0.024
–0.017
–0.021

0.048
0.061
0.023
0.037

Table 7.39: Statistical parameters of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 for individual and joint
adjustments. (Set 4, without elimination of hysteresis, five readings after 10 minutes.)
Preglednica 7.39: Statistični parametri za standardne deviacije vrednosti težnosti v µs –2 za posamezno in
združeno izravnavo. (4. niz, brez odstranitve histereze, pet odčitkov po desetih minutah).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
II
III
II
III
II
III
Max.
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
Min.
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.02
Mean
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
St. dev.
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 7.40: Statistical parameters of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in
µm s–2 between options II and III (Δ = II – III) for individual and joint adjustments. (Set 4, without elimination
of hysteresis, five readings after 10 minutes.)
Preglednica 7.40: Statistični parametri razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med načinoma II in III (Δ = II – III) za posamezne ter združeno izravnavo. (4. niz, brez
odstranitve histereze, pet odčitkov po desetih minutah).
Gravimeter 4372
Gravimeter 4373
Joint adjustment
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.01
Min.
–0.01
0.01
–0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
Mean
–0.01
0.01
–0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
Table 7.41: Adjusted corrections of linear calibration coefficients and their standard deviations. (Set 4, without
elimination of hysteresis, five readings after 10 minutes.)
Preglednica 7.41: Izravnani popravki linearni kalibracijskih koeficientov ter pripadajoče standardne deviacije
za načina I in II. (4. niz, brez odstranitve histereze, pet odčitkov po desetih minutah).
Option II
Option III
II – III
Adjustment
Gravimeter
4
4
4
 10 4
 10 4
 10 4
y1 10

Each gravimeter
separately
Joint adjustment

4372
4373
4372
4373

–0.061
0.358
–0.092
0.381

y1

–0.061
0.358
–0.092
0.381

y1 10

–0.046
0.371
–0.111
0.363

y1

0.167
0.137
0.146
0.125

y1 10

–0.015
–0.013
0.019
0.019

y1

0.061
0.062
0.067
0.067
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Analysis and Discussion on the Optimal Phase of Drift Determination

For set 1, adjustment option III (drift determined before the adjustment) resulted in significantly
smaller standard deviations of adjusted calibration constants as compared to option II (drift determined
in the adjustment) (Table 7.29). For both gravimeters and all campaigns, the standard deviations are
smaller for approximately 50% for option III as compared to option II. On the other hand, there is
almost no difference in the values of adjusted calibration constants between the two options.
Set 2 is specific since each campaign comprises measurements of only one day. Therefore, the daily
drift coefficients determined in the course of individual adjustments of each gravimeter separately, are
identical to those determined in the phase of pre-processing (since they are determined based on the
same set of observations) and only slightly different from the drift coefficients determined in the
course of the joint adjustments (Appendix F, Table F.4). Consequently, the adjusted vertical gravity
gradients are identical for options II and III (Table 7.30), for the individual and joint adjustments.
However, their standard deviations are approximately 20% smaller for option III as compared to
option II. Although this difference is not considerable in absolute terms, it is systematic for all
individual and joint adjustments through all campaigns. It is significant that, for both options, the
standard deviations of vertical gradients from the individual adjustments (Appendix F, Table F.2 and
F.3) are the largest for those campaigns and gravimeters for which the standard deviations of drift
coefficients determined before adjustment are the largest (Table 4.12), i.e. campaign 1 for gravimeter
4373 and campaign 4 for both gravimeters. For those instances, the difference in the standard
deviations between options II and III is also the largest.
For set 3, the difference in parameters of interest (i.e. the gravity values) between adjustments options
II and III as well as I and IV are again not significant as compared to corresponding standard
deviations of gravity values. However, while for individual adjustment of gravimeter 10012 and the
joint adjustment there is practically no difference in adjusted gravity values in case the drift is
determined in the course of adjustment or before it, for individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372
and 4373 the differences are notable, especially for gravimeter 4373. The standard deviations of
gravity values and other measures of precision are again smaller for options with drift eliminated
before the adjustment (Table 7.32 and Table 7.34). In addition, the differences in standard deviations
of gravity values are more emphasised for individual adjustments of gravimeters with the largest
standard deviations of the daily drift coefficients determined before the adjustment (Table 4.13, Table
4.14 and Table 4.15). Accordingly, the absolute values of the differences in measures of precision are
the most emphasised for the individual adjustment of gravimeter 4373, while for gravimeter 10012
there is practically no improvement in precision for options III and IV as compared to options II and I,
respectively. Due to dominating weights of gravimeter 10012 in the joint adjustment, its results and
comparison of different options correspond to those of the individual adjustment of gravimeter 10012.
In relative terms, the differences in measures of precision are more systematic through the individual
and joint adjustments. Specifically, the standard deviations of gravity values are averagely 30%
smaller for option III as compared to option II and 10% smaller for option IV as compared to option I.
Unlike sets I and II, for which daily drift coefficients determined in the adjustment are in good
agreement with those determined in the phase of pre-processing (Appendix F, Table F.1 and Table
F.4), for set 3 the differences in drift coefficients are substantial, especially for gravimeter 4373
(Appendix F, Table F.40 and Table F.41). All measures of reliability for the individual and joint
adjustments go in favour of the options with drift eliminated before the adjustment, except the
measures for external reliability for the parameters of interest (i.e. gravity values), which are
indifferent for the individual adjustments of all three gravimeters. This could be anticipated since
options III and IV ignores algebraic correlation among observations belonging to the same day and
gravimeter.
For set 4, there are only minor differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations
between options II and III. Still, all measures of precision are slightly, but systematically smaller for
option III (drift determined before adjustment) as compared to option II (drift determined in the
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adjustment). The differences in measures of precision are more emphasised in absolute terms for the
adjustments of data without elimination of hysteresis with only five readings for each occupation
included, taken 10 minutes after the beginning of the observations series (simulated „regular“
observation procedure), as compared to the adjustment of data with all readings included and
hysteresis eliminated. This is in accordance with the slightly worse precision of the daily drift
coefficients determined before adjustment of data without elimination of hysteresis with only five
readings included. However, in relative terms, the differences in measures of precision are more
emphasised for the data with all readings included and hysteresis eliminated. Specifically, the standard
deviations of gravity values for option III as compared to option II are approximately 40% smaller for
data with all readings included with hysteresis eliminated and 30% smaller for data without
elimination of hysteresis with only five readings included. The daily drift coefficients determined in
the adjustment and in the phase of pre-processing are generally in good agreement for data with
eliminated hysteresis and all readings included, while for data with only five readings included and
without elimination of hysteresis, larger differences occur only for second order coefficients. The
measures of reliability also go in favour of option III, with exception of measures of external
reliability for gravity values, which are, in general, indifferent.
In brief, the precision of adjusted measurements and parameters is smaller for the options with drift
eliminated before adjustment (options III and IV) as compared to the options with drift determined in
the course of adjustment (options II and I, respectively). However, if one draws an analogy between
eliminating the drift before the adjustment of relative gravity measurements and over-constrained
adjustment of any geodetic network, it is clear that both procedures yield too optimistic precision
estimates of parameters. Specifically, in both cases, the portion of the parameters is fixed to a priori
value before adjustment and correlation induced by the elimination of fixed parameters from the
functional model is ignored. In case of geodetic positioning networks, fixing the a priori determined
coordinates and ignoring its uncertainties and correlation yields too optimistic precision estimates of
newly adjusted points, but regularly yields a larger a posteriori variance factor due to disagreement
between network geometry (i.e. observations) and fixed coordinates (Feil, 1989; 1990; Harvey, 1998).
In other words, such adjustment corresponds to the GMM model with too few parameters (Table 5.1).
On the other hand, in case of the adjustment of relative gravity observations corrected for a priori
determined drift (without taking into account the drift uncertainty and thereby induced correlation),
besides precision estimates of other adjusted parameters, also the a posteriori variance factor is smaller
as compared to options with drift determined in the adjustment. This smaller a posteriori variance
factor can be mistakenly attributed to an increase in measurement precision. However, one should
have in mind that the observations are actually adjusted twice; the first time to estimate unknown drift
coefficients and the second time to estimate other unknown parameters. Generally, it is valid (see
Table 7.13, Appendix F, Table F.5, Table F.14, Table F.23, Table F.31, Table F.42, Table F.50 and
Table F.59):
( 0 ) II 

f III
( 0 ) III
f II

( 0 ) I 

f IV
( 0 ) IV .
fI

(7.6)

Therefore, v T P v is approximately the same for the options with drift eliminated before adjustment
and those with drift determined in the course of adjustment. Thus, one can conclude that the a
posteriori variance factor is too optimistic since it is derived based on a falsified number of degrees of
freedom. It should be emphasised again that the drift corrections are determined based on the same set
of observations (or more precisely separate groups of observations), which shall be corrected and
adjusted again. Consequently, the uncertainty of the drift correction corresponds to the noise level in
observations. Furthermore, generally, there is no disagreement between drift coefficients fixed in
adjustment (through drift corrections) and observations. Hence, estimates of parameters precision are
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even more optimistic than in case of over-constrained positioning networks since not only the cofactor
matrix but also the a posteriori variance factor is too optimistic.
Although it is well known that the original observations should be corrected for specific error
influence before adjustment only if its effect can be determined with significantly lower uncertainty
than the noise in observations (Kotsakis, 2004), the comparison of the options with drift determined
before adjustment and in the course of the adjustment is important since it provides genuine insight
into the magnitude of falsified measurements’ and parameters’ precision estimates.
Therefore, based on the conclusion that option I for all sets except set 3 (in which significant “tilting”
effects are present) corresponds to the GMM with too few parameters and the conclusion that option
III (and IV) yields too optimistic measures of precision and, in some cases, biased parameters, the subhypothesis 5 is accepted.
7.4

Optimal Stochastic Models with Respect to Unmodelled Hysteresis Effects

In section 7.1 it is shown that hysteresis after transport can be modelled and reduced from
measurements before adjustment if reading series of sufficient duration (i.e. at least 30 minutes) are
available. However, if reading series of sufficient duration are not available, the effect cannot be
modelled. Moreover, the influence of the hysteresis effect on observations cannot be described by
parameters of the functional model. Therefore, in this section the sub-hypothesis 3 shall be tested:
3. If reading series of sufficient duration are not available, deterioration of measurement
precision by the elastic hysteresis effect can be successfully accounted for by the stochastic
part of adjustment model.
In Repanić (2016) and PAPER B, it is found that the stochastic model with weights inversely
proportional to the observations’ variances better suits observations of set 3 (the measurements of the
Croatian FOGN) than the stochastic model with the unity weight matrix. Smaller standard deviations
of gravity values and fewer outliers for the former model are probably due to the fact that
observations’ variances rather well reflect the magnitude of the elastic hysteresis effect. However, as
already noticed in section 5.3, such stochastic model does not account for inhomogeneity of the
hysteresis effect, which is the real source of the errors in readings. Moreover, a large weight could be
assigned to the only reading in a day with a small hysteresis effect, while the rest of the readings can
have rather large, but homogenous hysteresis effects. Therefore, it would be beneficial to define a
stochastic model, which would describe in more detail the hysteresis effect in readings and the effect
of its inhomogeneity. Since only short observation series for each occupation are available (typically
five readings started 10 minutes after instrument set-up), the idea was to try to define the stochastic
model based on the properties of the linear trends in observation series. In section 4.1.3, the trends in
readings of set 3 have been analysed. It has been concluded that, due to the high level of noise and
rather short observation series, it is doubtful whether the stochastic model can be defined based on the
individual linear trends. Specifically, for readings of such duration, the reliable conclusion can be
brought only for a whole set of readings belonging to a specific campaign and gravimeter. Therefore,
the initially planned investigation is expanded and different stochastic models with specific weights
assigned to specific groups of observations (with assumed common elastic hysteresis error influences),
are also considered. Thereby, the weights are constant within each group.
7.4.1

Methods for Testing the Stochastic Models

Beside set 3 (the measurements of the Croatian FOGN), the investigation is performed on set 4 (the
measurements of the local test network) as well. Thereby, “regular” observation procedure applied
during set 3 is simulated for set 4 by taking into calculation only five readings, taken 10 minutes after
the beginning of the observations series. Unlike set 3, the “tilting” effects are not present in this data
set, but only the hysteresis effects after transport. The results of set 4 with “regular” observation
procedure simulated are compared to the results of set 4 with all readings included and the hysteresis
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determined based on the measurements of a single campaign and eliminated prior to adjustment.
Under the assumption that the elastic hysteresis is correctly reduced, the differences in gravity values
of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure reflect the
influence of the elastic hysteresis effect under different stochastic models.
Same as in sections 7.2 and 7.3, the functional model (5.40) with gravity readings as observations has
been applied. Accordingly, the unknown parameters comprise gravity values of all stations (absolute
and relative), instrument levels, corrections of the linear calibration coefficients and drift coefficients.
For set 3, only the linear drift coefficients were included in the drift model, while for set 4, the drift
has been modelled by the second order polynomial. Described functional model is applied in
combination with different stochastic models. Since the observations are not algebraically correlated,
the stochastic model should be represented by a diagonal weight matrix.
Tested stochastic models can be divided into three groups. The first group comprises stochastic
models based on the properties of the linear trends in short observation series analysed in section
4.1.3:
H1) The weights are inversely proportional to the absolute values of differences between the mean
daily trends and individual linear trends for each occupation:

pi =

c
;
ai

(7.7)

H2) The weights are inversely proportional to the squared differences between the mean daily
trends and individual linear trends for each occupation:
pi =

c
;
ai 2

(7.8)

H3) The weights are inversely proportional to the absolute values of the mean daily trends:

pi =

c
;
ad

(7.9)

H4) The weights are inversely proportional to the squared mean daily trends:
pi =

c
;
ad 2

(7.10)

H5) The weights are inversely proportional to the sum of squared mean daily trends and
differences between the mean daily trends and individual linear trends:
pi =

c
;
ad + ai 2
2

(7.11)

H6) The weights are inversely proportional to the sum of squared mean daily trends, squared
differences between the mean daily trends and individual linear trends and variances of
individual linear trends:
pi =

c
.
ad + ai 2 +  i 2
2

In equations (7.7) – (7.12) c is an appropriate constant.

(7.12)
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The second group consists of stochastic models determined iteratively based on the adjustment results,
or more precisely residuals:
I) The weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign, are inversely proportional to the
a posteriori variance factor from individual adjustment with (almost) minimal constraint
(section 5.2.4.1) of data for corresponding gravimeter and campaign after elimination of
outliers;
II) The weights are determined according to a simplified algorithm for the EVC for the groups of
observation (section 5.3.2.1). A group comprises observations of one gravimeter and one
campaign;
III) The weights are determined according to a simplified algorithm for the EVC for the groups of
observation (section 5.3.2.1). A group comprises observations of one day and one gravimeter;
IV) The weights are determined according to the HIRLS (Hungarian iterative reweighted least
squares algorithm, section 5.3.3.1).
The reasoning for stochastic models I and II is that each gravimeter has specific properties of the
hysteresis after transport and “tilting” effect. In addition, deviation from the usual behaviour caused by
the “tilting” effect is campaign-specific due to the specific set-up of gravimeter during transport
through one campaign. The reasoning for stochastic model III is the common influence of the errors
from the daily drift model for a whole measuring day. In other words, the error in one observation is
propagated to all residuals from that day through the erroneous daily drift. Stochastic model IV
enables even more specific definition of the stochastic model. In addition, the HIRLS enables
neutralisation of the gross errors in observations.
The stochastic models with straightforward definition are included in the third group:
V) The observations of equal weights;
VI) The weights inversely proportional to observations’ variances.
Stochastic model I, which is also applied in sections 7.2 and 7.3, is used as the reference stochastic
model. All comparisons of stochastic models include stochastic model I.
All above stochastic models are tested on network adjustment with almost minimum constraint
(section 5.2.4.1). For set 3, gravity values at stations AGT01 and AGT06 have been fixed. Since
campaign 2 of set 3 does not comprise these stations, in individual adjustments of campaign 2, gravity
values at stations GT122 and GT131 have been fixed. For set 4, stations AGT03 and GSTUB with
extreme gravity values have been fixed. Stochastic models H1 – H6 have been tested only on the joint
adjustment of all relative measurements (from all campaigns and gravimeters), while models I – VI
have been tested also on the individual adjustments of the specific gravimeter and campaign for both
sets. For set 3, in addition to the joint adjustment of all relative measurements with almost minimum
constraint, the combined adjustment of absolute and relative measurements have been carried out
analogous to adjustment in section 7.2. Thereby, the stochastic model for the relative measurements
has been determined in the course of the adjustments with almost minimum constraint. In other words,
the iterative methods were applied before the combined adjustment, not in the course of it. For
absolute gravity measurements, the functional model (5.55) and stochastic model (7.4) have been
applied.
The adjustment course for almost all stochastic models went smoothly. The exceptions are the
adjustment of set 3 with stochastic model III and certain individual adjustments of set 4 with stochastic
model IV. In the former case, for days with observations scheme A–B–A (days 12 and 19 from stage
1, see Table 3.8) the estimated variances were constantly decreasing, which eventually produced a
poorly conditioned weight matrix. This occurred regularly for the individual adjustments of the
specific gravimeter, while for the joint adjustment it occurred only for problematic days measured
with some gravimeters. This is probably caused by an insufficient redundancy of groups of
observations with such observations scheme. Specifically, according to Caspary (2000), the EVC is
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successful only if each group error effect has a strong redundancy and is strongly correlated with other
group effects by the functional model. Two solutions to this problem have been tested. The first was to
fix the lower bound of the variance to some value, which would not produce numerical instability (i.e.
(0.1 nm s–2)2). The second was to omit the measurements of problematic days from calculations. No
significant difference in adjusted gravity values or their standard deviations between these two options
confirmed that observations of days with scheme A–B–A do not have sufficient redundancy for the
EVC for group effects, with one group comprising the observations of one day and one gravimeter.
Specifically, the differences are within ±0.02 and ±0.01 µm s–2, respectively. Moreover, those
observations mostly contribute to the corresponding parameters of the daily drift, while their influence
on gravity values is negligible. Therefore, for further comparisons, the option with omitted days 12
and 19 is chosen. In the case of the individual adjustments of set 4, in some instances, the weights
determined according to the HIRLS method were not converging. Instead, the last few iterations were
repeating indefinitely. However, the differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard
deviations for iterations, which were repeating, are far below 0.01 µm s–2. Thus, the iterative
reweighting was simply stopped after a critical number of iterations (i.e. 100) and, after checking the
magnitude of the differences, the last adjustment is taken as the final.
In general, for all adjustments, outliers have been eliminated according to Tau-test (section 6.3.1). For
adjustments of set 3 with the first group of stochastic models (H1 – H6), iterative application of Tautest frequently resulted in a substantial number of eliminated observations (Table 7.44). Since the
observations should be free from gross errors in order to apply the EVC, for stochastic models II and
III the observations previously detected as outliers during adjustment with stochastic model I were
eliminated before adjustment. Thereby, before adjustment with stochastic model III, model I was
applied to the reduced set of observations (days 12 and 19 omitted). Adjustment with stochastic model
IV was tested with and without observations previously detected as outliers during adjustment with
stochastic model I. Although there were no significant differences in adjusted gravity values or their
standard deviations (the differences are within ±0.02 and ±0.001 µm s–2, respectively) and all
observation passed Tau-test after the HIRLS, because of the consistency, the adjustment with
eliminated observations is taken for comparison.
For set 4 (precise measurements with eliminated hysteresis and simulated “regular” observation
procedure), 5th observation from day 7 with gravimeter 4373 was detected as an outlier for adjustments
with a significant number of stochastic models. Therefore, because of the consistency and weaker
redundancy than of set 3, the observation is eliminated even for those adjustments for which it passed
Tau-test. The Tau-test after the adjustment of set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure
with stochastic models H4, H5, H6 and VI resulted in the elimination of one more outlier (Table 7.50
and Table 7.56). Again, for adjustment with stochastic model IV, there was no significant difference in
adjusted gravity values or their standard deviations with or without observation previously detected as
outlier (the differences are from 0 to 0.01 and from 0 to 0.001 µm s –2, respectively) for both, precise
measurements with eliminated hysteresis and simulated “regular” observation procedure.
Based on the result of the joint adjustment with the almost minimum constraint of sets 3 and 4,
stochastic models based on the properties of the linear trends in observation series (H1 – H6) have not
been found beneficial (see section 7.4.2). Therefore, combined adjustments of absolute and relative
measurements of set 3 have not been performed with these models, neither the individual adjustment
of each gravimeter separately. For set 3, statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted gravity
values for these models are given in Table 7.42 and the differences in adjusted gravity values and their
standard deviations between the reference model I and these models in Table 7.43. The overview of
the statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted observations for all applied stochastic
models is given in Table 7.44.
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Table 7.42: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 3, almost minimum constraint
adjustment).
Preglednica 7.42: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2, dobljene iz izravnav z
različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo v linearnih trendih ter nizih opazovanj (3. niz, izravnava s skoraj
minimalnih številom vezi).
I
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
Max.
0.18
0.17
0.12
0.18
0.20
0.16
0.15
Min.
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.05
Mean
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
St. dev.
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
Table 7.43: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 3,
almost minimum constraint adjustment).
Preglednica 7.43: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo na linearnih trendih ter nizu
opazovanj (3. niz, izravnava s skoraj minimalnih številom vezi).
I – H1
I – H2
I – H3
I – H4
I – H5
I – H6
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.20
0.05
0.19
0.08
0.19
0.02
0.35
0.04
0.17
0.04
0.18
0.03
Min.
–0.16 –0.06 –0.45 –0.03 –0.12 –0.06 –0.07 –0.07 –0.16 –0.05 –0.15 –0.06
Mean
0.00 –0.02 –0.04
0.01
0.05 –0.03
0.12 –0.02
0.02 –0.02
0.04 –0.02
St. dev.
0.06
0.03
0.11
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.09
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.06
0.02
Table 7.44: Statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted observations in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models (set 3, almost minimum constraint adjustment).
Preglednica 7.44: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti izravnanih opazovanj v µm s –2, dobljene iz
izravnav z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli (3. niz, izravnava s skoraj minimalnih številom vezi).
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Max.
0.31
0.52
0.27
0.54
0.38
0.40
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.17
0.17
0.39
Min.
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.04
0.07
0.02
Mean
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.06
0.11
0.09
St. dev.
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.01
0.02
0.05
Number of
eliminated
5
16
9
25
4
1
3
3*
2*
3*
6
2
observations

Stochastic models determined iteratively based on the adjustment results (I – IV) and
straightforwardly defined stochastic models (V and VI) are studied in more detail. Besides adjustments
with almost minimum constraint, the combined adjustment of absolute and relative measurements of
set 3 was carried out. In addition, the individual adjustments of data belonging to specific gravimeter
and campaign were performed. Comparison of the results of the combined (absolute and relative
measurements) joint adjustments for stochastic models I – IV are given in Appendix G, Table G.1 –
Table G.8 and for stochastic models I, V and VI in Appendix H, Table H.1 – Table H.8. In Table 7.45
statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values for combined joint adjustment of set 3
with stochastic models I – VI are given, while statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity
values and their standard deviations between these models are given in Table 7.46 and Table 7.47.
Because of conciseness, the results of the individual adjustments are not presented, although they are
also analysed.

*

Observations are eliminated based on the Tau-test applied on results of adjustment with stochastic model I.
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Table 7.45: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different iteratively or straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 3, combined adjustment of absolute and
relative measurements).
Preglednica 7.45: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2, dobljene iz izravnav z
različnimi iterativno ali neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (3. niz, združena izravnava absolutnih in
relativnih meritev).
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Max.
0.18
0.18
0.15
0.11
0.17
0.16
Min.
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
Mean
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.08
St. dev.
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
Table 7.46: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models determined iteratively based on the adjustment results (set
3, combined adjustment of absolute and relative measurements).
Preglednica 7.46: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajoče standardne
deviacije v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli, določenimi iterativno na osnovi rezultatov
izravnave (3. niz, združena izravnava absolutnih in relativnih meritev).
I – II
I – III
I – IV
III – IV
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.05
0.01
0.13
0.11
0.07
0.08
0.10
0.06
Min.
–0.04
0.00
–0.30
0.00
–0.41
–0.01
–0.17
–0.03
Mean
0.00
0.00
–0.01
0.02
–0.04
0.01
–0.03
–0.01
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.06
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.06
0.01
Table 7.47: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 3, combined adjustment of
absolute and relative measurements).
Preglednica 7.47: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajoče standardne
deviacije v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (3. niz, združena
izravnava absolutnih in relativnih meritev).
I–V
I – VI
V – VI
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.14
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.20
0.06
Min.
–0.19
–0.08
–0.12
–0.03
–0.20
0.00
Mean
–0.01
–0.03
–0.01
0.00
–0.01
0.02
St. dev.
0.07
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.07
0.01

For the joint adjustment of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and all readings included in the calculation,
statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted gravity values for stochastic models based on
the properties of the linear trends in observation series (H1 – H6) are given in Table 7.48 and the
differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between the reference model I and
these models in Table 7.49. The overview of the statistical properties of standard deviations of
adjusted observations for all applied stochastic models is given in Table 7.50.
Table 7.48: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 4).
Preglednica 7.48: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2, dobljene iz izravnav z
različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo v linearnih trendih in nizih opazovanj (4. niz).
I
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
Max.
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
Min.
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
Mean
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
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Table 7.49: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 4).
Preglednica 7.49: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo na linearnih trendih ter nizu
opazovanj (4. niz).
I – H1
I – H2
I – H3
I – H4
I – H5
I – H6
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Min.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 –0.02
0.00 –0.03 –0.01 –0.03 –0.01 –0.01
0.00
Mean
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00 –0.01
0.00 –0.02
0.00 –0.02
0.00 –0.01
0.00
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 7.50: Statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted observations in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models (set 4).
Preglednica 7.50: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij izravnanih opazovanj v µm s–2 iz izravnav z
različnimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz).
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Max.
0.06
0.10
0.05
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.05
Min.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
Mean
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
St. dev.
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
Number of
eliminated
1
1
1*
1*
1*
1*
1
1*
1*
1*
1
1
observations

For set 4, besides joint adjustments of both gravimeters’ data, the individual adjustments of data
belonging to specific gravimeter with stochastic models I – VI were performed, although their results
are not presented. For set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and all readings included in the calculation,
comparison of the results of the joint adjustments for stochastic models I – IV is given in Appendix G,
Table G.9 – Table G.16 and for stochastic models I, V and VI in Appendix H, Table H.9 – Table H.16.
In Table 7.51, statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values for adjustment of set 4 with
stochastic models I – VI is given, while the statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity
values and their standard deviations between these models are given in Table 7.52 and Table 7.53.
Table 7.51: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different iteratively or straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 4).
Preglednica 7.51: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2, dobljene iz izravnav z
različnimi iterativno ali neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz).
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Max.
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
Min.
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
Mean
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
Table 7.52: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models determined iteratively based on the adjustment results (set
4).
Preglednica 7.52: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajoče standardne
deviacije v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli, določenimi iterativno na osnovi
rezultatov izravnave (4. niz).
I – II
I – III
I – IV
III – IV
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.00
Min.
–0.02
0.00
–0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
–0.01
Mean
–0.01
0.00
–0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

*

Observations are eliminated based on the Tau-test applied on results of adjustment with stochastic model I.
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Table 7.53: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 4).
Preglednica 7.53: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz).
I–V
I – VI
V – VI
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Min.
0.00
0.00
–0.01
0.00
–0.01
0.00
Mean
0.00
0.00
–0.01
0.00
–0.01
0.00
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

For set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure, statistical properties of standard deviations
of adjusted gravity values for stochastic models based on the properties of the linear trends in
observation series (H1 – H6) are given in Table 7.54 and the differences in adjusted gravity values and
their standard deviations between the reference model I and these models in Table 7.55. The overview
of the statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted observations for all applied stochastic
models is given in Table 7.56.
Table 7.54: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 4, “regular” observation
procedure).

Preglednica 7.54: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s –2, dobljene iz
izravnav z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo v linearnih trendih in nizih opazovanj (4. niz,
»običajni« postopek izmere).
Max.
Min.
Mean
St. dev.

I
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.00

H1
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.00

H2
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.00

H3
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.00

H4
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.00

H5
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.00

H6
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.00

Table 7.55: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models based on the linear trends in observation series (set 4,
“regular” observation procedure).

Preglednica 7.55: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih
standardnih deviacijah v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli z osnovo na
linearnih trendih ter nizu opazovanj (4. niz, »običajni« postopek izmere).
Max.
Min.
Mean
St. dev.

I – H1
g
σg
0.05
0.01
–0.01 –0.01
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00

I – H2
g
σg
0.02
0.01
–0.01 –0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

I – H3
g
σg
0.00
0.01
–0.01
0.00
–0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00

I – H4
g
σg
–0.02
0.02
–0.03
0.00
–0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01

I – H5
g
σg
–0.02
0.01
–0.03
0.01
–0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00

I – H6
g
σg
–0.01
0.01
–0.02
0.00
–0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00

Table 7.56: Statistical properties of standard deviations of adjusted observations in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different stochastic models (set 4, “regular” observation procedure).
Preglednica 7.56: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij izravnanih opazovanj v µm s–2 iz izravnav z
različnimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz, »običajni« postopek izmere).
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Max.
0.09
0.11
0.06
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.04
0.05
0.08
Min.
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.01
Mean
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
St. dev.
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
Number of
eliminated
1
1
1
2
2
2
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
2
observations
*

Observations are eliminated based on the Tau-test applied on results of adjustment with stochastic model I.
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Comparison of the results of the adjustments with stochastic models I – IV of set 4 with “regular”
observation procedure is given in Appendix G, Table G.17 – Table G.24 and for stochastic models I,
V and VI in Appendix H, Table H.17 – Table H.24. In Table 7.57 statistical properties of standard
deviations of gravity values for adjustment with stochastic models I – VI is given, while statistical
properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations between these models
are given in Table 7.58 and Table 7.59.
Table 7.57: Statistical properties of standard deviations of gravity values in µm s–2 from adjustments with
different iteratively or straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 4, “regular” observation procedure).

Preglednica 7.57: Statistične lastnosti standardnih deviacij vrednosti težnosti v µm s–2, dobljene iz
izravnav z različnimi iterativno ali neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz, »običajni«
postopek izmere).
Max.
Min.
Mean
St. dev.

I
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.00

II
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.00

III
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01

IV
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.00

V
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.00

VI
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.00

Table 7.58: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different stochastic models determined iteratively based on the adjustment results (set
4, “regular” observation procedure).
Preglednica 7.58: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajoče standardne
deviacije v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi stohastičnimi modeli, določenimi iterativno na osnovi rezultatov
izravnave 4. niz, »običajni« postopek izmere).
I – II
I – III
I – IV
III – IV
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.00
–0.03
0.02
–0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
Min.
–0.01
0.00
–0.06
0.00
–0.02
0.00
0.02
–0.01
Mean
0.00
0.00
–0.04
0.01
–0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
St. dev.
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
Table 7.59: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments with different straightforwardly defined stochastic models (set 4, “regular” observation
procedure).
Preglednica 7.59: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednostih težnosti in pripadajočih standardnih
deviacijah v µm s–2 med izravnavami z različnimi neposredno definiranimi stohastičnimi modeli (4. niz,
»običajni« postopek izmere).
I–V
I – VI
V – VI
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00
0.00
–0.01
0.01
–0.01
0.01
Min.
0.00
0.00
–0.02
0.00
–0.02
0.00
Mean
0.00
0.00
–0.01
0.01
–0.02
0.01
St. dev.
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00

Statistical properties of the differences in the adjusted gravity values of the joint adjustment between
set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure for
stochastic models H1 – H6 and I – VI are given in Table 7.60 and Table 7.61, respectively.
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Table 7.60: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure
over stochastic models H1 – H6.
Preglednica 7.60: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednosti težnosti in njihovih standardnih deviacijah v
µm s–2 med izravnavami niza 4 z odstranjeno histerezo in nizom 4 s simuliranim »običajnim« načinom izmere za
stohastične modele H1 – H6.
I
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00 –0.01 0.05 –0.01 0.02 –0.01 0.00 0.00 –0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 –0.01 0.00
Min.
–0.03 –0.01 –0.03 –0.02 –0.05 –0.02 –0.03 –0.01 –0.05 –0.01 –0.04 –0.01 –0.04 –0.01
Mean –0.02 –0.01 –0.01 –0.01 –0.02 –0.01 –0.01 –0.01 –0.02 0.00 –0.02 0.00 –0.03 0.00
St. dev. 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00
Table 7.61: Statistical properties of differences in adjusted gravity values and their standard deviations in µm s–2
between adjustments of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure
over stochastic models I – VI.
Preglednica 7.61: Statistične lastnosti razlik v izravnanih vrednosti težnosti in njihovih standardnih deviacijah v
µm s–2 med izravnavami niza 4 z odstranjeno histerezo in nizom 4 s simuliranim »običajnim« načinom izmere za
stohastične modele I – VI.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
g
σg
Max.
0.00 –0.01
0.01 –0.01 –0.02
0.00 –0.01 –0.01
0.00 –0.01 –0.01
0.00
Min.
–0.03 –0.01 –0.02 –0.01 –0.07 –0.01 –0.04 –0.01 –0.03 –0.01 –0.04 –0.01
Mean
–0.02 –0.01 –0.01 –0.01 –0.05 –0.01 –0.03 –0.01 –0.02 –0.01 –0.02 –0.01
St. dev. 0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00

7.4.2

Analysis and Discussion on Optimal Stochastic Model

Comparison of the stochastic models based on the properties of the linear trends in short observation
series (H1 – H6) with reference model I for set 3 (Table 7.42) reveals that only stochastic model H2
resulted in the increase of precision of gravity values as compared to stochastic model I. As one could
expect, for set 4 with eliminated hysteresis there is practically no difference in standard deviations of
gravity values between stochastic model I and models H1 – H6 (Table 7.48). On the other hand, for set
4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure, there is a slight increase in precision of gravity
values for stochastic models H4, H5 and H6 as compared to stochastic model I (Table 7.54). Global
measures of precision, in general, reflect the same relations among stochastic models as the standard
deviations of gravity values for tested sets. For set 3, the standard deviations of adjusted observations
for stochastic model H2 are averagely smaller than for stochastic model I, but more dispersed (Table
7.44). The standard deviations of adjusted observations for other stochastic models based on the
properties of the linear trends are averagely larger than for stochastic model I. For set 4 (with
eliminated hysteresis and with simulated “regular” observation procedure) there is no significant
difference in standard deviations of adjusted observations between stochastic models I and H1 – H6
(Table 7.50 and Table 7.56). On the other hand, only for stochastic model H3, the differences in
gravity values between set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation
procedure are smaller than for stochastic model I (Table 7.60). That is, they are only slightly smaller
and there is practically no difference in gravity values or their standard deviations between stochastic
models I and H3 (Table 7.55). Since there is no consistency in the success of different stochastic
models H1 – H6 for set 3 and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure, one can conclude
that neither stochastic model yields more accurate result than stochastic model I. Specifically, the
increase in precision of gravity values for certain sets could merely be a coincidence. Moreover,
differences in gravity values between set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated
“regular” observation procedure suggest that stochastic models H1, H2, H4, H5 and H6 induce larger
bias in results than stochastic model I. Therefore, stochastic models based on the properties of the
linear trends in short observation series are not further studied.
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Based on the comparison of the results of the joint adjustments with different stochastic models
determined iteratively based on the adjustment results (I – IV), one can conclude that for all three sets
(set 3 and set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and with simulated “regular” observation procedure) the
standard deviations of adjusted gravity values (Table 7.45, Table 7.51 and Table 7.57), standard
deviations of corrections of the calibration coefficients (Appendix G, Table G.5, Table G.13 and Table
G.21) and global measures of precision (Appendix G, Table G.7, Table G.15 and Table G.23) are
smallest for stochastic model III. In addition, stochastic model IV also yields higher precision of
parameters, while there is practically no difference for stochastic models II as compared to model I.
The differences in standard deviations of adjusted parameters between different stochastic models are
more emphasised for corrections of the calibration coefficients than for gravity values. Specifically,
the standard deviations of corrections of the calibration coefficients for stochastic model III as
compared to stochastic model I are averagely 37%, 69% and 48% smaller for set 3, set 4 with
eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure, respectively. For
stochastic model IV, they are averagely 18%, 24% and 13% smaller for respective sets. For set 3, the
improvement in precision with stochastic model III is especially emphasised for campaign 2
(Appendix G, Table G.6). It is significant that there is no significant improvement in precision of
correction of calibration coefficient of gravimeter 4372 from set 4 with simulated “regular”
observation procedure for stochastic model III as compared to stochastic model I (Appendix G, Table
G.22). On the other hand, for gravimeter 4373, for which hysteresis effect is less emphasised, the
standard deviation of correction of the calibration coefficient is 90% smaller for model III as
compared to model I. Global measures of precision for all three sets (Appendix G, Table G.7, Table
G.15 and Table G.23) are again the smallest for the stochastic model III, and the second smallest for
stochastic model IV, while there is only a slight improvement for stochastic model II as compared to
stochastic model I. On the other hand, standard deviations of adjusted observations (Table 7.44, Table
7.50 and Table 7.56) are the smallest for stochastic model IV and the least dispersed. Standard
deviations of adjusted observations for stochastic model III are also smaller than for model I, but more
dispersed.
Based on the standard deviations of adjusted gravity values, standard deviations of corrections of the
calibration coefficients and global measures of precision, one can conclude that stochastic models V
and VI do not have the same success for all three sets. For set 3, the measures of precision for model V
and VI are worse as compared to model I (Table 7.45, Appendix H, Table H.5 and Table H.7). For
model VI, the decrease in precision is less emphasised. In addition, model V resulted in more outliers
as compared to other models (Table 7.44). However, the standard deviations of adjusted observations
for stochastic model V are less dispersed as compared to model I, while for stochastic model VI they
are averagely smaller but more dispersed. For set 4 with eliminated hysteresis, again there is
practically no difference between different stochastic models (Table 7.51, Table 7.53, Appendix H,
Table H.13 and Table H.15). For set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure, the results of
stochastic model V are practically identical to those of model I (Table 7.57, Table 7.59, Appendix H,
Table H.21 and Table H.23), what could be anticipated given approximately the same a posteriori
variance factors from the individual adjustment of gravimeters 4372 and 4373. The measures of
precision for stochastic model VI are slightly smaller than for model I.
For the individual adjustments of separate gravimeters and campaigns, stochastic models I, II and V
are identical by definition. Stochastic model III for the individual adjustments of each gravimeter (and
campaign) separately is less successful as compared to the joint adjustments of all gravimeters and all
campaigns for all three sets, what could be anticipated due to poorer redundancy. Specifically, the
standard deviations of gravity values for model IV are frequently smaller than for model III, although
for both models they are smaller than for model I. The standard deviations of corrections of the
calibration coefficients for set 3 are smallest for model IV, while for set 4 the best precision is
achieved with model III. However, there is practically no improvement in the precision of the
calibration coefficient for model III as compared to model I for adjustment of gravimeter 4372 for set
4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure. Stochastic model VI often yields the results of the
worst precision of gravity values as compared to other stochastic models (I – V). Same as for the joint
adjustments, for the individual adjustments, standard deviations of adjusted observations are smallest
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for model IV and the least dispersed, while for models III and VI they are also averagely smaller than
for model I, but more dispersed. Such behaviour of standard deviations of adjusted observation over
different stochastic models is consistent for all individual and joint adjustments of all three sets.
It should be noted that all measures of reliability except redundancy numbers are strongly influenced
by the stochastic model and are not comparable between different stochastic models. Specifically, the
EVC (especially stochastic model III) results in the largest values of global internal and external
reliability measures. In addition, for stochastic model III, the disbalance among local measures of
external reliability is the greatest. It is clear that stochastic model II and especially III are the most
vulnerable to gross errors in measurements.
The differences in adjusted gravity values from the joint adjustments between stochastic model I and
other stochastic models are the smallest between stochastic models I and II in general for all three data
sets (Table 7.43, Table 7.46, Table 7.47, Table 7.49, Table 7.52, Table 7.53, Table 7.55, Table 7.58
and Table 7.59). Among models II – VI, the largest differences from model I has model III. The
differences in adjusted gravity values between different stochastic models are the largest for set 3,
while for set 4 with eliminated hysteresis the differences between model I and models II – VI are
negligible. E.g. differences in gravity values between models I and III for set 3 are between –0.30 and
0.13 µm s–2 (Table 7.46), for set 4 with eliminated hysteresis between –0.02 and 0.01 µm s–2 (Table
7.52) and for set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure between –0.06 and –0.03 µm s–2
(Table 7.58). Although the gravity span of set 3 is almost three times greater than of set 4, the major
cause of such discrepancies in the magnitude of gravity differences for different sets is the difference
in the quality of observations, which is also partly reflected in the measures of precision. It is
interesting that although differences in adjusted gravity values for set 3 between model I and models
III and IV are substantial, adjusted gravity values from models III and IV are much closer (Table
7.46).
The differences in adjusted gravity values from the individual adjustment of specific gravimeters
between stochastic model I and other models (III, IV and VI) are larger than for the joint adjustments.
For set 3, the differences are especially emphasised for gravimeter 4373 and for set 4 with simulated
“regular” observation procedure for gravimeter 4372. To remind, the distribution of the linear trends in
short observation series of set 3 is the most dispersed for gravimeter 4373 (see section 4.1.3, Figure
4.10 and Table 4.9), which is more sensitive to “tilting” effects, while gravimeter 4372 is much more
sensitive to hysteresis after transport. For set 4 with eliminated hysteresis, the differences are again
negligible. E.g. differences in gravity values between models I and III for set 3, gravimeter 4373 are
between –0.39 and 0.09 µm s–2 and –0.48 and 0.51 µm s–2, for campaigns 1 and 2, respectively. For set
4 with eliminated hysteresis, the differences between model I and all other models are within ±0.02
µm s–2. For set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure the differences between models I and
III are between –0.13 and –0.06 µm s–2 and –0.01 and 0 µm s–2, for gravimeters 4372 and 4373,
respectively.
As stated above, under the assumption that the elastic hysteresis is correctly reduced, the differences in
gravity values of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation
procedure should indicate the influence of the elastic hysteresis effect on adjusted gravity values. For
the joint adjustments, these differences are the largest for stochastic model III and the second largest
for model IV (Table 7.61). The differences are the smallest for stochastic model II. Models I, V and VI
have only slightly larger differences than model II. It is hard to check whether the differences are
statistically significant because observations of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with
simulated “regular” observation procedure are both derived from the same data and are therefore
correlated. However, differences of 0.06 and 0.07 µm s–2 for stochastic model III at stations AGT02
and AGT02E1, respectively, would be significant even if the adjusted gravity values from the two
adjustments were independent, considering the standard deviations of respective gravity values
(according to the test of two independent values of adjusted parameters, Feil, 1990). The differences in
gravity values between set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation
procedure from individual adjustments of gravimeter 4372 are about twice as large as the differences
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from the joint adjustments, while for gravimeter 4373 the differences are the smallest. Moreover, for
gravimeter 4373 the differences for stochastic models I, III and IV are between –0.02 and 0.01 µm s–2.
This supports the assumption that the differences in gravity values of set 4 with eliminated hysteresis
and set 4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure are mostly caused by the hysteresis effect,
which is especially emphasised for gravimeter 4372. For the individual adjustments of gravimeter
4372, the differences are the largest for stochastic model III, the second largest for model IV and the
smallest for model VI, while for the individual adjustment of gravimeter 4373, the differences are the
largest for stochastic model VI and smallest for stochastic model III. Stochastic model I yields the
second smallest differences in gravity values between set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set 4 with
simulated “regular” observation procedure for individual adjustments of both gravimeters.
It appears that stochastic model III, if applied on observations with emphasised hysteresis effect, can
result in a significant increase in the precision of gravity values, but also induce a substantial bias. The
same conclusion can be drawn for stochastic model IV, for which, however, the increase in precision
and the bias seems to be of a smaller magnitude.
Taking into account the differences in gravity values between set 4 with eliminated hysteresis and set
4 with simulated “regular” observation procedure (Table 7.61) and achieved precision of gravity
values for different stochastic models (Table 7.45, Table 7.51 and Table 7.57), model II seems to be
the optimal choice for observations belonging to two or more gravimeters or campaigns, each
differently influenced by the hysteresis effect. It should be emphasised that the results of stochastic
model I are very similar to those of model II. Therefore, if the EVC algorithm is not available, the
definition of weights based on a posteriori variances of individual adjustments is also a good choice.
The estimation of the bias caused by the presence of the hysteresis effect is possible only for set 4.
One should have in mind that set 3 has quite a larger redundancy than set 4. However, probably the
bias in the results of stochastic model III for set 3 is of even larger magnitude than for set 4, because
set 3 comprises observation of worse quality (also influenced by “tilting” effects). Therefore,
stochastic model II is more conservative and reliable choice. It should be emphasised that, when
observations are of a high quality (e.g set 4 with eliminated hysteresis effect), there is practically no
difference in the results of different stochastic models.
Considering the results of the joint and individual adjustments for tested stochastic models, one can
conclude that neither of tested models can account for the elastic hysteresis effect in a way that the
effects on the parameters’ accuracy are remedied. Improvement in parameters’ precision accomplished
for some stochastic models (i.e. III and IV) induced a bias in estimated parameters. Certain stochastic
models (i.e. I and II) can only properly balance the accuracy between different groups of observations
differently affected by the hysteresis effect (or other error influences) Moreover, if only observations
of e.g. one gravimeter affected by significant hysteresis are available, neither of tested stochastic
models can improve results’ precision. Therefore, sub-hypothesis 3 is rejected.
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CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

The overall objective of the thesis is to identify the optimal adjustment models of Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeter measurements with respect to the most significant instrumental error influences. In order to
reach this objective, firstly, three auxiliary objectives have been achieved:
1. On the basis of the systematic review of available literature on instrumental error influences
and experience with the two CG-3M gravimeters, the elastic hysteresis effect after transport in
the upright position (hereinafter hysteresis after transport), transport drift and errors in the
calibration function are identified as the most significant instrumental error influences in the
Scintrex CG-3M measurements (Chapter 2).
2. Identified most significant instrumental error influenced have been analysed and described in
detail based on empirical data of (mainly) two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters (Chapter 4).
Previously unavailable model of the elastic hysteresis effect, which could facilitate its
elimination from measurements, has been proposed (section 4.1.1).
3. Different adjustment models with respect to the treatment of the most significant error
influences in the functional and stochastic part of the adjustment model have been tested on
the empirical data (Chapter 7). Their results have been compared and analysed.
Thus the three objectives have been fulfilled in previous chapters, while the overall objective shall be
realised in this chapter. In addition to the fulfilment of the three objectives, the text presented in
previous chapters provides the complete information necessary for processing and adjustment of
Scintrex gravimeter measurements. Furthermore, the text offers the procedures for analysis of the most
significant instrumental error influences for the specific Scintrex gravimeter and provides examples of
different types of surveys. The main conclusions and contributions are listed below. In addition, the
proposal for further research is given.
8.1

Conclusions

On the basis of the systematic review of available literature on instrumental error influences (Chapter
2) and experience with two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters the following conclusion has been reached:
1. Given that (I) the elastic hysteresis effects, including hysteresis after transport and after tilting
the gravimeter, regardless stationary or in transport (i.e. the “tilting” effect), can be significant
error sources for some instruments; (II) the gravimeter drift is instrument-specific and can be
affected by ambient temperature and voltage changes; (III) the linear calibration coefficients
are affected by time changes, which can significantly affect determined gravity values, and
their relative uncertainty can significantly propagate over a network with large gravity span;
the elastic hysteresis after transport, transport drift and errors in the calibration function are
identified as the most significant instrumental error influences in the Scintrex CG-3M
measurements.
The analysis of identified most significant instrumental error influences (Chapter 4) yielded the
following conclusions on the hysteresis after transport:
2. Gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are affected by the significant hysteresis after transport, especially
emphasised for gravimeter 4372 (Figure 4.2). The effect is positive (the readings decrease
while relaxing) and amounts to 0.60 and 0.15 μm s–2 during the first 10 minutes and an
additional 0.35 and 0.10 μm s–2 during the next 10 minutes after transport for gravimeters
4372 and 4373, respectively. During 40 minutes, it amounts to 1.2 and 0.4 µm s–2,
respectively. The effect for gravimeter 4372 is more emphasised than any previously reported
hysteresis effects for Scintrex gravimeters (Flury et al., 2007; Hackney, 2001; Deville, 2013;
Fores, 2016).
3. The elastic hysteresis effect is instrument-specific, but not completely homogenous (Figure
3.1). Consequently, it does not completely cancel out when forming gravity differences.
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Inconsistencies in the hysteresis effects can result not only from the differences in time lengths
from the end of the transport until starting the readings but also from different conditions
during transport.
4. Based on the assumption that each gravimeter has a specific hysteresis function and that
moderate differences revealed in different observation series follow from shifts along the
abscissa of such function, it is possible to model the effect from multiple observation series by
an exponential function, which accounts for shifts along the abscissa and offsets from abscissa
of each observation series (equation (4.4)).
In addition, following conclusions on the “tilting” effect have been drawn:
5. Gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are affected by the significant “tilting”. Same as in Reudink et al.
(2014) study, the effect is negative (the readings increase while relaxing) and its magnitude
and duration depend on the time the instrument was tilted (Table 4.7). The effect for
gravimeter 4373 is more emphasised than for 4372. For gravimeter 4373 it exceeds the
magnitude and for both gravimeters, the duration of the effect for all gravimeters involved in
Reudink et al. (2014) study.
6. Besides confirming conclusions from Reudink et al. (2014) study, the “tilt” test on
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 revealed that, after tilting, the readings do not fully recover to the
previous value, but a certain offset remains, whose magnitude again increases with the
duration of the tilt (Table 4.7, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6).
7. Since the “tilting” effect is not homogenous and the offsets with respect to previous
observation series remain in readings even after the readings become stable, it can hardly be
modelled. However, the effect can be avoided by transport in the upright position.
Additional general conclusions on the elastic hysteresis effects have been arrived at:
8. Given different origins of the hysteresis after transport and “tilting” effect (the former is the
result of accumulated tension when the mass oscillates freely between the two limit stops of
the suspension system during the transport; while the latter is caused by a temporal
deformation of the spring when the mass is leaned on the upper limit stop (Zumberge et al.,
2008)) and different responses of a particular instrument to each of them, it is possible that the
properties of the effects (the magnitude, duration and remaining offset) are not caused only by
the elastic properties of the spring, but also from the sensor set-up, i.e. relative position of the
mass with respect to the upper and lower limit stops.
9. Due to the high level of noise and rather short observation series of the FOGN (five 60-second
readings taken 10 minutes after setting up on station), it is doubtful whether the stochastic
model can be defined based on the individual linear trends. Specifically, for readings of such
duration, the reliable conclusion can be brought only for a whole set of readings belonging to
a specific campaign and gravimeter.
The analysis also yielded the following conclusions on the transport drift:
10. Gravimeters 4372 and 4373 exhibit different, but rather regular, drift behaviour during two
different types of the survey. During surveys with transport by car in between occupations, the
transport drift is an ascending concave curve (Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17), while during
surveys with transport in hand (micro-gravimetry) the drift is descending convex curve
(Figure 4.18) and probably reflects the remaining hysteresis after transport. In both cases, the
drift can be approximated by the second order polynomial. However, unlike three other data
sets, the drift in the measurements of the FOGN, is superimposed by inhomogenous hysteresis
effects (in particular, the “tilting” effect for gravimeter 4373 during the first stage of the
survey), and often fit neither the first nor the second order polynomial (Figure 4.19, Figure
4.20 and Figure 4.21).
11. Gravimeter 10012 (CG-5) seems to have rather linear drift, at least during stage 1 of the
FOGN survey (Figure 4.19).
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12. The elimination of hysteresis results in more reliable drift coefficients. Specifically, the
standard deviations of coefficients of the drift polynomial are smaller after hysteresis
elimination for the first and second order polynomial, both. In addition, the absolute values of
coefficients itself are smaller after the hysteresis elimination. The decrease in coefficients and
their standard deviations are more emphasised for gravimeter 4372.
13. The quadratic drift is more emphasised for gravimeter 4372 (for which also the hysteresis after
transport is more emphasised) even after hysteresis elimination. I.e. the absolute values of the
first and second order drift coefficients are in general larger for gravimeter 4372, as compared
to 4373, in both cases, car and hand transport (Table 4.11, Table 4.12, Table 4.16 and Table
4.17).
14. The profile method is inadequate for determination of the quadratic drift due to numeric
instability caused by a lack of drift control in the middle of measuring scheme and
approximately the same time differences between corresponding stations in forward and
backward direction (Figure 4.15).
Based on the analysis of the behaviour of the linear calibration constants of the two Scintrex CG-3M
gravimeters, the following conclusions have been reached:
15. The linear calibration coefficients of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 are increasing with time
(Figure 4.25). The rate of the increase diminishes with time. Such behaviour resembles the
behaviour of the calibration coefficient of the CG-3M gravimeter analysed by Budetta and
Carbone (1997) and Carbone and Rymer (1999). However, it seems that it took at least five
years for the calibration coefficients of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 to stabilise. In fact, the
calibration coefficient of gravimeter 4373 still appears to be changing, but now with a slight
linear trend.
16. Although elimination of the hysteresis effect and approximation of the transport drift with the
second order polynomial improved the precision of the calibration constants for
determinations after 2012, there are still significant variations in the values of adjusted
calibration constants. The correlation between the corresponding calibration constants of the
two gravimeters (Figure 4.26), as well as their seasonal dependency (Figure 4.27), implies that
the variations are caused by a common external systematic influence, probably seasonal
hydrological effects.
17. There is a significant correlation between the standard deviations of calibration constants and
the variation of the atmospheric pressure within the specific campaign (Figure 4.28), which
implies that applied barometric reduction of 3 nm s–2 hPa–1 is not appropriate.
18. Given the changes of the linear calibration constants of the two gravimeters in the first three
years after the gravimeters were put in operation of averagely 0.9 and 1.2 ppm day–1, or about
3 and 4·10–4 year–1 for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively and the fact that
approximately a year elapsed from the first determination of the calibration constants to the
measurements of stage 1 of the FOGN, the latter could be significantly affected by the change
in the calibration coefficients.
19. The relative accuracy of the calibration constants determined on the auxiliary vertical
calibration line is not sufficient for measurements of the FOGN because the gravity span of
the FOGN is almost three times the span of the auxiliary vertical calibration line.
In the course of the analytical description of the adjustment models of Scintrex measurements
(Chapter 5), the following conclusions have been drawn:
20. The theoretically correct functional model of Scintrex measurements is not linear (equations
(5.33) and (5.37)) and, since the approximate values of parameters, in general, are not known,
the adjustment should be carried out in several iterations. However, uncorrected observations
are a sufficiently good approximation of the observation equations’ coefficients, which
correspond to the corrections of the calibration coefficient. Such approximation (functional
models (5.36) and (5.39)) enables the adjustment in a single iteration.
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21. The rank defect of the general functional model for the gravity network (equations (5.40) and
(5.43)) is almost 2. Specifically, if the reductions and corrections applied to gravity readings
(equation (5.32)) were equal zero for all gravity readings, the datum defect would be two. In
reality, this is not true. However, after the introduction of one constraint, which accounts for
translation of the 1D network, because the scale of the network is not defined strong enough,
the functional model is poorly conditioned. Therefore, in order to yield meaningful results,
two constraints should be introduced: one to define the origin of the 1D network and another
to define the scale. Since the choice of two datum parameters practically does not affect the
geometry of the network, such datum definition is named “almost minimum constraint datum
definition”.
22. More than one pseudo-observation can be introduced for the same parameter, which yields the
same solution as if the weighted mean is calculated from multiple pseudo-observations and
introduced as one. Such procedure enables the introduction of several absolute observations
per station and facilitates easier identification of outliers or inappropriate variances of absolute
observations by Tau-test.
The analytical inspection of the gravity networks’ reliability (in Chapter 6) resulted in the following
conclusion:
23. An error in a gravity network caused by an erroneous calibration constant can be considered
undetectable (as defined by Caspary (2000)), if the network is measured with a single relative
gravimeter, its datum is defined with minimum constraint and if the correction of the linear
calibration coefficient is not included in the functional model. The same is true for a gravity
network measured with several gravimeters whose calibration constants are in agreement, but
biased.
Different adjustment models have been tested on empirical data of four data sets with respect to the
treatment of the three most significant error influences in the functional and stochastic part of the
model (Chapter 7). The following conclusions on the hysteresis after transport have been arrived at:
24. Even after a delay of 5, 10 or 20 minutes after setting up the gravimeter, hysteresis effect can
cause such a deterioration of measurements’ precision that the declared precision is exceeded.
25. The elimination of hysteresis results in (mostly significant) increases in the precision of
adjusted calibration constants and, in general, also in decreases in the values of calibration
constants. A possible cause for apparently larger calibration constants, which correspond to
smaller gravity differences, for adjustment without hysteresis elimination, could be transient
effects after rapid pressure changes described by Siegel (1995).
26. There is no significant difference in the values of adjusted parameters of interest (i.e.
calibration constants) or their standard deviations, whether hysteresis is determined from a
specific campaign or commonly from all campaigns.
27. In order to obtain reasonable results, modelling the hysteresis effects should be based on
approximately 30 minutes of readings.
28. The elimination of hysteresis effect based on the model presented in section 4.1.1 is the best
available option for the treatment of the hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M gravity readings.
Moreover, the influence of the hysteresis effect on observations cannot be described by
parameters of the functional model.
In addition, the following conclusion on the treatment of the corrections of the linear calibration
coefficients in the functional model have been drawn:
29. Omitting the calibration function correction from the functional model leads to a significant
systematic error influence in a national network adjustment if the calibration function is not
previously determined with sufficient accuracy (Figure 7.4).
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30. A significant systematic error influence caused by the error in the calibration constant(s)
practically does not reflect in the a posteriori variance factor or the measures of precision.
(Thus, conclusion 23 is confirmed empirically.) However, it can be easily detected by Tau-test
after the combined adjustment of relative and absolute measurements, as proposed by Hwang,
Wang and Lee (2002). In addition, the correlation of absolute measurements’ residuals with
gravity values can also imply disagreement with relative measurements.
31. The functional model without corrections of the linear calibration coefficients included as
parameters corresponds to the characteristics of the model with too few parameters (Table 5.1)
if the calibration constants are not previously determined with a sufficient accuracy.
32. If corrections of calibrations coefficients are determined and applied on readings before a
gravity network survey, the precision of gravity values will not be too optimistic, only if the
corrections of calibrations coefficients are determined with a significantly higher relative
precision than the ratio of the observation noise and the range of the gravity network.
33. If the corrections of calibrations coefficients are determined before a gravity network survey,
instead of applying them on readings before the survey or correcting the calibration constants
in the phase of pre-processing, the corrections can be introduced in the gravity network
adjustment as pseudo-observations. In this way, the adjustment will yield realistic precision
estimates and detection of erroneous coefficients with the use of Tau-test will be possible.
Testing of adjustment models yielded following conclusions on the treatment of the daily drift in the
functional model:
34. In general, modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial yields results of a
higher precision as compared to the first order polynomial. The only exceptions are the
measurements of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 from set 3, for which inhomogeneous hysteresis
effects (including the “tilting” effect) are superimposed to the daily drift. The introduction of
the second order drift coefficients in the functional model does not impair the results’
precision even in the case of linear or almost linear daily drifts (as for gravimeter 10012
during set 3).
35. It is possible that in some cases modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial
yields too optimistic precision of adjusted gravity values.
36. The functional model with the daily drift modelled as the first order polynomial corresponds
to the characteristics of the model with too few parameters (Table 5.1), in all cases except for
individual adjustments of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 from set 3. However, the bias in
adjusted parameters is also reflected in their measures of precision.
37. Elimination of the daily drift before a gravity network adjustment and not taking into account
the drift uncertainty and thereby induced correlation yield a higher precision of adjusted
parameters and measurements as compared to the determination of the daily drift as
parameters in the course of the gravity network adjustment. In some cases, there is also a
difference in adjusted parameters of interest between these two options.
38. The estimated precision of parameters from the adjustment model with the daily drift
eliminated a priori, which does not take into account the drift uncertainty and thereby induced
correlation, is too optimistic. In addition, the a posteriori variance factor is also too optimistic
since it is derived based on the falsified number of degrees of freedom.
The following conclusions are arrived at based on the testing of the different stochastic models on
empirical data:
39. Observations of days with scheme A–B–A do not have a sufficient redundancy for stochastic
model III (the EVC for groups of observations, with one group comprising the observations of
one day and one gravimeter).
40. Tested stochastic models based on the properties of the linear trends in short observation
series (H1 – H6) do not yield more accurate result as compared to the stochastic model with
the weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign, inversely proportional to the a
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posteriori variance factor from the individual adjustment of corresponding gravimeter and
campaign (stochastic model I).
Stochastic model III, if applied on the observations with emphasised hysteresis effect, can
result in a significant increase in precision of gravity values, but also induce a substantial bias.
The same conclusion can be drawn for stochastic model IV (the HIRLS), for which, however,
the increase in precision and the bias seems to be of smaller magnitude.
On the basis of testing on the empirical data, stochastic model II (the EVC for groups of
observations, with one group comprising the observations of one gravimeter and one
campaign) is the optimal choice for observations belonging to two or more gravimeters or
campaigns, each differently affected by the hysteresis effects.
The results of stochastic model I are very similar to those of model II. Therefore, if the EVC
algorithm is not available, the definition of weights based on a posteriori variances of
individual adjustments is also a good choice.
When observations are of a high quality (e.g set 4 with eliminated hysteresis effect), there is
practically no difference in results of different stochastic models.
Neither of tested stochastic models can account for the elastic hysteresis effect in a way that
the effects on the results’ accuracy are remedied. Improvement in results’ precision
accomplished for some stochastic models (i.e. III and IV) induces bias in results. Certain
stochastic models (i.e. I and II) can only properly balance the accuracy between different
groups of observations differently affected by the hysteresis effects (or other error influences).
Moreover, if only observations of e.g. one gravimeter affected by significant hysteresis are
available, neither of the tested stochastic models can improve results’ precision.

The following judgements have been reached on sub-hypotheses based on the investigation performed
on the empirical data of four data sets carried out in Chapter 7:
1. The effect of elastic hysteresis in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can significantly
deteriorate the declared precision.
In accordance with conclusion 24, the sub-hypothesis 1 has been accepted.
2. The elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can be modelled
and reduced from measurements before adjustment if reading series of sufficient duration are
available.
In accordance with conclusions 27 and 28, the sub-hypothesis 2 has been accepted.
3. If reading series of sufficient duration are not available, deterioration of measurement
precision by the elastic hysteresis effect can be successfully accounted for by the stochastic
part of adjustment model.
In accordance with conclusion 45, the sub-hypothesis 3 has been rejected.
4. Omitting the calibration function correction from the functional model leads to a significant
systematic error influence in a national network adjustment if the calibration function is not
previously determined with sufficient accuracy.
In accordance with conclusions 29 and 31, the sub-hypothesis 4 has been accepted.
5. The transport daily drift in Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements should be determined
as the second order polynomial in the course of an adjustment of relative gravity
measurements, rather than eliminate it prior to the adjustment.
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In accordance with conclusions 34, 36, 37 and 38, the sub-hypothesis 5 has been accepted.
However, before modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial, it should be
checked whether there are considerable error influences in observations, which are
superimposed to quadratic drift (such as the “tilting” effect in the measurements of
gravimeters 4372 and 4373 during the FOGN survey).
On the basis of the judgment on the five sub-hypothesis and conclusions 42 and 43, the main
hypothesis is accepted:
The optimal adjustment models of Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements can be
identified in order to eliminate or minimise the most significant instrumental error influences.
Accordingly, the observations of the optimal functional model should be previously corrected for the
hysteresis after transport (if reading series of sufficient duration are available) and should be free from
the “tilting” effects, while its parameters shall include the corrections of the linear calibration
coefficients and coefficients of the second order drift polynomial. If observations belong to two or
more gravimeters or campaigns with different properties of the hysteresis effects, the optimal
stochastic model should be determined according to the simplified algorithm for the EVC for the
groups of observations, whereby, a group comprises observations of one gravimeter and one
campaign. Otherwise, if observations belong to just one gravimeter and campaign, the stochastic
model with a unity weight matrix should be used. Alternatively, instead of the EVC algorithm, the
stochastic model with the weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign, inversely
proportional to the a posteriori variance factor of the individual adjustment of data for corresponding
gravimeter and campaign can be used. If observations are not free from the “tilting” effects, only the
linear coefficients of the daily drift should be included in the functional model as parameters.
8.2

Main Contributions

The researched presented in this thesis brought several contributions to the area of relative gravimetry:
1. The systematic analysis and description of the most significant instrumental error influences in
Scintrex CG-3M measurements are given, including the hysteresis after transport, “tilting”
effect, transport drift and errors in the calibration function.
2. The model of the elastic hysteresis after transport in Scintrex CG-3M readings is defined and
the iterative algorithm for determination of model’s parameters from multiple observation
series is developed. The algorithm is available in the form of MATLAB code, which also
utilises the elimination of the hysteresis from Scintrex CG-3M’s output files.
3. The analytical analysis of the adjustment models of Scintrex gravimeter measurements is
presented. The specific problem with the datum definition of the gravity network is identified
and the solution is proposed.
4. The consequences of the choice of a specific adjustment model, with respect to the treatment
of the three most significant error influences, on the adjustment results and their accuracy are
identified.
5. The optimal adjustment model of Scintrex CG-3M measurements with respect to the most
significant instrumental error influences is identified.
6. A scientific MATLAB based application for adjustment of Scintrex CG-3M/CG-5
measurements, which allows analysis of the most significant instrumental error influences, is
developed (instruction guide is given in Appendix I).
8.3

Further research

The research presented in the thesis has also opened a few topics which could be further investigated.
Maybe the most interesting is the correlation of the magnitudes of the daily drift and hysteresis after
transport for a specific gravimeter. From the comprehensive empirical data of the two CG-3M
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gravimeters and somewhat limited data of the CG-5 gravimeter, there seems to be a positive
correlation between these two. However, investigation on a considerably larger number of gravimeters
is necessary in order to confirm such an assumption and to clarify whether the hysteresis after
transport is one of the possible causes for the typical drift behaviour of a specific gravimeter.
Another interesting investigation could be carried out regarding the possibility of the inclusion of
temporal variation of the linear calibration coefficient in the adjustment model. This could be done in
the course of the LS adjustment by the inclusion of the parameter for the “velocity” or the “drift” of
the calibration coefficient. Another, more flexible option is to model the behaviour of the calibration
coefficient by a dynamic model and to apply the Kalman filter for sequential adjustment of a gravity
network measured in several campaigns, which span over the longer time period. A suitable data set
for such an experiment would be the measurements of the SOGN which includes 11 campaigns
measured during 8 years.
In addition, the introduction of the corrections for the linear calibration coefficients determined on the
calibration line as pseudo-observations (as proposed in section 7.2.2) should be tested on real data.
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RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK (EXTENDED SUMMARY IN SLOVENE)

9.1

Uvod

Gravimetrija je geodetska merska tehnika, kjer meritve izvajamo z natančnimi gravimetri. Relativne
gravimetre uporabljamo za vzpostavitev nacionalnih gravimetričnih in nivelmanskih mrež ter pri
regionalni gravimetrični izmeri za vzpostavitev ploskve geoida kot tudi pri spremljanju
geodinamičnega dogajanja na obravnavanih območjih. Nepogrešljivi so pri izvedbi absolutnih
gravimetričnih meritev in sicer pri določitvi vertikalnega in horizontalnega gradienta težnosti ter
izmeri relativnih zavarovalnih točk (Timmen in Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010). Za terensko
gravimetrično izmero največ uporabljamo natančne gravimetre Scintrex s kvarčno vzmetjo (CG-3M,
CG-5 in pred kratkim predstavljen CG-6). Njihova deklarirana ponovljivost je 0,05 μm s–2 (Seigel,
1995; Scintrex, 2012; 2017). Meritve z relativnimi gravimetri z vzmetjo so obremenjene z izrazitimi
instrumentalnimi vplivi. Čeprav so gravimetri na voljo že več kot dvajset let, nekaterih
instrumentalnih vplivov vse do pred kratkim v literaturi niso podrobneje obravnavali. Pri tem velja še
posebej izpostaviti vpliv histereze po transportu (Hackney, 2001; Flury in dr., 2007; Deville, 2013;
Fores, 2016) ali po spremembi naklona instrumenta (Zumberge in dr., 2008; Reudinik in dr., 2014).
Nasprotno pa so več raziskav usmerili v obravnavanje pogreška kalibracijske funkcije in hoda
(lezenja) instrumenta (npr. Timmen in Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010). Slednje se navezuje na
izravnavo gravimetričnih meritev v nacionalnih gravimetričnih mrežah (npr. Bašić, Markovinović in
Rezo, 2006; Medved, 2008; Peshekhonov, 2008; Barišić, 2009; Markovinović, 2009), vendar se
pristopi k obravnavanju vplivov precej razlikujejo. Očitno je, da obstajajo različna mnenja glede
vzpostavitve in uporabe modela izravnave relativnih gravimetričnih meritev (npr. Torge, 1989; Bašić,
Markovinović in Rezo, 2006; Völgyesi, Földváry in Csapó, 2007; Medved, 2008; Peshekhonov, 2008;
Barišić, 2009; Markovinović, 2009).
9.1.1

Cilji in hipoteze

Glede na to, da v dostopni literaturi ni na voljo: (I) sistematičnega pregleda instrumentalnih vplivov,
značilnih za gravimetre Scintrex, (II) modela, ki bi omogočal popolno ali delno odstranitev
pomembnega vpliva elastične histereze iz meritev in (III) sistematične primerjave ter analize različnih
modelov izravnave relativnih gravimetričnih meritev, ki bi hkrati upoštevali vse najpomembnejše
instrumentalne vplive, smo tekom disertacije želeli odpraviti omenjene pomanjkljivosti. Cilji
disertacije so:
1. prepoznati najpomembnejše instrumentalne vplive gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3M na osnovi
dostopne literature in iz osebnih izkušenj pri delu z dvema instrumentoma;
2. analizirati in opisati vplive na osnovi empiričnih podatkov;
3. primerjati in analizirati različne modele izravnave z upoštevanjem najpomembnejših
instrumentalnih vplivov pri definiranju funkcionalnega in stohastičnega modela izravnave.
Končni cilj disertacije je:
4. opredelitev optimalnih modelov izravnave meritev z gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M ob
upoštevanju najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov.
Raziskavo smo izvedli na osnovi empiričnih podatkov oz. meritev s tremi gravimetri Scintrex, ki smo
jih pridobili za štiri različne namene. Da bi dosegli cilje disertacije, je bilo potrebno poiskati odgovore
na vprašanja, ki obravnavajo koncepte analize gravimetričnih mrež, definicijo datuma mreže in merila
za oceno kakovosti gravimetričnih mrež.
Skladno s končnim ciljem disertacije smo postavili glavno hipotezo:
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Predstaviti je mogoče optimalne modele izravnave meritev z gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M z
namenom odstranitve oz. zmanjšanja najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov.
Za podrobno testiranje glavne hipoteze smo postavili pomožne hipoteze (tj. pod-hipoteze):
1. Vpliv elastične histereze, ki je prisoten pri meritvah z gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M, lahko v
veliki meri zmanjša deklarirana natančnost instrumenta.
2. Vpliv elastične histereze, ki je prisoten pri meritvah z gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M, lahko
modeliramo in odpravimo iz meritev pred postopkom izravnave, če imamo na voljo dovolj
dolg niz meritev.
3. V kolikor meritev z zadostnim trajanjem ni na voljo, lahko zmanjšanje deklarirane natančnosti
uspešno nadomestimo z uvedbo ustreznega stohastičnega modela pri izravnavi.
4. V primeru pomanjkljivo predhodno določene kalibracijske funkcije nam neupoštevanje
popravka za kalibracijsko funkcijo v funkcionalnem modelu izravnave lahko povzroči
sistematični vpliv v izravnavi nacionalnih mrež.
5. Transportni hod gravimetra Scintrex CG-3M ne odpravljamo pred izravnavo, ampak ga
moramo določiti kot polinom druge stopnje v postopku izravnave relativnih gravimetričnih
meritev.
Izsledke disertacije bi lahko uporabili pri izravnavah različnih natančnih relativnih gravimetričnih
meritev (izravnava meritev v nacionalnih gravimetričnih mrežah, kalibracija relativnih gravimetrov,
določitev vertikalnega gradienta težnosti itd.). Glede na trenutno ceno instrumentov novejše generacije
je konkretna raziskava pomembna, saj utemeljuje možnost nadaljnje uporabe starejših instrumentov,
četudi so meritve obremenjene z instrumentalni vplivi (na primer vpliv histereze). Poleg tega je zaradi
podobnega delovanja instrumentov mogoče zaključke, ki temeljijo na meritvah Scintrex CG-3M,
razširiti na CG-5 in CG-6 in obratno.
9.2
9.2.1

Gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M in CG-5
Princip dela, glavni konstrukcijski elementi in lastnosti gravimetrov Scintrex

Gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M in CG-5 delujejo na principu vertikalne tehtnice ničelne dolžine z
določeno maso (Scintrex, 1998; 2012; Seigel, 1995). Sprememba težnega pospeška povzroča
spremembo položaja merilnega sistema. Elektronski sistem povratne zveze vrača maso v začetni
ničelni položaj, medtem ko se sprememba položaja določa indirektno s povratno silo. Sistem povratne
zveze je kombiniran s sistemom CPI (Capacity Position Indicator – kondenzatorski indikator položaja)
ločljivosti 0,2 nm (Hugill, 1988; Budetta in Carbone, 1997; Timmen in Gitlein, 2004; Timmen, 2010).
Visoka ločljivost sistema za določitev premika omogoča tudi visoko ločljivost spremembe težnega
pospeška 0,01 µm s–2 brez astaziranja (Scintrex, 1998; 2012).
Prednosti gravimetrov Scintrex so v globalnem razponu merjenja, možnosti uporabe v težkih terenskih
pogojih in linearni ali skoraj linearni kalibracijski funkciji brez periodičnih členov ter izjemni zaščiti
pred spremembami atmosferskega tlaka in temperature (Scintrex, 1998; 2012; Seigel, 1995). Na Slika
9.1 prikazujemo shemo glavnih gradnikov gravimetra Scintrex. Najobčutljivejši deli instrumenta (t.i.
senzor težnega pospeška, sistem CPI, senzorji nagiba in temperature) so v dvojnem vakuumskem
ohišju, kjer termostat ohranja temperaturo v območju 1 mK. Signali senzorjev se samodejno
shranjujejo, kar omogoča programski opremi instrumenta izračun popravkov odčitkov gravimetra.
Gravimetrični signal instrumenta je razmerje med napetostjo gravitacijskega pretvornika Vfb in stabilne
kalibracijske napetosti Vcal. Končni signal se izračuna kot povprečje vzorcev 1 Hz (pri CG-3M), oz.
6 Hz (pri CG-5) v vnaprej izbranem časovnem intervalu.
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Slika 9.1: Osnovni gradniki gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3/3M in CG-5 (po: Siegel, 1991, str. 101).

Odčitke gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3M in CG-5 lahko predstavimo z enačbo:

R = GREF + GCAL1s + GCAL2 s 2 + DC + TIC + ETC − TEC ,

(9.1)

kjer je R odčitek gravimetra, s signal gravimetra, GREF adicijska konstanta ter GCAL1 in GCAL2
linearna in kvadratna kalibracijska konstanta. DC je povprečje popravka za hod gravimetra, ki se
uporabi za vsak vzorec signala, TIC in TEC sta popravka za naklon in temperaturo, ETC je popravek
plimovanja trdne Zemlje. Približna kalibracijska funkcija, ki se uporablja pri gravimetrih Scintrex, je:
z = Fap ( s ) = GREF + GCAL1 s + GCAL2 s 2 .

(9.2)

Od leta 1991 se gravimetri tovarniško uravnavajo tako, da je GCAL2 reducirana na vrednost 0
(Scintrex, 1998; 2012). V primeru, da korekcijsko kalibracijsko funkcijo ( F ) aproksimiramo s
polinomom prve stopnje, skupna kalibracijsko funkcijo predstavimo z enačbama:
F ( s ) = Fap ( s ) + F ( s) = N 0 + (1 + y1 ) GREF + (1 + y1 ) GCAL1 s ,

F ( z) = z + F ( z) = z + N 0 + y1 z = N 0 + (1 + y1 ) z ,

(9.3)

kjer je koeficient korekcijske kalibracijske funkcije N0 (nivo instrumenta) in y1 popravek linearnega
kalibracijskega koeficienta.
Hod (lezenje) gravimetra (tj. časovna sprememba ničelnega položaja) povzroča časovno spremembo
nivoja instrumenta. Za odstranitev hoda iz meritev ga moramo določiti za vsak delovni dan, pri čemer
ga modeliramo s polinomom ustrezne stopnje (Torge, 1989):
s

D(t ) =  d p (t − t 0 ) .
p =1

p

(9.4)
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Pri tem je dp koeficient hoda stopnje p, t čas meritev in t0 referenčni čas. Dnevni hod je kombinacija
transportnega in stacionarnega hoda oziroma predstavlja preostali del stacionarnega hoda, če popravek
za stacionarni hod že upoštevamo (kot v primeru gravimetrov Scintrex). Koeficiente polinoma hoda
določimo s ponovljenimi meritvami na izbranih točkah, ki naj bi bile čim bolj enakomerno razporejene
tekom delovnega dne (skupnega časa meritev).
9.2.2

Instrumentalni vplivi v odčitkih gravimetrov Scintrex

Pri gravimetrih Scintrex lahko instrumentalni vplivi povzročajo spremembo gravimetričnih odčitkov,
ki niso nujno posledica spremembe težnosti. Med instrumentalne vplive uvrščamo vpliv elastične
histereze, pogrešek kalibracijske funkcije, odklon gravimetra od pokončne lege, vpliv temperature in
atmosferskega tlaka, spremembe napetosti, različne šoke in vibracije, pogreške, nastale zaradi
neustreznega modeliranja hoda, in tudi tek ure gravimetra. Na osnovi dostopne literature in lastnih
izkušenj pri delu z gravimetroma CG-3M serijskih številk 4372 in 4373 smo ugotovili, da so
najpomembnejši instrumentalni vplivi transportni hod, elastična histereza po transportu ter pogrešek
določitve kalibracijske funkcije.
Histereza je značilnost gravimetričnega merilnega sistema – vzmeti, ki se ne povrne popolnoma v
svoje prvotno stanje (Scintrex, 1998; 2012). Zaradi spremembe napetosti vzmeti v določenem
časovnem obdobju se ta ne vrača trenutno v svoje prvotno stanje, temveč je prisoten "spominski
učinek", ki sčasoma izginja. Histereza je prisotna kot kratkotrajen hod (Torge, 1989). Ko je histereza
homogena ter se odčitki gravimetra za vsako točko izmere privzamejo z iste točke krivulje histereze,
se pojav kaže kot konstantna sprememba nivoja instrumenta. Le-ti se krajšajo iz relativnih
gravimetričnih meritev. Pri gravimetrih Scintrex sta prisotna dva tipa histereze; prvi je t.i. "tilting"
učinek (vpliv nagibanja instrumenta, angl. tilting), ki je posledica nagnjenosti instrumenta v
določenem časovnem obdobju (Liard in dr., 1993; Zumberge in dr., 2008; Reudink in dr., 2014), in
drugi histereza po transportu instrumenta v pokončni legi (Hackney, 2001; Flury in dr., 2007;
Yushkin, 2011; Deville, 2013; Fores, 2016). Prvemu tipu histereze se izognemo s transportom
instrumenta v pokončni legi, medtem ko se drugemu ne moremo izogniti. Velikost histereze in trajanje
le-te sta odvisna od posameznega instrumenta; enako velja tudi za smer histereze po transportu v
pokončni legi.
Hod gravimetra je odvisen od spremembe temperature, tlaka in napetosti ter od prisotnosti različnih
šokov in vibracij tekom transporta. Iz literature in rezultatov analize stacionarnih meritev z dvema
gravimetroma CG-3M serijskih številk 4372 in 4373 smo ugotovili, da na stacionarni hod najbolj
vpliva sprememba temperature, medtem ko sta vzroka za možno nelinearnost transportnega hoda
nenadna sprememba temperature in nelinearna sprememba napetosti. Šoki in vibracije, prisotni pri
transportu, povzročajo histerezo, ki se kaže kot kratkotrajen hod, ki je prisoten na vsaki točki izmere.
Nehomogen vpliv histereze se kaže kot pogrešek, ki je prisoten v meritvah na določenih točkah
izmere, kar otežuje določitev hoda. Pregled literature jasno kaže na to, da so lastnosti hoda odvisne od
instrumenta.
Relativna natančnost linearnega koeficienta kalibracije je odvisna od natančnosti določitve vrednosti
težnega pospeška na referenčnih točkah, natančnosti relativnih meritev in od razpona vrednosti
težnega pospeška na referenčnih točkah ter stabilnosti točk (Torge, 1989; Timmen in dr., 2006; Flury
in dr., 2007). Negotovost določitve linearnega kalibracijskega koeficienta 1·10–4 lahko povzroči
negotovost vrednosti težnega pospeška na novih točkah do 0,5 µm s–2 v mreži razpona 5.000 µm s–2.
Časovna sprememba linearne kalibracijske konstante lahko znaša tudi do 7·10–4 na leto in to celo po
začetnem obdobju uporabe gravimetra, ko se konstanta pomembneje spreminja (Scintrex, 1998; 2012).
To je pomembno dejstvo, ki ga ne smemo spregledati.
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9.2.3

Redukcije gravimetričnih odčitkov

Da bi dobili končni gravimetrični odčitek, moramo poleg omenjenih instrumentalnih vplivov dodatno
upoštevati tudi popravke za zunanje vplive. Glede na to, da obravnavanje teh vplivov ni cilj konkretne
raziskave, samo kratko navajamo način njihovega obravnavanja. Iz odčitkov je potrebno odstraniti
časovne spremembe težnega pospeška ob dejstvu, da naj bi se vsi odčitki nanašali na identično
referenčno točko (Torge, 1989). Med zunanje vplive sodijo popravek za plimovanje trdne Zemlje in
oceanov, popravek za vpliv atmosferskega tlaka in popravek za višino instrumenta. Vplivi premikanja
Zemljinih polov so pri relativnih gravimetričnih meritvah zanemarljivi. Hidrološki vplivi so lahko
precejšnji, vendar jih je zaradi specifičnega hidrološkega stanja na obravnavanem območju kot tudi
nezadostnih hidroloških podatkov težko modelirati (Torge, 1989; Timmen, 2010).
9.3

Empirični podatki

Raziskave v disertaciji slonijo na empiričnih podatkih, t.j. meritvah, ki smo jih opravili z dvema
gravimetroma Scintrex CG-3M in enim gravimetrom CG-5 (Preglednica 9.1). Podatke meritev lahko
razdelimo v štiri skupine, ki smo jih pridobili za različne naloge, in sicer:
1)
2)
3)
4)

kalibracija relativnih gravimetrov na pomožni vertikalni kalibracijski bazi,
določitev vertikalnega gradienta težnosti,
meritve v hrvaški gravimetrični mreži prvega reda in
meritve v lokalni testni mreži (na širšem območju mesta Zagreb).

Meritve iz štirih skupin smo opravili z dvema gravimetroma CG-3M, v tretji skupini podatkov smo del
meritev opravili tudi z gravimetrom CG-5.
Preglednica 9.1: Relativni gravimetri in meritve, vključene v disertacijo.
Lastnik
Proizvajalec
Model
Serijska številka
HDGU*
Scintrex
CG-3M
4372
HDGU
Scintrex
CG-3M
4373
GFUZ†
Scintrex
CG-5
10012

Leto nabave
1997
1997
2002

V uporabi od
2002
2002
2002

Prvo skupino podatkov tvorijo ponovljene relativne meritve med absolutnima gravimetričnima
točkama AGT02 in AGT03. Skupaj gre za šest merskih kampanj, opravljenih med letoma 2012 in
2016, v vsaki je bilo od 2 do 6 merskih dni. Vsak merski dan smo izvedli 5 do 6 meritev v trajanju od
25 do 60 minut. Meritve smo izvedli hkrati z dvema gravimetroma CG-3M. Vsako meritev je tvoril
niz 60-sekundnih odčitkov, ko smo meritve začeli takoj po prispetju in postavitvi instrumenta na
točko. Pri vseh nizih podatkov je očiten vpliv histereze po transportu v pokončni legi, ki je posebej
izrazit pri gravimetru 4372 (Slika 9.2).

Slika 9.2: Serije odčitkov, opravljene 3. junija 2015, z gravimetroma 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno), med drugo
meritvijo. Prilagojeno iz PRISPEVKA C z dovoljenjem Willey, Avtorske pravice European Association of
Geoscientists & Engineers (2017).
*
†

Hrvaška Državna geodetska uprava
Geodetska fakulteta, Univerza v Zagrebu
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Drugo skupino podatkov tvorijo meritve za določitev vertikalnega gradienta težnosti, ki smo jih
izvedli v letih 2013 in 2014. Gre za mersko kampanjo na točki AGT02 in tri merske kampanje na točki
AGT03. Pri vsaki merski kampanji smo instrumente po transportu do točke pustili eno uro, da bi se
gravimetrični odčitki pred začetkom meritev stabilizirali. Meritve smo opravili na dveh višinah in
hkrati z dvema gravimetroma (Slika 9.3), kjer smo za vsako višino pridobili štiri nize podatkov. Vsak
niz meritev tvori petnajst 60-sekundnih odčitkov, pri čemer smo z meritvam začeli deset minut po
spremembi višine.

Slika 9.3: Meritve na točki AGT02. Ponatisano z dovoljenjem Springer Customer Service Centre GmbH:
Springer Nature, Acta Geodaetica et Geophysica, PRISPEVEK A, Avtorske pravice Akadémiai Kiadó (2015).

Podatki v tretji skupini vključujejo meritve, opravljene na petih absolutnih točkah ničtega reda in 59
relativnih točkah prvega reda, vzpostavljenih v okviru četrte faze (Slika 9.4). Absolutne meritve so
bile opravljene med leti 1996 in 2000, ponovljene so bile na dveh točkah. Relativne meritve vsebujejo
meritve originalne mreže iz leta 2003 (faza 1) ter vključujejo absolutne točke in 36 točk prvega reda
ter tri razširitve mreže na otoke, opravljene v letih 2007, 2008 in 2009 (faze 2, 3 in 4). Vsaka točka
ima vsaj dve povezavi s sosednjima, pri čemer so na obeh meritve opravljene dvakrat. Faze razširitve
mreže na otoke se v veliki meri razlikujejo od originalnega kopenskega dela in sicer glede medsebojne
oddaljenosti točk ter prevoznih sredstev. Transport vseh treh gravimetrov je potekal istočasno, tudi
meritve smo opravili hkrati, če je to le bilo mogoče. Žal povsod stabilizacija točk ne omogoča
istočasne postavitve treh gravimetrov. Z meritvami smo vedno začeli 10 minut po postavitvi
instrumenta na točko in za vsako meritev pridobili pet 60-sekundnih odčitkov.
V 4. skupini so meritve, ki so bile opravljene v sedmih dneh julija leta 2016 na šestih točkah z dvema
gravimetroma CG-3M hkrati. Postopek merjenja je enak kot v skupini 1, razlika je v trajanju niza
meritev; tokrat so meritve trajale 30 minut.
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Slika 9.4: Točke ZOGN (določene z AGT) in FOGN (določene z GT). Ponatisano iz PRISPEVKA B pod CC
BY-NC 4.0 licenco (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by- and/4.0), Avtorske pravice Geodetski vestnik
(2017).

9.4
9.4.1

Analiza najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3M 4372 in
4373
Vpliv elastične histereze

Pomembno je razlikovati med histerezo kot posledico nagibanja instrumenta (bodisi na točki ali pri
transportu), ki se ji je potrebno izogibati, in histerezo po transportu v pokončni legi. Slednji se ne
moremo izogniti.
Meritve v skupini 1 nam nakazujejo na pomemben vpliv histereze po transportu, saj le-ta 40 minut po
transportu doseže vrednosti 1,2 µm s–2 pri gravimetru 4372 in 0,4 µm s–2 pri gravimetru 4373 (Slika
9.2). Pri vseh meritvah se odčitki počasi zmanjšujejo s časom, kar kaže na prevladujoči vpliv napetosti
vzmeti v smeri sile teže pri transportu. Vpliv tako ni odvisen od nagnjenosti instrumenta. Takšni
pomembni, pa vendar ne homogeni vplivi, se ne krajšajo pri tvorjenju razlik težnega pospeška. Pri
upoštevanju lastnosti histereze po transportu posameznega instrumenta domnevamo, da ima vsak
gravimeter lastno funkcijo histereze, in da so male razlike, ki so vidne pri različnih nizih meritev,
posledica drsenja funkcije po abscisni osi. S premiki funkcije po abscisni osi se kompenzira razlika v
času začetka meritev kot tudi različni pogoji tekom transporta. Vpliv histereze pri posameznem
gravimetru modeliramo s funkcijo:
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(9.5)

ker je zi i-ti odčitek gravimetra v trenutku t i , b in c sta koeficienta eksponentne funkcije, a k in d k
sta premik po ordinatni oziroma abscisni osi za k-ti niz meritev. Ker premikov po ordinatni osi ne
moremo direktno določiti, smo jih določili iterativno s pomočjo objektivnega kriterija. Znotraj vsake
iteracije določitve premika po ordinatni osi so koeficienti funkcije histereze določeni na osnovi
izravnave po MNK (metodi najmanjših kvadratov). Linearizacija enačbe (4.4) z logaritmiranjem
povzroča večji vpliv vrednosti odčitkov manjših vrednosti na končni rezultat. Da bi vpliv odpravili,
smo uteži določili kot kvadrat vrednosti funkcije histereze iz predhodne iteracije za ustrezni trenutek
t i . Za to smo predstavili algoritem v okolju MATLAB, ki omogoča modeliranje in odstranitev vpliva
histereze iz več nizov meritev. Tako smo uspeli določiti funkcijo histereze za oba gravimetra, in to 1)
iz vseh merskih kampanj skupaj ter 2) za vsako mersko kampanjo posebej. Na Slika 9.5 prikazujemo
rezultate določitve funkcije histereze iz skupne izravnave vseh merskih kampanj. Visoka korelacija
koeficientov histereze gravimetrov 4372 in 4373 za različne kampanje kaže na to, da je vpliv odvisen
od pogojev pri transportu.

Slika 9.5: Premaknjena serija opazovanj in z izravnavo ocenjeni funkciji histereze za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in
4373 (desno), določeni iz skupne izravnave meritev vseh kampanj. Ponatisano iz PRISPEVKA C z dovoljenjem
Willey, Avtorske pravice European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers (2017).

Za določitev vpliva histereze po nagibanju instrumenta (t.i. učinek "tilting") za gravimetra 4272 in
4373 smo opravili testne meritve v pisarni skladno s postopkom, opisanim v Reudink in dr. (2014).
Meritve vsebujejo devet 120-sekundnih nizov odčitkov za vsak gravimeter, ki smo jih prekinili 8-krat,
medtem ko smo gravimetra nagnili za 8°, in to za 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 50, 70 in 100 minut (Slika 9.6). Z
raziskavo smo potrdili zaključke avtorjev Reudink in dr. (2014) in sicer, da sta velikost in trajanje
vpliva odvisna od trajanja nagnjenosti instrumenta in hkrati specifična za posamezni instrument. Z
raziskavo smo tudi pokazali, da se odčitki po nagibanju instrumenta ne vrnejo na prvotno vrednost,
temveč ostaja mali odmik od začetne vrednosti, ki je odvisen od trajanja nagnjenosti instrumenta.
Čeprav sta velikost in trajanje vpliva pri gravimetru 4373 bistveno večja glede na gravimeter 4372, so
vrednosti odmikov zelo podobne. V primerjavi z instrumenti, ki so bili predmet raziskave pri avtorjih
Reudink in dr. (2014) (štiri CG-5 in trije CG-3M gravimetri), je trajanje učinka za gravimetra 4372 in
4373 precej daljše. Poleg tega je vpliv nagnjenosti za instrument 4373 približno 1,5 krat večji kot pri
instrumentih v raziskavi Reudink in dr. (2014).
Okoliščine nastanka obeh histerez so različne. Histereza po transportu je rezultat nakopičene napetosti
v vzmeti, ko testna masa prosto niha med dvema mejnikoma, medtem ko je vzrok učinka "tilting"
začasna deformacija vzmeti v trenutkih, ko je testna masa naslonjena na zgornji mejnik. Glede na
nastanek histerez in odziv vsakega instrumenta posebej lahko sklepamo, da lastnosti vpliva niso samo
posledica elastičnosti vzmeti, temveč so odvisne od položaja gravimetričnega senzorja oz. testne mase
glede na oba mejnika.
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Slika 9.6: Serija odčitkov med testom nagibanja po odstranitvi linearnega hoda za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in
4373 (desno). Razlike odčitkov so popravljene za plimovanje trdne Zemlje in nato zglajene. Pričetki posameznih
serij meritev po nagibanju instrumenta so označeni z vertikalnimi zelenimi črtami.

Slika 9.7: Histogrami linearnih trendov za odčitke določene izmere za posamezen gravimeter. Trendi za 2., 3. in
4. fazo so zbrani skupaj in predstavljeni kot 2. faza.

Skupina 3 vsebuje samo kratke nize odčitkov (meritve v mreži I. reda), tj. pet 60-sekundnih odčitkov,
pri čemer smo z meritvami začeli 10 minut po postavitvi instrumenta na točko. Iz nizov odčitkov tako
ni bilo možno odstraniti vpliva histereze po transportu. Poleg tega sta v meritvah prisotna učinek
"tilting" in posebej nehomogena histereza po transportu. Prvi je posledica transporta, kjer instrument
ni bil vedno v pokončni legi, medtem ko je drugi nastal kot posledica dejstva, da ni bila možna hkratna
postavitev treh instrumentov na točko. Zato smo naredili oceno vpliva histereze na meritve v skupini 3
na osnovi linearnega trenda v kratkih nizih odčitkov. Na ta način smo želeli določiti ustrezni
stohastični model, ki bi vsaj delno upošteval (kompenziral) vpliv histereze na meritve. Linearni trend
za vsak niz odčitkov je bil določen po MNK. Na Slika 9.7 prikazujemo histograme linearnih trendov.
Za vsako fazo in gravimeter smo opravili test linearnega trenda, kjer smo predpostavili normalno
razporeditev. Normalno razporeditev linearnih trendov lahko povežemo z odsotnostjo učinka "tilting",
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ki lahko doseže mnogo večje vrednosti od histereze po transportu. Test normalne razporeditve za vse
faze meritev so prestale le meritve z gravimetrom 4372. Za vse nize odčitkov smo izračunali linearni
trend in standardno deviacijo, dodatno tudi standardno deviacijo odčitka v enem nizu, razliko med
linearnim trendom in povprečjem trendov za ustrezni dan, in opredelili, ali se trend značilno razlikuje
od ničelne vrednosti. Za vse štiri faze izmere in vse tri gravimetre smo ugotovili homogenost
linearnega trenda v posameznih dnevih (in ustrezni vpliv histereze), medtem ko je bil za ostale dni
precej nehomogen. V odčitkih je bil prisoten šum, ki je oteževal oceno vpliva histereze iz kratkih
nizov meritev. Zanesljive zaključke za tako kratke meritve lahko utemeljimo samo za celotno množico
meritev določene faze in gravimetra. Ker pogostokrat določeni linearni trendi niso statistično značilni,
se pojavi vprašanje, ali stohastični model lahko definiramo na osnovi posameznih linearnih trendov.
Mnogo koristneje bi bilo, če bi meritve trajale dalj časa.
9.4.2

Transportni hod

Analizo transportnega hoda smo izvedli za vse štiri skupine podatkov. Za vsak merski dan smo iz
izravnave meritev izračunali dnevni hod in sicer kot polinom prve in druge stopnje. Določitev
dnevnega hoda pred izravnavo vsebuje manj nadštevilnih meritev kot v izravnavi, kjer nastopajo
meritve več dni ter/ali več gravimetrov. Vsekakor pa je dnevni hod, določen pred izravnavo,
pomemben, saj njegova predhodna določitev ne vsebuje pogreškov, ki bi se lahko iz drugih dni
oziroma iz drugih gravimetrov prenesli v končno oceno hoda. Za vsak merski dan smo izrisali diagram
dnevnega hoda s srednjimi odčitki, ki smo jih zmanjšali za vrednost izravnanega težnega pospeška na
točki. Poudariti velja, da so na grafih merodajni samo relativni odnosi med odčitki različnih meritev na
isti točki. Razlike odčitkov med različnimi točkami smo določili z modeliranjem funkcije hoda in
lahko se nam zdi, da so premaknjene po ordinati pri različnih modelih hoda (linearni oz. kvadratni).
Pomembno je izpostaviti, da metoda profila (npr. A–B–C–D–C–B–A), po kateri smo izvajali meritve,
zaradi numerične nestabilnosti ne omogoča zanesljive določitve kvadratne funkcije hoda. To je
posledica zmanjšane možnosti kontrole hoda v sredini merskega dne in dejstva, da je bil časovni
interval med točkami, kjer smo meritve izvajali v postopku naprej – nazaj, približno enak.
Hod v meritvah skupin 1, 2 in 4 je homogen in ustreza polinomu druge stopnje, medtem ko je hod
meritev v skupini 2 povsem drugačen. To je posledica načina transporta, saj instrumenta med
meritvami te skupine nismo prevažali z avtom. Grafa hoda meritev skupin 1 in 4 sta vbočena in
naraščajoča (Slika 9.8), graf hoda meritev skupine 2 je izbočen in padajoč (Slika 9.9). Za razliko od
ostalih hod meritev skupine 3 ni homogen. Dnevni hod gravimetra je pri kratkih meritvah
najverjetneje povezan z izrazitejšim vplivom histereze. Obnašanje dnevnega hoda meritev skupine 2 je
verjetno pogojeno s preostalim vplivom histereze po transportu, čeprav so instrumenti mirovali celo
uro po prispetju na točko. V obeh primerih je hod izrazitejši pri instrumentu 4372, pri katerem je viden
tudi izrazitejši vpliv histereze po transportu. Koeficienti kvadratne funkcije hoda instrumenta 4373 so
precej manjši in verjetno vplivajo samo na najbolj natančne meritve. Z odstranitvijo histereze pri
meritvah iz skupin 1 in 4 smo dosegli bolj zanesljivo določitev koeficientov funkcije hoda, pri čemer
so tudi absolutne vrednosti samih koeficientov manjše. Pri tem ostaja še vedno nerešeno vprašanje, ali
je nelinearnost dnevnega hoda dovolj velika, da bi lahko vplivala na oceno neznank v postopku
izravnave. Če nelinearnost dnevnega hoda ni dovolj velika, se poraja vprašanje, ali dodatne neznanke
funkcijskega modela vplivajo na natančnost ocenjenih neznank v postopku izravnave.
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Slika 9.8: Tipična funkcija hoda kot polinom druge stopnje v 1. skupini za gravimetra 4372 (levo) in 4373
(desno) in sicer brez odstranjenega (zgoraj) in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze (spodaj).

Slika 9.9: Tipična funkcija hoda kot polinom druge stopnje v 2. skupini, za gravimetra 4372 (levo)
in 4373 (desno).

9.4.3

Kalibracijska konstanta

Linearno kalibracijsko konstanto (GCAL1) obeh gravimetrov CG-3M redno določamo pred in po vsaki
merski kampanji. Za to na Hrvaškem uporabljamo vertikalno kalibracijsko bazo med točkama AGT02
in AGT03 z razponom težnosti približno 1.500 μm s-2 ter višinsko razliko skoraj 850 m. Na Slika 9.10
predstavljamo določene vrednosti kalibracijskih konstant, kjer so za namen primerjave konstante
določene brez odprave histereze. Velja poudariti, da sta bila plan in trajanje meritev različna. Časovno
obnašanje linearnih kalibracijskih konstant je zelo podobno rezultatom raziskave iz prispevkov
Budetto in Carbone (1997), ter Carbone in Rymer (1999). Očitno je, da sta gravimetra serijskih številk
4372 in 4373 za stabilizacijo potrebovala daljše obdobje od enajstih mesecev. Videti je, da se
kalibracijska konstanta instrumenta 4373 še vedno spreminja s časom, vendar čedalje bolj z blagim
linearnim trendom. Časovni razpon od določitve konstant do prve faze gravimetrične mreže I. reda je
zelo velik, zato je pričakovati, da bo vpliv spremembe konstante na meritve dokaj velik. Sprememba
kalibracijske konstante 3,5·10–4 na letni ravni lahko povzroči pogrešek 1,52 µm s–2 na celotnem
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razponu težnega pospeška v mreži 4.335 µm s–2, kolikor znaša razpon kopenskega dela gravimetrične
mreže I. reda. To je hkrati vrednost povprečne spremembe kalibracijske konstante v triletnem času, pri
čemer je sprememba v prvem letu bila tudi večja. Korelacija med koeficientom kalibracije obeh
gravimetrov v zadnjih šestih določitvah (ki so zelo natančna) kaže na prisotnost skupnega zunanjega
sistematičnega, verjetno sezonskega hidrološkega vpliva. Prisotna je tudi korelacija med standardnimi
odkloni kalibracijskih konstant in spremembami atmosferskega tlaka tekom posameznih merskih
kampanj. To pomeni, da uporabljena redukcija za spremembo tlaka 3 nm s–2 hPa–1 ni ustrezna.

Slika 9.10: Določene vrednosti konstant linearne kalibracije za gravimeter 4372 (levo) in 4373 (desno).
Ponatisano iz PRISPEVKA B pod CC BY-NC 4.0 licenco (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by- and/4.0),
Avtorske pravice Geodetski vestnik (2017).

9.5
9.5.1

Model izravnave meritev z instrumenti Scintrex
Funkcionalni model

Povezavo med vrednostjo težnega pospeška na točki s in odčitkom gravimetra izrazimo z enačbo:
g s = z + N 0 + y1 z − D(t ) + RC .

(9.6)

Pri tem je odčitek gravimetra z izhod (rezultat) kalibracijske funkcije, definiran z izrazom (9.2),
koeficienta kalibracijske funkcije N 0 in y1 sta podana v izrazu (9.3) in opisujeta nivo instrumenta ter
popravek linearnega kalibracijskega koeficienta, D(t ) je funkcija dnevnega hoda (9.4) in RC celotni
seštevek popravkov ter redukcij. Slednje razdelimo na tiste, ki jih gravimeter upošteva avtomatsko
(instrumentalni popravki in redukcije, ki so podani v (9.1)), oziroma na tiste, ki jih upoštevamo pred
izravnavo, da so odčitki vezani na isto referenčno točko in trenutek (epoho) meritev (preostale
redukcije).
Teoretično pravilen funkcionalni model za gravimetrične odčitke, ki izhaja iz enačbe (9.6), ni linearen:
zi + vi =

(

1
2
g s − N 0 + d1 ( ti − t0 ) + d 2 ( ti − t0 ) +
1 + y1

)

− RCi ,

i = 1,

,n.

(9.7)

Pri tem sta z i in vi i-to opazovanje in njegov popravek, medtem ko so g s , N 0 , y1 , d 1 , itd. z
izravnavo ocenjene vrednosti neznank. Ker tekom izmere na posamezni točki pridobimo več meritev
(odčitkov), za opazovanje privzamemo njihovo aritmetično ali uteženo sredino. Tako je zasnovan tudi
funkcionalni model, ki ga vključuje programski paket GravAP (Schüler, 2016), zelo podobno je
funkcionalni model zasnoval tudi Barišić (2009). Ker so približne vrednosti težnega pospeška in hoda
gravimetra v splošnem neznane količine, moramo izravnavo izvesti v več iteracijah. Za določitev
približnih vrednosti koeficienta v enačbah popravkov, ki se navezuje na neznanko y1 , lahko
uporabimo odčitek na gravimetru. Tako opisan približni model, le da se nanaša na druge relativne
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gravimetre, je opisal Torge (1989), naprej pa so ga uporabili Becker in dr. (1995); Hwang, Wang in
Lee (2002); Boedecker, Francis in Kenyeres (2005), itd. S teoretičnega stališča model ni povsem
pravilen, saj bi desna stran enačbe morala vsebovati izravnano vrednost opazovanja zi + vi . Linearni
model je mogoče enostavno dobiti s preureditvijo izraza (9.6):

z c i + vi = g s − N 0 − y1 zi + d1 (t i − t 0 ) + d 2 (t i − t 0 ) + ,
2

i = 1, , n ,

(9.8)

kjer je z c i = zi + RCi . Z numeričnim testom podatkov skupine 3 smo potrdili, da model (9.8) vodi do
rešitve, ki je dovolj blizu končni iterativni rešitvi modela (5.33).
Ker v obdelavo gravimetrične mreže lahko vključimo meritve, opravljene z več gravimetri, in ker
vemo, da se kalibracijski koeficienti spreminjajo s časom, lahko funkcionalni model izravnave
gravimetrične mreže vključuje več neznank y1 za posamezen gravimeter oziroma več neznank y1 za
isti gravimeter, če so bili med terminskimi izmerami značilne razlike v odčitkih:

zic + vi = g s − N 0d , gr − y '1gr ,k zi 10 −4 + d1d , gr (t i − t 0 ) + d 2d , gr (ti − t 0 ) + ,
y'1gr ,k = y1gr ,k  10 4 .
2

i = 1, , n

(9.9)

Pri tem se neznanke nanašajo na točko s, dan d, gravimeter gr in terminsko izmero k. Da bi zagotovili
numerično stabilnost sistema enačb, smo v nadaljevanju uporabili substitucijo popravka
kalibracijskega koeficienta ( y'1gr ,k ). Vektor neznank in matriko koeficientov ob neznankah v enačbah
popravkov lahko razdelimo na pod-vektorje oziroma pod-matrike, ki se nanašajo na različne skupine
neznank:
T

 T
T
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(9.10)
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Defekt ranga funkcionalnega modela (5.40) je enak ena, saj obstaja vektor g 1 , kjer velja:
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(9.12)

Vendar obstaja tudi vektor g 2 , kjer velja:

T
= c 2  ( x g ) 0
( u 1)
(

1
)
ug

Ag 2  0 .
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(x N ) 0
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(x d 2 ) 0
( ud 1)
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(9.13)

V situacijah z eno dano vrednostjo težnega pospeška je matrika koeficientov ob neznankah v enačbah
popravkov slabo pogojena, zato popravki kalibracijskih koeficientov ne bodo realne vrednosti. To
pomeni, da bo natančnost neznank nizka. Z namenom razrešitve problema smo v disertaciji postopali
tako, da smo namesto izravnave z minimalnim številom vezi med neznankami uporabili postopek z
danima (fiksnima) dvema parametroma. Prvi je definiral izhodišče enodimenzionalne mreže
(neznanka g) in drugi merilo (g ali y1). Numerični testi, opravljeni na skupinah meritev 3 in 4, so
pokazali, da razlike v popravkih opazovanj za različne izbore dveh datumskih neznank niso značilno
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različne. Od tod sledi, da izbor dveh datumskih neznank ne vpliva na geometrijo mreže, zato tako
določitev datuma imenujemo »definicija datuma s skoraj minimalnim številom vezi med
neznankami«.
V praksi se v izravnavi gravimetričnih mrež kot dane količine obravnavajo vrednosti težnega
pospeška, ki so določene na absolutnih točkah, ali pa uporabimo absolutne meritve težnega pospeška
kot psevdo-opazovanja z dano standardno deviacijo (Torge, 1989). V primeru, da je število točk s
psevdo-opazovanji večje kot defekt datuma (d), govorimo o predoločenem datumu. Če je za
posamezne točke na voljo več absolutnih meritev, jih lahko predstavimo v model izravnave, saj to
vodi do enakega rezultata, kot če bi predhodno izračunano uteženo sredino uporabili kot opazovanje.
Popravki kalibracijske funkcije in linearni vertikalni gradient težnosti lahko določimo iz modela (9.8)
ali pa iz njega izpeljemo posebne funkcijske modele.
9.5.2

Stohastični model

V kolikor odčitke gravimetra v funkcionalnem modelu obravnavamo kot opazovanja, stohastični
model opišemo z diagonalno matriko uteži. Iz nam dostopne literature poznamo več stohastičnih
modelov v povezavi z relativnimi gravimetričnimi meritvami, ki jih razdelimo v neposredno definicijo
stohastičnega modela na osnovi specifično določenega faktorja oziroma v iterativno definicijo na
osnovi rezultatov izravnave. Prvi pristop vključuje izravnavo opazovanj enake ali različne natančnosti;
pri tem so uteži enake obratni vrednosti dolžini poti ali trajanja transporta med zaporednimi
opazovanji oziroma obratni vrednosti varianci opazovanj (Klak, 1974; Medved, 2008; Barišić, 2009).
Iterativni postopki definicije stohastičnega modela relativnih gravimetričnih meritev v dostopni
literaturi vključujejo postopek IRLS (iterativna izravnava po MNK s ponovno določenimi utežmi
(angl. iterative reweighted least squares)) in EVC (ocena komponent variance (angl. estimation of
variance components)). Metode IRLS uporabimo pri obravnavanju grobih pogreškov (manjših
vrednosti) v meritvah in so vezane na robustne metode izravnave. Algoritem IRLS temelji na
predpostavki, da se večji popravki verjetno nanašajo na opazovanja, kjer so prisotni večji pogreški. V
skladu s tem navadno izravnavo po MNK naredimo v več iteracijah in pri tem uteži določimo kot
funkcije popravkov predhodne iteracije, dokler rezultati ne konvergirajo k določeni vrednosti
(Kavouras, 1982; Caspary, 2000). Primere podobnih algoritmov v povezavi z izravnavo
gravimetričnih mrež lahko najdemo v Csapó in Völgyesi (2002), Touati, Kahlouche and Idres (2010).
Izhodiščna ideja algoritma EVC izhaja iz predpostavke, da lahko vektor pravih pogreškov ε iz
teoretičnega Gauss-Markovega modela (GMM) obravnavamo kot linearno kombinacijo različnih
pogreškov (Caspary, 2000):
k

ε =  G iεi .

(9.14)

i =1

Skladno s tem lahko splošni model GMM obravnavamo kot poseben slučaj tega modela, ko velja
k = 1 . Ob predpostavkah:
E(ε i ) = 0 , E(ε i ε i ) =  0i I , E(ε i ε j ) = 0, i  j ,
T

2

T

(9.15)

se stohastični model glasi :
k

Σ =   0i Q i , Qi = G i G i .
i =1

2

T

(9.16)
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Posamezni pogrešek ε i lahko vpliva na vsa ali pa na samo določeno skupino opazovanj. Po definiciji
funkcionalnega dela modela in modela za vplive pogreškov  0i določimo iterativno, dokler ne
konvergira k neki vrednosti. Poleg strogo definiranih algoritmov EVC (npr. Rao, 1971; Fan, 1997;
Caspary, 2000) poznamo tudi približne metode EVC, vendar le za vplive, ki delujejo na določeno
skupino opazovanj in temeljijo na analizi popravkov izravnave po MNK (Fan, 1997). Primer algoritma
EVC za izravnavo relativnih gravimetričnih meritev so podrobno opisali Boedecker, Francis in
Kenyeres (2005).
2

Poleg zgoraj opisane možnosti definicije stohastičnega modela lahko uteži definiramo tudi na osnovi
aposteriori standardnih deviacij, dobljenih iz izravnave določenih skupin opazovanj, ki pripadajo npr.
posameznemu gravimetru ali terminski (kampanjski) izmeri in temeljijo na podobnem obnašanju
histereze.
9.6
9.6.1

Ostale uporabne metode
Rešitev metode najmanjših kvadratov z razcepom QR

Reševanje problema MNK za situacije s polnim rangom je ob uporabi ortogonalizacije s pomočjo
razcepa QR numerično bolj stabilna kot reševanje problema z normalnimi enačbami. To je še posebej
očitno pri reševanju problemov z velikim številom neznank in s slabo pogojenimi matrikami
koeficientov ob neznankah v enačbah popravkov (Völgyesi, 1975; Moler, 2004; Plestenjak, 2006;
Bridson, 2008). S pomočjo reduciranega razcepa QR matriko koeficientov ob neznankah v enačbah
popravkov A razstavimo na produkt matrike z ortonormiranimi stolpci Q in zgornje (desno) trikotne
matrike R (Nash in Sofer, 1996; Moler, 2004):

A = Q R

( n u )

( n u ) ( u u )

Q Q = I.
T

(9.17)

Prednost uporabe razcepa QR je v dejstvu, da se problem MNK prevede na reševanje trikotnega
sistema linearnih enačb, ki je enolično določen in ga je mogoče preprosto rešiti s substitucijo nazaj,
brez določitve normalnih enačb, ki vodijo v numerično nestabilnost (Nash in Sofer, 1996). Vendar je
potrebno upoštevati, da se je z metodo ortogonalizacije dobro izogibati GMM, kjer obstaja defekt
datuma oziroma modelom, ki so blizu defekta datuma (Völgyesi, 1975). Da bi lahko uporabili razcep
QR tudi za splošno reševanje GMM, moramo GMM transformirati v model neodvisnih opazovanj
enake natančnosti (običajni model GMM).
9.6.2

Ocena kakovosti gravimetrične mreže

Mere kakovosti (ki vključujejo natančnost in zanesljivost), ki jih uporabljamo najprej v povezavi s
položajnimi mrežami (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000), lahko uporabimo tudi pri
gravimetričnih mrežah. Podobno kot je natančnost položajne mreže določena z variančno-kovariančno
matriko koordinat, če poznamo a-priori referenčno varianco, so tudi vse informacije o natančnosti
gravimetrične mreže vključene v teoretični variančno-kovariančni matriki težnostnih neznank, t.j.
pripadajoči pod-matriki variančno-kovariančne matrike neznank, ki se nanaša na težnostne neznanke.
V kolikor imamo v modelu GMM dovolj nadštevilnih opazovanj, pri računanju variančno-kovariančne
matrike neznank prednostno uporabljamo referenčno varianco aposteriori (Caspary, 2000). Za lokalne
mere natančnosti gravimetrične mreže uporabimo standardne deviacije parametrov težnosti, medtem
ko za globalne mere natančnosti uporabimo različne skalarje, ki jih pridobimo iz izračunanih lastnih
vrednosti variančno-kovariančne matrike neznanih težnosti. Pojem zanesljivosti geodetskih mrež se
nanaša na povezani lastnosti modela GMM (Kavouras, 1982; Kuang, 1996; Caspary, 2000): (1)
zmožnosti modela, da odkrije in locira grobe pogreške v opazovanjih (notranja zanesljivost) in (2)
zmožnost modela, da na preostale pogreške ni občutljiv oziroma, da ostali pogreški v čim manjši meri
vplivajo na ocenjene neznanke (zunanja zanesljivost). Mere notranje in zunanje zanesljivosti so lahko
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lokalne ali globalne, odvisno ali se nanašajo na celoten model oziroma na določeno opazovanje. Mere
zanesljivosti temeljijo na količinah, ki izhajajo iz opazovanj in za razliko od mer natančnosti niso
odvisne od definicije datuma.
Po navedbah Casparya (2000) GMM ni zanesljiv na pogreške v opazovanjih, ki pripadajo prostoru, ki
ga definirajo stolpci matrike A. Drugače povedano to pomeni, da pogreškov ne moremo odkriti z
metodami odkrivanja grobih pogreškov v opazovanjih, niti ne vplivajo na mere zanesljivosti, ne glede
na njihovo velikost. Pogreškov v gravimetrični mreži, ki nastanejo zaradi uporabe nepravilne
kalibracijske konstante, ni mogoče odkriti, če smo meritve izvajali le z enim relativnim gravimetrom
in datum določili z minimalnim številom vezi med neznankami ter v funkcionalni model nismo
vključili popravka kalibracijskega koeficienta. Enako velja tudi za gravimetrične mreže, kjer smo
meritve izvajali z več gravimetri, katerih kalibracijske konstante so skladne, a hkrati nepravilne.
9.7

Testiranje modela izravnave

Pod-hipoteze smo testirali na osnovi empiričnih podatkov, ki smo jih razdelili na relativne
gravimetrične meritve visoke in običajne (ali slabše) natančnosti. Med prve smo vključili skupino 1
(meritve za izvedbo kalibracije), 2 (določitev vertikalnega gradienta težnosti) in 4 (meritve lokalne
testne mreže), ki vključujejo dolge nize opazovanj. Podatki običajne natančnosti se nanašajo le na
skupino 3 (meritve hrvaške gravimetrične mreže I. reda), kjer so prisotni učinki "tilting", ki se jim
lahko oziroma se jim moramo izogniti. Ker nismo imeli na voljo reprezentativnih podatkov običajne
natančnosti, ki ne bi vsebovali učinka "tilting", smo običajni merski postopek simulirali za skupino 4
in v račun privzeli 5 odčitkov, ki so bili opravljeni 10 minut po začetku posamezne serije opazovanj.
9.7.1

Pristop obravnave vpliva elastične histereze pri definiciji funkcionalnega modela

V preizkušanje pod-hipoteze 1 smo vključili le testiranje natančnosti gravimetrične vezi glede na
preostali del nehomogenega vpliva histereze po transportu v odvisnosti od trajanja postavitve
gravimetra na točko, ko sistematični vpliv gravimetrične vezi lahko zanemarimo. Preizkušanje podhipoteze je temeljila na opazovanjih skupine 1. Da bi lahko preizkusili vpliv nehomogenega učinka
histereze, smo iz daljših opazovanj skupine 1 privzeli različne vzorce po pet odčitkov za vsako
postavitev instrumenta. Za primerjavo smo privzeli štiri različne časovne zakasnitve izvedbe odčitkov
po postavitvi gravimetra na točko: (I) 0, (II) 5, (III) 10 in (IV) 20 minut. Nadalje smo naredili
izravnave, ko smo vpliv histereze odstranili iz odčitkov in sicer: (A) izravnava, ki vključuje vse
odčitke in (B) izravnava z odstranjenimi odčitki prvih deset minut meritev. Primerjava meril
natančnosti opazovanj (tj. referenčne standardne deviacije in srednje vrednosti standardnih deviacij
posameznih izravnanih opazovanj posamezne terminske izmere) za primere I – IV brez odstranitve
vpliva histereze za načina A in B in z odstranjenim vplivom histereze je pokazala na očiten vpliv
elastične histereze pri meritvah z gravimetrom Scintrex CG-3M, ki lahko znatno poslabša predvideno
natančnost meritev. Dodatno smo pokazali, da je v nekaterih primerih vpliv histereze na natančnost
meritev zaznan tudi 10 ali 20 minut po postavitvi instrumenta na točko. Zaradi tega lahko podhipotezo 1 sprejmemo.
Za preizkušanje pod-hipoteze 2 in oceno, ali je odstranitev vpliva histereze glede na model, opisan v
razdelku 9.4.1, najboljši možen pristop reševanja problema histereze, smo rezultate z odstranjenim
vplivom histereze za situaciji A in B primerjali z rezultati izravnav, ko vpliva histereze nismo
odstranili in sicer: (A) izravnava, ki je vključevala vse možne odčitke; (B) izravnava, kjer prvih 10
minut odčitkov posamezne serije nismo upoštevali; (C) izravnava, kjer prvih 20 minut odčitkov nismo
upoštevali; in (D) upoštevali smo samo zadnjih pet odčitkov posamezne serije. S tem smo simulirali
različne situacije, ko določen čas po transportu in pred pričetkom meritev gravimetri mirujejo zato, da
se odčitki umirijo. Iz primerjave izravnanih kalibracijskih konstant in njihovih standardnih deviacij
glede na primera A in B, kjer smo vpliv histereze iz odčitkov odstranili, glede na zgoraj navedene
primere A – D brez odstranitve vpliva histereze, kot tudi iz primerjave kriterijev natančnosti, lahko
zaključimo, da je odstranitev histereze na osnovi modela, ki je opisan v razdelku 9.4.1, najboljši
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pristop k reševanju problematike histereze pri gravimetričnih meritvah z instrumentom Scintrex CG3M.
Za določitev trajanja niza opazovanj, potrebnega za modeliranje in odstranitev vpliva histereze, smo
določili koeficiente funkcije histereze in kalibracijske konstante za nize odčitkov, ki so vsebovali od 7
do največjega števila odčitkov v posamezni izmeri. Ugotovili smo, da vsako nadaljnje podaljševanje
nizov opazovanj vpliva na bolj zanesljivo določitev kalibracijskih konstant in da trajanje opazovanj
dolžine 30 minut v večini primerov vodi do zadostne natančnosti meritev. Zaključimo lahko, da lahko
vpliv histereze iz meritev z instrumentom Scintrex CG-3M lahko modeliramo in odstranimo iz meritev
pred izravnavo, če je na voljo zaporedje meritev v trajanju 30 minut. V rezultatih ni bistvenih razlik
glede na to, ali histerezo modeliramo in odstranimo na osnovi podatkov ene ali več izmer. Zato lahko
pod-hipotezo 2 sprejmemo.
9.7.2

Pristop uvedbe popravkov kalibracijske funkcije v funkcionalni model

Da bi lahko preizkusili pod-hipotezo 4 in ocenili vpliv različnih pristopov obravnavanja kalibracijskih
funkcij v funkcionalnem modelu na natančnost meritev, smo domnevo preizkusili na opazovanji
skupine 3. Pri tem smo preverili posledice odstranitve popravka linearnega koeficienta kalibracijske
funkcije iz funkcionalnega modela.
Glede na to, da smo z analizo rezultatov predhodne izravnave hrvaške gravimetrične mreže I. reda
(Repanić, 2016) dobili slabo kakovost izravnanih popravkov kalibracijskih koeficientov za fazo 3
(zaradi majhnih razlik v težnem pospešku na obravnavanih točkah), a hkrati dobro ujemanje med
kalibracijskimi koeficienti za zadnje tri faze, smo opazovanja zadnjih treh faz ponovno preračunali,
tako da so se meritve nanašale na enake kalibracijske konstante. Zaradi tega smo rezultate relativnih
meritev razdelili v dve kampanjski izmeri.
Izhajali smo iz različnih načinov izvedbe izravnave: (I) s popravki linearnih kalibracijskih
koeficientov, določenih v izravnavi, in (II) s popravki linearnih kalibracijskih koeficientov, za katere
smo privzeli vrednost 0. Ne glede na uporabljeni način (I ali II) smo izravnavo izvedli po naslednjem
postopku: najprej smo naredili posebej izravnavo s (skoraj) minimalnim številom vezi med
neznankami in sicer za vsak gravimeter in vsako terminsko (kampanjsko) izmero. Sledila je skupna
izravnava s (skoraj) minimalnim številom vezi med neznankami za vse relativne gravimetrične
meritve in sicer za obe kampanjski izmeri in za vse tri gravimetre, kjer je stohastični model temeljil na
aposteriori variančnem faktorju vsake posamezne izravnave. Tako narejeno združeno izravnavo smo
uporabili za končno oceno točnosti relativnih meritev in analizo ugotavljanja prisotnosti grobih
pogreškov v opazovanjih. V zadnjem koraku smo naredili združeno izravnavo relativnih in absolutnih
meritev, kjer so absolutne meritve vsebovale sedem psevdo-opazovanj na petih točkah. Primerjava
izravnanih vrednosti težnega pospeška, pridobljenih z izravnavo I in II, je pokazala na razlike velikosti
od –1,07 to 0,52 µm s–2. Glede na to, da je predpisana natančnost gravimetrov Scintrex 0,05 µm s –2 in
je standardna deviacija težnih pospeškov iz obeh izravnav znašala največ 0,21 µm s–2, primerjava
nakazuje na prisotnost sistematičnega pogreška. Razlike v izravnanih vrednostih težnega pospeška
glede na opisana načina so zelo odvisne od vrednosti težnega pospeška (Slika 9.11). Iz tega sledi, da
pod-hipotezo 4 lahko sprejmemo. Poudariti velja, da odkriti sistematični pogrešek ni vplival na
določitev mer kakovosti, zlahka pa ga je mogoče zaznati s Tau-testom v izravnavi vseh (relativnih in
absolutnih) meritev, kot so to opisali tudi Hwang, Wang and Lee (2002). Ugotovimo tudi, da
korelacija med popravki absolutnih meritev in vrednostmi težnega pospeška nakazuje na to, da
absolutne meritve niso skladne z relativnimi. Primerjava načina II glede na I pokaže, da obstaja razlika
v ocenjenih neznankah in nekoliko slabša natančnost določitve neznank ter večji aposteriori variančni
faktor. Zaključimo lahko, da lastnosti načina II ustrezajo značilnostim modela, ko v funkcionalni
model vključimo premalo neznank (Koch, 1999; Kotsakis, 2005).
Z namenom, da bi lahko preverili posledice na mere natančnosti, če popravkov linearnih kalibracijskih
koeficientov ne vključimo v funkcionalni model, smo naredili (III) izravnavo s popravki linearnih
kalibracijskih koeficientov, ki smo jih določili z izravnavo, in (IV) izravnavo s popravki linearnih
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kalibracijskih koeficientov, za katere vrednosti smo privzeli 0, vendar smo tokrat uporabili
preračunane podatke, ki ustrezajo najboljšim kalibracijskim konstantam iz izravnave I. Med rezultati
III in IV ni bilo bistvenih razlik. Vendar pa način IV, kjer predpostavljamo, da se pred izravnavo
določeni podatki uporabljajo za popravek kalibracijskih koeficientov, ki ne vsebujejo sistematičnih
vplivov, vodi do določitve realnih mer natančnosti samo v primeru, ko so popravki kalibracijskih
koeficientov določeni s precej manjšo zanesljivostjo, kot je dejanski šum v meritvah. To pomeni, da je
relativna natančnost popravkov kalibracijskih koeficientov, ocenjenih pred izravnavo, določena z višjo
relativno natančnostjo, kot je razmerje med šumom v gravimetričnih meritvah in razponom
gravimetrične mreže. V nasprotnem bi bila ocena natančnosti težnega pospeška preveč optimistična. V
kolikor so popravki kalibracijskih koeficientov določeni pred izmero gravimetrične mreže, namesto da
bi jih neposredno uporabili za meritve (odčitke) pred izmero oziroma da se podatki meritev
preračunajo tekom obdelave podatkov pred izravnavo, da ustrezajo popravljenim kalibracijskim
konstantam, se popravki kalibracijskih koeficientov lahko uporabijo v izravnavi kot psevdoopazovanja.

Slika 9.11: Razlike težnega pospeška, dobljenega iz izravnav II in I, v odvisnosti od vrednosti težnega pospeška.

9.7.3

Pristop vključitve dnevnega hoda v funkcionalni model

Za testiranje pomožne hipoteze 5 smo naredili dvofazno študijo. Naprej smo želeli ugotoviti, kateri od
modelov hoda (polinom prve in druge stopnje) vodi do boljših rezultatov. Zatem smo ugotavljali
posledice določitve in odpravljanja hoda pred izravnavo na nadaljnjo določitev neznank in njihovih
natančnosti v postopku izravnave.
V prvem delu študije določitve optimalnega modela hoda smo rezultate izravnave s koeficienti (I) prve
in (II) druge stopnje polinoma kot tudi parametre vključili v funkcionalni model in sicer za štiri
skupine meritev kot tudi za skupino 4 s simuliranim »običajnim« postopkom izmere, ki ga navadno
izvajamo na terenu. Za skupini 1 in 4 (ki vključujejo vse možne odčitke), smo vpliv histereze
odstranili pred izravnavo. Modeliranje dnevnega hoda s polinomom druge stopnje je vodilo do
rezultatov višje natančnosti glede na modeliranje s polinomom prve stopnje. Izjema so bile meritve z
gravimetroma 4372 in 4373 iz skupine 3, kjer je bil dnevni hod obremenjen z nehomogenim vplivom
histereze (ki vključuje tudi učinek "tilting"). Velja poudariti, da uvedba kvadratnih koeficientov
funkcije hoda v funkcionalni model ne zmanjša natančnosti rezultatov, tudi v primeru linearnega ali
skoraj linearnega dnevnega hoda ne (kot je to hod gravimetra 10012 med fazo 1 skupine 3). Po drugi
strani pa so mere notranje in zunanje zanesljivosti boljše za možnost I kot za II, kar je mogoče
posledica večje korelacije med popravki in manjšim številom nadštevilnih meritev, ko v funkcionalni
model vključimo tudi kvadratne koeficiente hoda. Poleg tega je v določenih primerih tudi mogoče, da
modeliranje hoda s polinomom druge stopnje vodi v preveč optimistično oceno natančnosti. Ko
primerjamo možnost I glede na II, pogosto obstaja razlika v izravnanih neznankah in tudi natančnost
neznank je nekoliko slabša, medtem ko je aposteriori referenčna standardna deviacija večja; to ustreza
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lastnostim modelov, ki imajo v funkcionalni model vključenih premalo neznank (Koch, 1999;
Kotsakis, 2005). Za razliko od rezultatov obravnavanja kalibracijske funkcije v funkcionalnem modelu
pa so v danem primeru razlike, ki nastanejo zaradi ne-vključitve kvadratnih linearnih koeficientov
hoda, skladne z merami natančnosti.
Po izbiri polinoma druge stopnje za modeliranje dnevnega hoda smo nadalje primerjali rezultate
izravnave, ko dnevni hod določimo v postopku izravnave, z rezultati izravnave, ko smo hod določili v
predhodni obdelavi pred izravnavo. Pri tem ne upoštevamo korelacije med opazovanji, ki jih
povzročimo s postopkom odstranjevanja hoda. Za vse skupine, vključno s skupino 4 s simuliranim
merskim postopkom, ki ga navadno izvajamo, smo naredili primerjavo postopka (II) izravnave s
koeficienti druge stopnje polinoma, ki smo ga določili v postopku z (III) izravnavo s koeficienti
polinoma druge stopnje za hod, ko smo jih določili pred izravnavo. Tudi za skupino 3 smo naredili
primerjavo (I) izravnave s koeficienti polinoma prve stopnje za hod, določenimi tekom izravnave, z
(IV) izravnavo s koeficienti prve stopnje polinoma za hod, ki smo ga določili pred izravnavo.
Postopki, kjer smo hod odstranili pred izravnavo (III in V), so vodili k boljši natančnosti izravnanih
meritev in ocene parametrov glede na postopke, ko smo hod določali tekom izravnave (II in I). Višja
natančnost in manjši aposteriori variančni faktor za situacije, ko hod odstranimo pred izravnavo, lahko
vodijo do nepravilne razlage o povečanju natančnosti meritev. Vseeno je potrebno upoštevati, da so
bila v danem primeru opazovanja izravnana dvakrat; prvič za določitve koeficientov hoda in drugič za
določitev ostalih neznank. Praviloma velja:
f III 2
( 0 ) III
f II
f
( 02 )I  IV ( 02 )IV ,
fI

( 02 ) II 

(9.18)

kjer je  0 aposteriori variančni faktor in f število nadštevilnih opazovanj. Zato lahko sklepamo, da je
aposteriori referenčna standardna deviacija pridobljena na osnovi nepravilnega števila nadštevilnih
opazovanj.
2

Zato s sklepom, da je možnost I za vse skupine, razen za skupino 3 (kjer je prisoten velik učinek
"tilting"), ustreza modelu, ko v funkcionalni model vključimo premalo neznank, in ugotovitev, da
možnosti III (in IV) povzročita preveč optimistične mere natančnosti in v določenih primerih
sistematične pogreške v izravnanih vrednosti neznank, pod-hipotezo 5 sprejmemo.
9.7.4

Optimalni stohastični model glede na nemodelirane vplive histereze

Cilj konkretnega dela raziskave je bil opredeliti stohastični model, ki ustrezno upošteva vpliv histereze
za kratke nize izvedbe meritev (kot so opazovanja skupine 3). Za razliko od stohastičnega modela z
utežmi, ki so obratno sorazmerne z variancami meritev, ki opisuje vpliv histereze, mora stohastični
model pravilno opisati tudi vpliv nehomogenost histereze. Kot je že opisano v razdelku 9.4.1, zaradi
izrazitega šuma in omejenega trajanja meritev, ki temelji na linearnih trendih kratkih nizov opazovanj,
veljajo ugotovitve le za celotno skupino odčitkov, ki pripada določeni kampanjski izmeri, in
gravimetru, in ne za posamezni niz opazovanj. Zato smo prvotno idejo, da stohastični model
definiramo na osnovi lastnosti linearnega trenda kratkih nizov opazovanj, razširili in pri oceni podhipoteze 3 dodatno obravnavali tudi druge stohastične modele z utežmi, ki smo jih določili
posameznim skupinam opazovanj (kjer je vpliv histereze enak).
Poleg podatkov iz skupine 3 smo preizkus naredili tudi s podatki iz skupine 4, kjer smo simulirali
merski postopek, ki ga navadno izvedemo na terenu. Dodatno smo naredili tudi primerjavo rezultatov
izravnave skupine 4 s simuliranim postopkom terenske izmere z rezultati izravnave opazovanj skupine
4 z vsemi odčitki, ki smo jim odstranili vpliv histereze. Ob predpostavki, da smo vpliv histereze
ustrezno odstranili, razlike v težnih pospeških, dobljenimi z omenjenima postopkoma izravnave z
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opazovanji iz skupine 4, kažejo na vpliv histereze v odvisnosti od uporabljenega stohastičnega
modela.
Ker opazovanja (odčitki gravimetra) niso funkcijsko odvisni (korelirani), stohastični model zapišemo
kot diagonalno matriko uteži. Obravnavane stohastične modele lahko razdelimo v tri skupine, kjer
prva skupina vključuje modele, ki temeljijo na lastnostih linearnih trendov kratkih nizov opazovanj, ki
smo jih analizirali v razdelku 9.4.1:
H1) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne absolutnim vrednostim razlik med linearnim trendom posamezne
postavitve instrumenta in povprečnimi vrednostmi trendov za določen dan.
H2) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne kvadratom razlik med linearnim trendom posamezne postavitve
instrumenta in povprečnimi vrednostmi trendov za določen dan.
H3) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne absolutnim vrednostim povprečnih vrednosti trenda za določen
dan.
H4) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne kvadratu povprečnih vrednosti za določen dan.
H5) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne vsoti kvadratov srednje vrednosti trendov za posamezen dan in
kvadratu razlik med linearnim trendom posamezne postavitve instrumenta in srednje vrednosti
trendov.
H6) Uteži so obratno sorazmerne vsoti kvadratov srednje vrednosti trendov za posamezen dan,
kvadratu razlik med linearnimi dnevnimi trendi posamezne postavitve instrumenta in srednji
vrednosti trendov za posamezen dan ter variance linearnega trenda za posamezno postavitev
instrumenta.
Drugo skupino sestavljajo stohastični modeli, ki jih določimo iterativno z rezultati izravnave, to je s
popravki opazovanj:
I) Uteži, ki se nanašajo na posamezen gravimeter in kampanjsko izmero, so obratno sorazmerne
aposteriori variančnemu faktorju, ki ga dobimo iz posamezne izravnave s (skoraj) minimalnim
številom vezi med neznankami, ter se nanašajo na določen gravimeter in izmero, pri čemer
grobe pogreške odstranimo.
II) Uteži določimo s poenostavljenim algoritmom EVC in jih določimo za skupine opazovanj.
Skupina vključuje opazovanja, ki se nanašajo na izvedbo meritev z enim gravimetrom v
določeni izmeri.
III) Uteži določimo s poenostavljenim algoritmom EVC za skupino opazovanj. Skupina vključuje
meritve v enem dnevu z določenim gravimetrom.
IV) Uteži določimo z madžarskim algoritmom IRLS, ki sta ga predstavila in uspešno uporabila
Csapó in Völgyesi (2002).
V tretjo skupino uvrstimo stohastične modele z neposredno definicijo in sicer:
V) Opazovanja so enake natančnosti, zato imajo enake uteži.
VI) Utež je obratno sorazmerna varianci opazovanj.
Za referenco uporabimo stohastični model I, ki smo ga uporabili tudi v razdelkih 9.7.2 in 9.7.3. Za obe
skupini podatkov smo preizkusili stohastične modele H1 – H6, vendar le na celotni izravnavi vseh
relativnih meritev, pridobljenih v vseh izmerah in z vsem gravimetri, medtem ko smo modele I – VI
preizkusili tudi na posameznih izravnavah podatkov, vezanih na določen gravimeter in izmero. Za
opazovanja iz skupine 3 smo poleg skupne izravnave vseh relativnih meritev s skoraj minimalnim
številom vezi med neznankami naredili tudi kombinirano izravnavo absolutnih in relativnih meritev,
podobno kot smo opisali postopek izravnave v razdelku 9.7.2.
Za opisane stohastične modele smo naredili primerjavo mer natančnosti in zanesljivosti. Dodatno smo
podrobneje obravnavali tudi razlike v težnostih, ki smo jih pridobili z različnimi modeli, kot tudi
razlike v težnostih, dobljenimi iz skupine 4 z vsemi uporabljenimi meritvami in odstranjenim vplivom
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histereze glede na rezultate, dobljene z opazovanji iz skupine 4, ko smo simulirali navadno uporabljeni
(»običajni«) terenski postopek izmere.
Ker rezultati z uporabo različnih stohastičnih modelov H1 – H6 glede na mere natančnosti niso skladni
in ker obstajajo praviloma večje razlike med skupino 4, ko smo izločili vpliv histereze, in skupino 4 s
simuliranim (»običajnim«) terenskim merskim postopkom, lahko sklepamo, da obravnavani modeli ne
vodijo do boljših rezultatov od modela I. Zato stohastičnih modelov, ki so določeni na osnovi lastnosti
linearnih trendov kratkih nizov opazovanj, v nadalje nismo podrobneje obravnavali.
V kolikor stohastični model III uporabimo v povezavi z opazovanji, obremenjenimi z močnim
vplivom histereze, le-ta vodi do znatnega izboljšanja natančnosti ocenjenih neznank težnosti, a hkrati
povzroči tudi večje sistematične pogreške. Podoben zaključek lahko naredimo tudi za stohastični
model IV, vendar sta tu povečanje natančnosti in sistematični vpliv manj izrazita. Ob upoštevanju
razlik v težnostih, dobljenimi iz opazovanj skupine 4 ob odstranjenim vplivom histereze, in iz
opazovanj skupine 4, kjer smo simulirali »običajni« postopek izmere, in v natančnostih ocenjenih
neznank težnosti za različne stohastične modele, je model II najboljša izbira za opazovanja, ki jih
pridobimo z več gravimetri ali v več kampanjskih izmerah in kjer je vpliv histereze različen.
Izpostaviti velja, da so rezultati izravnave s stohastičnim modelom I zelo podobni rezultatom modela
II. V kolikor algoritem EVC ni na voljo, je primerno uporabiti stohastični model z aposteriori
variancami posameznih izravnav. Velja poudariti, da pri visoko kakovostnih opazovanjih (kot so
opazovanja skupine 4 z odstranjenim vplivom histereze) ni razlike v rezultatih izravnav ob uporabi
različnih stohastičnih modelov.
Primerjava rezultatov skupne ali posameznih izravnav ob uporabi različnih stohastičnih modelov vodi
do zaključka, da stohastični modeli ne morejo nadomestiti vpliva elastične histereze v smislu, da bi se
lahko v celoti izognili vplivu le-te na določitev ocenjenih neznank. Povečanje natančnosti neznank, ki
jo dobimo z uporabo nekaterih stohastičnih modelov (III in IV) lahko vodi do sistematičnih pogreškov
določitve ocenjenih neznank. Z nekaterimi stohastičnimi modeli (I in II) pa lahko pravilno uskladimo
točnost med različnimi skupinami opazovanj z različnimi vplivi histereze (ali drugimi viri pogreškov).
V kolikor smo meritve izvedli le z enim gravimetrom, kjer je prisoten izrazit vpliv histereze, s
stohastičnimi modeli ne moremo vplivati na izboljšanje kakovosti rezultatov. Zato pomožne hipoteze
3 ne moremo sprejeti.
9.8

Zaključek

Glavni cilj disertacije je bil določiti optimalne modele izravnave gravimetričnih meritev z
instrumentom Scintrex CG-3M glede na najpomembnejše instrumentalne vplive. Da bi dosegli cilj,
smo najprej določili tri sekundarne cilje:
1. Na osnovi sistematičnega pregleda razpoložljive literature, vezane na instrumentalne vplive, in
iz praktičnih izkušenj dela z gravimetroma Scintrex CG-3M smo določili najpomembnejše
vplive na izvedbo gravimetričnih meritev z instrumentom Scintrex CCG-3M in sicer: elastična
histereza po transportu, ko je bil instrument v pokončnem položaju (v nadaljevanju: histereza
po transportu), transportni hod in pogrešek določitve kalibracijske funkcije.
2. Najpomembnejše instrumentalne vplive smo analizirali in podrobno proučili na osnovi
empiričnih podatkov (predvsem) za dva gravimetra Scintrex CG-3M. Predstavili smo model
elastične histereze, ki omogoča odstranitev vpliva le-te iz odčitkov gravimetra.
3. S pomočjo empiričnih podatkov smo preizkusili različne modele izravnav glede na različno
uvedbo instrumentalnih pogreškov v funkcionalni in stohastični model izravnave. S
primerjavo in analizo rezultatov izravnave smo testirali pet pomožnih hipotez.
Z analizo najbolj značilnih instrumentalnih vplivov smo ugotovili, da so v meritvah z gravimetroma
4372 in 4373 prisotni vplivi histereze zaradi transporta, ki so še posebej izraziti pri gravimetru 4372
(Slika 9.5). Vpliv je pozitiven (odčitki se manjšajo, ko vpliv slabi) in za gravimetra 4372 in 4373
znaša 1,2 in 0,4 µm s–2 prvih 40 minut po transportu. Pri gravimetru 4372 je vpliv večji od kadarkoli
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omenjenih vplivov histereze gravimetrov Scintrex (Flury in dr., 2007; Hackney, 2001; Deville, 2013;
Fores, 2016). Vpliv je specifičen za posamezen instrument in ni povsem homogen. Gravimetri so
občutljivi tudi na učinek "tilting". Podobno kot pri raziskavi Reudnika in dr. (2014) je vpliv negativen
(odčitki se večajo, ko vpliv slabi), sta velikost in trajanje vpliva odvisna od trajanja nagnjenosti
instrumenta. Vpliv je za posamezen instrument specifičen in precej bolj izrazit pri gravimetru 4373
glede na gravimeter 4372. Gravimeter 4373 je presegel največjo vrednost, oba gravimetra pa tudi
najdaljše trajanje učinka "tilting" glede na vse gravimetre, ki so bili vključeni v študijo Reudnika in dr.
(2014). Poleg potrditve sklepov študije Reudnika in dr. (2014) je preizkus nagibanja z gravimetroma
4372 in 4372 pokazal, da se po nagibanju odčitki ne povrnejo povsem v prejšnjo vrednost, ampak
ostane v odčitkih odmik, katerega velikost je odvisna od trajanja odmika. Z analizo smo pokazali, da
so lastnosti dnevnega hoda gravimetrov 4372 in 4373 med dvema izmerama različne, a gre vseeno za
podobno obnašanje hoda gravimetra. Tekom izmere s transportnim avtomobilom med posameznimi
postavitvami instrumenta je imel transportni hod obliko naraščajočih konkavnih krivulj (Slika 9.8),
medtem ko je imel v primeru ročnega prenosa (mikro-gravimetrija) hod obliko navzdol obrnjene
konveksne krivulje (Slika 9.9), kar verjetno nakazuje na vpliv histereze po transportu. V obeh primerih
lahko hod instrumenta aproksimiramo s polinomom druge stopnje. Linearni kalibracijski koeficienti
gravimetrov 4372 in 4373 se sčasoma povečujejo (Slika 9.10), vendar tekom časa čedalje manj. To
ustreza tudi lastnostim kalibracijskih koeficientov gravimetrov CG-3M, ki so jih opredelili Budetta in
Carbone (1997) ter Carbone in Rymer (1999). Zdi se, da so se kalibracijski koeficienti gravimetrov
4372 in 4373 vzpostavljali vsaj pet let, da so se ustalili na neki vrednosti. Kalibracijski koeficient
gravimetra 4373 se še vedno spreminja, vendar z blagim linearnim trendom.
Z raziskavo na empiričnih podatkih smo prišli do potrditve vseh pod-hipotez, povezanih s funkcijskim
delom stohastičnega modela. Pomožne hipoteze 1, 2, 4 in 5 smo sprejeli, medtem ko pod-hipoteze 3,
ki se nanaša na stohastični model, nismo uspeli sprejeti. Na osnovi raziskave smo sprejeli glavno
hipotezo in sicer:
Predstaviti je mogoče optimalne modele izravnave meritev z gravimetri Scintrex CG-3M z
namenom odstranitve oz. zmanjšanja najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov.
Skladno s tem bi bilo potrebno iz opazovanj optimalnega funkcionalnega modela odpraviti vpliv
histereze zaradi transporta gravimetra (če so na voljo meritve z zadostnim trajanjem), hkrati pa v
opazovanja ne smejo biti obremenjena s "tilting" učinkom. Popravke linearnih kalibracijskih
koeficientov in koeficientov polinoma hoda druge stopnje moramo vključiti v optimalni funkcionalni
model izravnave kot neznanke. V kolikor postopek izravnave vključuje opazovanja dveh ali več
gravimetrov ali kampanjskih izmer z različnimi vplivi histereze, moramo optimalni stohastični model
določiti z algoritmom EVC za skupinske vplive, pri čemer skupina vključuje meritve z enim
gravimetrom v posamezni kampanjski izmeri. V nasprotnem primeru, ko v izravnavo vključimo
opazovanja le enega gravimetra in terminske izmere, mora biti matrika uteži enotska matrika. Namesto
algoritma EVC lahko za vsak gravimeter in terminsko izmero uporabimo stohastični model z utežmi,
ki so obratno sorazmerne aposteriori varianci posameznih izravnav podatkov za določen gravimeter in
kampanjsko izmero. V kolikor so v meritvah prisotni učinki "tilting", v funkcionalni model kot
neznanke vključimo le linearne koeficiente dnevnega hoda.
9.8.1

Glavni prispevki

Ugotovitve raziskav, ki so predstavljene v dani disertaciji, so privedle do prispevkov na področju
relativne gravimetrije in sicer:
1. Predstavili smo sistematično analizo in opis najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov pri
gravimetričnih meritvah z instrumenti Scintrex CG-3M, ki vključuje vpliv elastične histereze
po transportu, učinek "tilting", transportni hod in pogrešek kalibracijske funkcije.
2. Iz odčitkov gravimetrov Scintrex CG-3M smo določili model elastične histereze po transportu
in zasnovali iterativni algoritem za vrednotenje parametrov modela. Algoritem smo zapisali v
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3.
4.
5.
6.

obliki programske kode v okolju MATLAB, ki hkrati omogoča tudi odpravo vpliva histereze
iz izhodnih datotek gravimetra Scintrex CG-3M.
Predstavili smo analizo modelov izravnave gravimetričnih meritev instrumentov Scintrex.
Opredelili smo specifično težavo opredelitve datuma gravimetrične mreže in predstavili
njegovo rešitev.
Glede na obravnavanje treh najpomembnejših instrumentalnih vplivov smo predstavili
posledice izbora posameznega modela izravnave na rezultate izravnave in natančnost.
Opredelili smo optimalni model izravnave gravimetričnih meritev z instrumentom Scintrex
CG-3M glede na najpomembnejše instrumentalne vplive.
Za namen rešitve smo izdelali programsko rešitev v okolju MATLAB, ki omogoča izravnavo
gravimetričnih meritev instrumentov Scintrex CG-3M in CG-5.
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SUMMARY
Scintrex quartz-spring gravimeters are probably the most widely used field relative gravimeters of
high precision today. Same as other relative gravimeters, they are extremely sensitive to instrumental
error influences. Some of the significant instrumental error influences have not been adequately
described in literature until recently (e.g. significant elastic hysteresis effect after transport or after
tilting the instrument), while others such as calibration function and transport drift are well described
but are treated differently in national network adjustments. Obviously, various opinions exist
regarding formulation and use of adjustment model of relative gravity measurements. This thesis aims
at identifying the optimal adjustment models of Scintrex CG-3M gravimeter measurements with
respect to the most significant instrumental error influences. In order to fulfil this objective, firstly, the
most significant instrumental error influences in Scintrex CG-3M measurements were identified based
on the review of available literature and experience with two CG-3M gravimeters. Secondly, these
influences were analysed and described based on empirical data. Thirdly, different adjustment models
with respect to the treatment of the most significant error influences in the functional and stochastic
part of the adjustment model were tested on empirical data. On the basis of the comparison and
analysis of the result of these testing, the conclusion on optimal adjustment model was brought.
After presenting the main design features, properties and signal processing of Scintrex gravimeters,
the approximate calibration function applied in the gravimeter and total calibration function were
defined as the first order polynomials with no periodic terms. On the basis of the systematic reviews of
available literature on the drift behaviour and instrumental error influences, as well as the experience
with two CG-3M gravimeters, the elastic hysteresis effect after transport, transport drift and errors in
the calibration function have been identified as the most significant instrumental error influences.
These error influences were then analysed based on empirical data. The empirical data includes four
different sets: the measurements for the purpose of calibration of relative gravimeters, the vertical
gravity gradient determination, the measurements of the Croatian FOGN (First Order Gravity
Network) and the measurements of the local test network. All four data sets include simultaneous
measurement of two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters (of serial numbers 4372 and 4373), while the
Croatian FOGN also includes measurements of one CG-5 gravimeter.
The analysis of the most significant instrumental error influences was conducted in the phase of preprocessing and does not include the adjustment questions. The analysis showed that gravimeters 4372
and 4373 are affected by the significant hysteresis after transport, especially emphasised for
gravimeter 4372. The effect is positive (the readings decrease while relaxing) and amounts to 1.2 and
0.4 µm s–2 during the first 40 minutes after transport for gravimeters 4372 and 4373, respectively. The
effect for gravimeter 4372 is more emphasised than any previously reported hysteresis effects for
Scintrex meters. The effect is instrument-specific, but not completely homogenous. The model of the
elastic hysteresis after transport in Scintrex CG-3M readings has been defined and the iterative
algorithm for determination of model’s parameters from multiple observation series developed.
Furthermore, the hysteresis after tilting the gravimeters has been investigated. It has been found that
the two gravimeters are affected by the significant “tilting” effect. The effect is negative (the readings
increase while relaxing) and its magnitude and duration depend on the time the instrument was tilted.
The effect for gravimeter 4373 is more emphasised than for 4372. For gravimeter 4373, it exceeds the
magnitude and for both gravimeters, the duration of any previously reported “tilting” effect. In
addition, after tilting, the readings of both gravimeters do not fully recover to the previous value, but a
certain offset remains, whose magnitude again increases with the duration of the tilt. Additionally, the
analysis revealed that gravimeters 4372 and 4373 exhibit different, but rather regular, drift behaviour
during two different types of the survey. During surveys with transport by car in between occupations,
the transport drift is an ascending concave curve, while during surveys with transport in hand (microgravimetry) the drift is descending convex curve and probably reflects the remaining hysteresis after
transport. In both cases, the drift can be approximated by the second order polynomial. The linear
calibration coefficients of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 have been increasing with time. The rate of the
increase diminishes with time. It seems that it took at least 5 years for the calibration coefficients of
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gravimeters 4372 and 4373 to stabilise. In fact, the calibration coefficient of gravimeter 4373 still
appears to be changing, but now with a slight linear trend.
The thesis further describes functional and stochastic models of the relative gravity measurements.
The theoretically correct functional model of Scintrex measurements is not linear. Consequently, the
adjustment should be carried out in several iterations. However, uncorrected observations are a
sufficiently good approximation of the observation equations’ coefficients, which correspond to the
corrections of the calibration coefficients. Such approximation enables the adjustment in a single
iteration. Therefore, the approximate model was used in further research. In addition, it is shown that
the rank defect of the functional model for the gravity network is almost 2. Therefore, in order to yield
meaningful results, two constraints should be introduced: one to define the origin of the 1D network
and another to define the scale. Since the choice of two datum parameters practically does not affect
the geometry of the network, such datum definition is named “almost minimum constraint datum
definition”.
The measures of qualities for the gravity networks, which shall be used for the evaluation of different
adjustment models, have been defined. This also includes the analysis of the reliability of the gravity
network. It is analytically shown that an error in a gravity network caused by an erroneous calibration
constant (i.e. coefficient of the approximate calibration function applied in the gravimeter) does not
reflect in the residuals or the measures of reliability, if the network is measured with a single relative
gravimeter, its datum is defined with minimum constraint and if the correction of the linear calibration
coefficient is not included in the functional model. The same is true for a gravity network measured
with several gravimeters whose calibration constants are in agreement, but biased.
Testing of different functional and stochastic models has been performed on the empirical data. In
order to evaluate the influence of the hysteresis after transport on measurement precision and the
possibility for its mitigation, adjustments were carried out using different data samples taken from
long observation series of the measurements for the purpose of calibration. The analysis of the results
of adjustments of short data samples (involving only five readings) with different delays from the
beginning of the observation series showed that the elastic hysteresis effect in Scintrex CG-3M
measurements can significantly deteriorate declared precision even 10 or 20 minutes after setting up
the gravimeter on the station. Furthermore, the adjustment of different data samples simulating
different practices, which allow a certain time for gravimeters to stabilise before taking the first
reading, have been compared to the adjustments of whole observation series with hysteresis eliminated
with the use of the proposed algorithm. This time only the readings from the beginning of the
observation series of different lengths were omitted. Thus, some of the data samples involved longer
observation series (with a smaller impact of the noise on the results). Based on the comparison it has
been concluded that the proposed iterative algorithm for hysteresis modelling and elimination is the
best available option for the treatment of the hysteresis after transport. On the basis of investigation on
hysteresis modelling and adjustments with different lengths of observation series (this time the
readings of different duration from the end of observation series was omitted), it was concluded that in
order to reach reasonable results, modelling of the hysteresis effect should be based on observation
series lasting approximately 30 minutes.
The influence of the treatment of the calibration function in the functional model was examined in two
steps. The testing was carried out on data of the Croatian FOGN. The analysis of the calibration
constants of the two Scintrex CG-3M gravimeters carried out before adjustment showed that
calibration constant used during the FOGN survey were most probably significantly biased due to their
emphasised time change during that period. In the first step, the comparison of the results of
adjustment with and without the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients included in the
functional model was carried out. The comparison showed that omitting the calibration function from
the functional model leads to a significant systematic error influence in national network adjustment if
the calibration function is not previously determined with sufficient accuracy. In addition, this
systematic error influence practically does not reflect in the measures of precision. In the second step,
the measurements were re-calculated to correspond to the correct calibration constants. The
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adjustments of such data were carried out with and without the corrections of the linear calibration
coefficients included in the functional model, as well. The comparison showed that ignoring the
uncertainty of the calibration constants can yield too optimistic precision of gravity values. Therefore,
it is proposed to include the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients, which were determined
before a network survey on a calibration line, in the adjustment as pseudo-observations.
Next, the adjustment model with the first and the second order daily drift polynomials were applied to
all four data sets. In general, modelling the daily drift with the second order polynomial yields results
of a higher precision as compared to the first order polynomial. The only exceptions are the
measurements of gravimeters 4372 and 4373 during the FOGN survey, for which inhomogeneous
hysteresis effects (including the “tilting” effect) are superimposed to the daily drift. The introduction
of the second order drift coefficients in the functional model does not impair the results’ precision
even in the case of linear or almost linear daily drifts. In addition, the adjustments with drift
determined in the course of the adjustment were compared to the adjustments with drift determined
and eliminated before adjustment. Thereby, the drift uncertainty and correlation introduced by the drift
elimination were not taken into account by the stochastic model. It has been concluded that the
estimated precision of parameters from the adjustment model with the daily drift eliminated before
adjustment is too optimistic. In addition, the a posteriori variance factor is also too optimistic since it
is derived based on the falsified number of degrees of freedom.
In the end, the comprehensive comparison of the results of adjustments with different stochastic
models was carried out based on the measurements of the FOGN and the local test network. Three
groups of stochastic models have been investigated: (I) stochastic models based on the properties of
the linear trends in short observation series, (II) stochastic models determined iteratively based on the
adjustment results and (III) stochastic models with the straightforward definition. For the reference,
the stochastic model with the weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign, inversely
proportional to the a posteriori variance factor from the individual adjustment of data for
corresponding gravimeter and campaign has been used. The investigation showed that stochastic
models from group I do not yield more accurate results as compared to the reference model. On the
other hand, some models from group II, when applied on the observations with emphasised hysteresis
effect, resulted in a significant increase in precision of gravity values but also induced a substantial
bias. The bias was evaluated from the comparison of the adjustment of the long observation series
from the local test network corrected for hysteresis and the adjustment of simulated “regular”
observation procedure, which involved only five readings taken 10 minutes from the beginning of
each observation series. It has been concluded that neither of tested stochastic models can account for
the elastic hysteresis effect in a way that the effects on the results’ accuracy are remedied. However,
certain stochastic models can properly balance the accuracy between different groups of observations
differently affected by the hysteresis effects (or other error influences). Moreover, if only observations
of e.g. one gravimeter affected by significant hysteresis are available, neither of the tested stochastic
models can improve results’ precision.
Based on the described investigation, the optimal adjustment model has been identified. Accordingly,
the observations of the optimal functional model should be previously corrected for the hysteresis after
transport (if observation series of sufficient duration are available) and should be free from the
“tilting” effects, while its parameters shall include the corrections of the linear calibration coefficients
and coefficients of the second order drift polynomial. If observations belong to two or more
gravimeters or campaigns with different properties of the hysteresis effects, the optimal stochastic
model should be determined according to the simplified algorithm for the EVC (estimation of variance
components) for the groups of observations, whereby, a group comprises observations of one
gravimeter and one campaign. Otherwise, if observations belong to just one gravimeter and campaign,
the stochastic model with a unity weight matrix should be used. Alternatively, instead of the EVC
algorithm, the stochastic model with the weights, specific for each gravimeter and each campaign,
inversely proportional to the a posteriori variance factor from the individual adjustment of data for
corresponding gravimeter and campaign can be used. If observations are not free from the “tilting”
effects, only the linear coefficients of the daily drift should be included in the functional model.
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